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Abstract 
This research focuses on hymn translating for singing in Cantonese, paying 
particular attention to word-music interaction in the target text. Despite the 
voluminous translations of vocal texts of both secular and sacred origins, 
research in vocal text translating has been neglected. This thesis intends to 
study the various aspects of vocal text translating, hoping to shed new light 
on this translation activity through in-depth analysis of Christian Christmas 
hymns in terms of tone-melody relationship, time, rhyming, and immediate 
comprehensibility, with reference to Cantonese and in the cultural context of 
Hong Kong. The mechanism of translating vocal text is explained through 
the semiotics of Charles S. Peirce. The skopos theory of Vermeer is applied 
to the actual decision-making process, forming the basis of the musical 
approach proposed in the present study, regulating the various competing 
priorities in vocal text translating. The musical approach for a dialectal 
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Aims of Research 
This research focuses on hymn translating for singing in Cantonese, paying 
particular attention to word-music interaction in the target text. 
Research in vocal text translating has been neglected in translation studies. 
Similar to other text types, vocal texts, or "texts to be sung in vocal music," are often 
translated. Vocal text translations can be used for a variety of purposes, ranging from 
a word-for-word translation intended for a singer to grasp the meaning of individual 
words and phrases to facilitate musical interpretation, or those to be used in 
programme notes or CD inserts, or as supertitles during performances, or as subtitles 
to be used in video-recordings, to a version actually for singing in the target language. 
(Low, 2003: 95-97) Despite the voluminous translations of vocal texts, research in this 
area has not received the attention it deserves. Most vocal text translators focus their 
attention on translation practice; few have attempted to study or develop a theory 
about vocal text translating. For those who do, their efforts are largely empirical. This 
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situation is not particular to English-Chinese vocal text translating, but universal to 
other language pairs. It is somewhat strange, therefore, to see so little has been done 
on such a difficult topic as vocal text translating. Poetry translating, also a notoriously 
difficult translation activity, on the other hand, receives tremendous attention from 
theorists and practitioners in the field. This thesis intends to study the various aspects 
of vocal text translating, hoping to shed new light on this translation activity. 
The difficulty of vocal text translating is multifold. In an attempt to produce a 
"singable" text, various elements of music have come to the fore, manipulating and 
interfering with the entire decision-making process of the translator: the target text has 
to conform to the vocal limits of the human voice, the meaning of the source text has 
to be effectively and competently conveyed within the musical framework (including 
melody, rhythm, phrasing, structure etc.), and as a performance text, much of it has to 
be immediately comprehensible. Besides, there are extralinguistic considerations as 
well, such as the literary and vocal tradition of the target culture, the function of the 
genre in question and other cultural concerns. In short, vocal text translating is a 
multi-disciplinary issue, involving areas such as translatology, phonology, cultural 
studies, musicology and performance practice. 
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In translating the vocal text into Chinese, the interference of the musical 
elements is even greater, for the melodic contour of the music may distort the tonal 
contour of the target text; and, in a tonal language like Chinese, this distortion may 
result in misinterpretation. This problem is particularly acute in Cantonese, which 
features one of the most complicated tonal systems among languages known to the 
world. 
Owing to the tremendous difficulty in writing vocal text in Cantonese, vocal text 
translating is confined to sacred music - and the hymn of the Protestant Church in 
particular - for most lyricists just do not bother to be "further restricted" by a source 
text. Paradoxically, most vocal text translations in Cantonese have been done in a 
genre which is most unlikely to allow the translator much liberty. The hymn, as a 
central part of Christian liturgy, a lifestyle of Christians, and a much-appreciated tool 
of preaching, has been the material for translating and re-translating into Chinese for 
nearly two centuries. These translated hymns are widely used in local churches (in the 
1139 Chinese-speaking churches out of a total of over 1300 (Bai, 1999)^), in their 
crusades and evangelistic missions, in Christian schools (158 out of 405 government 
and subsidized secondary schools; 206 out of 698 government and subsidized primary 
1 The number of Christians in Hong Kong is approximately 530,000 in 2002, about 7.5% of the total 
population. 
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schools {Hong Kong Yearbook, 2002)) and in other Christian organizations. Hymnals 
with new translations continue to be published, with newly written devotional music. 
The number of hymns with Chinese version(s) exceeds four hundred^. 
Despite the vast coverage and influence of these hymns, there is a lack of 
systematic study on them, except for some historical survey.^ The present study can 
be seen as a pioneer attempt to study the major phonological and musical issues of 
translating vocal texts into Cantonese in the cultural context of Hong Kong. It is 
hoped that the results of the study can benefit the vocal text translating in general and 
the rendition of religious text in particular. 
The present study aims at: 
1. analyzing and explaining the mechanism of vocal text translation and 
constructing a theoretical framework of such an analysis; 
2. revealing the effectiveness of Cantonese translation of hymns through a 
detailed study of Christmas hymns in the aspects of tone-melody 
relationship, time, rhyming, and immediate comprehensibility; 
3. formulating a musical approach of Cantonese translation of vocal text, with 
2 The newest hymnal published in Hong Kong, the Century Praise, contains 461 hymns, 10% of which 
are written and/or composed by Chinese and Asian Christians. 
3 Such as studies by Lois Chan 陳羅以(19872002) and Chan Shun Hing 陳慎慶(1986). 
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special reference to hymn translating. 
Scope and Methodology of Research 
This study focuses on the translation of English 一 Cantonese Christmas hymns^ 
of the Protestant Church^ written in or translated into English^ before and around 
4 It is true that songs sung in celebration of Christmas in the English-speaking countries are commonly 
called "Christmas carols." However, the author of the present study prefers to use "Christmas hymns" 
to denote songs collected in Christian hymnals, of whatever origin, specifically categorized for use in 
church activities during Christmas. For details, see Appendix 11. 
The limited scope of this thesis would not allow a thorough treatment of music in the Catholic 
Church. 
6 A number of Christmas hymns selected in existing hymnals are English translations from a variety of 
language, including Latin, French, German and Polish. For example, 16 out of the 36 Christmas hymns 
selected from HUP for the present study were translated from non-English texts, shown in the 
following table: 
No. Title in English and Chinese Title in SL SL 
94 Lo, how a rose e'er blooming 耶西之條歌 Es ist ein，Ros， German 
100 Silent night, holy night 平安夜歌 Stille Nacht German 
103 Angels we have heard on high 天使佳音歌 Les anges dans nos campagnes French~ 
106 What star is this with beams so bright 星光燦爛歌[Unavailable] ~ T ^ 
107 Of the Father's love begotten 父愛誕生歌 [Unavailable] Latin 
110 Still, still, still 平安夜靜歌 Still, still, still German 
114 Infant holy, infant lowly 謙卑聖嬰歌 一 W Zlobie lezy Polish 
115 O Jesu sweet, O Jesu mild 溫和耶穌歌 O Jesulein suss German 
121 Little Jesus, sweetly sleep 小小耶稣歌 Hajej, nynej, Jezisku, Jezisku — C z e c h ~ 
124 Unto Us a Boy is Bom 神賜聖嬰歌 Tiler nobis nascitur Latin 
126 Good Christian Men, Rejoice 信徒歡欣歌 In Dulci Jubilo — Latin 
128 All My Heart this Night Rejoice 樂滿心懷歌 "Warum Sollt Ich German 
132 Bring A Torch, Jeannette, Isabella 聖景歌 Un flambeau, courons au French~ 
berceau 
138 Earth Has Many a Noble City 救主誕生歌 [Unavailable] Latin — 
It is obvious that the Chinese translations are based on the English translations of these hymns, for their 
close resemblance of details. Taking the first stanza of Silent Night, Holy Night as example: 
German source text: "Stille Nacht! Heilige Nacht! / Alles schlaft; einsam wacht / Nur das traute heilige 
Paar. / Holder Knab im lockigten Haar, / Schlafe in himmlischer Ruh! / Schlafe in himmlischer Ruh". 
Literal translation: "Silent night, holy night, / all are asleep; only awake / are the intimate holy pair, / 
the lovely boy with curly hair. / Sleep in heavenly peace, / sleep in heavenly peace." 
Translation by John Freeman Young: "Silent night, holy night, / All is calm, all is bright / Round yon 
Virgin Mother and Child. / Holy Infant so tender and mild, / Sleep in heavenly peace, / Sleep in 
heavenly peace." 
Chinese translation by T. F. Timothy Lew劉廷芳：“平安夜，聖善夜，萬暗中，光華射，照著聖母 
也照著聖嬰，多少慈祥也多少天真，靜享天賜安眠，靜享天賜安眠。” …、 
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1900. These "traditional hymns" or "standard repertoire" in church services in Hong 
Kong have been chosen from hymnals in circulation. The choice of Christmas hymns 
is based on several considerations: 
1. Many of these hymns are well-known to both Christians and non-Christians 
and as such, the “target readership" is the largest when compared to hymns for other 
events around the church year, such as Easter; 
2. The melodies are simpler in rhythm and the phrase structure and vocal 
range are narrower as compared to other devotional songs and secular vocal music; 
3. The subject matter centres around "Christmas," enabling a more focused 
discussion. 
Hymns analyzed in this study include: 
Name of Hymnal Edition Number Number of 
of hymns stanzas 
chosen 
Hymns of Universal Praise《普天頌讚》HUP 1986 36 143 
7 Refrain counted as a separate stanza. 
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OnmryPra/仪《世紀頌讚》CP 2000 17 68 
〈生命聖詩》HOL 1986 21 96 
Hymnary《聖徒詩歌》 19841998 6 24 
Sounds of Grace《恩頌聖歌》SOG 19922_ 26 120 
Hymns of Praise《頌主聖詩》HOP 22 102 
Total 128 553 
Hymns from other less commonly used hymnals would occasionally be selected 
so long as they are appropriate. Hymns written after 1900 are also used to 
demonstrate certain issues if necessary. 
Despite the fact that many hymnals currently used by local Christians are not 
intended to be sung in Cantonese, they are in reality being sung in that dialect. 
Therefore the hymnals are grouped into four categories^: 
Type I 一 hymnals intended to be sung in Mandarin, such as Hymns of Universal 
Praise and Hymns of Praise; 
Type II - hymnals intended to be sung in an unspecified Chinese dialect, such as 
Evangelical Hymnal ��fi®胃》； 
g 
For details of this classification, see Chapter 5. 
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Type III - hymnals intended to be sung either in Mandarin or Cantonese, such as 
Sound of Grace, Century Praise, New Songs of Praise, Hymns of Life,\ 
Type IV - hymnals intended to be sung in Cantonese. There were a few hymnals 
intended to be sung in Cantonese, such as Gospel Hymns《福音聖詩》published by 
China Baptist Publication Society 中華浸信出版協會 in 1934 (Chi, 1985: 3) and 
Song Zhu Shi Ge《頌主詩歌》of the Rhenish Church, published in 1956 (L. Chan, 
2002: 115-21). However, copies of these two hymnals are unavailable^ and therefore 
excluded from the present study. 
The mechanism of translating vocal text is explained through the semiotics of 
Charles Peirce. The skopos theory of Vermeer is applied to the actual decision-making 
process, forming the basis of the musical approach proposed in the present study, 
regulating the various competing priorities in vocal text translating. 
Thesis Organization 
This thesis is divided into three parts. Part I consists of one chapter which is 
introductory in nature. 
9 Only 3,000 copies of Song Zhu Shi Ge were printed in 1956. It was reprinted in 1969 but the number 
of copies is unknown. It is also uncertain whether this hymnal is currently used in the Rhenish church 
in Hong Kong. 
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Part n focuses on word-music interaction of the hymn as a performance text, 
with an assessment of the effectiveness of the existing translated hymns. Chapter 2 
gives an overview of vocal text translating, including a review of literature. This 
chapter deals with the long-debated issue of word-music relationship before moving 
to construct a theoretical framework of hymn translating based on the semiotics of 
Charles S. Peirce. A brief historical survey of hymn translating into Chinese is 
included to provide background information. Four aspects of word-music interaction 
are discussed, namely, tone-melody relationship (Chapter 3), time (Chapter 4), 
rhyming (Chapter 5) and immediate comprehensibility. In each of the first three 
aspects, comparison between European languages and the Chinese language is made 
before discussion. Insights are drawn from related genres in Chinese traditional and/or 
modem literature and commentaries made by translation-practitioners of 
foreign-languages-Mandarin vocal text translating. A statistical approach is adopted. 
The issue of immediate comprehensibility is dealt with in Chapter 6, in which 
extensions are made to the existing concept of immediate comprehensibility, 
borrowed from drama translating. Factors affecting immediate comprehensibility are 
discussed and illustrated with examples taken from Cantonese translations of 
Christmas hymns. Chapter 7 explains how the skopos theory can be applied to the 
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actual decision-making process and discussing the various competing priorities in 
hymn translating. A musical approach for a dialectal hymnal is formulated and 
verified with musical examples. 
Part III consists of a concluding chapter. 
A Note on Terminology 
For the sake of clarity, specifications of terminology related to the Chinese 
language and sacred music are in order here. 
Terminology Related to the Chinese Language 
1. Mandarin and Putonghua 
Both these terms refer to the spoken forms of the Chinese language. Mandarin is 
also known as "Northern Chinese" and "the Official Language 官話{guan hua),，and 
is regarded as the "the most widely spoken form of Chinese", which consists of 
basically four varieties: namely, Northern (in and around Beijing, northern China and 
Northeast Provinces), Northwestern (northwestern China), Southwestern (in and 
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around Chongqing, Sichuan and southwestern China) and Southern (in and around 
Nanjing). Northern Mandarin is the basis for Modem Standard Chinese. 
(Encyclopedia Britannica, 2003) The name Putonghua is used to refer to the spoken 
form of Modem Standard Chinese in the mainland after 1949; while in the present 
thesis the term Mandarin only refers to the spoken form of the Chinese language in 
the mainland before 1949 and in Taiwan and in Singapore^®. 
2. Classical Chinese and vernacular Chinese 
"Classical Chinese" can also be called "the Literary Language 文言文(wen yan 
weny\ which refers to the old style of written Chinese used before the New Culture 
Movement in early twentieth century, during which the vernacular writing style ‘‘bai 
hua 白言舌” gradually replaces "Classical Chinese." However, the term "vernacular 
Chinese" in this thesis refers only to dialectal spoken forms of Chinese. 
Terminology Related to Sacred Music 
1. Sacred Music 
Li Zhen Bang 李振邦（1989: 4-7) distinguishes "sacred music" from "religious 
10 To be more precise, the term "National Language 國語(Guo yu)" is normally used to refer to the 
spoken Modern Standard Chinese used in Taiwan, while the term "The Chinese Language 華語{Hua 
yu)" is used in Singapore instead. 
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music，，and categories them in the way shown below: 
Sacred Music 
Devotional Music Religious Music 
Liturgical Music (or extra-liturgical (not used in the 
music) church) 
Liturgical drama, 
Benediction of the Divine Office Mass Motet, Troubadour religious 
Blessed Sacramen •彷⑵ Mass Ave Maria, song, 
Stabat Mater, Laudi, 
Litany, Religious madrigal, 
Choral, Oratorio, 
The Seven Last Words, Cantata, 
Procession, Religious drama, 
Av:Vet j jm’ psalms, Etc. Passio-Oratorio 
Paril^ fCencus. 耐， ； i^ssa C，ta, ___GrandMot^__ 
Te Deum Antiphones, Missa Solemnis, 
Tantum ergo Responsories. Requiem Mass 
Etc Hymns 
As can be seen, any music that has religious associations belongs to “sacred 
music." What this chart shows include many Catholic genres which are no longer 
used in Protestant church services except the hymn. In Protestant church services, 
hymn-singing is one of the central part of worship and, similar to the Catholic 
categorization above, the hymn belongs to "liturgical" music, meaning that it is used 
in formal church services such as worship. 
2. Chorales 
The chorale is "a hymn tune of the German Protestant Church." The Germans 
were known to have begun singing hymns with texts translated from Latin into their 
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native language as early as in the century and became increasingly important with 
the efforts of Martin Luther (1483-1546), who “considered the chorale a pillar of his 
reform movement and played a very active part in building a repertory of texts and 
melodies suitable for this purpose." Martin Luther translated Roman Catholic hymn 
texts into German, setting these translations to simple, tuneful melodies borrowed 
from secular sources. (Apel, 1972: 158-59) 
A number of English hymns are in fact translations of German chorale texts and 
some of them were then translated into Chinese. Taking HUP as an example, out of 
the 36 Christmas hymns chosen for the present study, 4 of which originated as 
German chorales 
3. Christmas Hymn and Christmas Carol 
It is true that songs sung in celebration of Christmas in English speaking 
countries are commonly called "Christmas carols". However, the author of the present 
study prefers to use "Christmas hymns" to denote songs collected in Christian 
hymnals, of whatever origin, specifically categorized for use in church activities 
during Christmas. 
11 Namely, Lo, How a Rose Ever Blooming (Es ist Ein' Ros'〈耶西之條歌�HUP94)，O Jesu Sweet, O 
Jesu Mild (O Jesulein suss 〈溫和耶稣歌�HUPl 15)，Good Christian Men, Rejoice (In Dulci Jubilo 
< 信徒歡欣歌 > HUP126), All My Heart this Night Rejoices {Warum Sollt Ich 〈樂滿心懷歌 > 
HUP128). 
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The “hymn,，，by definition, is “a song of praise of God" in Christian churches. 
(Randel, 2003: 399) The "carol", on the other hand, is “a song of English origin, with 
text in English or Latin (or a mixture of the two) and dealing with any subject, but 
most often having to do with the Virgin Mary or some aspect of Christmas" in the 
Middle Ages; and, in present-day usage, "designates a strophic song, often traditional 
and usually (but not always) connected with the celebration of Christmas". Besides, 
informally, “similar songs not of English origin (such as the French noel and the 
German Weihnachtslied) are sometimes called carols." (Randel, 2003: 151) While the 
"carol" has almost always been "religious" in content, not all carols are essentially 
liturgical - that is, they can be secular or sacred. Studwell (1994: 7-8) cites 
descriptions of the "carol" from authoritative sources of carols from three generations: 
The Oxford Book of Carols said to be the most important collection of 
carols; The English Carols (1958), said to be the most important history of and 
commentary on carols; and Christmas Carols: A Reference Guide (1985), said to be 
the most important reference work on carols. All these sources point to the fact that 
the carol is essentially a "mass phenomenon": 
Carols are songs with a religious impulse that are simple, hilarious, popular and 
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modem [...] The typical carol gives voice to the common emotions of healthy 
people in Language that can be understood and music that can be shared by all. 
[•"] Carols, moreover, were always modem, expressing the manner in which the 
ordinary man at his best understood the ideas of his age. 
(From The Oxford Book of Carols, v-vi.) 
[The carols are] not remote dogma but a texture of life [...] something like a 
"general dance." 
(From The English Carols, 1958: 242.) 
A song used to celebrate Christmas and its adjacent events (including Advent, 
Epiphany, the New Year, and to some extent the winter season). [...] One of the 
more important characteristics of the carol is its long-term and widespread mass 
appeal. It is a phenomenon popular with diverse and varied segments of society 
[. . .]The carol is meant to be actively sung, played and heard, year after year, by 
all types of persons. 
(From Christmas Carols: A Reference Guide: xi.) 
Studwell (1994: 8) further points out that: 
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The carol is in general the domain of the obscure. The vast majority of carols are 
anonymous, or from folk sources, or are the most important artistic creation of 
little known persons. [...] To summarize, one does not have to be famous or even 
a Christian to create a successful Christmas song. The carol is truly a mass 
phenomenon. [...] The carol and the church have not been constant and close 
companions throughout history. 
Studwell (1994: 8-9) traces the return of carols in church services in England: the 
carol was excluded in churches “for about two centuries after the Puritan suppression 
of the celebration of Christmas in the 1640s". The tide began to turn by the middle of 
the 19th century and, by the dawn of the century, "the carol had sufficiently 
returned to church services." 
It is true that many Christmas hymns collected in the hymnals originated as 
carols. Yet since these carol-hymns have gained recognition in the church and 
therefore adopted in church services as part of the liturgy, the term "Christmas 
hymns" is used to denote all Christmas hymns collected in the hymnals, regardless of 
origin. 
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A Note on Romanization of Personal Names 
Owing to the different Romanization systems adopted in mainland China, Hong 
Kong, Taiwan and Singapore, a word about the Romanization of personal names 
therefore necessary. The Romanization of personal names in the present thesis is first 
and foremost based on the "proper" spelling whenever available for Hong Kongers, 
Taiwanese and Singaporeans. Otherwise the names are romanized in piny in. Names of 
mainland Chinese are all romanized in piny in. When Christian names are present, the 




An Overview of Vocal Text Translating 
Introductory Remarks 
Before we discuss the translation of Christmas hymns into Chinese, a word about 
the nature of this specific translation activity is in order, as this would put into focus 
the theoretical issues of such an activity. Vocal texts translating, in general, is one of 
the areas within translation studies which has not received the attention it deserves; 
worse still, discussions on hymn translating are particularly scant. In contrast to the 
voluminous literature on Bible translation and Bible translating, which directly or 
indirectly gives birth to several important trends in translation studies,i the translating 
of Christian hymns - which also constitutes a major part of Christian liturgy - is 
seldom studied. Discussions focusing on hymn translating are, similar to those about 
opera translating and song translating, confined to a rather empirical approach, 
stressing the multiple constraints imposed on the target text, coupled with comments 
on a few "real life" examples. A more theoretical treatment of the topic is lacking by 
far. 
1 For example, the famous theory of "dynamic equivalence" was advocated in 1960s by the Bible 
translator-theorist Eugene Nida. 
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As a genre of vocal music, hymn translating has much in common with vocal 
text translating, yet far from being identical with it, for the function of the hymn is 
quite different from other vocal genres. The present chapter focuses on the very nature 
of hymn translating, borrowing insights from the translating of other vocal genres, 
including songs and operas, through a review of literature in the field, before 
highlighting the similarities and differences between them, to venture on constructing 
a theoretical framework for hymn translating based on semiotics, with reference to the 
semiotics of Charles Peirce, and to give a brief account of the development of hymns 
translating into Chinese. 
A Review of Literature: Major Issues in Vocal Text Translating 
It is generally admitted that lyrics translation is extremely difficult. Arthur 
Graham (1989: 34) states that "to translate to fit a Procrustean bed of note lengths, to 
avoid hurting the music, to stay close to original meaning, and to create something of 
literary value 一 all at the same time - is nearly impossible." Lyrics critic Wong Chi 
Wah 黃志華(2003: 173) even "gives up the idea of translating several Christmas 
songs from English into Chinese shortly after attempting to do so." So far most of the 
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vocal text translators have directed their efforts towards opera translating; song 
translating receives much less attention and works on hymns translating, as will be 
shown, are few and far between. Most of the contributors are empirical, and only few 
of them discuss vocal text translating from a more theoretical perspective. Below is a 
brief review of the literature on operatic vocal text translating and art song vocal text 
translating. 
Relation between Text and Music 
Anne Rodda, a specialist on poetry and music, notes that "in the art song the 
poem has already been subjected to its first translation, a translation or transposition 
into the language of music. The conceptual aspects of the poem are now combined 
with the abstract emotional qualities of the music. While the poem set to music may 
or may not be a more perfect work of art than the poem alone, it has certainly 
undergone a substantial metamorphosis. Its sphere is now limited to the composer's 
interpretation, and its meaning is now more established because of numerous musical 
elements which influence it." (Rodda, 1981: 150) 
Jack Stein, quoted by Rodda (Rodda, 1981: 150), notes that in art song, the 
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music tends to dominate the text and that the melodic line is likely to suppress natural 
intonation, inflection patterns and rhythm. Besides, composers may employ 
word-painting^ or other pictorial devices through the manipulation of rhythm, pitch, 
duration, appearance, or sound values. They have a strong impact on the text and tend 
to fix its meaning. The presence of such devices is probably the greatest challenge, 
among many other things, to the translator. 
For this reason, she remarks that "strophic settings of lieder generally pose fewer 
problems [for the translator] than through-composed^ settings." (Rodda, 1981: 151) 
In a strophic song, all stanzas are set to the same music regardless of their changing 
content; therefore it is less likely that pictorial effect would occur. She concludes that 
"since the musical pattern is fixed, only the words can be manipulated." (Rodda, 
1981: 157) This view is also shared by Xue Fan 薛範（2002: 181-86), who points 
out that in strophic songs, “the translator can be freer in his/her approach," while for 
the narrative art songs the translator has to take the role of the piano accompaniment 
into account. 
2 "Word-painting" is defined as "a term used to describe instances in vocal compositions when the 
composer uses vivid effects in the music to bring out the special meaning of certain words in text." 
(Bennett, 1990: 381) For example, a discord may occur simultaneously with the utterance of the word 
"death" in the text, thereby depicting the negative emotional associations of the word. 
3 When different stanzas of a poem are set to different music, it is called a "through-composed setting"; 
the opposite is the "strophic setting", in which different stanzas are set to the same music. 
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Word-music Matching 
Many contributors devote a great deal of effort on the technical aspect of lyrics 
translation. Opinions can be divided into two categories: (1) formal constraints and (2) 
semantic constraints. 
1. Formal Constraints or Non-semantic Constraints 
Formal constraints include rhyming, prosody, syllable length, syllable weight 
and vocal constraints. 
Rhyming 
Henry S. Drinker, in his article “On Translating Vocal Texts" (1950: 225-40)， 
holds that the translated text should contain rhymes wherever the music or the texts 
calls for them - for example, where sequential or symmetric phrases occur in the 
music. Even where the original poem has no rhymes the author thinks that rhymes 
should be made, if possible, where the original is in metrical rhythm. He admits that 
“rhymes are possibly the translator's greatest difficulty, the solution of which calls for 
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the greatest experience and ingenuity" but does not encourage the translator to avoid 
the difficulty. (1950: 234) 
Arthur Graham (1989: 31-37), on the contrary, while acknowledging the merit 
good rhyming may bring to a translated text, emphasizes that “the prime reason for 
the failure of song translation is insistence upon rhyme" and “it is suicidal to demand 
rhyme wherever it appears in the original." (1989: 31) As a singer, he believes “rhyme 
is less important to the success of a song than translators believe" because "the 
auditory effect of rhyme is much weaker in song than in poetry, for the actual time 
between rhymes is greater, and the cadential function of rhyme is handled by musical 
cadence," while “the search for rhyme breeds awkward syntax and inappropriate 
vocabulary." 
Anne Rodda also shares Graham's opinion: “I believe that if anything can and 
should be sacrificed to achieve the desired effect, it should be a rigid adherence to a 
rhyme scheme." (Rodda, 1981: 157) 
Amada Holden (1991: 7), an opera translator, adapts a more middle-of-the-road 
approach. When referring to rhyming in Italian - English opera translation, Holden 
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writes, “I feel the words should rhyme where the music does, so to speak. It isn't 
essential to rhyme everywhere the Italian does, and only the very cleverest can avoid 
contrived rhymes or having the whole thing sounding like W.S. Gilbert. English 
cannot be forced to echo the Italian to that extent and be convincing" and quotes, in 
the same article, W.A. Mozart's view towards poetry, music and rhyming when he 
wrote in October 1781 to his father that "the poetry must be altogether the obedient 
daughter of music. ... verses are indeed the most indispensable element for music -
but rhymes 一 solely for the sake of rhyming - the most detrimental." 
Ronnie Apter (1985: 34), another opera translator, holds similar views and 
believes that the music should dictate the form. She argues that rhyming is only one 
of the many stratagems for creating recognizable stanza forms and there are other 
devices at the translator's disposal, such as off-rhyme, weak rhyme, half rhyme, 
consonant rhyme, assonance and alliteration. 
Sun Hui Shang 孫慧雙(1997: 240-41), a prolific opera translator, discusses the 
use of rhyme in operas translated into Chinese. He argued that "since the source text 
is a vocal text, the target text should also be a vocal text. A vocal text should be 
rhymed, therefore the target Vocal Text should also be rhymed.，，(Sun, 1997: 291) 
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According to Sun, the rhyming system of the target vocal text is not the same as those 
used in Chinese poetry, nor do the rhymed radicals follow that of the source text. 
Besides, the translator should choose rhyming words that fit the character and style of 
the music. Sun recommends the use of The Thirteen Rhymes in the Peking opera. 
Determining the character of the music is important: whether the music is in a 
passionate, narrative style, or of a graceful, descriptive nature. The length of the 
music also matters. Different kinds of rhyming sounds should be used to fit the mood 
of the music: brighter-sounding rhyming radicals for passionate music, 
softer-sounding ones for graceful, expressive character, and weaker-sounding ones for 
portrayal of fright. Rhymes that have a relatively wide choice of syllables should be 
applied for lengthy texts, so that syllable-repetition can be avoided. The choice of 
rhyme for shorter texts is relatively freer, for syllable-repetition can still be avoided 
even if rhymes that have a relatively narrower choice of syllables are used. If the 
rhyming sounds match the mood of the music well, the emotion of the song can be 
conveyed to the audience effectively; otherwise the effectiveness of the song would 
be seriously reduced. 
Xue Fan (2002: 77-107), a prolific song translator, argues that rhyming is an 
essential element of traditional Chinese poetry and songs and that unrhymed vocal 
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texts hardly exist. It is very common for Chinese songs to use the same rhyming 
radical throughout the entire song, rhyme at the end of every other line. He argues 
that following the rhyme scheme of the source text is usually undesirable, because it 
is usual for the source text (of a song in a Western language) to change rhyme 
regularly and more frequently than in Chinese traditional poetry, which would sound 
unnatural and "unrhymed" to Chinese ears. The use of rhyme at the last line of a text 
is particularly important, and the violation of which was regarded as one of the fatal 
errors in traditional poetry. Change of rhyme is possible for more lengthy texts or 
where the content demands. Xue's opinion on the relationship between the choice of 
rhyme and the mood of the music/text is very similar to that of Sun's, except that Xue 
supplements that grammatical particles like de 的，liao 了 are generally unacceptable 
as rhyming syllables, and that there is one principle to be held: rhyming, in any case, 
should not be a hindrance to the conveyance of meaning. 
Prosody 
According to The New Oxford Dictionary of English (1998: 1489), "prosody" 
refers to "patterns of rhythm and sound in poetry." By nature, lyrics is also a kind of 
poetry in which the prosody is set by the music. Metrical patterns in lyrics may not be 
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regular, but the text has to fit the music. For example, a verbal phrase consisting 9 
syllables cannot fit in with an 8-note melody. Therefore, the quantity of notes should 
match the quantity of syllables, and has to conform with musical phrasing; besides, 
since Western tonal* melodies, for the most part, conform with "meter," i.e. recurring 
patterns of strong and weak beats, verbal stress has to coincide with musical stress. 
As Ronnie Apter (1985: 29) points out, to opera translators, "prosodic problems 
are perhaps their most difficult," since lyrics translators are substituting a new text 
into the existing music, obliged to match the original text syllable for syllable, stress 
for stress, and quantity for quantity, so as not to alter musical rhythms. Practically, the 
metrical text cannot be replaced by prose, nor "French alexandrines by iambic 
pentameters." Somehow, translators must mimic foreign rhythms without contorting 
the target language. Besides, as she observes, as each source language presents its 
own set of difficulties, issues less problematic in a pair of languages may be a big 
problem in another. This situation occurs in lyrics translation into Chinese because 
Chinese, unlike European languages, is essentially a tonal language. 
Arthur Graham (1989: 33) points out that "each language has its own rules for 
4 Music based on the major-minor key system is generally referred to as "tonal music." 
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poetry and also its own aesthetic for how words may combine with music" and “the 
framework for translation must be the music, not the original poem. Further, the 
translator should avoid thinking in terms of poetic metrical feet; such scansion does 
not always match musical notation." 
Sun (1997: 236) points out that “the quantity of vocables in the target text is 
strictly limited by the quantity of musical notes and syllables in the source text" as the 
first and foremost “rule’，for translating operatic songs, where the target text should 
match the source text in a syllable-for-syllable manner, and to match the music in a 
note-for-note manner, meaning that whenever there is a syllable to a musical note in 
the source, there should be a syllable to the same musical note in the target. Counting 
the exact number of syllables and musical notes in the source texts is thus the 
preliminary step in opera translating. 
Xue (2002: 111) holds similar views as far as this issue is concerned and in 
support of the idea of preserving the syllable-musical note matching pattern of the 
source text. Omission or addition of syllables (compared to what is required in the 
source text) is allowed under certain circumstances, but all changes can only be made 
when they conform to the rhythmic characteristics of the music. (Xue, 2002: 120) He 
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also suggests a number of ways to tackle this problem in Mandarin Chinese^ 
Syllable Length and Weight 
Arthur Graham (1989: 32-33) considers it important to pay attention to syllable 
length and weight: the relative lengths of syllables in a song may be "grossly 
disproportionate" to their lengths in the text as a poem. "Where an unaccented 
monosyllable word joins another word in a common phrase, a long note on the 
unaccented word may be inappropriate. [Examples omitted] Similarly, disyllables 
accented on the second syllable are uncomfortable when the first syllable is long. 
[Examples omitted] The syllables in a polysyllabic word have a relationship of length 
in speech that should not be significantly altered in song. ... Modem prosodists agree 
that there are varying degrees of 'weight' to accented syllables. ... Word function 
influences weight accented syllables of nouns and verbs are 'heavier' than those of 
articles and prepositions. Accent is relative to adjacent syllables; ... Some initial 
sounds take greater effort to produce, thereby adding weight to their syllables. The 
initial sound of a phrase will be stronger than that sound in the same word later in a 
phrase." 
5 For details, see Chapter 5. 
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While Arthur Graham pays more attention to note-syllable matching in length, 
Henry Drinker thinks that verbal and musical accents should coincide: that accented 
syllables and all important words should come on the musical accents. Conversely, 
important words should never be set to unaccented notes, even when such a word is 
one without a consonant and which can be sung easily and quickly. It is because 
"when the attention of the singer or listener comes to important word, he makes an 
involuntary mental emphasis, causes a slight break in the rhythm." (Drinker 1950: 
230) 
However, Drinker admits that there are occasions when unimportant words do 
occur on accented notes in the original because the composer "was unwilling to 
change the musical phrase which came to him, merely to fit the words." (Drinker, 
1950: 230) In such cases, he advocates that the translation can make an obvious 
improvement over the original. 
Sun (1997: 238), while explaining the importance of the text matching the 
rhythmic accents and the musical accents of the music, also points out that one 
specific difficulty with operatic songs being translated into Chinese is the matching of 
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stresses. He notices that "stressing is rather flexible in Chinese. The same group of 
words can be different things if the stress is placed on different vocables. The 
emphasis, for example, can be shifted with a different stress" and that the translator, 
"after matching the stresses of the text and the accents of the music, should also take 
considerable care in order to avoid ambiguity." 
Xue (2002: 181-86) mentions that "in opera translation, sometimes it is 
important to set certain syllables to the same places as the corresponding words in the 
source text, to ensure that the text matches the facial expressions, gestures, action and 
interaction between characters in the drama." A translator of the strophic songs can be 
considerably freer in his/her approach, because “phrase restructuring is acceptable, 
despite key words and words that are placed at climatic moments in the music should 
be preserved at where they lie in the source text." Similarly, “transliterated proper 
names, if unavoidable, should also be kept where they lie in the source text, so that 
the stress would conform to musical accent in the exact manner of the source text." In 
narrative art songs, or those with story lines, the translator is more or less bound by 
the piano accompaniment. In art songs, the piano is no longer a mere prop of the voice, 
it is an essential component of the musical imagery, even assuming a leading role in 
the music. Under such circumstances, care should be taken "not to 'move' the 
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position of the words at will; otherwise the piano part may not coincide with the voice 
in mood and character." 
Vocal constraints 
Ronnie Apter (1985:27) emphasizes the importance of making the lines suitable 
for singing and thus formulates several principles of word setting that meet the 
strength and weaknesses of the human voice. She observes that when "the sung pitch 
exceeds the central octave of a singer's vocal range (usually the octave down from 
middle C for males and the octave up from middle C for females), the shape of the 
oral cavity required for pitch production limits what vowels and consonants the singer 
can produce." The following table summarizes her suggestions for vowels: 
Pitch Best vowels Reason 
High /i/, /a/, /工/, Id The soft palate has to be raised in order to produce high 
pitches and with these vowels the soft palate can be 
raised without distorting their pronunciation 
Low /o/ and h ! The front of the jaw has to be dropped to produce low 
notes 
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She notes that the occurrence of the voiced consonants should occur depends on 
how they are produced and her opinions are summarized as follows: 
Pitch Voiced Consonants Method of production 
Low /g/, /r/ hard /g/ and American /r/ 
High /I/ with the tongue tip touching the center of the hard 
palate 
As for unvoiced consonants, she notes that for extreme pitches they should be 
chosen for how well they shape the oral cavity for the following vowel and pitch. 
Drinker (1950: 229) also agrees that the text has to be easy to sing and 
pronounce on the particular notes or musical phrases where they occur, adding that 
“this is even more important in a chorus than in solo songs" because "the latter being 
usually sung by trained vocalists who are supposed to be able to overcome all 
difficulties of diction." And that "notes coming on a long, sustained musical phrase 
should have syllables containing vowels which are easily singable at the part of the 
range where they occur, with no hard consonants." Accordingly, the text of the 
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translation should be made to meet these technical difficulties. 
His principles of vowel setting are given in the following table: 
Pitch choice choice choice 
f，# for soprano "ah" "i" as in "high" “saw，，，"sod," "sit," 
f，# for tenor and "soot" 
e，、for alto 
d' for bass 
Other technical delicacies Drinker suggests include: 
1. Where the music or sometimes the text calls for a click at the end of a 
phrase, a syllable should be provided ending in a, k, p, or t. 
2. Where the music consists of two or three rapid 8th or 16th notes, each 
calling for a different syllable, words must be provided which trip easily off 
the tongue. The same is true of the syllable coming on a quick 16th note 
after a dotted 8th. 
Sun (1997: 241-42) also recommends that "high notes must be set to open 
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vowels. Closed vowels are difficult to sing in high register, the occurrence of which 
would often result in intonation problems." As most melodies lie predominately in the 
middle register of the voice, high notes are infrequent. To Sun, this issue is not 
difficult to handle, despite that fact that practical feedbacks from individual singers 
are essential. 
The importance of complying with the non-semantic constraints mentioned 
above can be summarized with Gorlee's comment (1997: 247), in a discussion on 
opera translating: 
Violations of the above [vocal constraints, prosodic patterns, meter and stanza 
forms and rhyme] result in Kitschlyrik [kitsch lyrics], which may be called 
"operatic translationese": pseudo-dramatic language usage trimmed with gaudy 
tinsel, disfigured by bombastic cliches and hackneyed phraseology, inverted 
syntax, displaced accents, distorted rhythm and other infelicitous ad hoc 
solutions often encountered in opera lyrics. The resulting singsong is never 
advantageous to the word-music fusion in opera, and serves to obfuscate and to 
bore the audience rather than to satisfy its mind and warm its heart. 
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2. Semantic Constraints 
Semantic constraints include word-music relationship, poetics, wording and 
repetitions. 
Word-music "Fusion ” 
As mentioned before, a song is a totality making up of music and text. Therefore 
a certain concept in the text may be matched by a particular musical sound. Pictorial 
effects and word-tone painting are among examples in this category. 
Ronnie Apter (1985: 32) observes that in opera translation, the co-existence of 
two aural systems, musical and verbal, presents an additional challenge to the 
translator. The two aural systems "may support each other or compete, but both are 
always present" so that "opera translators must not only find the right word, but they 
must also put it on the right note." For instance, the crest of a phrase or a contrast in 
dynamics will dictate where certain meanings must fall. 
Spirit, Mood and Style 
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Drinker (1950: 235-36) argues that as good rhyming is hard to come by and the 
connotative meaning of a word varies from culture to culture, it is essential that "the 
translator must try primarily to reproduce the spirit and mood of the original, using, of 
course, the English equivalent of the poet's words and figures of speech as far as 
possible, but not hesitating to vary the figures within reasonable limits where 
necessary, either to make the words go smoothly with the music, or to make them 
readily comprehensible to our singers and audiences." 
He further suggests that the amount of liberty the translator can take varies with 
the quality of the original poem. If the original is not good or difficult to understand, 
the translator should not hesitate “to produce something which would make sense." 
To him, "the translator's function is to make a text which will go as effectively 
as possible with the music. In order to do this, he must make English which runs 
along naturally and smoothly, as if the words were written originally in English. To 
get this result, some variation is usually necessary." 
Chinese translation-practitioners, in their discussion of song translating into 
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Chinese, also emphasize the importance of close allegiance between the target text 
and the music. Sun (1997: 239) argues that "style, including periodic, nationalistic, 
ideological and the idiosyncratic, is one of the greatest problems facing an opera 
translator." To him, research in these areas is absolutely essential. A mastery of the 
Chinese language and a proper level of domestication are also essential to the 
conveyance of the style. Xue (2002: 148) mentions that in song translation, which to 
him is an acoustic art form, "the formal structure, musical imagery, style, colour, 
melodic and rhythmic language of the music are as important as the imagery, use of 
language, style, colour and sounds of the source text." 
The Language 
Regarding the language the translator should adopt in translating lyrics, 
contributors express quite a number of different concerns. 
Amada Holden (1991: 7) is concerned about the register of the language and 
thinks that "colloquialisms are best avoided, unless they suit a particular kind of 
libretto or production." 
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Drinker (1950: 230) shares this concern of register and proposes that the text 
should "be appropriate to a particular music." In case of translating biblical texts, he 
has “tried to keep to the King James version as closely as possible, and where not 
possible, to use only Bible words and phrases"; while appropriate words should be 
used for folksongs and peasant songs. 
Xue (2002: 154) also does not show any particular preference to the register of 
the language in the target text: "the choice of language register should be in 
accordance to the style of the music. Whether the target text should be elegant or 
colloquial entirely depends on the source text and the source music." He differentiates 
between "colloquialisms" from "vulgarity," stating that, in a somewhat abstract 
manner, “by 'colloquialisms' I mean it is an aesthetic concept. It has its own artistic 
standards and aesthetics." Yet he does recommend the use of poetic language, 
provided that it is neither abstruse nor obscure, otherwise "it might not be understood 
immediately." Non-poetic expressions, words difficult to utter or sing, together with 
vulgarisms, on the other hand, are among those things which he objects. 
Drinker opposes "translationese" and demands the text should be in idiomatic 
and natural English, and not merely translated German, Italian etc and the use of 
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archaic words should be avoided for the most part. (Drinker, 1950: 232) 
Apart from language style, Drinker also notes that the "familiar, one-syllable 
Anglo-Saxon words should largely predominate." (Drinker, 1950: 230) And as a 
general rule, words of more than two syllables should be used carefully and only 
where they will fit in the rhythm easily and naturally, and they should be avoided 
when the last syllable comes at the end of the musical line and makes the rhyme. 
The two Chinese translation practitioners Xue and Sun voice particular concern 
over archaisms. Xue (2002: 169-71) shows limited acceptance of archaism in song 
translations. While admitting that mild archaism is appropriate for some artistic songs, 
expressions that are too abstruse should be avoided, considering the comprehension 
ability of the general audience. Likewise, Sun (1997: 251) also supports a 
"middle-of-the-road" policy in opera translation: "the opera librettos for translating 
into Chinese are written in a classical style, to adopt a style too modem and too 
colloquial in the target text would prove inappropriate. Yet the texts are for a modem 
audience, the target text should not be too classical or too archaic." 
Treatment of Repetitions 
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According to Drinker (1950: 230), “one of the translator's great difficulties is 
with words and phrases which are repeated in the music, with some words left out of 
phrase. English words and phrases must be found which will exactly fit the rhythm 
and phrasing of the repeated phrase and will stand by themselves, despite the 
omission." Besides, composers frequently repeat the last line of a verse with 
modifications in the melody. Drinker does not resist the idea of varying the last line a 
little on the repeat, so as to “give the same variety to the text as the composer gave to 
his music." 
While for Drinker the repetition of musical phrases poses problems to the 
translator, Xue (1997: 177) focuses on text repetitions in the source text. "Text 
repetitions for emphasis, or some other reasons, are common in Chinese and Western 
poetry alike. Yet this parallelism is more apparent than real, for the aesthetic concerns 
of each culture differ. Some repetitions in the source text sound perfectly well with 
the music, rhyme and rhythm; yet a literal translation of which into Chinese might 
sound monotonous." Some flexibility, Xue argues, is needed here to achieve a more 
desirable effect in the target text. 
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Xue (1997: 181) further points out another issue related to repetitions and which 
is particularly relevant to the translation of songs into Chinese. Repetition of syllable 
is deemed undesirable in Chinese traditional poetry. Unlike classical Chinese, which 
is basically monosyllabic, modem Chinese is basically bi-syllabic or multi-syllabic in 
nature, that is, a word is formed by grouping two or more vocables together; strict 
avoidance of syllable repetition, therefore, is hardly possible. In spite of this, Xue 
argues that, while not all word repetitions are unacceptable, they should at least be 
avoided in a certain context, where poetic qualities are emphasized, for the main 
imagery of the song, and where the rhyme lies. 
Omissions and Modifications 
Xue (2002: 186-87) suggests that when translating songs into Chinese, 
unessential interjections and modal particles, like "oh," "sir," "dear," "my dear," 
"baby," can be left out in the target text, unless they are used to produce certain 
special effect. 
Besides, questions in the source text would normally be translated into 
statements, for "the feeling of the question mark" cannot be delivered by music. If a 
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question has to occur in the target text, question words like ma 口馬 and ne 呢 should 
be avoided, as they should be pronounced lightly with neutral tone, making them 
unsuitable for an ending syllable of a musical phrase. Other expressions denoting 
questions, such as na li 明R里，ni ke ceng 你可曾，nan dao 難道，shi fou 是否 
should be used instead. 
Immediate Comprehensibility 
The two translation-practitioners Xue and Sun emphasize that the target text 
should be immediately comprehensible to the audience, for “after all, operas are sung 
to the audience [...] therefore, the translated text should be as easily comprehensible 
as possible, like interpreting. [...] An utterance would be gone in an instant, that is, an 
utterance is heard only once. If the message is received, there it is; if the message is 
missed, no re-utterance is possible. [...] Opera is a purely ‘one-off’ event. The 
message must be delivered to the audience at once." (Sun, 1997: 246-48) Xue (2002: 
51) also points out “vocal text is essentially an audio art, a ‘singable poem.' Therefore, 
in the first place, the needs of 'to be sung' and 'to be heard' must be taken into 
account. The audience must be moved at once and, by nature, it is ephemeral, 
immediate and one-off, leaving little or no time for the audience to ponder. Songs are 
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far less ‘leisurely，as compared to poetry 一 for songs, 'immediate effect' is 
paramount." 
Culture 
Few vocal text translators address the problem of cultural differences in this field, 
except Xue (2002: 156-66). Xue devotes an entire chapter to this issue, illustrating 
with examples the different connotations of the same thing in different cultures, 
problems which might arise from misunderstanding of idiomatic expressions, 
proverbs and allusions, incomprehension due to ignorance of plants and animals 
peculiar to foreign countries, the connotations of colours, and, last but not least, 
different attitudes towards sex and love, implying possible political concerns. Xue 
recommends neutralization and domestication, provided that the mood and character 
of the music and the source text is kept. Sun (1997: 231-32) also touches upon the 
issue of cultural knowledge, yet his focus is on the translation of proper names. 
Critical Remarks 
Owing to the different nature of the music involved, not all of the above 
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contributions are helpful in hymn translating. 
Firstly, operatic songs and art songs are essentially secular in nature, therefore 
the text need not perform religious functions and the liberty the translator can take is 
in a way greater. The situation would be even more difficult when cultural problems 
occur. 
Secondly, operatic songs and art songs are sung by soloists and/or chorus to an 
audience, while the hymn is "sung by a group, normally by all present - there is no 
passive audience." (Hull, 2002: 16-17) 
Thirdly, in terms of music, the rhythm of a hymn is much simpler than that of an 
operatic song or art song, and the number of "beats" in each phrase is fixed in both the 
verbal and the musical phrase. As hymns are "rigidly strophic in both textual and 
musical structure," (Hull, 2002: 16-17) and usually adopt short, regular phrasing, 
regular rhyming is expected. 
Fourthly, as Glick (1987: 226) observes, in a shorter work "everything we know 
about the person or persons narrating is contained in what is basically a short lyric, 
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and the translator has much less freedom here than in a longer work." 
Fifthly, as opera is necessarily a dramatic genre, the action has to be taken into 
account, while there is no such consideration in hymn translating. 
Hymn Translating: Some Practitioner's Thoughts 
Little effort has been put in discussions about hymn translating. Some 
commentators focus on evaluating the strengths and weaknesses of the translation of a 
certain hymn text, paying great attention to the poetic details. (For example, Vajda, 
1983; Overduin, 1991) 
Hedda Dumbaugh (1986: 14-17) mentions the issue of “target readership" in 
hymn translating is the same as in the translation of other genres, where there are “two 
different types of readers" to serve, namely, "the general reader who seeks access to 
otherwise inaccessible literature, and the historically oriented one who has to rely on a 
translated text because examination of the text in the original is impossible, and for 
whom it is crucial to find the author's meaning in a form as true to the original as the 
limitations of translation allow." She sees "no fundamental difference between prose 
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and poetry as regards purpose for and method of translating" and, in her eyes, there is 
hardly any difference between hymn translating and translating of other genres, so the 
basic approach is “to ‘translate as closely to the original as possible and as freely as 
necessary' to make the text intelligible and natural-sounding in the other language." 
In Dumbaugh's opinion, one of the goals of translating should be that "the author 
of the piece should be able to recognize the original work in the translation." It is her 
own practice to "return it [to the author], albeit in a new form, but essentially 
unchanged, acting as a steward of the ‘owner’ and one who respects the owner's 
integrity and uniqueness" and therefore try to reflect the "integrity and uniqueness [of 
the original] in as good as form as is possible even if it means giving up some of my 
own preferences." 
As for word-music interaction, little has been said except "translating hymn texts 
that are wedded to their melodies in unique harmony is an occupation that leaves one 
‘fylt av glede'^r Dumbaugh does not make it clear whether her hymn translations are 
intended for singing or reading, but here and there hints can be found that the 
translations are intended for singing, as the metric scheme of the sample translation 
6 Fylt av glede is the title of a Norwegian hymn, meaning, literally, "filled with joy." 
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she gives follows that of the original very closely. 
Gracia Grindal (1986: 17-20) criticizes, rather severely, hymnal committees for 
their bias towards theology and music, and their neglect of the literary value of 
translated hymn texts: 
The question then becomes, what does one translate, the images or the theology? 
What, really, has one translated of a poem if one has not translated its images or 
sounds? Poetry is, after all, not really conceptual. [...] When one gets right down 
to it, what we are really trying to do is get some decent words to go with a tune 
that everyone wants. The words, one the whole, are almost immaterial. [...] Well, 
the words set to memorable tunes have a way of becoming very powerful in the 
way we live our lives. Therefore, hymnal committees have to sit in cheerless 
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rooms plowing through texts in order to make sure no rank paganism sneaks into 
the texts. [...] So what does one do all that work for? To sing those lovely tunes. 
[ . . .]One thing is sure in my mind: the only reason to translate a text is to save 




Grindal (1986: 20) suggests that "fresh translations of texts which are already 
classics in the second tongue should not be done" for the new versions are likely to be 
seen as “revisions，，rather than "new translations." 
Chinese practitioners, however, seem to be more positive in their opinions. Many 
recognize the positive effects of translated hymns. Gabriel C.S. Chi ,紀哲生（1985: 
6-7) highlights the importance of hymn translating in the development of Christianity 
in China, being second only to the translation of the Holy Bible because “hymns help 
the Christians to understand their faith and spiritual concepts like remembering God's 
grace, heavenly calling, Christian ideals, brotherly love, holy beauty, heavenly hope 
and the like, so as to strengthen their faith." Hu Zan Yun 胡簪雲（1963: 3-6) also 
emphasizes the importance of hymn translating, for the hymn itself plays a very 
important liturgical role and, to him, congregational hymn singing is one of the most 
I 
touching moments in worship. Besides, translated hymns can be used in church 
services as well as in meditations. They serve as powerful spiritual support in hard 
times. Sometimes a single hymn is far more effective in spreading the gospel than a 
long essay. 
Despite their positive views toward hymn translating, commentators are by no 
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means satisfied with quality of some, if not all, translated hymns. Hu (1963: 3-6) 
points out that “owing to the multifold constraints in hymn translating, it is hardly 
possible to produce a flawless translation. As a result, either the meaning of the 
original or the rhythm and prosody is sacrificed. Some translations are even far from 
being a ‘poem.’ These translated hymns are not moving at all and hinders 一 rather 
than facilitate — the development of Christianity in China." [My translation] Hu Wan 
Xian 古月 r口1 憲(1988: 10-11) comments that "Chinese translations of hymns are 
probably the least successful among all biblical literature translated into Chinese, 
despite the fact that hymn translating is a highly respected enterprise in the 
development of Christianity in China." Gabriel C.S. Chi (1985: 6-7)，as an editor of 
hymnals, describes his duties as being “a doctor for the translated hymns" whose 
work includes revising “problematic lines" in the translation, such as “irregular rhyme 
schemes," "conflicts between text and music," and “excessive freedom in meaning." 
( 
As to their approaches to hymn translating, hymn translator Stanley Cheng 鄭棣 
聲(1994: [i])，in his Preface to the new Chinese translation of Handel's Messiah, 
expresses his views on vocal text translating that apart from upholding the three 
classic principles of “faithfulness,” "comprehensibility," and "elegance" in translation, 
"singability" and “prosody” should also be taken into account. If conflict occurs 
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between the tonal contour of the text and the melodic contour of the music, the text 
would render incomprehensible. To strike a balance between the characteristics of the 
language and that of the music is extremely difficult. 
Z. Y. Hu (1963: 3-6) criticizes the approach of strict adherence to the mere 
number of syllables. He emphasizes that what is more important are the rhythm and 
the relative weight of syllables and this implies that melismatic treatment is 
sometimes tolerable. In order to be more rhythmically satisfactory, he suggests 
placing the important words on metrical accents and choosing brighter-sounding 
words at those places. As for the content, he suggests focusing on the gist and the 
mood of the poem rather than fidelity at a literal level. He admits that hymn 
translating should more suitably be called "hymn rewriting." 
The duty description of Chi (1985: 6-7) implies that "regular rhyme schemes," 
“text-music matching," and "high fidelity" are criteria for assessment. 
W. X. Hu (1988: 10-11) concludes, from his hymn translating practice, five 
principles of hymn translating: 
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1. The spiritual imagery of the source text has to be reproduced in the target text, 
so that the singer would feel spiritually inspired; 
2. Fidelity to the source text and/or the spiritual imagery of the source text is 
something to aim for. Too much freedom on the part of the translator is not 
recommended, for the ideas of the author might not be felt; 
3. The target text has to be poetic in terms of prosody, so that the rhythm and 
the ebb and flow of the sounds can be felt even when the target text is read 
aloud; 
4. Singability is essential to the target text. For example, function words like de 
的 should not be used on long notes. The phonetic characteristics of the 
words should match the mood of the text; 
5. "Translationese" should be avoided. Attention should also be paid to phrasing 
in Chinese. [My translation] 
The Nature of Vocal Text Translating 
Most scholars focus on the practical concerns in vocal text translating. The 
theoretical issues, however, are seldom touched upon. Sun (1997: 222-95) attempts to 
theorize the phenomena of opera translating through a number of ways: firstly, he 
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highlights the differences between translating texts presenting “logical thoughts" and 
“imagerical thoughts" (or "artistic thoughts"), stating that an opera is a form 
presenting the imagerical thoughts of the librettist and the composer, "the imagerical 
thoughts presented can be assessed and revealed, if the source text is a serious work of 
art." The key, therefore, “is the imagery of the source text, instead of the logic of the 
source text. It is doubtless that the logic and philosophical thoughts of an opera should 
be revealed; yet the logic and philosophical thoughts are expressed through artistic 
means in the source text." Hence a translator has to re-construct a text, that is, the 
target text, through artistic means: “a translator needs to reveal the imagerical 
thoughts, utilizing his/her own imagerical abilities, re-constructing the same imagery, 
and be viewed as such by the target audience." 
Secondly, Sun (1997: 27-28) discusses the readership of the translated opera, 
showing its function in the re-creational process of opera production: “the primary 
readers are the actor-singers and the stage crew. The target text is the basis on which 
they can re-construct the opera imagery on stage, while the vocal text is intended, 
further, for immediate consumption by the audience, who are the secondary readers." 
Opera translation emphasizes the transference of imagery. 
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Thirdly, Sun (1997: 28-29，261-95) tries to highlight the peculiarities of opera 
translating by comparing it with the translating of other genres like drama, literature, 
poetry, interpretation, scientific texts and film. 
Fourthly, Sun (1997: 29-30) puts forward the idea of "tripartite-translation." 
Similar to the idea of "re-creation" in performing arts, opera translating also involves 
the process of "tripartite-translation." He explains, “the script is regarded as the 
'creation' of the playwright, the realization of the script on stage is regarded as the 
're-creation'." A translator, in drama translating as well as opera translating, is neither 
"creating" nor “re-creating，，the script. It is an intermediary act. The imagery has to be 
kept and to be made suitable for re-creation by artists." "The complete creative 
process in drama involves a two-fold creation process, performed by the playwright 
and the actors respectively." "Tripartite-translation," on the other hand, is a two-fold * 
creation process performed by the translator alone. The function of primary 
translating is to translate the source text accurately, without much care about the 
readability of the target text. This target text is then the preparation for secondary 
translating, involving proof-reading, editing for stage utterance and above all, 
text-setting. The tertiary translating process denotes the lengthy process of revision 
based on negotiations with the singers and stage crew. 
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In terms of media, Sun points out that "opera translation, by nature, is to achieve 
a singable text with effects similar to interpretation in the format of written 
translation" (1997: 248) and that "equivalence is sought with a lot of constraints 
imposed by the music." (1997: 271) 
Xue (2002: 51-76) also tries to point out the peculiarities of vocal text translating 
by comparing and contrasting the translation of vocal texts and poetry. His ideas can 
be summarized in the following table: 
Poetry Songs 
Musicality Hidden Exposed 
Channel Visual Audio 
Time Long-lasting Temporal 
Response time No limit Immediate 
Style Personal Text writer and composer 
Emotion Freer Depends on the music 
Length Less restricted Depends on the music 
Generally shorter 
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Prosody No external restrictions Wide rhyme is preferred 
to narrow rhyme 
Wording No external restrictions Avoid abstruse words; 
easily comprehensible 
words are used 
According to Xue, musicality and literature are equally important. The sentence 
structure of the target text is limited by the formal structure of the music, the 
segmentation of the target text is determined by the rhythm of the music, and the tonal 
contour and rhyme scheme have to conform to the melody of the music. The 
translator has to experience, feel, and understand deeply the artistic imagery and 
musical imagery of the source text and music, and tries his/her best to re-construct it 
appropriately. To understand the deeper meanings and aesthetics of the source is more 
than grasping the superficial meaning of the source text. It also includes the emotion, 
thoughts, mood, artistic imagery, poetic ideas, style and spirit, in short, the unified 
whole of text and music. In expressing these deeper meanings and aesthetics, the most 
appropriate linguistic form in the target language to re-create the source, with due 
reference to musical requirements, should be selected, based on all the understanding 
of the source. As a result, the sequence of sentences may be inverted, some details 
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may be added or deleted, some contents may be summarized or elaborated. Flexibility 
is required here to achieve the most satisfactory effects. His motto for vocal text 
translating is “to tear it apart, break it down, and re-make it." Xue, in an attempt to 
highlight the difficulties of vocal text translating, makes the following analogy: lyrics 
writing is like tailor-making a shoe for a foot, that is, to set an existing text to music. 
Vocal text translation is just the opposite. The music and the source text are 
Cinderella's crystal shoe, a foot of the right size must be found to fit it. The difficulty 
of vocal text translation lies in the limitations imposed by the literary and musical 
requirements of the source. 
Gorlee (1997: 236-44), on the other hand, theorizes the issue of vocal text 
translating with semiotics. She argues, in the light of the semiotics of Jakobson, that a 
song itself is first and foremost, a translation product from a verbal language to an 
auditive language. It is a kind of intersemiotic translation, in which "linguistic signs 
are recodified into non-linguistic codes." The present chapter follows Gorlee's line of 
thought, in an attempt to outline the theoretical framework of approaching hymn 
translating, based on semiotics, with the semiotics of Jakobson being linked up with 
the Peircean semi otic model. 
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Word-music Relationship: A Long-debated Issue 
The word-music relation in vocal musical genres has been a much debated issue 
for centuries, focusing on "the relative artistic weight and importance given to either 
element of the symbiotic construct." (Gorlee, 1997: 237) The two most distinctive 
views are logocentrism and musicocentrism. Logocentric tendencies, which uphold 
the general dominance of the text in vocal music, can be traced back to the days of 
Renaissance, when the Council of Trent (1545-1563), a special council formed by the 
Catholic Church as part of the Counter-Reformation movement, had already tried to 
put the text above the music: 
Council of Trent, Canon on Music to be Used in the Mass 
All things should indeed be so ordered that the Masses, whether they be 
celebrated with or without singing, may reach tranquilly into the ears and hearts 
of those who hear them, when everything is executed clearly and at the right 
speed. In the case of those Masses which are celebrated with singing and with 
organ, let nothing profane be intermingled, but only hymns and divine praises. 
The whole plan of singing in musical modes should be constituted not to give 
empty pleasure to the ear, but in such a way that the words be clearly understood 
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by all, and thus the hearts of the listeners be drawn to desire of heavenly 
harmonies, in the contemplation of the joys of the blessed .... They shall also 
banish from church all music that contains, whether in the singing or in the organ 
playing, things that are lascivious or impure. 
(From A. Theiner, Acta ... Concilii tridentini 2 (1874): 122, trans. In Gustave 
Reese, Music in Renaissance, p. 449，cited in Grout and Palisca, 1996: 250) 
Later in the century, the Camerata composers were convinced that: 
.•. [0]nly a single line of melody with appropriate pitches and rhythms could 
express a given line of poetry. Therefore, when several voices simultaneously 
sang different melodies and words, in different rhythms and registers, music 
could never deliver the emotional message of the text. When some voices were 
low and others high, some rising and others descending, some moving in slow 
notes and others in fast, the resulting chaos of contradictory impressions served 
only to show off the cleverness of the composer and the ability of the performers. 
If it had any value at all, ... this kind of music was suitable only for an ensemble 
of instruments. (Grout and Palisca, 1996: 280) 
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Such logocentric views were formulated as reactions towards the complicated (or 
even over-complicated) polyphony dominating the musical scene at that time. 
However, two centuries later, early developments of the Lied (German art song) also 
showed similar tendency. Goethe, for example, thought that “the Lied should be text 一 
rather than music - dominated, its poems set to simple, strophic music with optional 
accompaniment that disturbed the natural rhythms and inflections of the poetry as 
little as possible." (Hull, 2002: 16) 
Logocentricism, however, has not enjoyed much support from composers and 
musicians most of the time. It is true that composers write different music for different 
purposes, particularly in operas and similar genres: recitatives^ or recitative-like 
music for declamatory, narrative texts; arias^ for expressive texts, yet, as Gorlee 
(1997: 237) points out, all kinds of vocal music, including opera, art song^, oratorio^®, 
canataii, musical comedy, folk tune, popular song and so on, are usually conceived as 
“a primarily musical genre," where "the pre-existing work of verbal art" is 
7 Recitatives are simple, even monotonous melodies following the speech rhythms of the text. They are 
used to deliver the plot in an opera, oratorio or cantata. 
Arias are songs with more melodious, elaborate vocal lines. They are used to deliver the emotional 
responses of the characters in an opera, oratorio or cantata. 
A genre of vocal music popular in the 19出 century, featuring a solo singer with piano accompaniment. 
One major difference between the art song and songs of the earlier times is that the role of the piano 
accompaniment is now more important and ceased to be a mere "prop" for the voice. 
A genre of sacred vocal music, the structure and performance forces of which is very similar to that 
of an opera. In its earlier phase, an oratorio was just like an opera with sacred subject matter, complete 
with costume and acting. Later on, oratorios ceased to be acted; only the singing and the instrumental 
parts are kept. 
A genre of vocal music, like a miniature oratorio in that it has a story, but is sung, not acted. 
Cantatas, though, can be sacred or secular in subject matter. 
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“subordinated to the musical text." Some musicologists even go so far as to regard 
"song is music，，(Langer, 1953: 152, cited in Gorlee, 1997: 237): 
When words and music come together in song, music swallow words; not only 
mere words and literal sentences, but even literary word-structures, poetry. Song 
is not a compromise between poetry and music, though the text taken by itself 
may be a great poem; song is music. 
Such an absolute musicocentrism, which upholds the general dominance of the 
music in vocal music, seems equally unsound, for it "seems to be a wild 
generalization in the case of truly great poetry." Even a more moderate view adhered 
to musicocentrism, voiced by the musicologist Francesco Orlando (cited in Gorlee, 
1997: 238), who regards the verbal (literary) sign system and the musical sign system 
"coexist and interact meaningfully" in a song, "while still preserving their own 
identity," cannot be freed from a dyadic approach towards the issue of word-music 
fusion. He points out that the "meaning of the text influences the interpretation of the 
musical discourse, preceding, during and following the vocal parts of the musical 
score." While "during the vocal parts" is straight forward and hardly needs 
explanation, "preceding" and "following" the vocal parts can be understood as setting 
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up or contrasting with the mood expressed in the vocal parts in the non-vocal, that is, 
instrumental, parts. The meaning of the vocalized verbal text, on the other hand, 
"influences and influenced by, the elements of musical expression." By these he 
implies a general dominance of music in vocal texts, though acknowledging the role 
of verbal poetry as “an essential and meaningful attribute of it." The main weakness 
of this kind of discussion, as Gorlee (1997: 238-9) points out, is that “this mutual 
interaction is directed toward replacing an element from one sign system with an 
element from a different sign system." Vocal music, to Gorlee, is “the creative fusion 
of two arts which, though different, complement each other." 
Daniel Law 羅炳良（1995200i: 153-70), apart from quoting the absolute 
musicocentric views of the composer Michael Tippett and Chinese ethnomusicologist 
Wang Guang Qi 王光祈，also mentions the more objective observation of Chinese 
musicologist Ernest Y. L. Yang 楊蔭瀏，noticing that the relative importance of words 
and music is dynamic and subject to change. Law notices, however, that there is a 
general trend of logocentrism in Chinese ethnomusicology, citing evidence from 
Chinese traditional operas, the main trends of which emphasize the vocalization, that 
is, the realization of the written verbal and musical text, rather than the text-writing or 
text-setting process. 
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Law further discusses the problems brought about by each of these biases. As for 
logocentricism, firstly it goes against polyphony in Western music; secondly, it would 
seriously restrict the possible settings of verbal texts in a tone language like 
Cantonese, if a pre-existing verbal text is to be set to music; thirdly, it discredits the 
existence of translated songs, as the verbal text should be kept as an entity. 
Musicocentrism, on the other hand, might give rise to misleading sounds in a 
tone language as Cantonese. Western composers resort to writing different music for 
different verbal texts, sometimes giving priority to music, other times to the verbal 
texts. 
Law explains that the "transcendental process" (a term borrowed from Law) of 
poetry and music go in opposite directions^^. Emphasis on either one would deprive 
the other of individuality and importance. He points out that "vocal music" as 
word-music fusion is just a superficial observation. In a song, the two components 
have gone through significant metamorphosis: lyrics are not poetry, while vocal music 
12 According to Law, the "transcendental process" of poetry is necessarily an abstraction process, 
which begins with "word meaning," through "concept," "hidden meanings," "emotions" to 
"imagination." The corresponding process of music, however, begins with "sonic satisfaction," through 
"emotional elevation," "imaginative creation" and "conceptual association," which is essentially a 
realization process. These two processes are somewhat contradictory. 
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is not pure music. Law suggests setting the issues of logocentricism and 
musicocentrism aside, and to adopt a new viewpoint to treat the issues raised by vocal 
music: to take the product as another art form, the transcendental process of which is 
called “cyclic transcendental system." Law claims that this system would be helpful 
to composers. 
While the feasibility of this "cyclic transcendental system" in composition is yet 
to be proved, moving away from the long-debated issue of word-music relation is 
indeed a significant step forward in the discussions about vocal music. This discard of 
the supremacy of either element in vocal music is similar to Gorlee's idea on songs as 
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intersemiotic translation . The song, as an art form comprising word and music, can 
"generate new artistic life." With this in mind, there is probably no point in arguing 
the relative importance of word and music. Rather, vocal music should be viewed as a 
unified whole. 
The above discussion is relevant to our present focus on hymn translating in a 
number of ways: 
13 Jakobson, a semiotician in the Saussurean tradition, introduced three kinds of "interpreting a verbal 
sign": intralingual translation, interlingual translation and intersemiotic translation. 
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1. The relative importance of word and music would set the fundamental 
approach of the translator of vocal texts. If the verbal text is more important, 
should the revision of the music for the sake of the words be accepted? If so, 
to what extent? If the music is more important, are awkward translated texts 
accepted, given the music is kept intact? 
2. As a piece of vocal music is to be taken as a unified whole, the implications on 
translation strategies and criticism will be vast. Neither word nor music is 
emphasized, but positive interaction is generally preferred. This is the same in 
hymn as in other genres. In vocal text translating, positive word-music 
interaction is paramount. In saying this, no de-emphasis on the source text is 
intended. Rather, since the source text is in some way - however abstractly -
translated itself into the music intersemiotically, a truly positive word-music 
interaction can only be achieved if the gist of the source text is kept. 
Otherwise a different "hearing" of the music will be provided^"^. 
The Theoretical Framework of Hymn Translating: A Semiotic Model 
with Reference to the Semiotics of Charles Peirce 
14 Hull (2002: 14) explains that "the text and music of hymns interact with one another to produce 
meaning, the music by creating a reading [original emphasis] (not just a setting) of the text, and the text 
by specifying a "hearing" of the music. This idea is applied here in vocal text translating. 
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In hymn translating, a hymn, as a product of intersemiotic translation, is to go 
through another process of translation: interlingual translation. A hymn is made up of 
verbal discourse (the text) and musical discourse (the music), the "hymn" is a 
metamorphosed product of its verbal discourse and musical discourse, a unified whole, 
which is expected to fulfill religious functions. For the sake of convenience, the term 
"hymnal discourse" is coined to denote the "hymn" as a complete entity. 
While the distinction between intralingual, interlingual and intersemiotic 
translation is first made by the structuralist linguist Jakobson, structuralist semiotics in 
the Saussurean tradition is insufficient for our purpose, for extralinguistic 
referentiality is excluded in their dyadic model of signifier (the sign-vehicle) and the 
signified (the concep t )Pe i rce ' s triadic model, with its inclusion of the concept of 
"interpretant" and "ground," is more suitable for our purpose. 
The Peircean triadic sign model comprises three components: the 
"representamen," "interpretant" and the "object." In Peirce's own words: 
15 Saussure's model of the sign comprises two components: the signified and the signifier. While the 
"signified" means the "concept" the sign carries, the "signifier" is a "sound pattern." Saussure makes it 
particularly clear that a sound is different from a "sound pattern." A sound is "something physical," 
while a sound pattern is "the hearer's psychological impression of a sound." (Saussure, 1983: 66，cited 
in Chandler, 2002^ ^® :^ 19) 
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A sign ... [in the form of a representamen] is something which stands to 
somebody for something in some respect or capacity. It addresses somebody, that 
is, creates in the mind of that person an equivalent sign, or perhaps a more 
developed sign. That sign which it creates I call the interpretant of the first sign. 
The sign stands for something, its object. It stands for that object, not in all 
respects, but in reference to a sort of idea, which I have sometimes called the 
ground of the representamen (Peirce, 1931-1958: 228, cited in Chandler, 
20022003: 33 and Gorlee, 1994: 51). 
In Chandler's commentary (2002^ ®® :^ 32) the representamen is "the form which 
the sign takes," though not necessarily material; an interpretant is "the sense made of 
the sign;" and ‘‘object” is something "to which the sign refers." (Fig. 2.1) The ground 
is the code (in structuralist's terminology), such as cultural or conventional, on which 
the sign operates. 
Fig. 2. 1: Peirce's Model of Sign 
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Representamen: the 
form which the sign 
takes 
Interpretant: the I ^ ^ J Object: what the 
sense made of sign refers 
the sign 
In a language, a "word," either in its written or oral form, is a representamen. 
The "object" is what the word refers to. The "interpretant" is another sign in the mind 
of the addressee (to borrow the term from Jakobson's model of communication), 
which is not identical with the "object" in every way. The “ground” in Peircean idea is 
not represented by this diagram. The following is a revised version of the Peircean 
model, including the representation of the "ground": 
Fig. 2. 2 The Revised Peircean Model of Signs 
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X Repre^qtamen: 
/ Ground: such as the form\hich 
/ cultural and /or the sign takes 
/ conventional 
/ codes X \ \ 丨 ( I 1 
InteFpr^nt: the V ^ ^ ^ 乂 Object: what the 
sense^riade-oL ^ — sign refers 
the sign 
The Peircean model of signs is not specifically designed to explain the semiotic 
phenomenon in language, but also in other sign systems as well. The Peircean model 
has also been applied to music by some musicologists^^: 
In music, the object may be a thing or event - for example, a farewell, as in 
Beethoven's "Les adieux.” In that case, the representamen would be the music 
itself (written or sounding), and the interpretant might be something like “sonata 
form" or a comparison of “Les adieux,, with other sonatas by Beethoven, and so 
forth. The interpretant could be any mental sign evoked by the music when the 
latter is cognized in some logical-rational way. (Tarasti, 2002: 10-11) 
16 Another powerful tradition in music-semiotic analysis originates from the Lituanian-bom linguist A. 
J. Greimas, whose semiotics is rooted deeply in the structural linguistics of Saussure (Tarasti, 2002: 
12). 
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The above description can be represented in the following diagram: 
Fig. 2. 3 The Peircean Model in Music Semiotics 
y / ^ Representamen: 
Z Ground: such as \ the music, in its 
/ cultural and /or \ written or sound 
/ conventional form 
/ codes 广 ^ A 
/ ( \ A 
Interpretant: 
mental sign ^ ^ 
evoked by the Object: a thing or 
music when it is event 
cognized in some 
logical-rational 
way 
A hymn, as a piece of vocal music, is neither pure poetry nor pure music, as 
shown in the previous section. The hymnal discourse, therefore, may be represented 
with the following diagram: 
Fig. 2. 4 The Hymnal Discourse in Peircean Model of Sign 
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/ 一 Ground 
Z Object; the thing, 
/ event or mood to \ 
/ be expressed \ 
/ \ Representamen: 
Interpretant: / \ Score and Sound 
things evoked by / |i \ / 
the m u s l c ^ ^ l ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^  j — 
\ \ / / Musical 
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\ V M T r x / / 二 d — s e 
— V 」 」 
idea carried by | / f » J 
the words ^ ^ ^ A ^ \Representamen; 
/ Written words, 
^ t ‘ speech sounds 1 I • 通 p i l t e a 
\lf 
Object: what is 
referred to by the 
words 
In the above diagram, the verbal discourse is placed in the bottom because most 
hymn texts are written before the music is composed. The outcome of the 
intersemiotic translation is a hymnal discourse. While the verbal and musical 
discourse can be clearly distinguished in appearance, their inter-dependence is shown 
by the rugged lines separating the two. The process of semiosis would take place on 
the "ground," that is, cultural and/or conventional codes within which interpretants of 
signs are produced. In the case of hymnal discourse, the most important conventional 
code is religion. 
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When a hymnal discourse is to go under another process of translation -
interlingual translation - the representamen of the verbal discourse is to be taken out 
and replaced by representamen of another language. While the object, as objective 
entities, may be unchanged, the "ground" is very likely to be different from that of the 
source hymnal discourse. Consequently, the interpretants are expected to show 
deviations from what is intended, theoretically. This is particularly the case when a 
religion is first introduced into the target culture. The extent of deviation is, however, 
by no means static. Through cultural interchange and/or education, the "common 
ground" between the two cultures may enlarge and the extent of deviation will shrink. 
It can be seen from Fig. 2.4 that putting a hymnal discourse through the process 
of interlingual translation is almost identical to "undermining" it - considering that 
the verbal discourse is placed at the bottom of the hymnal discourse. The 
representamen of the target language have to be trimmed to fit in with the rugged 
lines left behind by the musical discourse. At the same time, the producer of the 
translated hymnal discourse, as a mediator between the addresser and the addressee^^ 
in the communication process, has to delimit the possible interpretants that might 
arise from the target hymnal discourse, owing to the change of “ground.，’ This is why 
“ B o t h terms are borrowed from Jakobson's communication model. 
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scholars and practitioners alike voice unanimous opinion about the tremendous 
difficulty facing translators. 
The purpose of the present study is twofold: firstly, to go beyond prescriptive 
formulations of dos and don'ts and to attempt to explain the phenomenon of vocal text 
translating with semiotics; secondly, to provide an assessment of the existing 
Christmas hymns translated into Chinese in the context of the Cantonese-dominated 
Hong Kong society. This will be done through a close examination of the musical 
effectiveness of the translated verbal discourse and the translator's efforts to delimit 
the possible interpretants that might arise from the target hymnal discourse. 
A Brief History of Hymns Translated into Chinese 
Christian Hymns in China in the Pre-modern Times^^ 
Christianity reached China in the century. Nestorian Christianity was 
introduced to China during the Tang Dynasty and named Jing Jiao 景教(literally, 
“the Luminous Religion"). Little was known about hymn-singing of those early 
18 Names of Chinese hymnals and hymns are romanized in pin-yin if no "proper" English names or 
romanized Chinese names are available. Personal names are dealt with likewise. 
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Chinese Christians, apart from two hymn texts surviving through the ages, which 
were unearthed at Dunhuang, Gansu Province, by a Frenchman named Paul Pelliot in 
the early century : Hymn to the Holy Trinity〈景教三威蒙度讚〉and Hymn to 
the Ascension of the Christ〈大秦景教大聖通真歸法讚〉(Sheng盛宣恩，1979: 2-3; 
Chan, 19872002: 78-81; Chen, 1997: 38). While the text of Hymn to the Holy Trinity 
survives till the present, the text of the latter, save for some fragments, was lost during 
the Second World War. The following is the first of the eleven stanzas of Hymn to the 




三才慈父阿羅旨可(L. Chan, 19872卻2: 80) ° 
If the highest heavens with deep reverence adore, 
If the great earth earnestly ponders on general peace and harmony, 
If man's first true nature receives confidence and rest, 
It is due to the merciful Father of the universe (Lee, 1971: 17, cited in Chen, 
1997: 38). 
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The complete text is full of Buddhist and Taoist terminology, such as guang du 
廣度，pu an 普安,shan zhong 善眾，hui xing 慧性，gan lu 甘露’ shan gen 善根,and/a 
wang、法王• Opinions are divided with regard to the authorship of this text: some say it 
was written by Bishop Cyriacus; others think it was the Nestorian monk Jing Jing 景 
、淨；stil others are convinced that it is a translation of the hymn Gloria in Excelsis 
〈榮歸主頌).Nestorian Christianity was eliminated in China when Emperor Wu 
Zong 唐武宗 banned Buddhism in A.D. 845 (Sheng, 1979: 2). 
Christianity was reintroduced to China during the Yuan Dynasty (1297-1368), 
through the Mongols. The Christians then were called li ke wen 也理可溫教， 
meaning, literally “the blessed." The jg li ke wen disappeared with the fall of the Yuan 
Dynasty and no literature of their hymn-singing survives. Roman Catholicism entered 
China again with the arrival of Matteo Ricci (1552-1610), until Emperor Kangxi 康 
熙 of the Qing Dynasty formally banned Christianity in 1721. These Roman Catholics, 
with nearly one century of missionary activities in China, again, left almost nothing 
with regard to hymn-singing, except for two hymn texts: From the Cross the Crimson 
Flow〈康熙十架歌〉，written by Emperor Kangxi, and Lord, Before All Time Thou 
^ast〈仰止歌〉，written by Wu Yu Shan 吳漁山（1631-1781). The use of Buddhist 
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and Taoist terminology, however, was nearly absent. 
During the Dutch occupation of Southern Taiwan in the 17出 century (1624-1662), 
there were records about the natives of Taiwan (The Ping To ethnic group 平埔族） 
singing the Credo and the Lord's Prayer to the tune of Psalm 100. The Catholic 
Spanish also occupied Northern Taiwan for a short period of sixteen years, before 
being expelled by the Dutch in 1642. Records of their hymn singing, however, have 
not been discovered. After Zheng Chenggong 奠成功，also known as Koxinga 國姓 
爺 defeated the Dutch, he prosecuted the missionaries. Thus Christianity was almost 
eliminated from the lands of Taiwan between 1662 and 1865 (Wang, 2002: 1). 
Developments in the Modern Times (1800 - Present) 
Daniel Law 137-44) divides the development of Christian Hymns in 
Chinese, including both written and translated into, into five phases 
Phase 1: Production of Hymnals Edited and Translated by Individual Missionaries 
(1807-1870) 
19 For details, see Appendix I. 
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The developments of Christian Hymns in Chinese in the modem times started 
with the work of Robert Morrison 馬禮遜.With the help of Chinese assistants, 
including the Chinese convert Liang A Fa 梁阿發，he published Yang Xin Shen Shi 
《養心神詩》in 1818 and Qi Dao Wen Zan Shen Shi《祈禱文讚神詩》in 1833 
(Sheng, 1979: 3; L. Chan, 84). 
During this period, over 50 hymnals were published, in which the texts were 
presented in various formats, dialects and literary styles. These formats include texts 
in Chinese characters, Romanized Chinese and other phonetic symbols; dialects 
include vernaculars of Xiamen 廈門，Ningpo 寧波，Shanghai 上海，Fuzhou 福州， 
Shantou 汕頭，Hakka 客家，and Mandarin 官話（literally, "the official language")； 
literary styles includes Classical Chinese and plain Chinese (Sheng, 1979: 3; Sheng, 
1980a: 2-4; Chan, 84-87). 
Chinese hymnals were also published outside of mainland China in Malacca 
ifiian cuan sheng shen sheng shi �f扁纂省：#聖言寺》，1835; Yang xin shen shi �•/[> 
帝申詩》，1842，edited by James Legge, a missionary of the London Missionary Society) 
and Bangkok {Qi dao shen shi《/祈禱神詩》，1840，edited by William Dean of the 
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American Baptist Church). (Sheng，1980a:2-4) 
These hymnals were usually translated, compiled and edited by individual 
missionaries, whose knowledge of the Chinese language and culture were limited, and 
therefore the qualities were said to be unsatisfactory. As a common spoken language 
had not yet been established then, it was necessary for individual missionaries to 
compile hymnals in different vernaculars. Owing to the fact that the vernaculars often 
contained spoken syllables which did not have the corresponding character in the 
written language, and to the fact that most Chinese people at that time were illiterate, 
hymnals in Romanized Chinese were produced (Chan, 87). 
Phase 2: Production of Hymnals Edited and Translated by Western Missionary 
Societies (1870 - 1900) 
By 1870, the efforts of individual missionaries were beginning to be replaced by 
hymnal production activities of Western missionary societies and the participation of 
local Chinese was increasing. Missionaries of different churches started to work 
together and, despite the publication of dozens of hymnals, a couple of Mandarin 
hymnals had become very popular and were widely used all over China. One was the 
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Blodget and Goodrich Hymnal《頌主詩歌》，first published in 1872 in Beijing 
(named Peking at that time), named after the its editors H. Blodget, C. Goodrich and J. 
Lees, representing the joint efforts of the American Board of Commissioners for 
Foreign Missions 美國國外傳道會 and London Missionary Society 倫敦傳道會.It 
was continuously reprinted, edited and extended between 1872 and 1929 - the year 
before the compilation of Hymns of Universal Praise《普天頌讚》，which started in 
1930. Another influential Mandarin hymnal was Jiang nan zan mei shi 《江南讚美 
詩》，published by American Presbyterian Mission in 1896. They were replaced by the 
Hymns of Universal Praise 《普天頌讚》，published in 1936 by the Society for the 
Diffusion of Christian and General Knowledge among the Chinese 廣學會(Guang 
Xue Hui). (Chan, 1987^ ®® :^ 87-91; Sheng, 1980b: 2-4) 
Hymnals in vernaculars, at the same time, also flourished, including that of 
Xiamen, Ningpo, Shanghai, Fuzhou, Shantou and Hangzhou 杭州.In Taiwan, Yang 
Xin Shen Shi 《養乂 0 示申言寺》 i n Southern Fujian vernacular was published in 1872. 
(Wang, 2002: 2) 
Phase 3: Early Efforts at the Production of Hymnals Edited and Translated by Chinese 
(1900-1935) 
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Many of the hymnals published during this period were edited and translated by 
Chinese Christians, such as Qing nian shi ge 《青年詩歌》（1908, edited by Zia 
Hon-lai 謝洪賫 and Xie Fu Ya 謝扶雅[My Pin-yin Transcription]), Evangelistic 
Hymns《復興佈道詩》(1923, edited by Leland Wang 王載，published by National 
Christian Council全國基督教協進會)，fWZmv /^p i/ym/i^ z/《團契聖詩集》（1931’ 
edited by Bliss Wiant 范天祥 and Chao Tzu-chen 趙紫宸，translated by the latter) 
and A Hymn Book for the Masses 《民眾聖歌集》（1931，text written by Chao 
Tzu-chen, set to Chinese folk tunes by Bliss Wiant), to name a few. Chinese-styled 
music and texts were emerging. Vernacular hymnals continued to flourish. Apart from 
the vernaculars named above, there was the addition of vernaculars of Taiwan and 
Canton. (Chan, 92-98; Sheng, 1982b: 1-3; 1983:1-2; Chan, 1986: 129-45) 
In 1900, a new hymnal Seng Si Koa〈〈聖詩歌》was published in Taiwan to 
replace Yang xin shen shi. This new hymnal was used in all Taiwan by 1912. In 1926， 
the Taiwan Presbyterian Headquarters started editing Seng Si 《聖詩》，which, with 
several revisions and editions (including a major revision in 1964), has been widely 
used since its publication. (Wang, 2002: 2) 
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Phase 4: The Publication of Hymns of Universal Praise�普天頌讚》（HUP) and Its 
Domination in Chinese Hymn-singing Activities in Churches (1936-1949) 
The compilation of Hymns of Universal Praise《普天頌讚》started in 1930, by 
the Union Hymnal Committee formed by the six major denominations in China (HUP, 
1981: 2; HUP, 1986: 2; HUP, 1955: 2): 
1. Church of Christ in China 中華基督教會(representing those churches with 
Presbyterian, Congregational, and Reformed Church background) 
2. Chung Hwa Sheng Kung Hwei 中華聖公會(Chinese Episcopalian Church) 
3. Methodist Episcopal Church North 美以美會(later renamed as The 
Methodist Church in Hymns of Universal Praise, 1955 edition) 
4. Methodist Episcopal Church South 監理會 ( la te r renamed as The 
Methodist Church in Hymns of Universal Praise, 1955 edition) 
5. North China Kung Li Hui 華北公理會（North China Congregational 
Church) 
6. East China Baptist Convention 華東、浸示豊會 
Hymns of Universal Praise remains to date one of the most influential hymnals. 
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The quality of the translated texts has been highly praised (Chan, 2002: 99; Hu, 1988: 
10-11). It was regarded as a milestone of the development of Christian Chinese 
hymnals and was widely used (Chan, 1987^ ®® :^ 99-100). 
At about the same time, several hymnals were published, but were far less popular 
when compared to HUP. These include Heavenly People Choruses《天人短歌》（first 
published in 1937’ by John E. Su 蘇佐揚）and Evangel Hymnal《宣道詩》（first 
published in 1940, translated and edited by William C. Newbem gj/福群). 
Phase 5: Production of Hymnals Edited, Written and Translated by Chinese Churches 
in Chinese Communities Inside and Outside of Mainland China (1950 - Present) 
After the establishment of the People's Republic of China, all the churches were 
combined under the Three-self Patriotic Movement Committee of the Protestant 
Churches in China中國基督敎三自愛國運動委員會.Hymns of Universal Praise 
was still used widely in churches until 1966. With the outbreak of the Cultural 
Revolution (1966-1976), HUP became extinct in mainland China. To fill the vacuum 
left behind by this political turmoil, New Hymnal 《讚美詩〔新,編��was published 
in 1983, by the Hymn Committee of China Christian Council. In 1995，The Short 
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Songs of Praise《讚美短歌》was published, containing 640 songs, 300 of which are 
"scripture hymns," while 340 are original texts set to simple traditional tunes or 
Chinese-styled new tunes. This hymnal is published in numerical notation^® and has 
become very popular in rural churches and the so-called "house-churches"^\ Besides, 
four hymnals for various ethnic groups were published between 1992-1997. (Chen, 
1997: 39-40) 
The influences of Hymns of Universal Praise were felt not only in hymnals 
published between 1936 and 1949, but also after 1950. In Hong Kong, many hymnals 
were published since 1950. They can be roughly divided into two categories: firstly, 
hymnals dominated by "traditional hymns" with the addition of some newly 
composed hymns (both translated and original) and gospel songs (both translated and 
original) which can seldom be entirely free from influences of HUP, and, secondly, 
hymnals mostly made up of new hymns and gospel songs^^ in various styles. 
20 "Numerical notation" is known as jian pu 簡譜 in Chinese, using Arabic numerals to indicate the 
scale degree, and thus inferring the actual pitch and letter name when the key is stated, in many ways 
similar to the tonic sol-fa system. For example, "1" would be C in the key of C major, D in the key of 
D major and so on. Rests are indicated by "0." No stems ( |) are used, though beams ( 一，= etc.) are 
added below the Arabic numerals to indicate the length of each note. 
"House-churches," in Chen Zemin's explanation, are "meeting points for congregations that do not 
have permanent church buildings or full-time clergy." (1997: 40) The occurrence of "house-churches" 
was closely related to the suppression of the PRC government on those who opposed the Three-self 
Patriotic Movement Committee of the Protestant Churches in China between 1966 and 1979. These 
Christians met secretly so as to avoid suppression. In time, they formed another form of church activity 
unlike their Western, institutionalized counterparts. (Chao, 2002) 
"Gospel songs" are "Anglo-American Protestant evangelical hymns from the 1870s to the present." 
The texts are often "in the first person and concern the Christian life and the anticipated joys of 
heaven." (Randel, 2003: 355-56) 
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Traditional hymnals are mostly used in worship, while the other are used in church 
activities. Hymnals used in Christian schools are a mixture of the two. Here is a brief 
survey of traditional hymnals published in Chinese since 1950: 
Ling liang shi ge《靈糧詩歌》（first edition 1958, edited by Zhao Shi Guang 趙 
S光[My Pin-yin Transcription]) 
Youth Hymns《青年聖歌》（in 12 volumes, published between 1960 and 1982. 
Vol. 1-10: edited by William C. Newbems; Vol. 11-12: edited by Richard 
Ho何統雄.China Alliance Press宣道出版社） 
Chinese Hymnary《頌主聖歌》(1965, edited by Chinese and Western Christian 
leaders. Christian Witness Press 證道出版/社) 
Hymns of Universal Praise 《普天公貝讚》（revised edition, 1977, edited by The 
Hymns of Universal Praise Editorial Committee headed by Hayward Wong 
黃永熙.Chinese Christian Literature Council, Ltd.基督教文藝出版/社） 
Hymns of Universal Praise《普天頌讚》（English edition, 1981, edited by The 
Hymns of Universal Praise Editorial Committee. Chinese Christian 
Literature Council基督教文藝出版社） 
Hymns of Universal Praise《普天頌讚》（bilingual edition, 1986’ edited by The 
Hymns of Universal Praise Editorial Committee. Chinese Christian 
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Literature Council, Ltd.基督教文藝出版社） 
Hymnary《聖徒詩歌》（1984，edited by Newman Sze 史伯誠.Testimony 
Publications美國見證出版社） 
Hymns of Life《生命聖詩》（1986, edited by Richard Ho. China Alliance Press 
宣道出版社） 
New Songs of Praise《頌主新歌》（1989, edited by Gabriel C. S. Chi 紀哲生. 
Baptist Press浸信會出版社） 
Sounds of Grace《恩頌聖歌》(1992, translated and edited by Mrs. Chua King 
Ling 蔡張敬玲.Christian Communications Ltd 福音證主協會） 
Hymns of Praise 《頌主聖詩》edition, 1994, edited by Hymns of Praise 
Revision Committee. Taosheng Publishing House 道聲出片反社） 
The Song Book of the Salvation Army 《救世軍詩歌》（1997, edited and 
published by the Salvation Army Hong Kong Command Literary 
Department救世軍香港總部文字部） 
Century Praise《世紀頌讚》（2001, edited by Richard Lin 凌忍揚.Chinese 
Baptist Press浸信會出版社). 
Hymns of Universal Praise - Supplement《普天公貝讚〔補充本〕》（2002’ edited 
by普天頌讚新修訂版編輯委員會.Chinese Christian Literature Council, 
Ltd.基督教文藝出版社） 
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Other kinds of sacred music in Chinese are numerous. Yet they are not included 
here because they are used in church services. 
The arrival of the central government of the Republic of China in Taiwan 
brought with them Christians, denominations and their hymnals from the mainland. 
From then on the development of Chinese hymns in Taiwan has been showing 
diversification (Wang, 2002: 3). The ethnolinguistic groups in Taiwan have also been 
developing hymnals of their own dialect, such as (Loh, accessed 2004): 
Paiwan 排灣族:Senai tua Cemas《排灣聖詩》，published in 1967 
Bunnun 布農族:Pi Sus Lig《讚美詩》published in 1975 
Taroko太魯閣族:Suyang Uyas《太魯閣聖詩》，published in 1994 
Ami阿美族：Sapahmek to Tapag《西美中會詩歌集》,published in 1992 
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Chapter 3 
Word -music Interaction: Tone-melody Relationship 
Introductory Remarks 
As Chinese and its various dialects are tonal languages, one of the most 
developed aspects in the art of language is the treatment of linguistic tones. Poets of 
the classical verse had been aware of manipulating the linguistic tones of the 
language- namely, the effective arrangement of "level tones"平聲{ping sheng) and 
"oblique tones," or “deflected tones" JX聲{ze sheng) - for artistic ends. 
The process of "lyrics-writing"塡言司(tian ci, literally, "to fill in with text") in 
Chinese poetic genres like c/-poetry and qu-poctry is quite different from 
"text-setting" in Western music, in the strictest sense of the latter word. With the 
former, new texts were written to a pre-existent musical tune, based on either the 
actual tune (known to the poet) or verse structures derived from the musical 
characteristics of the tune, in which the sequence of linguistic tones was one of the 
main components of the verse structures, along with beat patterns and phrase 
structures. Some flexibility, though, was allowed with respect to the sequence of 
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linguistic tones. (Yung, 1983b: 297) "Text-setting," by definition, is "the composition 
of vocal music to a given text" and "strictly speaking, the term 'text-setting' applies 
only to those cases where music is supplied for a pre-existing verbal text." (King, 
2004) In the broader sense of the word, however, other scenarios are included as well, 
such as “where words and music are conceived simultaneously as part of the same 
creative act," “where words and music originate from a collaboration between 
composer and poet," "where words are supplied for pre-existing music" or "where it 
is impossible to tell." Yet no independent or specific terms are given to denote, or 
differentiate between, each of these procedures. While the "text written before the 
music" procedure constitutes the norm of Western vocal music, the opposite 
procedure is rather well-established with Chinese literature and music. Given the 
subject and context of the present study, the term "text-setting" is employed, therefore, 
to denote the “music written before the text" approach. 
Contrary to popular assumption, matching the contours of linguistic tones and 
that of the melody in vocal music is not regarded as a necessity in every tonal 
language. Close tone-melody correspondence, however, is the norm and basic 
requirement in Cantonese vocal music. It has therefore been a challenging task for 
lyricists through the ages to match the linguistic tones of the language with the 
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melodic contour of the music. 
The present chapter focuses on the tone-melody relationship of existing 
translated hymns in Cantonese. While there are a number of publications on 
tone-melody relationship of Cantonese operas and Cantonese popular songs, little has 
been done on Cantonese translated songs. The present chapter explains the basics of 
linguistic tones in Cantonese and principles of tone-melody matching in Cantonese 
before proceeding to review existing translated hymns. Some comparisons with 
Mandarin in terms of tone-melody matching are also made to provide a contrastive 
reference to this issue. 
Linguistic Tones in Cantonese 
The Cantonese Dialect 
Cantonese belongs to the Yue dialect, one of the nine main groups of dialects in 
China. The Yue dialects are primarily spoken in the southern Chinese provinces of 
Guangdong, Guangxi, the Special Administrative Regions of Hong Kong and Macau, 
as well as many overseas settlements. In its narrower sense, "Cantonese" refers to the 
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speech of Guangzhou, the "best known and most generally esteemed of the Yue 
dialects," which is called by local residents as "the speech of Guangzhou"廣州言舌 
(Guang zhou hua), "the vernacular language"白話(bai hua f and “the speech of 
the provincial city"省城話(sheng cheng hua ). (Li, 2003: 3) Cantonese as spoken in 
Hong Kong is referred to as "the speech of Canton"廣東話{Guang dong hua ) 
(Matthews and Yip, 2), or more specifically, “the speech of Hong Kong" 
(Xiang gang hua 香港言舌).Given the context and subject of the present study, all 
phonological issues related to Cantonese are discussed with reference to Hong Kong 
Cantonese. 
Linguistic Tones in Cantonese 
Opinions are divided on the number of tones in Cantonese^, in spite of the 
traditional description of Cantonese as having nine tones. Linguists, however, share 
1 My observation is based on contacts with residents in Guangzhou. 
For example, Britannica Encyclopedia (2003) points out that there are 3 tones for checked syllables 
(high，mid, low), 6 for other syllables (mid-level, low-level, high-falling, low-falling, high-rising, 
low-rising), and 2 for modifying the meaning of certain syllables (high-level, low-to-high rising), 
making a total of 8 tones exclusive of the "checked tones." English-Cantonese Dictionary (《英粵字 
典》）（Kwan et al, 2000: 7), on the other hand, adopts the Yale Romanization system and explains that 
there are 7 tones in Cantonese (high-falling, high-rising, mid-level, high-level, low-falling, low-rising, 
low-level) exclusive of the "checked tones." Yuen-ren Chao 趙元任(1947) retains the traditional 
classification of 9 tones inclusive of the three "checked tones." S. L. Wong 黃錫凌(1941^ ®®®: 106) 
identifies 6 contrastive tones exclusive of the "checked tones," grouping "high-level" and 
"high-falling" into one tone, but adding a "super-high" tone in tone-change (Wong, 72-73). 
Other scholars, like David Crystal (1998^ ®®®: 174), Matthews and Yip (1994^ ®® :^ 20-21), and Majorie K. 
M. Chan (1987: 26), adopt the 6-tone system, though the names given to each tone as well as their 
pitch values are still far from unanimous. 
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common views on the following two tonal features: one is related to the so-called 
‘‘entering tones"入聲{ru sheng，literally, meaning "checked tones"). These are 
excluded in the classification as they are applied only to checked syllables, i.e. those 
with -p, -t, or -k finals. These checked syllables are shorter in duration and end 
abruptly. Yet they do not contrast with their non-checked, level-tone counterparts in 
terms of pitch value (Chan, 1987). The other is the assumption that the high-level and 
high-falling tones are not distinctive, as they are often used either interchangeably, or 
pronounced as the high-level tone, which is particularly common among younger 
speakers in Hong Kong (Cheung, 1986. cited in Matthews and Yip, 1994纖：21； 
Chan, 1987). Considering its relevance to Hong Kong Cantonese pronunciation, the 
present study adopts the classification system of Matthews and Yip, in which six 
contrastive tones can be distinguished. The following Table shows the classification of 
Matthews and Yip, with my modifications as to the order of the tones. The original 
tone arrangements of Matthews and Yip follow the pitch values in descending order 
(high-level, high-rising, mid-level, low-rising, low-level, low-falling). This order is 
different from the traditional order which people in Hong Kong leam as 
schoolchildren^. For the sake of convenience, the tones are hereafter represented by 
3 The traditional order is adopted by a number of authoritative scholars and organizations in Cantonese 
studies, including Rau Ping Cai 饒秉才(in A Dictionary of the Cantonese Dialect 《廣)州話方言言司典》 
(Guang zhou hua fang yan ci dian)), Zhan Bo Hui 詹f白慧(in A Dictionary of Proper Cantonese 
Pronunciation《—州話正音字典》zhou hua zheng yin zi dian)), Richard M. W. Ho 何文匯 
(in A Glossary of Proper Cantonese Pronunciation《粵音正音字彙》（K^e yin zheng yin zi hui)) and 
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the corresponding number (the first column in Table 3.1). The pitch values of the 
individual tones are presented in the conventional way of using ascending Arabic 
numerals, “1” to “5,” in which “1” is the lowest-sounding pitch value and “5，’，the 
highest-sounding. An asterisk indicates this tone has a "checked-tone" counterpart. 
In Table 3.1, the tone-names, pitch values of the tones and examples are taken 
from Matthew and Yip (2002: 21). They in fact do not supply pin-yin or transcription 
of any sort with respect to tone names in Chinese equivalents and their English 
equivalents. Therefore, the "matching" of English and Chinese tone names is based on 
pitch values. Note that the English equivalent of yang ping 陽平聲 is NOT 
"low-level," as the literal translation of the Chinese term suggests, but "low-falling"; 
the term "low-level" is assigned to yang qu 陽去聲 instead, literally meaning 
“low-going.” The literal translation of the tone names is based on S. L. Wong 
(19412_: 106). 
Table 3. 1: Linguistic Tones* in Cantonese 
Linguistics Society of Hong Kong 香港語言學學會(Zhan, 2002: 617)，as well as in a number of 
widely used concise dictionaries of Chinese with Mandarin and Cantonese pronunciation transcription, 
including Zhong hua xin zi dian (《中華新字典》）and Shang wu xin zi dian (《商務新字典》）. 
Schoolchildren in Hong Kong thus learn the nine tones in a fixed sequence. 
"Linguistic tones" refers to "the tone carried by a word which is an essential feature of the meaning 
of that word." (Crystal, 1980^ ®®^ : 465-66) 
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# Tone name Tone name in Pitch Pitch Pitch Example: j^u 
Chinese [literal diagram value value 
translation] in IPA (1) (2) 
1. High-level* 陰平 1 or 1 55 53 憂[“worry，，] 
[high-level] 
2. High-rising 陰上 1 35 25 油[“paint，，，as 
[high-rising] noun] 
3. Mid-level* 陰去 "I 33 - 幼[“young”] 
[high-going] 
4. Low-falling 陽平 彳 21 11 悠[“long”] 
[low-level] 
5. Low-rising 陽上 /I 23 13 有[“have”] 
[low-rising] 
6. Low-level* 陽去 � 22 - 又[“again”] 
[low-going] 
Tone Sandhi and Tone Change 
Unlike many other Chinese dialects, in which the linguistic tones change 
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according to the effect of adjacent tones (tone sandhi^), start with Cantonese tone 
changes in Cantonese are comparatively irregular, and are often the result of 
"morphological and semantic factors" (Matthews and Yip, 1994^002. 23) por this 
reason, such kind of tone changes can hardly be called "tone sandhi" and the term 
"tone change" is thus coined by Matthews and Yip (1994^^® :^ 23) to describe the 
particular case of Cantonese. 
The Importance of Tone-melody Matching in Cantonese: The 
“Ground” of Semiosis 
As "tone" is used as a syllable-differentiating feature in tonal languages, some 
scholars have been engaged themselves in the study of the interaction of linguistic 
tones and melodic contour in vocal music, hoping to find out whether there is a close 
correspondence between linguistic tones and melodic contour, and whether the 
comprehensibility of the text would be affected if such a close correspondence is 
absent (Bodomo and Ho, 2003: 3). 
It has been revealed that in some tonal languages, such as Mandarin and Dagaare, 
5 When the tone of a word is, phonetically or phonologically, influenced by the adjacent tones uttered 
in a sequence, it is called "tone sandhi" or "tonal sandhi." (Crystal, 1980^ ®®^ 465-66) 
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the correspondence between linguistic tones and melodic contour is not emphasized 
as a means to preserve intelligibility of the text (Bodomo and Mora, 2000; Chan, 1987; 
Ho, 1998. cited in Bodomo and Ho, 2003)，while in some other languages - including 
Cantonese - linguistic tones and melodic contour correlate (Bodomo and Ho, 2003: 3). 
Bell Yung 榮鴻曾（1983a: 42-3)，apart from showing the close relationship between 
operatic texts and the music in Cantonese opera, also mentions that "in some other 
regions of China, the linguistic tones in vocal music do not play as important a role, or 
a different role, as in Cantonese opera." (Pian, 1972; Liu, 1974. cited in Yung 1983a: 
42-3) Majorie Chan (1987) and Tsui Wan Ching 徐允淸（2003) both notice that a 
close tone-melody correlation is evident in Cantonese popular songs. 
It is not surprising, in fact, to find both Cantonese operas and Cantonese popular 
songs emphasizing a close tone-melody correlation, as the contemporary Cantonese 
popular songs are rooted in the traditional “Cantonese folksongs"粵曲{Yue qu) 
(Wong, 19901997: 8-17). The tone-melody correlation that is obvious in Cantonese 
folksongs is kept alive for generations as part of the stylistic features of Cantonese 
popular music (including individual songs , theme songs of movies and TV dramas), 
despite the fact that the music itself - the melody, harmony, rhythm, timbre, 
performance practice etc 一 become utterly Westernized. In other words, tone-melody 
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correlation is accepted as a component of Cantonese musical culture and part of the 
tradition. Violation of this tradition, it can be inferred, would at least invite negative 
responses on the part of the listener and might well be viewed as aesthetically 
unsatisfactory, in addition to the more practical considerations of comprehensibility. 
Principles of Text-setting in Cantonese 
Text-setting in Cantonese Operas: “Fixed Tunes，， 
Two of the major categories of music used in Cantonese operas are "aria type"^ 
；邦黃{bang huang) and "fixed tune?，，/]、曲(xiao qu, literally, "little song"). An aria 
type determines the verse structure of text, including the number of syllables in each 
line, the caesura pattern, rhyme, linguistic tone sequences and syllable placement. 
There is, however, no fixed melody to which the text is to be sung and the singer is 
expected to improvise his/her own melodies on the basis of the abovementioned 
criteria. In a "fixed tune" on the other hand, the melodic contour of the music is more 
or less fixed. Yung (1983b: 303-7)，based on his analysis of several sets of texts 
written to fit the same "fixed tune," observes that “words are chosen on the basis of 
6 This term is first coined by Rulan Pian. The term "aria type" is later adopted by Yung. (1983a: 31-32) 
7 This term is translated by Yung. (1983a: 32) 
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the relative pitch levels of their linguistic tones so that they match the relative pitch 
levels of the tune," a rule "reflected in the verse structure of the text even without 
reference to the music.，，Chan Sau Yen 陳守仁（1999: 235) also points out that: 
The playwright or scriptwriter tries his/her best to match the linguistic tones and 
melody in the text, seeking to achieve the effect of "exposing the words"露字 
(lu zi), meaning "to project the tones and meaning of the text correctly." In other 
words, the scriptwriter “fills in" words which forms a tonal sequence that 
conforms to the melodic contour. Musical items formed in this way are thus 
called xiao qu. [My translation] 
"Exposing the words" is the basic principle of text-setting for fixed tunes. Yung 
(1983b: 305) points out that in Cantonese operas the mapping between linguistic tones 
and melodic pitch can either be fixed or relative. The mapping is said to be "fixed" if 
the "syllables of one linguistic tonal category are consistently set to one particular 
pitch throughout a tune; it is "relative" if the syllables of the same linguistic tonal 
category may be set to different pitches at different points of the tune, as long as the 
tonal contour of a cluster of syllables still resembles the melodic contour, regardless 
of pitch level." While the mapping is more or less fixed in the case of aria type (Yung 
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1983a: 34-39)，"relative mapping" is adopted in the case of fixed tunes. (Yung 1983b: 
305-8). The tone-melody mapping requirement is regarded to have been fulfilled if 
linguistic tonal contours and the melodic contour match on a local level. 
Both Yung (1983b: 305-6) and S. Y. Chan (1999: 236) acknowledge the 
participation of the singer in the creative process of text-setting. As the text, together 
with the music, relies on the actual realization (the actual singing of the text) of the 
individual singer, the singer, in performance, enjoys considerable flexibility so that 
adjustment to the rhythmic placement of the syllables or even the melodic contour are 
all accepted, so long as the effect of "exposing the words" is achieved. 
However, "exposing the words" is still a rather abstract and subjective idea. To 
date, no particular “tone-melody matching model" has been devised and no concrete 
rules are to be followed in the text-setting process. Scriptwriters tend to rely on 
personal judgment and experience in text-setting. 
In Cantonese Popular Songs 
In the contemporary music industry, it has become a general practice to have 
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producers composed the melody of songs prior to the process of lyrics writing. The 
text-setting process, therefore, involves “a cautious and conscious selection of lexical 
items." (Bodomo and Ho, 2003: 3) As it is known that "there is no formal training for 
lyricists in Hong Kong, and almost all of them claim that they are unaware of 
'techniques' used to solve problems when writing lyrics for Cantopops. They usually 
find the right words or phrases by reading the texts and singing the songs repeatedly," 
(Kwan，1992: 186) and discussions by lyricists about this issue are, unsurprisingly, 
scarce. 
Besides, there is not much research on Cantonese popular music. The very few 
studies in this field mostly focus either on the analysis of the texts and their social 
implications or on proving the existence of close tone-melody correspondence. Yet 
hardly any scholar formulates rules to achieve this correspondence, save for a 
lyrics-critic, Wong Chi Wah 黃志華8. Wong formulates, in his books On Lyrics 
Writing 《言舌說塡言司》(Hua shuo tian ci, with co-author Cheng Kwok Kong 奠國江 
(1989)) and On the Creative Process of Cantonese Lyrics 《粵語歌言司倉[J作談》（Jwe 
yu ge ci chuang zuo tan, (2003)), rules and principles with which a close tone-melody 
Wong Chi Wah is the course leader of Cantonese lyrics writing courses in the School of Continuing 
Education, The Chinese University of Hong Kong. The two works mentioned are based on his teaching 
notes for these courses. Though these books are not scholarly works, they do contain numerous 
valuable observations on tone-melody matching. 
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correspondence can be effectively achieved. Another approach to tone-melody 
correspondence is suggested by Tsui (2003: 19-23) in a short article. The present 
section discusses tone-melody correspondence in the light of these two approaches. 
According to Wong Chi Wah (2003: 63-64), the nine traditional "tones" in 
Cantonese can be divided into four groups according to the pitch value, namely, high, 
mid, low, and extra-low, a categorization which, in his opinion, is detailed enough for 
lyrics writing practice. 
Table 3.2 shows C. H, Wong's categorization (see the last column), with 
reference also to Table 3.1. The checked syllables^ are assigned only one pitch value 
because they are short and are put just below their non-checked counterparts. Besides, 
in the views of Matthew and Yip (though contrary to C. H. Wong's practice), these 
so-called "checked tones" are not given individual tone numbers. 
Table 3. 2 C. H. Wong's categorization 
# Tone Name Tone Name in C. H. Pitch Pitch Pitch C. H. Wong's 
English names of checked syllables are absent from Matthew and Yip (2002: 21). They are my own 
renderings. 
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Chinese Wong's Diagram Value Value Categorization 
[literal Terminology inlPA (1) (2) [abbreviation] 
translation] 
1 High-level 陰平 高平 彳 or 1 55 53 High [H] 
[high-level] 
High-checked 陰入 高入 5 High [H] 
[high-entering] 
2 High-rising 陰上 高上 彳 35 25 High [H] 
[high-rising] 
3 Mid-level 陰去 高去 33 - Mid [M] 
[high-going] 
Mid-checked 中入 中入 3 Mid [M] 
[mid-entering] 
4 Low-falling 陽平 低平 nI 21 11 Extra-low 
[low-level] [LL] 
5 Low-rising 陽上 低上 /I 23 13 Mid [M] 
[low-rising] 
6 Low-level 陽去 低去 22 - Low [L] 
[low-going] 
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Low-checked 陽入 低入 2 Low [L] 
[low-entering] 
Tone-melody matching rules 
Based on this categorization, C. H. Wong formulates a set of rules for matching 
Cantonese tones and melody in lyrics writing. Instead of assigning a particular tone 
name to a particular pitch^® or pitch name in tonic sol-fa^\ his matching system is 
built on tone pairing of successive syllables. Since every syllable in Cantonese has a 
pitch value or a combination of pitch values, a pair of successive syllables would form 
a pitch pattern, either falling (higher to lower), rising (lower to higher) or level (high 
to high, mid to mid, low to low, extra-low to extra-low). This pattern is comparable to 
the concept of “melodic i n t e r v a l i n music theory, in which the distance in pitch 
between two successive musical notes is measured in semitones. ^^  In music, a 
melodic interval can be ascending (lower pitch to higher pitch) or descending (higher 
� " P i t c h " i s "the relative height (highness) or depth (lowness) of a musical sound, determined by its 
frequency (number of vibrations per second)." (Bennett, 1990: 248) By pitch I mean musical notes like 
A, B, C and so on, including alterations like sharps, double sharps, flats, double flats and naturals. 
"Pitch name" in the tonic sol-fa refers to sol-fa names with movable doh, meaning the tonic of a key 
would be called "doh." For example, doh would be G in G major and E minor, would be A in A major 
and F# minor. The complete sequence of the scale includes doh, ray, me, fah，sol, la, te, doh'. 
Alterations (i.e. accidentals) are shown by a change of vowel sound: sharps would make the vowels to 
be sung to "-ee," while flats would be "-aw." (Bennett, 1990: 343) 
"Melodic interval" means "the distance, or difference, in pitch between two notes when sounded one 
after another." (Bennett, 1990: 151) 
"Semitone" refers to "the smallest interval normally used in Western music," where the octave is 
divided into twelve semitones. (Bennett, 1990: 293) 
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pitch to lower pitch); if both musical notes are of the same pitch, it is called a 
"repeat." C. H. Wong employs this parallelism to construct a set of rules and lists the 
possible applicable intervals for a given tone pairing, as shown in Table 3.3. 
“Syllable 1" and “Syllable 2" in the first row represent the first and the second 
syllables in any given pair of syllables respectively. Take xun qiu 尋求（“to find," 
/tsBm4/ /kBu4/ in Cantonese) as an example. Since both /tsBm4/ 尋(syllable 1, "find") 
and / kmi4/ 求(syllable 2，“request，，）are extra-low, the possible applicable intervals 
include repeat and any ascending and descending interval up to and including a minor 
3rd. If xun mi 尋覓(“to find,"/tsBm4/ /mek6/ in Cantonese) is used instead, the tone 
pairing would be "extra-low 一 low" and the possible applicable would be ascending 
major and ascending major This becomes the basic framework of tone-melody 
matching. 
Table 3. 3 Most Natural Tone-melody Combinations (Based on C. H. Wong, 2003: 67) 
Syllable 2 High Mid Low Extra-low 
Syllable 1 
High • Repeat • Descending • Descending • Descending 
m a j o r perfect perfect 
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• Descending or larger or larger 
major 
Mid • Ascending • Repeat • Descending • Descending 
major 2nd • minor perfect 
• Ascending • descending or larger 
major minor 
Low • Ascending • Ascending • Repeat • Descending 
perfect minor m a j o r 
or larger • Ascending • Descending 
minor 3 ' � major 3 ' � 
Extra-low • Ascending • Ascending • Ascending • Repeat 
perfect perfect major 
or larger or larger • Ascending 
major 
Apart from these "most-natural" combinations, other combinations are also 
possible, which, from C. H. Wong's point of view, belong to "flexibilities" within the 
framework (Wong, 2003: 103-20). All the “flexibilities’，are explained and supported 
with a number of musical examples. They include: 
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1. In combinations H-H and LL-LL, the syllables are not bound to be set to 
repeated notes, in order to avoid monotony. This habit comes from 
Cantonese operatic scriptwriting tradition, called "micro-tuning method" 
微 調 法 t i a o fa) (Yung, 1983a: 41-42; Wong, 2003: 104-06). C. H. 
Wong does not specify the acceptable range of musical pitch variation with 
this rule. But from the examples he gives the acceptable interval is believed 
to be “up to and including a major 
2. The intervals of and 3'^s are normally applied to adjacent tone 
categories, in the order H-M-L-LL. For example, the upper adjacent to M is 
H, while the lower adjacent is L and so on. The table above specifies the 
qualities of the intervals (that is, major or minor as well. Yet C. H. 
Wong states that sometimes allowance can be made to the quality of 
intervals, a case which I call "quality-shifting." For example, ascending 
minor is also allowed for M-H, which should normally be set to 
ascending major 2 ° � o r major C. H. Wong has not mentioned whether 
minor is allowed nor does he make it clear whether this allowance can be 
applied to all similar combinations. But he does mention a number of cases. 
3. When melodic sequence(s) appear(s), the whole set of tone combination of 
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the first phrase can be "transplanted" to the subsequent phrase(s), though 
the qualities of intervals used in the subsequent phrase(s) may be different 
from the first phrase^" .^ 
4. Leaps larger than perfect may be set to "narrower" tone combinations. 
Let the tone category of syllable 1 be •si and that of syllable 2 be 幻，and 
each tone category be represented by a category value: H = 4, M = 3，L = 2， 
LL = 1. The normal combination shown in the above table can be 
represented by the following formulas: 
For ascending S2- si = 2 
For descending 幻 - = -2 
For intervals larger than or equal to ascending 52 - = 3 
For intervals larger than or equal to descending 勾-力=-3 
But "narrower combinations" - that is, the differences between S2 and are 
smaller than given above - are also possible, when the music is in a faster 
tempo and/or the at least one of the notes involved is of a shorter duration. 
C. H. Wong does not define the meaning of "shorter duration" and “faster 
^^  It is unclear whether this allowance supplements the previous one about quality-shifting, as melodic 
sequence is one of the compositional strategies to justify otherwise unsatisfactory writing. This 
observation is based on the personal experience of several composers, including myself. 
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tempo," yet from the examples he quotes the actual duration is believed to 
be equal to or less than 0.375 second^^ This can be represented by the 
following formula: 
For intervals of ascending and - -yi = 0, 1 or 2 
For intervals of descending and - = -2, -1 or 0 
C. H. Wong does not mention whether this allowance can be applied to 
intervals larger than 6'^s. Most of the examples he gives are and 
with only one instance of an ascending and no instance for descending 
6th. It thus can be inferred that this allowance is not commonly applied to 
intervals larger than a 
5. The high-rising tone (with pitch value "35"), though generally used in a 
similar way as the high-level tone (they are collectively known as the 
"high" category) in text-setting, is used as a distinctive tone in some cases, 
notably being used as a tone slightly lower than the high-level tone, but 
15 Almost all of the eight examples C. H. Wong gives are intended to be sung at a tempo around J = 80. 
And the syllables in question are sung either to notes of a half beat or quarter beat value. In this tempo, 
a beat lasts 0.75 second, and therefore half a beat lasts for 0.375 second and one-fourth of a beat lasts 
for 0.1875 second. 
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higher than the tones in the “mid，，category. C. H. Wong (2003: 119-20) 
regards this as an advanced technique in Cantonese text-setting, for the 
difference between the high-rising tone and the high-level tone is delicate. 
Table 3.4 includes all these flexibilities, which are represented by bold items. 
Italicized items are possible only when and the music is in a faster tempo. Cases 
which are not mentioned and supported in C. H. Wong are excluded. 
Table 3. 4 Complete Tone-melody Matching List with Various Flexibilities 
Syllable 2 High Mid Low Extra-low 
Syllable 1 
High • Repeat • Descending • Descending • Descending 
• Ascending major perfect perfect 
or • Descending or larger or larger 
descending major 
intervals • Descending 
up to and minor 
including • Descending 










Mid • Ascending • Repeat • Descending • Descending 
major minor perfect 4出 
• Ascending • descending or larger 
major S'd minor • Descending 
• Ascending • Descending minor 
minor major • Descending 
• Ascending minor 
perfect, • Descending 
• Ascending major 
perfect 
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Low • Ascending • Ascending • Repeat • Descending 
perfect 4仇 minor major 
or larger • Ascending • Descending 
• Ascending minor major 
minor 2 " � . Ascending • Descending 
• Ascending major 2 ° � minor 
minor 3rd 
Extra-low • Ascending • Ascending • Ascending • Repeat 
perfect perfect major • Ascending 
or larger or larger • Ascending or 
• Ascending major descending 
minor • Ascending intervals 
perfect 4th up to and 
• Ascending including a 
perfect 5th major ^^ 
• Ascending • Ascending 
major 6仇 
I 
For the sake of convenience, the above table is modified as Table 3.5 in which all 
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the musical terms of ascending, descending and the names of intervals are represented 
by Arabic numerals. Ascending intervals are shown in positive numbers, while 
descending intervals in negative numbers. “0” denotes repeat and the flexibilities are 
shown in the same format as in Table 3.4. The tone categories are also written in 
abbreviation, in which “H，，stands for "high tones," "M" for "mid tones," "L" for 
"low tones" and "LL" for "extra-low tones." 
Table 3. 5 Complete Tone-melody Matching List with Various Flexibilities (Modified) 
Syllable 2 H M L L L 
Syllable 1 
H 0 -2,-4 -5,-6,-7,-8,-9,-10, -7,-8,-9,-10,-11,-12 
+l，+2，+3，+4 -1 -11,-12 
-1,-2,-3, -4 - 7 
-5,-7 
M +2,+4 0 -1,-3 -5,-6,-7,-8,-9,-10, 
+1 -2 -11,-12 
+ 5 -1，-3，-4 
L +5,+6,+7,+8, +l ,+3, 0 -2,-4 
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+9,+10,+11, +2 .1 
+12 
+3, +1 
LL +7，+8’+9，+10，+5,+6,+7,+8, +2,+4 0 
+11,+12 +9,+10,+11, +3 +l，+2，+3，+4 
+12 +5, +7，+9 -1,-2,-3, -4 
+3 +7 
C. H. Wong does not make it clear to what extent flexibilities can be applied in a 
musical phrase. Information on the number or the ratio of instances of flexibility 
within a phrase, for example, is not given. But judging from the examples he uses, it 
can be inferred that the use of "most-natural combinations" are predominant, with the 
flexibilities treated as alternatives. In his book dated 1989 (123), C. H. Wong 
mentions, again in his discussion of tone-melody matching, that combinations other 
than the "most-natural" ones have to be handled with care and decisions should be 
dependent on the actual effect. Besides, the syllable on the last note of a phrase, which 
is usually of a longer note value, must be satisfactorily set and the rules should be 
taken strictly at those points. (Wong, 2003: 106-9) 
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Segmentation 
It should also be noted that on top of these rules of tone-melody matching, the 
segmentation of a musical phrase has to be taken into account. While a musical line is 
divided into musical phrases comparable to sentences and clauses in language, a 
musical phrase is then subdivided into smaller units for the sake of providing a clear 
and meaningful rendition of the musical line, which is comparable to an intelligent 
reading of poetry.(Apel, 1972: 668) In lyrics writing, this process is called 
"segmentation"分逗{fen dou), in which a musical phrase is subdivided into smaller 
"segments" and the syllables within each segment should form a semantically 
independent unit. Usually, a strong beat in the music would mark the beginning of a 
new segment, while a long note is frequently regarded as a marker for the end of a 
segment. While tone-pairing of successive syllables is governed by the rules stated in 
Table 3.3, 3.4 and 3.5, these rules can only be applied to syllables within the same 
segment. Take xun mi 尋覓（“ts它m4 mek4，，in Cantonese) as an example again. If 
/tsBm4/ 尋 /mek4/ 覓 falls on two different semantic AND musical segments as in 
“kuai le he chu xun? [segment marker in melody] mi de xin shang ren” 1 夬樂f可處 
尋？覓得心上人(/fai3/ /bk6/ /ho4/ /tsyu3/ /tsBm4/? [segment marker in melody] 
/mek6/ /d^kl/ /sBml/ /soeg6/ /jBn4/ in Cantonese, "where can happiness be found? 
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When a lover is found"), the matching rules would be inapplicable and therefore xun 
mi here can be set against any interval. 
As a musical phrase can be segmented in a number of ways, this characteristic in 
lyrics writing can provide the lyricist with considerable liberty. The basic requirement 
here is that a musical segment corresponds precisely to the semantic segment set to it 
and the tonal contour of a semantic segment matches that of the musical segment. 
Once this requirement is met, the text is regarded as tonally acceptable. 
Simultaneous Motion of Pitch Contours 
In Cantonese popular songs, therefore, there are two actual "melodic lines" going 
on simultaneously: one belongs to the musical melody (pitch contours of the musical 
notes), the other, to the textual melody (pitch contours of the tones). This phenomenon 
can be related to the concept of voice-leading in Western music, which describes the 
relation between the motion of one voice 工6 and the motion of another. There are four 
kinds of simultaneous motion: 
16 In GCSE Music Dictionary, "voice" is defined as: "any of the individual parts or melodic strands in 
a contrapuntal composition, even when the music is instrumental rather than vocal." (1990: 372) 
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1. Parallel motion: both voices in the same direction and maintain the same 
numerical interval; 
2. Similar motion: both voices move in the same direction but the interval 
between them changes; 
3. Oblique motion: one voice remains stationary while the other moves; 
4. Contrary motion: both voices move in opposite directions. 
(Aldwell and Schachter, 2003: 71) 
Tsui (2003: 20) observes that if the tonal "line" and the musical "line" move in 
parallel motion, then their relationship can be said to be "perfectly matched," and this 
is the essence of the traditional concept of "exposing the words" found in Cantonese 
operatic art. If, on the other hand, the tonal "line" and the musical “line’’ move in 
contrary motion, their relationship can be said to be "definitely mismatched," 
meaning the same thing as the effect called "reversing a word"侄字{dao zi), a term 
used also in Cantonese operatic art. But the other two motions, namely, similar motion 
and oblique motion, as Tsui suggests, are less "definite" in effect and they yield 
different results from time to time, depending on a number of factors. 
C. H. Wong (2003: 106-9) also expresses similar views, saying that "the rise and 
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fall of the linguistic tones in the lyrics should comply with that of the melody. They 
should never go in contrary motion." Though with different wording, C. H. Wong's 
view is somewhat similar to Tsui's: parallel tone-melody motion is an asset, while 
contrary motion is unaccepTable. While it is true that he does not explicitly comment 
on the use of oblique and similar motions, he does mention two occasions where 
oblique tone-melody motion is accepted: 
1. When the melody shows a generally descending melodic motion, several 
syllables that belong to the "high" category are commonly used in a 
sequence; 
2. When the melody shows a generally ascending melodic motion, several 
syllables that belong to the "extra-low" category are also commonly used in 
a sequence. 
This serves as a supplement to Tsui's ideas. 
Adam Bodomo and Vincie Ho (2003) investigated 50 Cantonese popular songs 
with texts written by different lyricists (so that the possibility of idiosyncratic writing 
style can be excluded in order to increase the reliability of data). 45 songs out of 50 
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contain virtually no instance of tonal mismatch. For the five songs where tonal 
mismatches are present, the maximum number of mismatched syllables is five, out of 
an average of 250 syllables in a text. 
Text-setting in Translated Cantonese Songs 
Translated popular songs in Cantonese are uncommon in Hong Kong, for most of 
the "imported" songs are usually cover songs, which are songs from other sources, 
such as the United States and Japan, with newly written Cantonese lyrics. Translations 
of the source songs are usually not intended for actual singing. However, this does not 
mean that translated songs in Cantonese are non-existent, for, apart from Christian 
hymns, which are the focus of the present study, songbooks and textbooks used in 
local schools often contain folk songs from all around the world, supplied with 
English and Chinese vocal texts. This is a fact acknowledged by several writers in the 
field, often with negative comments as far as the tone-melody relationship is 
concerned: 
Tone-melody mismatches are abundant in songbooks and music textbooks used 
in local schools, both primary and secondary, and in Cantonese hymns sung in 
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the local church. (Tsui, 2003:19) [My Translation] 
Although a textual contour in traditional Cantonese music, such as Cantonese 
opera，matches a melodic contour perfectly, it is not always so in other 
Cantonese musical genres. Western hymns and children songs, for instances, 
were sung with texts translated into Cantonese without reference to their implied 
melodic contour. (Kwan, 1992: 180) 
Only two to three decades ago, nursery songs like ''xiao xiao gu niang, qing zao 
qi chuang, ti zhe hua Ian shang shi chang” ‘ ‘ / J� / J�女古女良，•？^ff ig，胃二 
市場,，（“A little girl gets up early at dawn and goes to the market with a basket in 
hand，，i7) and Christmas carols like “ping an ye, sheng shan ye'' ， 
夜，，("peaceful night, night of holy g o o d n e s s " , which are full of tonal 
mismatches, seem to be tolerable among Hong Kongers. Now Hong Kongers are 
so critical to tonal mismatching that lyrics with so many tonal mismatches as 
these are no longer tolerated. (Wong, 2003: 103) [My Translation] 
Hu Ke 胡克：What problems have you noticed in Chinese hymns translated 
17 This is the Chinese text sung to the melody of Oh My Darling Clementine. 
This is the Chinese translation of Silent Night, Holy Night. 
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from Western hymns in terms of text translating and setting? 
Lin Sheng-Shih 林聲翕:The problems of these translated hymns usually belong 
to two categories. Firstly, it is the conflict between "rhythm of the poem" and 
“rhythm of the melody." Secondly, it is the conflict between the tonal contour of 
the text and the contour of the melody [...] Instances of these problems can be 
found here and there in our translated hymnals. These problems are produced out 
of ignorance of the structural differences between Chinese and foreign languages 
as well as of the musical characteristics of the original. (Hu, 1983: 10-11) [My 
Translation] 
In other words, Cantonese translated songs are generally regarded as inferior in 
terms of tone-melody matching. This will be verified in the latter part of the chapter. 
Tone-melody Matching in Mandarin Songs 
It would be beneficial, in passing, to mention the tone-melody relationship in 
Mandarin songs, for it provides an explanation to the tone-melody mismatch in 
Cantonese hymns. In Mandarin text setting, as Xue (2002: 144-46) aptly points out, a 
tone arrangements that matches the melodic contour of the musical melody called 
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Zheng zi 正字(“proper matching," literally "the right word") and a tone-melody 
mismatch is called dao zi 倒字（“mismatching,,，literally "making a word reversed"). 
As in Cantonese, relative tone-melody matching is adopted. Below is the 
rule-of-thumb for the tone-melody matching of bi-syllabic words in Mandarin, which 
can also be applied to multi-syllabic words: 
Table 3. 6 Tone-melody Matching in Mandarin 
Melodic Motion Satisfactory Tone Combination^^ 
Ascending High-rising to high-level 
High-rising to high-falling 
Low-falling-rising to high-rising or high-level 
Low-falling-rising to high-falling 
High-falling to high-level 
Descending High-level to high-rising 
High-level to high-falling 
High-rising or high-level to low-falling-rising 
High-falling to high-rising 
19 The tone names and their corresponding pitch values are: high level 陰平 ( t one 1: yin-ping, pitch 
value: 55)，high-rising 陽平 ( t one 2: yang-ping, pitch value: 35), low-falling-rising 上聲 ( t one 3: 
shang sheng, pitch value: 214) and high-falling 去聲 ( t one 4: qu sheng, pitch value: 51). 
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High-falling to low-falling-rising 
Syllables with the same tone 
Repeat Syllables with the same tone 
Other combinations are also accepted, but the low-falling-rising 
tone should be avoided for the last syllable of a phrase 
If all these tone names are replaced with the commonly-used numerical system, 
the above table can be modified as follows: 
Table 3. 7 Tone-melody Matching in Mandarin (Modified) 
Melodic motion Satisfactory Tone combination 
Ascending 2-1; 2-4; 3-2; 3-1; 3-4; 4-1 
Descending 1-2; 1-4; 2-3; 1-3; 4-2; 4-3; 1-1; 2-2; 3-3; 4-4 
Repeat 1-1; 2-2; 3-3; 4-4; 
Other combinations are also accepted, but the low-falling-rising 
tone should be avoided for the last syllable of a phrase 
For Mandarin songs, "proper matching" is considered the norm, though 
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“mismatching” is also considered acceptable under some c i r c u m s t a n c e s 2 � . in 
translated songs, Xue (2002: 145) points out that "keeping the tonal contour of the 
text completely in accordance to the melodic contour of the music is unrealistic" and 
he puts down eight "general principles" when considering whether "mismatching" is 
tolerable or not: 
Situations where "mismatch" is considered intolerable: 
1. Popular songs, chanting-styled songs and operatic recitatives, namely, 
genres with a closer relation to the spoken speech; 
2. The main theme, climatic phrase, key words and ending phrase of the songs; 
3. Where bigger leaps, either ascending or descending, occur. 
Situations where “mismatch,，is considered tolerable: 
1. Auxiliary words, function words, neutral-toned words and monosyllabic 
words; 
2. Largely stepwise melodic lines with fast rhythms and slow, relaxed, 
melismatic phrases; 
3. Monosyllabic words, that is, not as components of multi-syllabic words or 
20 Xue does not specify precisely the circumstances that can justify the use of dao zi. 122 
quadri-syllabic idioms; 
4. When a textual phrase is immediately repeated, only one occurrence of the 
phrase is required to match the melodic contour. "Mismatching" is tolerated 
in other occurrences; 
5. Occasional, individual "mismatch" instances are tolerated in strophic songs 
where most of the text matches the music in terms of the tonal contour. 
It is immediately noticeable, from the above description, that the level of 
tone-melody matching is considerably higher in Cantonese than in Mandarin. While 
"mismatching" is largely intolerable in Cantonese popular songs, some instances of 
"mismatching" are tolerated in translated Mandarin songs, as Xue listed above. In fact, 
other studies also come to similar conclusions. Ho and Bodomo (2003: 2) and Chan 
(1987: 36-37) observe that the tonal contour of the text does not always conform to 
the melodic contour of the music in Mandarin songs. 
But still, Xue (2002: 146-47) weighs the “tone-melody relationship" among the 
most important criteria for assessing the quality of a translated song, alongside with 
"transmission of messages" "literary standards," "rhythm," and "rhyme": 
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All in all, apart from looking at whether the message is appropriately 
transmitted, whether it is of an appropriate literary standard, whether the 
rhyming and rhythm is appropriately dealt with,照Qth红…iffiP.Qrf.卻Jt 
PPM.jn. the.assessme^^^^ 
extent . the. t r^^^ 
；;msmatch,'；. [Original emphasis] When we say, "this translated song sounds 
"strange," “it is mostly because tones and melody are seriously mismatched. 
When a translated song is felt to be "comfortably singable," it is not only a result 
of using words and word groups that would be easily uttered, but also a perfect 
match between the text and the music, just like finding the most suitable feet for 
a pair of made shoes. 
[…] 
“Proper matching" and "mismatching" are the greatest headache in song 
translation. In my view, it is the best touchstone for the expertise of a song 
translator. Minimum occurrence of "mismatching" is one of the most important 
criteria for judging the success of a translated song, for it is the most common 
and most difficult thing to achieve in song translation. 
If a text is full of instances of "mismatching," difficult to sing and awkward to 
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listen to, I would still consider it to be a failure, neither a high literary standard 
nor proper rhyming would earn any credit for it. But if the text is just intended 
for reading rather than singing, it is another matter. [My Translation] 
Xue (2002: 140) gives an example to show the importance of tone-melody 
matching, which is particularly relevant to our purpose: 
There is one factual situation which best illustrates the relation between 
tone and melody. Many popular songs in Hong Kong have in two versions: a 
Mandarin version and a Cantonese version. The texts, however, are different. It is 
because the tonal system of Cantonese is completely different from that of 
Mandarin. If the Mandarin version is sung in Cantonese, or vice versa, a large 
proportion of the text would become mismatched. Besides, the rhyme scheme 
will be disrupted. This shows that if a fixed sequence of tonal arrangement based 
on one language is to be replaced by another, a major "operation" is clearly 
unavoidable. 
This discussion on tone-melody matching is relevant to our discussion of 
translated Cantonese hymns, based on reasons which will be explained in the latter 
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part of this chapter. 
A Review of Existing Translated Hymns: Manupilating the 
“Representamen” in Interlingual Transfer 
Method of Analysis 
It has been mentioned above that translated hymns are generally regarded to be 
inferior in terms of their tone-melody relationship to other vocal genres, be they 
traditional genres like Cantonese operas or Westernized genres like Cantonese popular 
songs. However, these are rather piecemeal and generalized opinions based on 
subjective personal experience. Precisely HOW, TO WHAT EXTENT and WHY these 
translated texts contradict to their respective melodic contours are seldom touched 
upon. Besides, there are hymnals which are claimed to be suitable for singing both in 
Cantonese AND in Mandarin. Are they really "tonally satisfactory" in both languages? 
These are questions the present section aims to answer through case studies and 
statistical analysis. 
To ensure maximum objectiveness, the following methods have been used for 
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analyzing the hymns selected for this study: 
1. The hymn stanza selected will be broken down into sections according to 
the Chinese text; 
2. Each section will be divided into several segments according to the 
translated Chinese text, without considering the appropriateness of 
segmentation^^ 
3. The tonal contour of the text is compared against the melodic contour of the 
music, adopting the tone-melody matching principles of C. H. Wong (2003) 
for measuring the degree of matching; 
4. A graphic presentation of the results will be given, together with the score 
of the hymn stanza in question. 
Excerpts taken from a Cantonese opera and a Cantonese popular song are 
analyzed with the above methods. Both excerpts are regarded as satisfactory in 
tone-melody matching, as there is a close correspondence between linguistic tones 
and the melodic contour. 
21 , 
Since the same melody can be segmented in a number of ways, a loose segmentation method is 
adopted here for our analysis. 
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An Excerpt from a Cantonese Opera 
The following excerpt is taken from the last scene {Death of the Princess 〈香 
夭〉）of the Cantonese opera The Last Princess of the Ming Dynasty《帝女花》(Di 
nu hua) by Tang Di Sheng 唐滌生.The melody is a "fixed tune" called Autumnal 
thoughts before a Dresser〈妝台秋思〉(Zhuang tai qiu si). The excerpt contains the 
first four phrases of the song. 
Excerpt 3. 1 Death of the Princess from The Last Princess of the Ming Dynasty, set to 
the fixed tune Autumnal thoughts before a Dresser 
唐•生撰曲 帝女花一香夭〔小曲：妝台秋思〕 
4者 J J 川 J l ” [ J J J J J I o I j J ^ j j I j l ^ I 
落花滿天蔽月光， 借一杯附荐鳳台上， 帝女花帶一 i 上香， 
4 J 巧 丨丨 - I - I - I - I - • 
願喪生回謝爹娘 . 
Analysis 
Phrase 1 Phrase 2 
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Segment boundary 
〇 = A c t u a l interval = Segment boundary 
r n 1 ‘ • O = Actual Interval 
A = Possible interval, but not always acceptable 二 « • ‘ . 
^ = Possible interval, but not always acceptable X = IdeaHnterval 
X = Ideal interval 
： I I ： 
I： - i i ¥ 6 -
； 2 : 义 I ： 入 
f -2 -落L 花H| 滿M 天Hg 蔽 月 L 光H f .2。- f^ M -H^^ U Pfk 111^ ^LL ±L 
I - 4 - X X 因 I - 4 - - X 
I - 6 - i - 6 - ^ 
-8 - -8 - _ 
- 1 0 - - 1 0 - O 
-12 - -12 - ^ 
Phrase 3 Phrase 4 
=Segmen t boundary = Segment boundary 
O 丨 interval 〇 = A c t u a l interval 
A = Possible interval, but not always acceptable 么 - P o s s i b l e Interval, but not always acceptable 
X = Weal interval X = Ideal interval 
12- 12- X 
10- 10- 9 
8 - 8 - § 
f ？ 6- ^ 
I 4 - X g X § 4 - ^ X X ^ 
I 2 - g} t I gi 1 2 - S gi 盒 ® 
C — f i — I — — — — I Y I I——‘——‘― C — T i l——I——I——I——I——I——I— 
3 _2 ?帝M 女H^花H帶mX淚L 上M香H _2 °願L 喪M 生H回LL 謝L 爹H JILL 
1 - 4 - - ^ 1 - 4 -
1 - 6 - ？ 1 - 6 -
-8- i i i 
-1。 g -1。- $ $ 
-12 - 众 -12 - 交 炎 
The graphs above show the appropriateness of tone-melody interaction of the 
operatic stanza, based on the tonal contour formed by adjacent syllables. The melody 
is segmented into four phrases, and further subdivision is inapplicable here as there 
are no particular "resting points" in the melody for subdivision. The tone category of 
the syllable is given beside the Chinese character. As shown in the figure, a pair of 
syllables can be applied to more than one interval. Crosses (x) represent "ideal 
melodic intervals" the particular pair of syllables should be set to; triangles (A) 
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denotes “possible intervals," which may not always yield good effects; a circle ( � ) 
represents the actual interval applied to the pair. If a circle overlaps with a cross, it 
means that the tonal contour of the syllables concerned are set to its "ideal interval," 
which is regarded as a “satisfactory matching"; if a circle overlaps with a triangle, it 
means that the tonal contour of the syllables concerned is set to its “possible interval," 
where justification may be needed; if there is no overlapping at all, the pair and the 
music are considered to have been mismatched.; if a circle is located on the opposite 
side of the corresponding cross(es), it means that the tonal contour of the syllables 
goes in contrary motion to the melodic contour. 
It can be seen from the above analysis that nearly all syllables are matched with 
their corresponding "ideal intervals." Three instances of "possible intervals" are used 
with justification: the syllables involved are of a relatively shorter duration. 
A Cantonese Popular Song 
The following analysis is given for a comparison. The excerpt is taken from the 
first stanza of The Trials and Hardships I Went Through〈幾許風雨){Ji xufeng yu), 
sung by the late Hong Kong singer Roman Tarn 羅文. 
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Excerpt 3. 2 The Trials and Hardships I Went Through, a Cantonese Popular Song 
Sung by Roman Tarn 
^ b ^ M M 羅文唱 
z f^ejzjj] J"J /TJ J I r f r f^  J I n J J1J 
^ 9 0 ~ b - ^ 1 一一 WW- ^ \ s S d ^ d 6 = 1 
無言一輕倚窗邊凝望雨勢急也一亂 似個瘋漢滿肚鬱結怒罵著厭一倦 
5 
j m I J I “ 门 “ I J J J J J • 
徐 f f 呼 出 煙 圈 回 望 以 往 的 片 一 段 幾 許 風 雨 我 也 經 過 峻 立 到 目 前 
Analysis 
Phrase 1 Phrase 2 
O = Actual interval Q = Actual interval 
^ = Possible interval, but not always acceptable ^ = Possible interval, but not always acceptable 
X =丨deal interval X = Ideal interval 
12- X 12-
10 - 3 10-
8 - I 8 -
w 6 - 図 百 6 _ 
z ^ ^ ^ ^ I 4 - X X I ^ ^ A A A .-i ^ X E 2 - ^ zs. E 2 - KS ^ Si 
S ^ ^ iCi. ^ 0) Ki 12 
c ~ n I ^ I 1 Si I 81 I Bi I K - ^ — - H 1 I Si I 1 1 ^ I 
^ -2-無LL：^言LL 輕H兰倚H：^窗H^邊H -2 -凝LL 望L 雨M勢M 急}^也遏亂L 
w /：^ 15 X 
£ - 4 - ^ ^ ^ £ - 4 - X 
a> ① 
1 -6 - c -6 -
- 8 - - 8 -
- 1 0 - - 1 0 — - 1 2 - - 1 2 -Phrase 3 Phrase 4 
= S e g m e n t boundary 〇 . A c t u a l interval 
O = Actual interval ^ = Possible inteival, but not always acceptable 
么=Possible interval, but not always acceptable X -丨^抽丨 interval 
X = Ideal interval 
12 J 12-
10- io_ 
8 - 8 -—R -ST 6 -CO b - (u 
<u c 4 _ 
I 4 - X X I , X 
I 2 - 8} 因 I 2 _ 盒 c - ^ • a I " I • I I & 丨么 I k BM^ L ‘ -2-似M 個M mn^漢M 滿M |±M變H翁結M -2 _怒L 駡L 者L厭M冷倦L 
1 - 4 - X X I -
c - 6 - = - 6 -
-8- -8-
- 1 0 - - 1 0 -
-12 - -12 -
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Phrase 5 Phrase 6 
O = Actual interval ^ 
r « O = Actual interval 
^ = Possible interval, but not always acceptable 八 o “• ‘ _ ‘ ‘ ‘ • • • u 
^ ' K ^ = Possible interval, but not a lways acceptable X = Ideal interval v . . 
X = Ideal interval 
12- X 12-
10_ 8 10-
一 i 8 -
百 百6 _ 
震 2 - 兰 念 - - I 2 - i I g 
c ~ n I ^ I 1 因 I ga 丨 8! I 1— « 1 1 @ I ia I % I 
- . 2 ° m ^ m 呼 H 兰 出 H 兰 煙 圈 H 望 L 以 M 往 M 的 喷 片 過 段 L 
5 -4 - L > .4 _ V ^ 
1 -6 - 1 -6 -
- 8 - - 8 -
-10 - -10 -
- 1 2 - - 1 2 -
Phrase 7 Phrase 8 
= S e g m e n t boundary Q = Actual interval 
O = Actual interval A = Possible interval, but not always acceptable 
么 = P o s s i b l e interval, but not always acceptable ^ _ Id^ai interval 
X :丨deal interval 
12 J 12-
10- 1。-
8 - ？ -
一 A - 6 -
W O - Q ) 0) C 4 — 
E 2 - ^ @ gj i 2 - 怠 
g — I i I X I——I——I ia I ^ I I— c — ^ ' ia I I ^ I ^ I——H-
3 2幾H兰許H兰風 Ig雨M 我M也M經Hg過M ！‘ -2 - ^ ^ 立 L 到 目 L 盒 前 L L 
15 么么 CD • X . . 1-4- ^ ^ X X £ - 4 - X 0) � 
C - 6 - 1 - 6 -
- 8 - - 8 -
- 1 0 - - 1 0 -
- 1 2 - - 1 2 -
It can be seen from the above analysis that there is virtually no tonal mismatch in 
all the eight phrases of the song. Almost all syllables are matched with their 
corresponding "ideal intervals." The only instance of syllables matching "possible 
intervals" is present in phrase 7, with the syllables ji xu 幾許("many") set to musical 
notes lower than the s y l l a b l e風 ( " w i n d " ) . However, it can be justified by C. H. 
Wong's idea of using the high-rising tone and the high-level tone distinctively as a 
more advanced technique in text-setting. 
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Case studies 
These case studies are intended as illustrations of what actually happens in 
translated hymns when sung in Cantonese. 
Hymns Which Are Not Intended for Singing in Cantonese 
Some hymnals are not originally intended to be sung in Cantonese^^. Tonal 
mismatches are very likely to occur, as mentioned by Xue in his quotation about the 
impact of dialect differences in linguistic tones on the overall effect of a song. This is 
verified by an analysis of the hymn Lo, How a Rose E'er Blooming 〈耳西之條歌) 
(ye xi zhi tiao ge, HUP 94). Another analysis on tone-melody matching in Mandarin is 
also provided for comparison. 
Case Study - Excerpt 1 Lo, How a Rose E'er Blooming〈耶西之條歌 > {Ye xi zhi tiao 
ge\ HUP 94，Stanza 
22 See Chapter 1 and Chapter 5. 
The time signatures are not included in the original score. The music of this hymn belongs to the 
plainchant type, a genre originated before the regular time signatures were commonly used. The time 
signatures shown here have been just included to make it easy for me to prepare the score. 
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劉治平’黃L&合h譯ojr,??�膽e’er b l o o m i n g 《 耶 西 之 條 歌 》 
I r I’丨 I I I 丨丨 I I I I ” 丨弓 
看， 玫 瑰 花 開 茂 盛，耶 西 之 條 發 長 ， 柔 
6 
丨 I I I I" I � I 1丨丨 I 川 I 琴 
枝 已 欣 欣 向 榮 ； 古 人 早 已 歌 唱 . 正 當 寒 冬 時 
11 
� � � l ‘ i l � J � i J J � j J. II • I 
節 ， 夜 闌 人 靜 寂 寥 中 ， 燦 爛 榮 光 照 徹 . 
Analysis 
Phrase 1 Phrase 2 
O = Actual interval Q = Actual interval 
A = Possible interval, but not always acceptable A = Possible interval, but not always acceptable 
X = Ideal interval X . Ideal interval 
J： I J； i ！ 
§ 4 - ^ X - § 4 - ^ X 
巨 2 - 因 么 A E 2 - A X 
c ~ n I Q I O I 1 X I O I X I I — I ^ I )< I 1 一 I 窃 I h -
r -2 -看 M 玫 L L 瑰 M 花 開 H 茂L兰盛L -2 -耶LL〇西之HQ^iP發M 長H 
I -4 - ^ 兰 O 1 -4 - 念 
董 - 6 - i \ i - - X 
-8- 8 \ -8- \ 
-10 - $ g -10 - \ 
-12 - ^ 炎 -12 - 灸 
Phrase 3 Phrase 4 
O = Actual interval 〇 = A c t u a l interval 
= Possible interval, but not always acceptable ^ : Possible interval, but not always acceptable 
X = Ideal interval X = Ideal interval 
I ？: I i r 义 
I ^ X - i 4 - X 
i 2 - iS ^ I 2 - X 
c ；: I 〇 I O I 1 X I 〇 I 1~ ^ - I I 1 1 % • I 1— 
；^  -2 -柔 L L mix已M 欣Hg欣Hx向M 榮LL .3 ° 古 H 〇 人 L I Q 早已 M 〇 歌唱 M I - 4 - X - X O I - 4 - X X 
至-6- I 1 - 6 -
-10 - § -10 - I 
-12 - 交 -12 - ^ 
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Phrase 5 Phrase 6 
O = Actual interval 〇 = A c t u a l Interval 
A = Possible interval, but not always acceptable 么 = P o s s i b l e interval, but not always acceptable 
X = Ideal interval X = Ideal interval ？: 1 I :�： i 
？ 6 - 8 6 - X 
2 4 - X § 4 - ^ X 
I 2 - X I 2 - ^ gi 
c “ n — ' ‘ 1 1 1 1 1— 二 1 O I o I I )彳 I o I I 
- . 2 。 - 正 M o 當H 寒LL 冬H 時L l o 節M f ° k i g M L ^ A L L ^ L ^ ^ L g ^ L L “ 
5 . _ 15 O 
I i - 4 - X - X o 
- r 圓 蘭 -1�-
-12 - X X _12 -Phrase 7 
Q = Actual interval 
= Possible interval, but not always acceptable 
X = Ideal interval 
1 2 - X 
1 : : 




！ — ^ ' ^ ' ' — — I ^ I 8 I — — I — 
；^ -2 - 燦 爛 L g milQ 光H § 照M 徹M 
！ - 4 - X X X 
1 -6 -
- 8 -
- 1 0 -
- 1 2 -
There are 38 pairs of adjacent syllables in the first stanza of Lo, How a Rose E'er 
Blooming〈耳|3西之條歌).Only six pairs (15.7%) are set satisfactorily to the melodic 
contour, and 5 pairs (13.2%) are set to "possible intervals." Others (71%) are all 
regarded as "tonal mismatches" in Cantonese (Fig. 3.1). 
Fig. 3. 1 Tone-melody Matching in Lo, How a Rose E'er Blooming〈耶西之條歌�in 
Cantonese 
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Of the 38 pairs of syllables, 29 pairs (76.3%) meet the requirement of 
tone-melody matching in Mandarin (Fig. 3.2). Compared to the larger proportion of 
tonal mismatches in Cantonese, the difference is significant. 
Fig. 3. 2 Tone-meloldy Matching in Lo，How a Rose E'er Blooming〈耶西之條歌�in 
Mandarin 




24% z ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ M a t c h e d 
pairs 
76% 
Hymns Which Are Intended for Singing in Cantonese and Mandarin 
It is reasonable that hymns which are not intended to be sung in Cantonese have 
unsatisfactory tone-melody matchings. The results of the above analysis, to a larger 
extent, verify Xue's observations about dialectal impact in text-setting. Still, there are 
a number of hymnals which are claimed to be suitable for singing both in Cantonese 
and in Mandarin - a claim which is rather impossible to meet. 
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The two case studies below show that "Cantonese-Mandarin-singable" hymns 
which are singable both in Cantonese and in Mandarin are also far from satisfactory 
as far as their tone-melody relationship is concerned. The following cases are taken 
from two hymnals, the editors of which claim that the Chinese versions are suitable 
for singing in both Cantonese and Mandarin. 
Case Study - Excerpt 2 Let All Mortal Flesh Keep Silence 〈肅靜迎主〉(^Su jing ying 
zhu), SOG 125, Stanza 1 
蔡張敬玲譯Let all mortal flesh keep silence肅靜迎主 
J J J J J J J | J J I •广丨广 J J 
凡 有 血 氣 都 當 一 肅 靜 ， 敬 畏 戰 競 站 主 一 前 ， 
7 
略、 J J i = J = = z J = J | J J 广厂丨广 
預 備 領 受 基 督 一 祝 福 ， 永 怪 事 工 當 思 一 念 ， 13 
• I ' | ' I I J I J J I 丨丨 I I 丨丨 II 
上 主 基 督 降 臨 地 上， 我 們 當 敬 拜 ， 奉 一 獻 . 
Analysis 
Phrase 1 Phrase 2 
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A 
〇 = A c t u a l interval 
A = Possible interval, but not always acceptable O = Actual interval 
X = Ideal interval 么 = P o s s i b l e interval, but not always acceptable 
X = Ideal interval 
:�：I ： i 
!：： ！ X … I：: X • 
1 2 - g ^ o ^ ^ I 2 ^ -
c — ^ i g i x i ' i j . a i o , S I a 丨 丨 堅 丨 I A 丨 n 丨 , 
I -2-凡LL 細 舰 氣 M 都H^  當^^  肅H 靜L , -2。- 4m ^M ®M j U 4L〇 AH ^ L 
I -4- ^ ^ 1 ^ 
ij I "ij I i 
Phrase 3 Phrase 4 
〇 = A c t u a l interval 〇 = A c t u a l interval 
f = Possible interval, but not always acceptable A = Possible interval, but not always acceptable 
X = I d e a l i n t e r v a l , � ， . 丄 '、 X = Ideal interval 
f 6 - I “ 二 I 
X A 兰 兰 兰 § 4 - X ^ ^ ^ i 2 - o | o o 兰 兰 " 1 2 - X O t t 
c 0 L X I — — — — I 丨 gg I gg I i Q i ^ i i x i x i n i I 
I - 2 -預 L 備L 領 % 受L SH^ 督H^ -iKH '^liH f .2° .IcM^ ®LL “ ^H^ 念L 
霊 - 4 - - - - 1 - 4 - “ 兰 念 1 I I 
Phrase 5 Phrase 6 
Q = Actual interval 
么=Possible interval, but not always acceptable 〇 = A c t u a l interval 
X = Ideal interval ^ = possible interval, but not always acceptable 
1 2 - V X = Ideal interval 
1 0 - I 1 2 - X 
8 10- $ 
I i o i 
o 4 - ^ ^ X to 6 -
E 2 - V c 4 _ u 
c 0 I o I X I X I 1 1 1 ia I E 2 - X 
» -2 -上 L主H兰基H ^督瑜降臨 L L地 L上 L S , ^  i i ,、，, . X . 75 ^ ^ r\ c n V ‘ ‘ I~~I—rr~I 1 1 
S -4- ^ ^ X e -2 -我MA 們LL 當 iS f fvK 拜^^ 奉L〇獻M 
芸-6- O g 1 - 4 - - X 区 
i： I I � 
-12 - 冬 
12 (30.7%) out of 39 pairs of syllables in this stanza match satisfactorily with the 
melodic contour, while 2 pairs are "acceptable matches." Tonal mismatches, however, 
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are still predominant in this stanza (64.1%). 
Another excerpt taken from Century Praise (CP) also shows similar results: 
Case Study - Excerpt 3 Gentle Mary Laid Her Child〈聖嬰孩歌〉(Sheng ying hai 
gel CP 141, Stanza 1 
汪美譯 1998 Gentle Mary laid her Child 聖 嬰 孩 歌 
^ ^ ^ " I J J J I J J J 川 I � I " " I ^ ^ ^ 
7 馬 利 亞 將 小 嬰 孩 ， 輕 輕 放 在 馬 槽 ， 純 潔 無 瑕 不 吵 鬧 ， 
^ ^ ^ 丨J -」丨广厂广J丨丨_ J J丨J J J J丨J _ 
不 爲 世 人 知 道 ， 馬 槽 嬰 孩 用 布 包 ， 豈 是 救 贖 記 號 ？ 13 ^ ^ ^ I I 1| r I …f I I  I •• 
普 世 信 徒 聚 恩 寵 ， 都 會 向 称 報 一 告 . 
Analysis 
Phrase 1 Phrase 2 
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O = Actual interval Q = Actual interval 
A = Possible interval, but not always acceptable ^ = Possible interval, but not always acceptable 
X = Ideal interval X = Ideal interval 
12- X 12-
1 0 - $ 1 0 -
8 - ^ 8 -
i r V 多 系 6 -
§ 4 - X ^ ^ § 4 -
I 2 - O O g ^ I I 2 -
c ~ n ' 9 ' X ' ' 1 O I X I H - I 1 1 X I X I X I gg I 1 1— 
t -2 - 钿 受 世 M 信 M " 徒 L L 聚 L 恩 H t 寵 H f . 2 ° 都 H g 會 M 〇 向 称 報 M 告 M 
I：； X I ‘ I：： X 
-1。“ § -10 : 
-12 ^ -12-
Of the 44 pairs of syllables, 9 pairs (20.4%) match the music satisfactorily and 5 
pairs (11.3%) are considered "acceptable matches." The majority (68.1%), however, 
belongs to the category of "tonal mismatches." These two cases from two hymnals, 
which are claimed to have taken dialectal characteristics of Cantonese into account 
and thus suitable for singing in Cantonese, however, similar results in tone-melody 
matching with the hymn stanza taken from HUP, a hymnal not intended for singing in 
Cantonese, implying that the translator's effort to match tone and melody is not 
successful. 
Here a question arises: the above figures only indicate the proportion of "tonal 
matches" and "tonal mismatches" in each excerpt. A "tonal match," according to the 
criteria laid down in this study, involves for the most part simultaneous parallel 
motion between the tonal contour of the text and the melodic contour of the music. 
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Acceptable instances of similar and oblique motions are relatively few. Although the 
excerpts taken from SOG and CP are as unsatisfactory as the excerpts taken from 
HUP in terms of tone-melody matching, translators' awareness of the simultaneous 
motion between tonal and melodic contours can still be hinted at if a similar motion is 
generally kept, for it reveals that the ups and downs of the sound contour are taken 
into account. 
Nonetheless, as further analysis shows, while the SOG excerpt contains fewer 
instances of contrary motion, it is also not very satisfactory in keeping a similar 
motion between the tonal contour and the melodic contour. Besides, significant 
differences between the three excerpts are nowhere to be found (Fig. 3.3). 
Fig. 3. 3 Analysis of Simultaneous Motion between Melodic and Tonal Contours 
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Analysis of simultaneous motion between tonal and melodic 
contours 
40% | — — — 
30% — : � — — - n — 
gj 25% 一 、 _ _ _ _ '--：[— 一 • Acceptable motion 
碧 ono/ I _ 國 Contrary motion 
运 關 國 • Similar motion I 15% — — — m — p h - - 一 _ • • Oblique motion 
1 0 % — • — 閾 一 一 
5% - m — - _ — k ] — 
圖 關 
0% 丨 圖 ~ L - j - J _ _ _ _ L L J _ _ _ t M _ _ _ L . 
SOG CP HUP 
Hymnal 
These case studies are not isolated instances. Of the 27 translated Christmas 
hymns selected 
in SOG, with a total of 122 stanzas, none of them is totally free of 
tonal mismatches in Cantonese. The same observation holds true for the 17 Christmas 
hymns (68 stanzas) from CP, the 21 Christmas hymns (98 stanzas) from HOL, and the 
23 Christmas hymns (102 stanzas) from HOP. To be more precise, there are extensive 
tonal mismatches in every stanza. Yet all these hymnals are claimed to be using 
Chinese versions that are suitable for singing both in Cantonese and in Mandarin. 
As the requirements of tone-melody matching are much stricter in Cantonese 
than in Mandarin (which, to a certain extent, tolerates the occurrence of tonal 
mismatches), the most logical way of achieving a Cantonese-Mandarin compatible 
text is to give first priority to tone-melody matching principles in Cantonese. Yet 
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evidence shows that the present translations of Christmas hymns fail to do this. 
Same Text, Different Tunes 
It is not uncommon for a hymn text to be set to different melodies. While from 
the Western point of view the main concern is whether the time aspects of these 
melodies suit the metrical structure of the text, in a Chinese version it is whether the 
tonal contour of the text matches the melodic contours of these melodies. It is 
expected that tonal contours that match a certain melody is very unlikely to be 
suitable for another melody, particularly if this melody is a prescribed one which 
obviously has no perceived connection to the tonal structure of the text.^^ 
With this in mind, therefore, a source text which can be sung to different 
melodies can hardly be translated into a single target text in Chinese which can also 
be sung to those melodies without its proper tonal contour being distorted. Hence 
24 In a genre called "aria-type" in Cantonese opera, the singer is asked to improvise his/her own 
melodies according to a prescribed text. In order to achieve the effect of "exposing the words," the 
singer's improvised melodies (considering that it may be different each time) are expected to fit the 
tonal contour of the text (Yung, 1983a: 34-9). In Cantonese popular songs, though cases are rare, there 
are instances of using the same text to sing to two different melodies. These two melodies shows 
similar contour, and go in accordance to the tonal contour of the text (Kwan, 1992: 184-5). The exact 
compositional process of the melodies is unknown, but it is very likely to be either of the following 
cases: a melody (melody 1) is written (the Ur-tune) first and the text is written to fit this music before 
another melody (melody 2) is written based on this text; or the text is written first, then different 
melodies (melody 1 and melody 2) are written to fit it. It is very unlikely that a text originally written 
for melody 1 is used to fit into a prescribed melody 2, i f melody 2 is not composed with an awareness 
of the exact tonal sequence of the text. 
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I • 
different target texts have to be made, in order to fit in with different melodies, 
although the source text is the same. The relationship between the melody, source text 
and target text can be represented by the following diagram (Fig. 3.4): 
Fig. 3. 4 Relationship between the Melody, Source Text and Target Text 
• Melody 3 M TT3 
• STl • Melody 2 M TT2 ^ 
• Melody 1 M TTl 




Editors of hymnals sometimes select one of these "possible" melodies in their 
compilations. However, there are hymnals which do contain several melodies to the 
same text. Some translators render the source text into one corresponding Chinese 
target text all "possible melodies." Away in a Manger 〈,馬槽歌)(Ma cao ge), for 
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example, is set to four different melodies in HUP (116-119): 
Case Study - Excerpt 4 Away in a Manger〈馬槽歌〉(Ma cao ge), HUP 116-119, 
Stanza 1 
Version 1-stanza 1 
楊蔭瀏譯 Away in a manger馬槽歌 
I j j j ^ l j j p l 厂厂广 I 广 J^l 广广广 i J J J ^ I J ^ ^ 
遠 遠 在 馬 一 槽 裡 ， 無 一 枕 也 無 床 ， 小 一 小 的 主 耶 穌 , 睡 一 覺 很 安 
8 
j l J j J ^ I J J P l 厂厂广 I 广 / � | 广广厂 | J J J ] 
康 ； 眾 星 都 照 一 耀 著 主 一 睡 的 地 方 ！ 小 一 小 的 主 耶 穌 ， 睡 一 15 
f J J 川 M l - I - I - I - I - I 
在 乾 草 上 . 
Version 2-stanza 1 
楊蔭瀏譯 Away in a manger M^MX 
如 J I J J D I J J J IJ J J I j J I J J � | J ^ ^ ^ 
遠 遠 在 馬 一 槽 裡 ， 無 一 枕 也 無 床 ， / J w 小 的 主 耶 穌 ， 睡 一 7 ^ ^ J j i J j i J j ^ H i J j j i j � j i j J i j j j 兰 
覺 很 安 康 ； 眾 星 都 照 一 耀 著 ^ 睡 的 地 方 ！ / ] 一 小 的 主 14 
� � I j J 川 “ • I • I • I • I 
耶 稣 , 睡 一 在 乾 草 上 . 
Version 3 一 stanza 1 
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楊蔭潮譯 Away in a manger馬槽歌 
J JI ‘ N l j j / J I 
7 遠 遠 在 馬 一 槽 裡 ， 無 一 枕 也 無 床 ’ 小 一 小 的 主 耶 稣 , 睡 — 
_ J J 圣 兰 ^ ^ 三 兰 ^ ^ ^ ^ 二 三 ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ r「 ^ ^ ^ ^ 三 
覺 很 安 康 ； 眾 星 都 照 一 耀 著 主 一 睡 的 地 方 ！ 小 一 小 的 主 14 V 川 I 丨 J - I I 
耶 穌 , m - 在 乾 草 上 . 
Version 4 一 stanza 1 
楊蔭瀏譯 Away in a manger馬槽歌 
S i ^ r r ^ I J- i ' j i j J JI I I I I h H y ^ ^ ' ^ J. J.- J J. J. 
遠 遠 在 馬 槽裡，無 枕 也 無 床 ， 小 小 的 主 耶 穌 ， 睡 7 
^ ^ ^ r If � J J � i II I j i j j i| 
覺 很 安 康 ； 眾 星 都 照 耀 著 主 睡 的 地 方 ！ 小 小 的 主 14 
^ ^ ^ J , 1 � L I “ • I I • ^ ^ 
耶稣，睡 在 乾 草 上 . 
The following graph shows the relationship between the tonal contour of the text 
and the melodic contour of the music in the first phrase: 
Fig. 3.5 Relationship between the Tonal Contour of the Text and the Melodic Contour 
of the Music in the First Phrase of Away in a Manger � H ®歌 ) { M a cao ge) 
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-•:.‘i.. 
actual interval used in version 1 么 = P o s s i b l e interval, but not always acceptable 
=actual interval used in version 2 • 
=actual interval used in version 3 X =丨deal interval 
=actual interval used in version 4 
12- X 
10- ^ 
8 - O 
^ 6 - 8 
岂 义 V2’V3 5 < 
O 崎一 \ 、〜 
I 2 - \ . ：^. A . ^ 
f -2 ^ 16 X 么 
£ - 4 - A s - e - I 
-10 - I 
-12 - 炎 
Versions 1’ 2 and 3 start with an ascending perfect interval. Yet apart from 
this the four melodies share little in common. The motion of the lines sometimes goes 
in a contrary motion, as can be seen between the syllables ma 馬 and cao 槽. 
Version 1 uses a descending minor between these two syllables, but this is shared 
by none of the other versions: version 2 uses descending major ？version 3 uses 
ascending minor and version 4 uses repeated notes. It can be noted that none of all 
the syllables contained in this phrase is satisfactorily set to the melody. 
As observed by Kelina Kwan (1992: 184)，though flexibilities are possible in 
tone-melody matching，they are rather limited. Otherwise the text is likely to be 
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incomprehensible. Therefore, different melodies set for the same text, as shown in her 
study, show similar basic contours of both melodies. She further explains that this is 
the reason why “cover versions with different Cantonese texts can be found quite 
frequently, sung by different singers, while it is extremely rare to have different music 
for the same text." 
Some other hymnals, such as no. 148 to 150 of SOG, do make different Chinese 
versions of the same source text for singing to different melodies. While the success 
of such an approach is yet to be seen, they represent a more recommendable approach 
to handle this issue, at least theoretically. Otherwise, it is almost impossible to yield 
satisfactory results, as far as tone-melody relation is concerned. 
Concluding Remarks 
From the above discussions and analyses, one thing is clear: Cantonese as a 
music performance medium demands a close correspondence between linguistic tones 
of the text and the melodic contour of the music, as shown in Cantonese popular 
songs and Cantonese operas. Yet translated Christmas hymns are inferior in terms of 
tone-melody matching. This inferiority is probably caused by the interference of 
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Mandarin. Hymnals like HUP, which are intended for singing in Mandarin, are bound 
to sound unsatisfactory when sung in Cantonese. Those hymnals which are claimed to 
be suitable for both Cantonese and Mandarin also fail to fulfill expectations of the 
users because the tonal contour of Cantonese is not given the attention it rightly 
deserves in the process of song translating and text-setting, either for the sake of 
convenience or when there are no other choices. Semiotically speaking, tone-melody 
mismatch in these Christmas hymns results in conflicts between the “representamen，， 
and the "ground" of semiosis, which will adversely affect the effectiveness of 
semiosis and communication process. No doubt, the most effective remedy to this 
inferiority is to compile a dialectal hymnal, specifically for singing in Cantonese. 
Making a Cantonese text that sounds compatible to a piece of music is a very 
challenging task 一 to make it sound equally well in Mandarin. 
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Chapter 4 
Word- music Interaction: 
Aspects of Time - Rhythm, Accent, and Phrasing 
Introductory Remarks 
Ti饥e is another essential element of music apart horn frequencies (that is, pitch), 
as “a musical work is a composition dependent upon time" {Encyclopedia Britannica 
[CD-ROM], 2003). And this, in turn, has become the main focus of discussion about 
the relationship between words and music for a long time, for "music and speech are 
both made up of a time-dependent sequence of elements, in which pitch, duration and 
dynamics play a critical part" (Grove Music Dictionary [On-line], 2003). It is not 
surprising, then, that commentators and scholars devote much effort to the time 
aspects as far as vocal text translating is concerned, as it involves the time-element 
both in music and in speech. 
These efforts, however, though helpful and practical in nature, have not dealt 
with important conceptual definitions of the time-related elements in music, thus 
appearing to be brief, piecemeal or inconsistent at times. Therefore, key terms must be 
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duly defined and the basic concept of time in music and language must be dealt with, 
before the more practical issues in vocal text translating are discussed and the existing 
translated hymns reviewed. 
The discussions on existing translated hymns are chiefly based on 60 hymns 
from two hymnals, namely Hymns of Universal Praise (HUP, 34 hymns, omitting 
hymns in plainsong style) and Sounds of Grace (SOG, 26 hymns). Examples from 
other hymnals are also included to facilitate discussion when necessary. 
> 
Definitions of Key Terms 
Rhythm 
"Rhythm and pitch are the two primary parameters of musical structure." (Meyer, 
1973， cited by Justin London in Grove Dictionary of Music [On-line], 2003) 
Generically, "rhythm" is a "movement marked by the regulated succession of strong 
or weak elements." (OED, cited by Justin London in Grove Dictionary of Music 
[On-line], 2003) However, pinning down this term is by no means an easy task. 
Scholars like Fassler (1987, p. 166，n.lO, cited by Justin London in Grove Dictionary 
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o f M — [On-line], 2003) remarks: "There is no accurate simple definition of the term 
‘rhythm, (or 'rhythmics') and no consistent historical tradition to explain its 
significance" and diverse opinions are expressed. 
A thorough study of rhythm, however, is outside the scope of this thesis. Thus, a 
narrower definition to the term would be adopted: 
a 
i •y 
The aspect of music is concerned with the way in which a composer groups | 
‘ • 
together musical sounds in relation to time, mainly with regard to duration (the | 
« 
.fr If lengths，long or short, of different sounds in relation to each other) and stress or ® I 
accent. Also involved are phrasing and the tempo (or speed) of the music )� 
N 
Usually, going along in the background (either heard, or merely felt) is a regular 二 
：！ beat or pulse; this is the steady 'heart-beat' of the music against which the ear g 
measures rhythm. (Bennett, 1990: 272) 
Yet even this definition of “rhythm，，might cause much confusion because it 
involves other concepts like stress/accent, beat, phrasing and tempo. For the sake of 
convenience, the meaning of "rhythm" will be strictly confined, in the following 
discussions, to “the grouping of musical sounds in relation to duration." The other 
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elements of rhythm will be dealt with separately. 
Accent 
An “accent，，in music means a “stress or emphasis on certain notes." (Bennett, 
1990: 3) However, ways of emphasizing a note differ as the term would be too 
equivocal for our purpose unless further clarification is made. According to Harvard 
M—c Dictionary (Apel, 1972: 4)，an emphasis "may be physically discernible, or it 
may lie solely in the way the listener perceives musical movement." 
Based on Harvard Dictionary of Music (Apel, 1972) and GCSE Music 
Dictionary (Bennett, 1990), the different kinds of accent can be categorized as 
follows: 
1. Dynamic accent: a note or chord may be louder than its surroundings; 
2. Tonic accent: a note or chord may be higher than its surroundings; 
3. Agogic accent: a note or chord may be of longer duration than its 
surroundings, by means of imposing a lingering pressure on it; 
4. Rhythmical accent: this encompasses quite a variety of cases, including : 
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an upbeat (or a more extended anacrusis) is being felt as leading 
somewhere, the note or chord to which it leads is thus emphasized 
(accented) in the mind, no matter the goal of motion is to be softer, lower, 
or shorter than its surroundings. This is because the listener perceives 
music as sound in motion: Similarly, a feminine rhythm is perceived as an 
accent followed by a movement away from it; moreover, when a note is 
emphasized after a rest placed on a strong beat; 
5. Metrical accent: in measure-music, both physical and mental accents 
normally occur on the downbeat, with secondary accents occurring in the 
middle of the measure in compound meters, e.g., on the third beat in 4/4 
time. 
The word "accent," being so abstract, would therefore be specified as one of the 
II 
above categories in the present study. 
Phrasing 
The word "phrasing" is defined in dictionaries as follows: 
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A term used to describe clear and meaningful rendition of music (chiefly of 
melodies), comparable to an intelligent reading of poetry. The main (though not 
the only) means of achieving this goal is the separation of the continuous 
melodic line into smaller units varying in length from a group of measures to 
single notes. Properly speaking, phrasing refers to the separation of a melody 
into its constituent phrases. (Apel, 1972: 668) 
1. The subdivision of a piece of music into the basic musical "components" 
which the composer has used to structure or build up the music sentences, 
'phrases, motives, figures. Also 2. the art of performing a piece of music — and 
shaping the music, with skill and musicianship in such a way that this structure is 
clearly yet sensitively brought out. This not only involves shaping phrases, and 
parts of phrases, so that the notes sound as if they belong together,' but involves 
other essential factors such as contrasts of staccato and legato, dynamics, 
crescendo and diminuendo, variation of tone, etc. Also (according to type of 
performer) factors such as: control of breath in singing and the playing of wind 
instruments; observance and execution of the various types of bowing on string 
instruments; control of touch, tone, and pedaling in piano-playing and so on. 
(Bennett, 1990: 242-43) 
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flsiy；；；. 
Again this word has quite a number of meanings which might obscure the 
discussion that follows. Therefore in the present study the word would only take up its 
main meaning 一 separation of the continuous melodic line in a composition in the 
level of musical sentence and below, including musical phrase, musical sub-phrase 
(the subdivision of a musical phrase), note-groups (the subdivisions of a musical 
sub-phrase). Traditional terms like motive and figure are discarded here as they,are 
also very ambiguous. 
Stress 
"Stress" is defined in The New Oxford Dictionary of English (2002 [CD-ROM]) 
as an "emphasis given to a particular syllable or word in speech, typically through a 
combination of relatively greater loudness, higher pitch and longer duration." In the 
following discussions, the word "stress" would be solely used to describe an emphasis 
in speech, whereas an emphasis in music would be described by the word "accent." 
Differences in the Time Aspects Between Language and Music in 
General 
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Justin London, in his article on "Rhythm" in Grove Dictionary Online (London, 
2003), names three important differences between speech and music in terms of time: 
First and foremost is that speech is made up of phonological segments that 
have their own intrinsic durations and durational relationships, whereas music is 
made up of rhythms which have no absolute value. Speech consists of 
phonological segments and phrases separated by pauses of variable length. 
Normal speech is also only 'locally rhythmic,' in that it is only within the context 
j[ of a breath group or subgroup that one finds patterns of stress or accent. By ‘ 
'I 
I 
contrast, in music one normally fits successive motifs and phrases into a common, 
continuous metric framework. Many of the phonological elements of speech are 
extremely brief, such that timing differences of as little as 10ms can mark the J 
if 
difference between phonemes. Vowel sounds are much longer, and their timing 
more variable (though such variation is in general quite systematic, such that a 
given vowel in a given phonological and semantic context usually has 
determinate duration). Musical durations are even longer, 100ms being a typical 
threshold of sensitivity and 200ms a minimally significant duration, (see Butler, 
1992) 
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In short, the differences between langauge and music in terms of time are: 
1. phonological segments in speech are more or less fixed in terms of 
durations and durational relationships; 
2. while note durations in music are relative, speech is "locally rhythmic," 
patterns of stress are found only within the context of a breath group or 
subgroup. Breath groups are separated by pauses of variable length; while : 
•I notes in music are to be fit into a "common, continuous metric | 
J -
iQ framework," implying that the constraints are greater; 
1 




Realizing these differences, London comes to the conclusion that "when set to | 
metred music, the normal rhythms of speech are seriously distorted, mainly by 
lengthening vowels but also by fitting the segmental pauses of speech within the 
constraints of the musical metre." 
The Time Aspects in English and Western Music: The “Ground，，of 
Semiosis in the Source Language and Culture 
161 
Western vocal music can be divided into two main types if the relative 
importance of the text and the music in terms of the time aspects are concerned: one 
belongs to the recitative tradition, in which the text is of paramount importance and 
the music should follow the speech rhythm of the text, with the music notated in rapid 
and even notes, leaving the actual execution of rhythm of the melodic line to the 
singer. The Medieval plainsongs also belong to this category. Though without precise 
notation and with a history longer than that of the recitatives, the plainsongs also 
follow speech rhythms. The other belongs to the aria tradition, where the rhythm of 
the text is to be fit in with that of the music (Table. 4.1). 
Table 4. 1 Types of Music and Their Rhythmic Characteristics 
Tradition Priority given Characteristics “ 
Recitative (including plainsong) Text Follow speech rhythm 
Aria Music Follow musical rhythm 
Most of the Christian Christmas hymns belong to the latter type, with little 
freedom allowed in the actual performance. Most texts are actually syllable-stress 
verses and thus the music is written to fit this prosodic characteristic. Therefore, the 
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stressed syllables would normally be placed on downbeats or on notes of relatively 
longer duration, while the unstressed syllables on weak beats or on notes of relatively 
shorter duration. These texts are also fitted into music based on regular meter, with a 
specific pattern of strong and weak beats recurring over and over throughout the entire 
piece. 
The Time Aspects in the Chinese Language and Music: The 
“Ground，，of Semiosis in the Target Language and Culture 
Scholars reach a consensus that the main characteristic of Chinese prosody in the 
time aspects is the "pause." 
The Concept of Structural Segmentation 
Ernest Y. L. Yang 楊蔭(1986), musicologist and hymns translator, in his 
article "A Preliminary Study of Linguistic-musicology"�語言音樂學初探〉（Fw yan 
yin yue xue chu tan), suggests that the rhythm of a vocal text is determined by its 
"structural segmentation"逗(dou). He defines a "structural segment" as “a word or 
word group made up of one or more characters (syllables), used as a component of a 
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h. 
sentence, which are separated from the other segments by pauses." The size of a 
segment is variable and there can be various ways of segmenting the same text. He 
also contrasts his concept of “structural segment" with "metrical foot，，in Western 
poetry. (Yang, 1986: 67-69) A structural segment should be a semantically complete 
unit，whereas the "metrical foot" in Western poetry is more a formal component than a 
semantic component in that the syllable constituting a "metrical foot" may not be a 
semantically complete unit. 
jfli I I 
.也 Other scholars, however, adopt the term "metrical foot" with modified definition | 
5 
and adapt it to the context of the Chinese language. Hu Yu Shu 胡裕樹(1995: 148), f 
ly 
for example, says in his Modem Chinese 《現代漢語》(Xian dai han yu) that: 卜 
• - 一 
An utterance is divided into several sections by pauses. These sections are j/j > 
called beats, beat groups, metrical feet or halts. The number of beats is relatively 
flexible in prose. And this flexibility is made even greater owing to the 
possibility of reading a prose at different speeds. The number of beats in every 
sentence [a line] is relatively more regular in verse, so as to convey a stronger 
sense of rhythm. In general, there are two to three beats in a pentasyllable line, 
three to four beats in a decasyllabic line. 
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What is meant by “structural segment" in Yang's article is now given various 
names, including "metrical foot"音步.Wu Jie Min 吳潔敏 and Zhu Hong Da 朱宏 
達 give a more elaborate and complete definition of "metrical foot": 
"Metrical foot" is the smallest rhythmic unit in language, usually formed by 
two syllabic cycles. The basic rhythmic unit formed by metrical feet cycles can 
adjust the temporal length of syllables, thus producing syllabic cycles. For | 
instance, when a disyllabic foot is grouped with a monosyllabic foot, the M 
temporal length of the monosyllabic foot can be increased. When there are three •JJ f 
ly 
to four syllables in a foot, the temporal lengths of these syllables have to be � 
.r^i 
reduced, so as to be uttered within a temporal length of a single metrical foot, 乂 
.；V forming metrical feet cycles. In Mandarin, syllabic rhythmic level may be absent M > 
in a speech chain (such as monosyllabic feet), yet metrical feet cycles must be 
present. The basic rhythmic unit is formed by metrical feet cycles, and the 
rhythmic group level is formed by basic rhythmic cycles. [...] A Metrical feet 
cycle in Mandarin is usually formed by two syllabic cycles. [...] A word is a 
rhythm-forming metrical foot. (Wu and Zhu, 2001: 106-7) 
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According to Wu and Zhu, the definitions of technical terms like “syllabic cycle" 
are as follows (Table 4.2): 
Table 4. 2 Definitions of Technical Terms in Wu and Zhu (2002) 
Term Definition 
Syllable Phonemic segment + tone (suprasegmental element) 
Syllabic cycle Monosyllabic duration + syllabic pause 
Metrical foot Syllabic cycle + syllabic cycle 
Metrical foot cycle Metrical foot + pause 
Here again, the term "metrical foot" has taken on new meanings and definitions. 
Yet in the following discussion, "structural segment" would be used to denote what is 
described as "metrical foot" by Hu, Wu and Zhu, in order to avoid confusion with 丨」 
"metrical foot" in its traditional sense in European poetry. 
A Comparison of the Time Aspects in Chinese and Western Language and Music 
The first scholar to give much attention to the contrastive study on the influence 
of the Chinese and Western language on their music was probably Yang Yin Liu. In 
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^ . 
Yang (1986: 62-86) points out several fundamental differences in word setting 
between Chinese and Western music. 
The Role of Syllable Weight 
In his opinion, the distinction of the stressed and unstressed syllables is by no 
means the main feature of Chinese prosody; even unstressed syllables are found in the 
湘 I Chinese language, their role in prosody is different from those in European languages. | 
I He gives five reasons in support of this observation: u 
!$ i 
1. There are symbols and marks to distinguish syllable tones in Chinese ^ 
dictionaries, but nothing is used to distinguish syllable-stress. .'一 J 
2. Although auxiliary words like zhi 之，hu zhe #， i^，y i 己，yan 胃， 辦 
zai 哉(these are found in classical Chinese text) , de 的，de 得，zhe 著， 
liao 了，me 麼，he 禾口，a 口阿(these are found in modem Chinese text) are 
usually unstressed and toneless if pronounced with other syllables in a series 
in a sequence and sometimes would sound convincing if set to weak beats in 
music，he argues that it might sometimes be appropriate to put these 
characters on strong beats in music, because when these characters are put 
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in a different context and placed on a different position in a structural 
segment, where they might be stressed. Besides, it might sometimes be 
appropriate to set exclamation words like a 口阿 to strong beats or even to 
mdismi (a syllable to be sung for several notes in a rather elaborate manner). 
Owing to the fact that the number of auxiliary words in the Chinese 
language is incomparable to that of the unstressed syllables in European 
languages, the role of these auxiliary words in Chinese prosody cannot be 
I regarded as the same as the unstressed syllables in European languages. | 
I 
3. The traditional classification of characters into xu zi (虛字"empty words") y 
1 
i 
and shi zi (實字"concrete words") are more relative than absolute, the '：；； f actual classification of a particular word as "empty" or "concrete" depends ^ 
.一‘ on context and its position in a sentence. A character which takes up the “ 
：！ 
function of an ‘‘empty word" should be toneless. Therefore, again, "empty ^ 
words" are not the counterpart of the unstressed syllables in European 
languages by nature; and so do the notional words. 
4. In Chinese a verse can be spoken starting either on a strong beat or a weak 
beat, sounding equally satisfactory in effect. 
5. Syllable tones, instead of syllable stress, are the basic element in Chinese 
poetry. Syllable weight, as an element of rhythm, is insignificant in the 
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Chinese language. 
(Yang, 1986: 62-66) 
The arguments above imply that, according to Yang, ALL Chinese characters can 
be placed on strong beats, no matter they are notional words or function words. And a 
text can be sung to music which starts on a downbeat or an upbeat. Yang's ideas are 
clearly spelt out in his translations of Christmas hymns, which will be discussed in 
itw 
I detail later. | 
It may be worth pointing out that while Yang's observation on the role of syllable 7 
1 
weight is insightful, his arguments are not entirely convincing. For instance, the 
second argument is actually not supported by examples; the third argument, too, is 十 
：：萝 
based on an unsound interpretation of xu zi and shi zi. According to The Dictionary of | l 
Chinese《漢語大辭典》(Han Yu Da Ci Dian, 2002 [CD-ROM]), xu zi is a synonym 
of xu ci 虛言司(function word), and shi zi of shi ci 實言司(notional word). According to 
Modem Chinese by Hu Yushu (1995: 326-43), notional words in Chinese include 
nouns, verbs, adjectives, numerals, classifiers, adverbs and pronouns, while function 
words include conjunctions, prepositions, auxiliary words, modal particles, 
exclamation words, and onomatopoeia. Contrary to what Yang believes, these are 
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definite classifications instead of relative classifications dependent on the context. 
The Impact of “Meter，，on Western Music and the Concept of “Structural Segment" on 
Chinese Music 
Yang points out that (1986: 72-86) owing to the basic conceptual difference in 
the temporal organization of sounds between European languages and the Chinese 
language, the music of these respective cultures are bound to be considerably different 
as far as the time aspects are concerned. 
Difference 1: The use of meter gives rise to regular metrical structure in music; the 
聰 of structural segment gives rise to irregular patterns of strong and weak beats 
Yang remarks that the use of meter as the basic element of verse in Western 
languages would either foster strict metrical verse or free verse while the 
middle-of-the-road approach between these is impossible. Texts suitable for setting to 
music normally belong to strict metrical verse and he notices the normal practice of 
word-setting in Western music. (Yang, 1986: 70-71) This is shown in Table 4.3 and 
Table 4.4. 
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Table 4. 3 Relation between Metrical Characteristics of the Texts and the Music (I) 
of verse According to Meter According to the Number of 
Musical phraX^^ ^^  Syllables in Each Line 
Upbeat Iambic verses Lines with even-numbered 
syllables 
Downbeat Trochaic verses Lines with odd-numbered 
syllables 
Table 4. 4 Relation between Metrical Characteristics of the Texts and the Music (II) 
Iambic meter, with upbeat Trochaic meter, with 
musical phrasing downbeat musical phrasing 
i 
Syllabic structure 6, 4, 6, 4 
of lines 6, 5, 6, 5 
6，6, 6, 6 
6, 6, 8,6 
7，5, 7，5 
7, 6, 7, 6 
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7, 7’ 7, 7 
8, 6, 8, 6 
8，7’ 8’ 7 8,7, 8,7 
8’ 8,8,8 
10, 10, 10, 10 
11，10, 11, 10 
Yang mentions that metrical regularity is not a necessity in Chinese music. 
Metrical regularity is normally either associated with repetitive physical movement in 
rural life, or high-spirited, heroic sung episodes in operas. The former category 
includes genres such as “work chant"打奮歌�da fen ge), “boatmen's work chant" 
舟fi夫號子(chuan fu hao zi) and folk songs (such as boatmen's songs). Others, like 
songs that are slower in tempo (lyrical, expressive sung episodes in operas and art 
songs), or folk songs that are less associated with daily labour, such as "mountain folk 
songs，，山歌(shan ge) and "pastoral songs"牧歌{mu ge), are much freer in terms 
of time. 
Difference 2: Extensive use of syncopations in Chinese music 
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Yang observes that in Chinese songs syncopations are extensively used, and that 
the last character in a structural segment is often longer in duration than the other 
characters in the same structural segment. Therefore, while the first character of the 
segment conforms to the downbeat (metrical accent) in music, the last character may 
be rhythmically accented. (Yang, 1986: 76-77) 
Excerpt 4. 1 Chinese folk song entitled Impromptu Folksong 信天游{Xin tian you), 
cited in Yang (1986: 76) 
中國民歌 信 天 游 
^^…丄r. I c t T I J IPI, p i丄"1�丄J. ih. -,1 
哥 哥 — 走 來 妹 一 妹 一 照 ， 眼 淚 兒 滴 在 一 大 門 一 道 . 
Yang's observation is supported by recent research on Chinese language prosody 
by Wu and Zhu (2003: 41-42), who point out that syllable lengthening often occurs on 
the last syllable of a "metrical foot" (i.e. "structural segment" in Yang's terminology). 
Difference 3: The use of senza misura 营女板(san ban) sections in Chinese music 
Yang points out that senza misura sections (sections that are "without measure") 
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occur frequently in Chinese opera, not only as preludes (introduction), postludes (coda) 
or interludes (transitions between stanzas) to a song, but also as free episodes 
interjected into a stanza. (Yang, 1986: 79) 
Difference 4: Extensive use ofpolymeter in Chinese music 
Yang notices that polymeter, which means, in Western musical notation, a change 
of time signature, i.e., different time signatures being used consecutively. (Yang, 1986: 
81) "Polymeter" denotes a change in the number of beats in each bar (metrical unit) 
and coincide with a change in duration. For example, in the tempo J = 60, meaning 60 
beats per minute (i.e. 1 beat per second), a bar in 2/4 time would last 2 seconds, while 
a 3/4 time bar would last 3 seconds and so on. In common-practice periodi in 
Western music, normally the number of beats in a bar would be consistent all through 
a composition. By polymeter, Yang implies that the nature of Chinese text being based 
on structural segments is determined by semantic unites, in which the number of 
syllables in each segment varies, and this tends to give rise to music that is organized 
not with regular number of beats in each unit. 
Excerpt 4. 2 Chinese instrumental music, The Eight Beats Reversed 侄！1/又板{Dao ba 




中國器樂曲 倒 八 板 
^ ^ J J J / j j ? ‘ � � � � I J 
5 
J J 1 � ‘ I j I I j I - i 
Difference 5: Use of irregular phrase lengths in Chinese music _ 
f I 
.‘加 
Yang indicates that while Western music mostly consists of phrases with 4 bars j||| 
i 
or 8 bars, the actual durations of musical phrases in Chinese music are seldom 齋 
• K 
identical. And likewise, the length of the verbal phrases in Chinese vocal music also 丨乂 
r-f 
varies. Yang also mentions that the rhyme should be the most emphasized syllable in a 卞 
phrase in terms of syllable length. (Yang, 1986: 82-83) ^ 
The above discussions can be summarized as follows: 
1. Music and language are closely related in terms of time, though not without 
significant differences. 
2. In Christian Christmas hymns, syllable-stress prosody is adopted for the 
texts and therefore the music is also metrically regular, with recurring 
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patterns of strong and beats. 
3. The rhythm of the Chinese language is based on structural segments, 
formed by units that are semantically complete, separated with one another 
by pauses and yet the number of syllables in each segment varies. The 
music，thus, is less regular in terms of strong-weak beat patterns, segment 
lengths, phrase lengths and tempi. 
Achieving a Singable Translated Text: Matching the 
“Representamen” of Music and the “Representamen” of the Target 
Text in Interlingual Transfer 
The time aspects play an important role both in music and in speech, as shown 
from the above discussions. Likewise, they are also crucial in vocal text translation in 
r 
that they impose the greatest formal constrain to the target text and the compliance of 
the target text with them is essential for effective conveyance of the message of the 
source text. Since the music and the text are to be presented simultaneously in any 
performance, speech and music have to be completely synchronized. As music serves 
to highlight the message with various musical devices, the music, in the first place, 
should be kept intact, just as Xue (2002: 107) observes: 
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In song translating, the tune is fixed. The melody, rhythmic patterns and 
time signature are all fixed by the composer. The translated text must comply 
with the melody, rhythmic patterns and time signatures of the music, aiming to 
achieve a perfect merge of music and words. It is like finding a "foot of the right 
size for a shoe." If truncated sentences, reversed syllable tone, utterance 
difficulties etc occurs in the translated text, the song would be very difficult to 
sing (on the part of the singer) and to understand (on the part of the audience). 
The ideal is to merge the music and the translated text so perfectly that the 
composer seems to have composed the music to fit the Chinese text, and seems 
I 
to have taken the tone, language structure, intonations etc of the Chinese 
i 
I 
language, into account. 
] m 
Hence the target text has to comply with all the formal constrains imposed by the 
music and the source text. 
Compliance with Formal Constrains Imposed by the Music and the Source Text 
There has been a consensus among translation practitioners and scholars that 
111 
i 
every element of the music should be preserved (see Chapter 2) and in an attempt to 
render the target text as close as possible to the original in musical effects, the 
temporal elements of the source text have to be kept as well. These include the 
quantity and allocation of syllables, and structure at various levels, such as 
phrase-level, sub-phrase level and note-group level. 









The quantity and allocation of syllables should normally be exactly the same as 丨、 K the source. ：-
I ！ 
Opera translator Sun Hui Shang, in his hoo\iAStudy on the Translation of Opera, 
points out that ‘“the time aspects' are the biggest difficulty in translating operas for 
performance in Chinese," stating that "the quantity of syllables in the target text is 
strictly limited by the quantity of musical notes and syllables in the source text" as the 
first and foremost "rule" for translating operatic songs, where the target text should 
match the source text in a syllable-for-syllable manner, and to match the music in a 
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note-for-note manner, meaning that whenever there is a syllable to a musical note in 
the source, there should be a syllable to the same musical note in the target (Sun, 1997: 
236) [My Translation]. 
Xue holds similar views in this respect: "there should be one Chinese syllable for 
each syllable in the source text. Generally speaking, if a syllable in the source text is 
set to one musical note in the music, the same should be done in the target; if the 
‘ i 
syllable is set to more than one musical note in the source, the target should follow | suit, in order to preserve the composer's intention and the rhythmic characteristics of Wt! 
譯 the piece." (Xue, 2002: 111) Omission or addition of syllables (compared to what is 1 
. <y required in the source text) is allowed under certain circumstances, but all changes 
iX 
can only be made when they conform to the rhythmic characteristics of the music. 壬 
(Xue, 2002: 120) [My Translation] 
Xue explores this issue in much detail, discussing ways to cope with difference 
situations. His ideas are summarized as follows (Xue, 2002: 111-20): 
1. The use of "unessential syllables"閑字(xian zi): Sometimes unessential 
syllables are needed to make up the desired quantity of syllables in a 
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phrase or to create stylistic effects. Such “unessential syllables" include 
function words like modal particles Qiao 了，zhe 著，a 啊)，auxiliary 
particles (Jiang 將，ba 把)，adverbs (ye 也,）；洲又)，and suffixes (de 的， 
// 裏，ban 般,lai 來，zhe 這，na 那).Sometimes notional words can be 
used in this way as well. Yet these unessential syllables are usually used 
on passing notes, weak beats or upbeats. 
2. Exceptions to the "syllable-for-syllable" principle: There are exceptional 
cases, have to be handled with care, where the principle of 
"syllable-for-syllable" is temporarily abandoned and allowance can be 
made. Toneless particles such as de 的，de 得，er 兒，liao 了 can be 
"squeezed" into a single-note syllable, thus singing two syllables with 
one note. Occasionally, a single syllable can be set to more than one note 
(against what is specified in the source text) if otherwise impossible, 
meaning that a single syllable is placed against more than one note or 
where the source text has a maximum of two adjacent syllables. This 
treatment should be applied only to weak beats, passing notes or notes of 
shorter time values. Syllables on strong beats, repeated notes, and notes 
of longer time value should never be omitted, so as not to affect the 
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rhythmic characteristics of the music. 
Exception can also be made according to the actual practice of 
performance in a certain language. Xue Fan quoted an example from an 
Italian song. According to the usual performance practice of the Italian 
language, the second last syllable should be accented and the last syllable 
is hardly audible. Contrary to the usual practice, therefore, setting one 
syllable for each musical note in Chinese would produce unsatisfactory 
effects and Xue Fan resorts to place nothing on the respective notes. 
Otherwise the weak beat syllable would sound accented, resembling the 
syncopation, distorting the rhythmic pattern of the original. Besides, in 
contrary to the usual practice of Chinese prosody, the last syllables of the 
structural segments in question would be too short. Another remedy is to 
place the toneless syllable de 的 at the end the verbal phrase. Though 
closer to the composer，、intention as it seems, such kind of phrases is 
hardly singable in Chinese. 
3. Avoid Monotony: Sometimes monotony might be resulted if the 
"one-syllable-for-a-note" principle is strictly adhered to for four or more 
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stanzas. It is because Chinese syllables are only made up of a consonant 
and a vowel, yet European languages have syllables with consonant 
clusters in front of and/or at the end. Therefore, subtle varieties of sounds 
are created and the effect would not be monotonous. If monotony is to be 
avoided, additional unessential syllables may be used, just like adding 
ornaments in the music. 
An Evaluation on the Existing Translated Hymns 
The translated hymns normally follow the source in terms of quantity and 
allocation of syllables, as in the following example, the first stanza from Joy to the 
^orld〈普世歡騰)(HUP 111, translated by T.F. Timothy Lew glj廷芳，1934) 
Excerpt 4. 3 Joy to the World〈普世歡騰〉，HUP 111, Stanza 1 
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普世歡腾 
1=1 | _ p ^ 、 胸 COMPOSER 
J= 100 
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ rlr- 1 , 1 �•门 I 
I I 1 下 1 丨 ^ 
hear t——pre - pare Him_ r o o m ,一 And heaven and na- ture_ sing, And 
1 4“ yL、 預 備 一 地 — 方 ， — 一 諸 天 萬 物 歌 — 唱 5 ， 諸 — 
d X s = J JJlJ- J II.M � l _ r ] � J i j j IJ a 
he^enand na- ture. sing, And heaven and heaven— and na - ture sing 
天 萬 物 歌 一 唱 ， 諸 一 天 ， 一 諸 天 一 ― 萬 物 歌 唱气 
In Excerpt 4.3，Chinese syllables are placed exactly to the corresponding note as 
in the source text, syllable for syllable: for the first 14 notes, there is one syllable to 
every musical note; while syllables in the target text that are set to more than one 
musical note also correspond to syllables in the source text set in the same manner. 
This kind of correspondence is common in translated hymns. 46 out of 60 (76%) 
Christmas hymns selected for analysis (HUP: 25 out of 34; SOG: 21 out of 26) show 
close allegiance to the source evident. 
However, though most of the translated hymns show close allegiance to the 
source in this respect, some (about 24%) do not. Translators take the liberty NOT to 
follow the source when the source text is irregular in structure, i.e. the number of 
syllables in a line is not the same for every stanza. The translators tend to regularize 
the structure so as to make number of syllables the same for the corresponding lines in 
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every stanza, as in the first and second stanzas taken from O come, All Ye Faithful 
〈齊來崇拜歌〉（HUP 109, translated by T. F. Timothy Lew and Ernest Y. L. Yang, 
1934). 
Excerpt 4 .4 0 Come, All Ye Faithful〈齊來崇拜歌〉，HUP 109，Stanza 1 
劉廷芳楊蔭潮合譯 O c o m c ， a l l y e f a i t h f u l 
_社劣 J I J J J I J J I 广 J I•厂 I 广 J J I j J J I J J J r= 
O come, all ye fait - ful, joy- fu l and tri - urn - pant,0 come ye, O come ye to 
Tme God of true God, Light of Light e - ter - n a l _ Lo! He ab- bors not the 
赏 宰 ， $ 轰 信 堡 ， 毕 樂 又 歡 欣 ， 一 齊 來 ， 一 齊 來 ， 大 家 
由 上 主 的 上 主 ， 光 明 的 光 明 ， 一 虛 心 並 不 嫌 一 i 責 
^ ^ 丄 人 丨 「 「 r 丨 「 r � “ I J - •卜J •丨I 
Beth一 le-hem; Come and be - hold Him, born the King of an - gels;0 
Vir - gin'svomb; Son of the Fa-ther,Be - got-ten, not ere - a - ted-
± 但 m i s； 來 朝 見 聖 嬰 ， 天 使 王 ， 已 降 一 生 ； 齊 
女 胎 中 生 ， 真 主 的 真 主 ， 是 生 成 ， 非 造 一 成 ； 
13 
j H ^ 」 」 I 」 … , , , . 
-Ag— S J J ^ \ d j f i r r 广丨广 』 z i f n n 
come，let us a - dore him, O come, let us a - dore him, O 
來 虔 誠 同 崇 拜 ， 齊 來 虔 誠 同 崇 拜，齊 
17 
J J I � J � |广 J . j � i | j . t m 
come, let us a - dore Him，— Christ, the Lord! 
來 虔 誠 同 崇 拜 一 主 一 基 督 . 
The first stanza starts with an upbeat, having 12 syllables in line 1，10 in line 2 
and 11 in line 3 (12.10.11). The second stanza, however, starts with the downbeat, 
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m. 
having 11 syllables in line 1，9 in line 2’ 12 in line 3 (11.9.12). If the Chinese version 
is to follow the source text, no syllable is to be sung on the upbeat of bar 0 and an 
extra syllable is to be inserted on the fourth beat of bar 10. Yet the present version 
does neither of these. In fact, there are 11 syllables in every line. 
Some translators, though, might follow the irregularities of the source text, as the 
Mrs Chua King Ling does in SOG. Stanza 1 and 2 of Chua's version of O Come，All 
Ye Faithful〈眾信徒齊歡騰〉(SOG 134) is shown in Excerpt 4.5. The Chinese text 
follows the source closely in stanza 1. However, this affinity is not kept in stanza 2: 
all syllables of the first line “God of God, Light of Light," except the first "God," are 
subject to malismatic treatment, in which each syllable is set to two musical notes. Yet 
in the Chinese version zhen shen de zhen ti, zhen guang de guang hui 真示申的真體 / 
真光的光輝（“the presence of true God, the light of true light"), only the sixth 
syllable zhen 真 is set to two musical notes. And in line 3 of the same stanza "very 
God, begotten, not created," the melismatic treatment of the syllable "ry" is discarded 
as well, and rendered as tian fu du sheng zi, jue fei zhong sheng ke bi 天父獨生子 / 
系色非眾生可t匕（“the only Son of the Father, incomparable by His creations"). It 
seems that it is not the translator's intention to ensure a close affinity with the source 
text in this respect. The decisions seem to have been made merely out of convenience. 
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Excerpt 4. 5 O Come, All Ye Faithful〈齊來崇拜歌〉，SOG 134，Stanza 1 
譯詞：蔡張敬玲 o come, all ye faithful 
I I f f r I i i , I ,丨 1 1 1 
0 come, all ye fait - ful, joy-fuland tri - urn - pant,0 come ye, O come ye to 
^ of God Ught o f _ Light yet Heab- bors not the 
眾 _ 笔 g 5 g ! 簟 來 歡 呼 歌 唱 ！ 齊 來 ， 看 聖 嬰 ， 一 大 家 
真 神 的 真 體 ， 真 一 光 的 光 輝 ！ 一 童 女 的 霧 ： 一 
7 
1 I I I I I I I l | I l | I I I I I I 」 l | 
Beth一 le-hem; Come and be - hold Him, born the King of an - gels.O 
yir - gin'svomb; ver - y 一 God, be - got-ten, not ere - a - ted:' 
- 串 S £;• ？ 舆 的 君 王 ， 今 天 誕 生 世 一 上 ： 讓 
竟 不 嫌 棄 ！ 天 父 獨 生 子 ， 絕 非 眾 生 可 一 比 : 
13 
� J � 厂 I J J 「丨广r厂广丨厂r r丨广� r �丨 - � � € 
come,let us a - dore him,0 come,let us a - dore him,0 come,let us a-dore Him, 
我 們 感 恩 尊 崇 ， 讓 我 們 感 恩 尊 崇 ， 大 家 一 同 尊 崇 耶 
19 
�)1丄 HI I I • I • I • I 
Christ,, the Lord! 
蘇 一 基 督 
In fact, examples like this are rare. All of the translated hymns (34 hymns) from 
HUP selected for study, together with all except two (24 out of 26) taken from SOG, 
show regularity in structure. Therefore, it is no exaggeration to say that achieving 
formal regularity is the usual practice in hymns translation. The explanation to this 
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phenomenon may well lie in Chinese literary practice in verse writing. The most 
developed literary verse genres in Chinese literature, with the exception of 卵-poetry 
曲 of the Yuan dynasty, cherish regularity in form. The regulated poetry 律詩 QU shi) 
of the Tang dynasty is formed by lines containing exactly the same number of 
syllables throughout a poem; the d-poetry 詞 of late Tang and Sung dynasty, though 
lines of longer or shorter lengths are present, is formed by stanzas with an identical 
structure. Thus this phenomenon in hymns translation can be viewed as an instance of 
domestication in translation. 
Though Xue, as mentioned above, suggests that "toneless syllables" may be used 
to avoid monotony in a strophic song, hymns translators, who normally stay very 
close to the source text, do not seem to regard the strophic structure of the hymns as 
monotonous and hardly any hymns translator has ever tried to do anything to 
I 





As mentioned above, Western music is characterized by regularity, in the sense 
that the number of beats in every bar is fixed by the meter (time signature) with 
recurring strong and weak beat patterns; and Western poetry is basically formed on 
syllable-stress basis, where a pattern formed by stressed and unstressed syllables 
recurs all over the poem. Therefore, verbal stress would coincide with musical accent, 
basically with metrical accent and/or rhythmic accent. The significance of matching 
verbal stress with musical accent is not only acknowledged by Western musicians, but 
also lyricists of Cantonese popular songs, where music in Western style is supplied 
with Chinese text: 
Function words should be sung softly. If they are placed on strong beats or 
longer notes, they would sound prominent, which would alter the mood and 




Sun also agrees that verbal stress and musical accent^ should match: 
It is worth mentioning that the terminology Sun used in the above quotation needs to be clarified. By 
"rhythm", he actually means what is more appropriately be called "meter" (recurrence of strong and 
weak beats); by "musical accent," he means what is called "rhythmical accent" in the present study, 
while his "rhythmical accent" is an equivalent to "metrical accent." 
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The verbal stress of every word in the target text has to coincide with the 
musical accent and rhythmical accent: the so-called “musical accent" and 
"rhythmical accent" are closely-related yet distinctive ideas. Each piece has its 
own rhythm: triple time music is characterized by a “strong-weak-weak，，pattern, 
and only when this pattern is there that a piece can be identified as a waltz; 
quadruple time music is characterized by a “strong-weak-less strong-weak" 
pattern, and only when this pattern is there that the character of a piece can be 
identified; duple time music is characterized by "strong-weak" pattern, and only 
when this pattern is there that a piece can be identified as a march. However, a 
waltz can be joyous, melancholy, grand, graceful, lyrical, dreamy, romantic or ； 1 • 
swift. Musical accent varies according to the mood, composes and tone. ’ 
Matching all these with verbal stresses is an important aspect to increase 
singability and to portray the rhythmic character of the piece on the whole. (Sun, 
iS 1997: 237-38) 
1. Metrical Accent 
Sun (1997: 237-38) points out that if the rhythm of three notes appears in triple 
time music [e.g. | J J J , musical notation and example by the author], a three-syllable 
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structural segment is to be used with the verbal stress placed on the first syllable; 
likewise，a four-syllable structural segment is to be used if the rhythm of four notes 
appears in quadruple time music [e.g. | J J J J, musical notation and example by the 
author] with the verbal stress on the first and third syllables. 
Nevertheless, problems of accentuation would arise when the speech stress 
patterns of the language pair virtually contradict. Sun (1997: 287-88) comments: 
The speech stress of target language that is to say, has to match not only the 
musical accent of the music, but also the speech stress of the source language. 
However, the speech stress of the target language and the source language may differ 
tremendously. Worse still, the music is modeled on source language speech stress. For 
example, stresses fall on the last syllable of a word [in French]. Therefore, in French 
[vocal] music, musical accents and metrical stresses both fall on the ending syllable of 
a word, with unstressed elements on the first syllable. [...] But in Chinese, the first 
syllable of a two-syllable word is usually stressed, while the second syllable is 
unstressed. This basic difference in stress pattern is very difficult to overcome. 
This problem not only occurs in French-Chinese lyrics translation, but also in 
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European languages-Chinese lyrics translation in general and English-Chinese 
translation is in particular. Xue (2002: 132-33) cites a problematic rhythmic pattern as 
an example to illustrate the difficulty: 
[…]Another pattern which is particularly difficult to handle is the 
three-note motive with weak-weak-strong pattern [ J] (musical example 
omitted. Musical notation here added by the author). Words like wo men de 我們 
的（“our，，)，wei lai de 未來的（“in the future") are not uncommon in Chinese, 
yet they are not suitable because the last syllable is to be placed on a strong note 
[with metrical or rhythmical accent], therefore toneless function words cannot be 
used. A notional word should be used instead. Yet in modem Chinese the 
majority of words consist of two or four syllables. Three-syllable words are far 
fewer in number. On the other hand, though ten-syllable sentence with 3 + 4 + 4 
structure, such as zuo ye wan/chijiu zui/he yi er shui, / jia changji/jing xing 
Uao / meng li nan ke, / er xian di / zai he xia / xiang qun yu wo, /jiao wo ha / da 
y^ shi / yi dan pao que昨夜晚/吃酒醉/和衣而臥，/稼場雞/驚醒了 / 
夢裏南柯，/ 二賢弟/在河下/相勸與我，/叫我把/打漁事 / 一旦拋卻 
(“last night I was drunk and slept without changing my clothes. Next day the 
cock of the farm interrupted my dream. My second brother persuade me down 
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the river, ask me to forget about all the fishing s tu f f ) etc., is common in 
traditional Chinese songs and operas, they are far too "Chinese" in style and thus 
are inappropriate to be set to Western music. 
Xue (2002: 121) points out that "it is a usual practice to place the first syllable of 
a word under a strong beat - for the stress in Chinese is usually on the first syllable." 
Yet upbeat melodies are abundant in European music and, since the essence of rhythm 
in Chinese language is pauses and lengthening of syllables instead of stressing (Wu 
and Zhu, 2003: 41), and the very fact that there are few toneless syllables in Chinese, 
translation practitioners are faced with great difficulties. 
2. Rhythmical Accent 
Yet, apart from metrical accent, the occurrence of musical accent should also be 
taken into account. Sun (1997: 238) observes that since the music is built around the 
rhythmic characteristics of the text, musical accents and metrical accents are 
deliberately designed to match the text. What the translator has to do is to "reconstruct 
the target text within the framework of these constrains, matching its textual and 
verbal stresses with musical accents." Since a change in the position of verbal stress 
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might result in subtle differences in meaning in Chinese, the difficulty is immense. On 
the one hand “the translator has to match verbal stresses in the target text with the 
musical accents," on the other hand “s/he has to take care not to create ambiguity or 
misunderstanding.，，3 Sun (1997: 238) further explains: 
As a matter of course, rhythmic patterns in music are ever-changing and the 
charm and attractiveness of music depends on the variety and development of musical 
materials. Therefore, if the second note is a dotted note or a longer note, the rhythm 
would be different and the target text is to reflect this difference. Take wo ai ni 我愛你 
(“I love you") , a sentence frequently found in opera libretti, as an example. 
According to normal musical accentuation, the metrical accent should be on wo 我 
(“r) , as an answer to the question "who loves you," emphasizing "I," instead of 
somebody else. But if a musical accent is applied on the syllable ai (愛，"love"), 
different wordings would be more desirable, such as xi ai ni 喜愛f尔(“love you") or 
zhen ai ni 真愛你("really love you"). 
An example from Hark! The Herald Angels Sing can serve as an illustration to 
this point. Compare the following Chinese versions, the first from HUP (no. 1 0 5 , �新 
3 Note that by "musical accent," Sun is actually referring to "rhythmical accent." 
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生王歌〉）and the second from Hymnary (no. 46,�聽阿，天使高聲唱〉）： 
Excerpt 4. 6 Hark! The Herald Angels Sing, Source Text from HUP 105, Stanza 1 and 
Refrain 
11 
^ ^ 广广 J i p J J J I 广 广 一 • ^ 厂 I J n ^ ^ 
Join the tri-umph of the skies; Withthean-gel-ic host pro-claim, "Christ is_born in 
16 
^ ^ ^ II 卜 I I If J 
Beth-le- hem!" Hark! the her-ald an-gels sing, "Glo- r y _ to the new-born King!" 
Version 1 - Chinese text, HUP 105 
13 
� � I � J 广 I J 二 广 」 � J J I�• P � 
加 入 天 軍 傳 喜 信 ， ” 基 督 一 生 於 伯 利 恆 ! " 聽 啊 ！ 天 使 高 聲 唱 ， 
Version 2 - Chinese text, Hymnary no. 46 
13 
^ ^ � � i � � � i J [ i ; ’ > N J J � i r ' p r � i � ^ ^ 
天 唱 地 和 樂 歡 騰 ， " 基 督 一 降 生 伯 利 i . " 天 唱 地 和 樂 歡 騰 ， 
In the music, the rhythmical accent of bar 3 falls on the fourth note, matching the 
word "bom" in the source text. In version 1，the rhythmical accent is matched by the 
monosyllabic verb ‘‘sheng” 生("bom"), followed by the toneless function word 
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於（“at，，). In version 2，however, the accent falls on the syllable ‘‘jiang” 降（“down，，） 
of the polysyllabic verb ‘‘jiang sheng,,降生（“bom in earth"), thus weakening the 
important concept of "bom." By comparison, version 1 appears to be more 
straightforward and effective. 
Further on the issue of verbal stress, Xue (2002: 128) states the basic "rule" for 
matching musical accent and verbal stress as follows: 
1. Every syllable is more or less equally stressed in most two-syllable words in 
Chinese, except words like pi pa 枇杷（“loquat”)，pu tao 葡萄(“grape，,)， 
peng you 朋友("friend"), in which the last syllable of each is toneless. 
Syllables that are always toneless regardless of context are rare. Besides, 
syllables toneless in daily speech may not be toneless in verse speaking or ； 
I 
prose reading, such as ma ma MM ("mother"), mu qin 母親("mother"), 
w o men 我們（“we，，)，lai ba 來吧（“come，，). 
2. It is generally appropriate not to set toneless syllables on accented notes. Yet 
this rule is not dogmatic except for function words like de 的，di 地，de 得， 
liao 了，zhao 著，zhe 這，na and toneless classifiers like ge 個，zhi 
隻. 
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3. As subjects, personal pronouns ni 你（“you，，)，wo 我（“I，，), ta 他（“he，，） 
are best set to weak beats; as objects, on strong beats. Depending on context, 
any of the syllables in the plural form personal pronouns ni men 你們（the 
plural form “you”)，脚 men 我們("we"), ta men 他們(“they，,) can be 
placed on a strong beat. 
An Evaluation on the Existing Translated Hymns 
Almost all hymns selected for this study shows appropriate treatment of function 
words mentioned by Xue. Exceptions, though rare, are existent. The following two 
examples are taken from the Hymnary《聖徒詩歌》.Excerpt 4.7 shows the third 
stanza of Hark! The Herald Angels Sing〈聽阿，天使高聲唱〉(Hymnary, no. 46). 
/ S H 




热 I I I .11 11 I ''if I ' I 「 丨 广 J � I J J J . 丄 | J � � J I 
7 歡 迎 天 來 和 平 王 ’ 歡 迎 公 義 的 太 陽 ！ 帶 來 生 命 與 亮 光 ’ 
I i f T T T i r 丨_ I, Ji|_ n , J i r r r J I 
使 人 復 活 醫 人 傷 ； 虛 己 撇 下 祂 榮 光 ’ 降 生 救 人 免 死 亡 ’ 
13 
� � 1 � | , [‘ i i ' u I 丨| I 丨丨 I f F r � i 「 「 司 
天 唱 地 和 樂 歡 騰 ， " 基 督 一 降 生 伯 利 f . " 天 唱 地 和 樂 歡 騰 ， 
^ ^ ^ f r r ^ 
" 基督一降生伯利恒 .” 
The function word de 的 is placed on the first beat, that is, the strongest beat, of 
bar 4, thus becoming huan ying gong yi de tai yang 歡迎公義的太陽（“welcome the 
sun of justice"), emphasizing this toneless syllable. This kind of treatment cannot be 
said to be satisfactory. 
Another example is taken from the second and third stanzas of O Come All Ye 
Faithful〈哦，來，蒙恩群眾〉(Hymnary, no. 50). 
Excerpt 4. 8 O Come All Ye Faithful〈哦，來，蒙恩群眾〉，Hymnary no. 50, Stanzas 




譯者不詳 o come, all ye faithful 
i i I I i | i I 丨丨 
亀 喬 ' 奏 醫 奏 i ： Ii緩案i _ 霞 & 1 _ _ = 畜 , 需 
7 
I I 丨丨 II' I I h I i| I I 丨 11 i_i 11 
i - g " s • 1 一 神 ， 遠 超 受 造 生 一 命 . 哦 ， 發 一 歡 聲 ： " 榮 耀 歸 神 ， 榮 耀 歸 於 至 高 一 ； 丨 I 
I � ’ J  J � I J J � I � � I � � I 「广「 J I J J , 
來 , 歡 欣 敬 拜 祂 ； 哦 ’ 來 ， 歡 欣 敬 拜 祂 ； 哦 ， 來 ， 歡 欣 敬 拜 祂 一 
: ? | � ' |丨丨 1丨 I 
基 督 我 主 
In the above examples, exclamation words na 口那 and <2 阿 are all placed on the 
first beat of a bar, thus inappropriately placing toneless syllables on metrical accents. 
� 
吸 The above example, though misplacing the exclamation words, does not disturb 
the general effect of the anacrusis. The following examples, however, show how the 
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&cerpt 4.9 0 Little Town of Bethlehem〈小伯利恆歌〉，HUP 112, Stanza 1 
劉廷芳譯 小伯利 I S歌 
� J ,1 I J N J j 丨丄 J 
1 • 美 哉 小 城 ， 小 伯 利 恆 ！ 你 是 何 一 等 淸 靜 ！ 無 夢 無 驚 ， 深 
&cerpt 4. 10 O Child Divine, My Dearest Joy〈喜樂之源歌〉，HUP 125, Stanza 1 
劉治平，黃永熙合譯 喜樂之源歌 
J j jT I | 广 J j 广 | f J 广J* 厂 I 厂. J"�||#|# ^ ^ 
1 . 福 一 哉 聖 嬰 , 喜 一 樂 之 源 ， 是 我 心 中 一 至 珍 . 上 — 天 所 賜 ， 指 
The exclamation word zai 哉 should normally be lighter than the syllable it is 
attached to. Yet in the above examples, it is placed on the first downbeat of the melody, 
shifting the metrical accent to the first syllable. Owing to the lack of rhythmic variety 
in the melodies themselves, which deploy of other means to establish the effect of the 
anacrusis, the effect of anacrusis is, to a large extent, lost, with the rhythmic pattern 
becoming % J J J J | J J J J | in O Little Town of Bethlehem and | H J J 
J i l � J JI in O Child Divine, My Dearest Joy. 
Structure: At the Phrase Level 
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The discussion about “quantity and allocation of syllables" deals with the entire 
text. Now, the focus is shifted from the whole piece to the smaller structural units, 
namely phrases, sub-phrases and note groups. Since the music must be molded to 
accommodate the source text, the musical structure must be modeled on that of the 
source text. Xue (2001: 121), for example, observes that "punctuation marks are often 
included in the text of a song. However, these are only intended as a means of 
facilitating comprehension on the part of the singers and composers. In fact, the 
audience cannot actually 'hear' these punctuation marks. However, though they 
cannot be seen, the syntactic structures denote by these punctuation marks are 
translated into the structural organization of the music, appearing as motives, phrases, 
sentences, periods, half cadences and perfect cadences which can be felt by the 
audience." Sun (1997: 241) even goes as far as to suggest that "the punctuation marks 
should be preserved." Yet this requirement somehow seems to be too rigid if followed 
strictly, for reasons to which we shall return later. 
Another practical reason for following the structure of the source text and music 
is that there should be pauses here and there for the singers to breathe. Sun (1997: 241) 
notices that “the breathing spaces and pauses should also be exactly the same as that 
in the source text, so as to make sure that the singer can sing the entire phrase within a 
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breath.，，These breathing spaces usually locate between phrases or sub-phrases. 
Closely related to this is the articulation of musical notes，that is, whether to sing the 
notes smoothly or in a detached manner. Articulation plays an important role in 
establishing the mood of the music in general. In other words, modelling the structure 
of the target text on that of the source text is the prerequisite to fitting the target text 
into the music. 
Assessment Criteria - At the Phrase Level: The Division of a Musical Composition 
into Musical Phrases 
The length of each line in the target text should be the same as that in the source 
text，in the sense that both contain the same number of syllables, with the same 
starting point (musical note) and ending point (musical note), as a breathing space 
should be left at the end of a phrase, both musical and verbal. As Sun (1997: 236) 
comments, "things like the stanzaic form, number of stanzas and number of musical 
phrases in each stanza etc have to be studied in detail. The structure of the source text 
has to be studied as well. These should serve as the basis on which the structure of the 
target text and syntactical pattern are to be determined." He also gives an example to 
illustrate this point: “if an eleven-note musical phrase consists of 5 bars as 
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X|XXX|XXX|XXX|X, the target text and the target setting should follow suit, 
expressing relatively complete meaning within this space and with the grouping fixed 
by the music," though “differences in the nuances are expected, for the grammar, 
syntax and mode of expression in the source language and the target language are 
different." (Sun, 1997: 236) The reason for a careful analysis of the music and the 
source text, Sun concludes, is for designing the rhyme scheme of the target text: "an 
analysis of the musical structure, with its decisive influence on rhyming, is of utmost 
importance in text-setting." (Sun, 1997: 236) 
Xue (2002: 122-23), apart from sharing similar views as Sun, adds several 
valuable points. In his opinion, the occurrence of rhymes in the source text is an 
important structural marker apart from punctuation marks and musical structural 
features. He also acknowledges the basic organizational difference between European 
poetry and their Chinese counterpart: “in European poetry, the sentences are lengthier, 
and are organized as “lines.,. One sentence may be broken into several lines. A line in 
Chinese poetry, however, is usually semantically complete in itself," yet “a line [in 
European poetry] would usually contain a logically complete meaning, if the sentence 
is to run on for two or more lines." While it may be impractical to devoid of lengthy 
sentences in the target text, “at least each line should be logically complete in 
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meaning” and, with the temporal nature of music given, "hints may be necessary to 
inform the audience of the incompletion of meaning in the present line and to call for 
attention to the next line." 
An Evaluation of the Existing Translated Hymns 
With all the hymns selected for study from HUP and SOG having phrase patterns 
that conform to that of the music and of the source text, it will not be too speculative 
to state that it is common for Christmas hymns to follow the structure of the source 
text and the music at the phrase level. However, deviations from the source text at the 
sub-phrase and note-group levels are obvious, though these deviations seldom distort 
the sub-phrase and note-group characteristics of the music. The most prominent 
deviation from the source text is that the target text is often subdivided into short 
verbal phrases, often consisting only of four to five characters, sometimes separated 
by punctuation marks. Taking the first stanza of Thou Didst Leave Thy Throne �離天 
歌〉（HUP 95) as an example: 
i 




T E l H f f l 離 T ^ t l ^ ， 气 ！ ^ 棄 尊 榮 ， 來 救 我 ， 來 救 千 萬 眾 ； 伯 利 5 Thou didslleave Thy throne and thy king-ly crown When Thoucam-est to earth for me, But in 
J J 井J J J I J J 广 广I I 厂 J l p I J. 
® 1 5 . K 中 ， “ 無 斗 r 室 堪 容 ， 破 馬 棚 ， 難 敵 嚴 寒 風 ： 求 9 Beth lehem s home there was found no room For Thy ho - ly na-tiv - i _ ty. O 
丨 ] J 丨| 丨 I I U I J. II' I I 
居 我 心 中 ， 主 耶 穌 ， 我 心 中 ， 有 地 方 可 容 . 
come to my heart,Lord Je - sus;Thereis room in my heart for Thee! 
The first sentence in the source text goes "Thou Didst Leave Thy Throne and 
Thy Kingly Crown / When Thou Camest to Earth for Me," with a total of eighteen 
syllables accommodated in four bars of music. Yet within the same space of four bars, 
there are four short verbal phrases in the target text as zhu ceng li tian gong, cengpao 
qi议"rong, lai jiu wo, lai jiu qian wan zhong主曾離天宮，曾拋棄尊榮，來救我， 
來救千萬眾("the Lord had left the heaven and His glory, and come to save me and 
the people"), with each short verbal phrase consisting of no more than five Chinese 
syllables. There are also eighteen syllables in the target text, but they fall into four 
short verbal phrases instead of one sentence as in the source text. Several observations 
can be made from this example. Firstly, Sun's suggestion of preserving the 
punctuation marks of the source text is clearly inapplicable here, as an 
eighteen-syllable 
sentence in Chinese would be too lengthy if no commas or other 
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punctuation marks are used to separate semantic units. Secondly, although verbal 
phrases in the target text are considerably shorter than that of the source text, the 
musical structure is not disturbed. The rhythmic pattern J"] | � J J is recurring and 
it is common for a melody which starts in an upbeat would be organized as such, with 
each upbeat marking a distinctive note-group. Thus this melody can be subdivided 
into: 
n I J J J，门 I J J J，；i I J(’）r^  J J |J. 
The apostrophes are sub-phrase/note group markers. Note that the last sub-phrase 
is longer than the others and no separation is needed before the second last note 
because the music is approaching a cadence and any further division of the melody 
would sound fragmentary. The translator Ernest Y. L. Yang 楊蔭Mf inserts a division 
after the first note of bar 3 (marked with a bracketed apostrophe) so that the phrase 
structure becomes "3+5" in terms of notes/syllables. This treatment is also 
understandable because the rhythmic pattern of the melody defies “4+4，，or 
"2+2+2+2" structure as each /"] | � p a t t e r n has to mark the beginning of a 
sub-phrase/note-group, as established right from the beginning of the melody. Using 
verbal phrases shorter than those of the source text is not uncommon in translated 
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hymns - nearly half of the hymns selected for analysis use shorter verbal phrases in 
the target text, with 14 out of 34 in HUP (41.17%) and 8 out of 18 selected hymns in 
SOG (44.44%). 
Another characteristic treatment of these hymns is that the translators tend to 
extinguish the irregularities present in the source text. Taking O Come All Ye Faithful 
again as an example, with Chinese versions from HUP, CP {Century Praise), 
Hymnary and SOG: 
Excerpt 4. 12 O Come All Ye Faithful, Source Text and Chinese Versions from HUP 
(no. 109)，CP (no. 148)，Hymnary (no. 50)^ 
4 The Arabic numerals after the abbreviation of the hymnal indicate the number of stanza as it appears 
in the hymnal. Some hymnal editors might delete certain stanzas from the original for various reasons. 




O come, all ye faithful 
^ ^ I J I J I 丨 I� J 广广 I 广 J J 
mPQT气^g, ch品'rs^! ^ _ gels, si^g in ex-ul - ta - tion，— Sing，all ye 
c ^ P ^ # 1 結 离 I 1 , 5 塾 厘 歌 唱 ， 一 光 明 眾 天 
盟；^ i , ^ @ i S ' 念 》 高 唱 頌 歌 ， 聲 洋 洋 ， 耳 H 3 .唱阿！ 天 使 天 軍， 揚 起 歡 樂 歌 聲；唱阿！ i 美 
^ ^ ^ I U |丨.丨、1 1| I I 11 ~T i J � J J目 
a t - i - z ^ s of heaven a-bove! Glo - ry to God, ail g lo - ry in the 
憲，一 i s s 同 • s : 至 高 的 處 所 ， 榮 r f 歸 於 
盈 一 盈 響 震 一 天 宮 ； 天 上 有 榮 耀 歸 误 罢 h 
子 一 民 ， 同 發 一 歡 聲 ： " 榮 耀 i 翁 ， t 1 I f i i 
12 
兰�拉 J. J J ： J J J zjL: J 广 , J 广 J 
J^gh - est; O come,let us a - dore him, O come,let us a - dore him 〇 
5 — 王 ； 齊 來 虔 誠 同 崇 拜 ’ 齊 夾 虔 誠 同 學 拜；齊 
裏一！當；雙 $歡欣同靈 i r S 兹 f e 虔 _ 靈 !：# 
局 - 神 ! " 哦 ， 來 ， 歡 欣 敬 拜 祂，哦，來，歡欣‘ n m： m, 17 
^ ^ J J U J � I � J- J:| J. H I I • ^ ^ 
come,let us a-dore Him, Christ, the Lord! 
i 虔 誠 同 崇 拜 一 主 一 基 f c 
朵 歡 欣 同 敬 拜 一 主 一 基 督 . 
來 ， 歡 欣 敬 拜 祂 一 基 督 我 主 . 
k 
I 
The source is taken from HUP 109 (the third stanza). Although the source text 
starts on a downbeat, all the Chinese versions given above start on an upbeat, 
following the structure set by the first stanza^ The treatment for the second line is the 
same. Even more noticeable is the treatment of the line "Glory to God, all glory in the 
highest." In the source text the phrasing is: 
5 See Quantity and allocation of syllables. 
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I J 」 」 I J (’） J IJ J J J IJ. J) J 
Yet in HUP and CP the phrasing becomes: 
含 J J J J(，）|J J J 」|J. J^  J 
following the phrasing of the corresponding phrase in other stanzas. Only the 
Hymnary version follows that of the source text. The editor of SOG, on the other hand, 
modified the source text, which can be seen in the fourth stanza in the following 
example: 
Excerpt 4. 13 O Come All Ye Faithful, Source Text and Chinese Versions from SOG 
(no. 134), Stanza 2 
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i l . 
譯詞：蔡張敬玲 0 come, all ye faithful 
of G o d , _ Light o f — Light yet He ab-
〒 _ e g 真 體 ， 真 光 的 光 輝 y ， ― — y 童女的 
4 S=g，choirso^ an - gels, sing in ex-up - ta - tionL Sing, all ye 
4•天 庭 樂 歡 騰 ， 天 使 詩 班 歌 唱 ， 一 天 y 國 f e 
(5 
� � 11 I M II I I h 厂 |� � J 广 I 
f^ors r^ t the 义r - gin^ s^ womb; Ver - y _ God, be - got-ten notcre 
月舍，一看，iFi^  f . 不 嫌 棄 ！ 天 父 獨 生 子 ， 絕 非 眾 生 
cit-1-zensof heav n_ a-bove. 'Glo ry to God— i n 一 the— 
眾 一 歡 呼 歌 唱 頌 揚 ： 天 上 至 高 i ， 榮 ] 全 i 
12 
^ ^ J- J iJ � � � I � J � I 「 「 广 � ^ ^ ^ ^ 
a - ted; O come,let us a - dore him, O come,let us a _ dore him O 
可 一 比 ： ， 
J^gh - est !"^ 我 們 感 恩 尊 崇 ， 讓 我 們 感 恩 尊 崇，大 
君 一王！ 
17 
� � � 1 � J r If 「•丄I丄 HI • I • ^ ^ 
come,let us a-dore Him, Christ, the Lord! 
家 一 同 尊 崇 耶 蘇 一 基 督 
The last syllable of the verbal phrase "Glory to God" is subjected to a melismatic 
treatment. On the contrary, the same place in second stanza (set to the words "Very 
God, begotten, not created") adopts the phrasing 
t J J J | J( ’） J | J 」 J J | J . J 
However, the target text does not follow this phrasing, maintaining the phrasing 
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established in the first stanza. Among the 60 hymns selected for analysis, 15 show 
irregularities in the source text. Yet all except one of the target texts extinguish the 
irregularities. 
Structure: Note Groups and Structural Segments 
Assessment Criteria - At the Sub-phrase Level and Note-group Level: The Subdivision 
of Musical Phrases 
It is not uncommon for a musical phrase to be made up of several sub-phrases, 
that is, smaller structural units consisting of a few notes that sound "to be in a group." 
Note group is the further subdivision within a sub-phrase, often consisting only of two 
to three notes. Breathing spaces may also occur between sub-phrases or even between 
note groups. Though breathing spaces of this kind may not be explicit, the 
preservation of which is essential for keeping the effect desired by the composer. (Xue, 
2002: 127) 
The discussion in this section is closely related to “Accentuation pattern," but the 
focus is different. In “Accentuation，，，the focus is on placing suitable 
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syllables/syllables under suitable notes so that the emphasis is positioned correctly. 
Violation of this principle will lead to undesirable musical effects, but the meaning of 
the text in question is, however, not seriously distorted. In “Note groups and structural 
segments," the focus is on the impact the various aspects of Time have on the 
meaning of the text. 
Though setting the first syllable of a two or three-syllable Chinese word to a 
metrical accent in music is generally appropriate as Sun and Xue remark, exceptions 
to this rule of thumb cannot be overlooked, for metrical accent is NOT the only 
concern in the time aspects of music. Since pauses and the lengthening of a syllable 
are the primary elements that build up the rhythmic sense of the Chinese language, 
rhythmical accent (that is, the occurrence of notes longer in duration than the 
surrounding notes) in music also plays an important role in vocal text translation. The 
importance of pause and the syllable lengthening in Chinese prosody are fully 
explored by Wu (2003: 35-41), who illustrates this with jokes taken from Chinese 
folklore, where semantic ambiguity is resulted because the pauses and syllable 
lengthening are placed differently in a sentence with exactly the same wording. She 
also mentions that the frequency of pauses and syllable lengthening is higher in 
Chinese than in European languages and that a stress in Chinese language is usually 
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expressed by means of lengthening the syllable rather than by uttering it with a higher 
volume. (Wu, 2003: 40-41) 
This prosodic characteristic is significant in the sense that the audience tend to 
perceive a syllable set to a musical note of longer duration as a syllable with syllable 
lengthening as occurred in speech, thus dividing a verbal line into several parts upon 
hearing. If such divisions occur between the syllables of a word, the audience's 
comprehension of the text would be impaired. Wong (2003: 80-81), in commenting on 
musical examples of Cantonese popular songs, repeatedly asserts that a structural 
segment should not cross over a long note. The same opinion can be inferred from 
Xue's criticism on existing translated songs - he even describes vocal texts as such as 
"songs of a stammerer." (Xue, 2002: 109) 
In order to avoid the occurrence of undesired pauses and syllable lengthening, 
Xue (2002: 127-34) suggests that priority should be given to rhythmical accent 
instead of metrical accent under the following circumstances: 
1. Triple time music where the "weak-strong" rhythmic pattern [e.g. ! J | J j | 
J ] persists. Groups of two-syllable words should be set to this pattern: Xi 
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X2 Yi I Y2 , where Xi and X2 are the two syllables of a two-syllable word 
and Yi ’ Y2 are the syllables of another two-syllable word. But both X2 and 
Y2 cannot be toneless function words. But this rule may not be applicable 
where syncopation occurs. 
2. The pattern J ~ ] � i n | time should be set with a 3-syllable word or structural 
segment. This "rule" is an extension of Rule 1. 
It would be appropriate, in fact, to say that Rule 1 above can be applied to 
compound time music as well, as compound time music is also grouped in threes: 
patterns such as J can occur in § time as well as in | or | . 
An Evaluation of the Existing Translated Hymns 
In fact, the organization of "structural segments" appears to be the weaker area in 
the existing translated hymns as far as all the time aspects are concerned. While 
translators' treatment of triple time and compound time music with the 
above-mentioned "weak-strong" pattern is recommendable and coincides with the 
ideas of Xue, where the desired organization of structural segments is clear, their 
treatment of other hymns are far less satisfactory. This observation is based on two 
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facts: the occurrence of semantically ambiguous verbal phrases and the occurrence of 
awkward verbal phrases. 
1. Occurrence of Semantically Ambiguous Verbal Phrases 
Though not widespread, instances of potential ambiguity resulted from 
unsatisfactory matching of the target text and the music in terms of the time aspects, 
can be found. Consider the following examples: 
Excerpt 4. 14 Thou Didst Leave Thy Throne and Thy Kingly Crown〈離天歌〉，HUP 
95, Stanza 1 
5 
^ ^ ^ J jiJ J J | J J 广 广 广 丨 厂 广 . p 丨 J . J 
® 城 中 ， 無 斗 室 堪 容 ， 破 馬 棚 ， 難 敵 嚴 寒 風 ： 求 
9 Beth lehem's home there was found no room For Thy ho - ly na-tiv - i - ty. O 
I u I I J_i I J I J. II I I 
居 我 心 中 ， 主 耶 穌 ， 我 心 中 ， 有 地 方 可 容 . 
come to my heart,Lord Je - sus;There is room in my heart for Thee! 
The last short verbal phrase in this stanza goes you di fang ke rong “有地方可 
容.，，If these syllables are grouped as you di fang / ke rong “有地方 / 可容,，，it means 
“there is room for you"; however, with the metrical and rhythmical accent 
emphasizing the syllable fang “方,，’ the grouping might become you di /fang ke rong 
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“有地 / 方可容，” meaning “there is room for you only when room is available." 




J : l J J � J l J J J JtfJl J ^ J J I J. j^l J JtfJ •[議 
曰後天門開，恩主復歸來，奏飢旋,天軍歌韻諧；聽主召我歸,說“到 
善、 J J 「口 • I � � • ！^ I � • � I � � ： J � I 广 广 ^ ^ 
天 家 來 ， 你 居 處 ， 我 已 爲 安 排 . " 我 到 那 時 候 ， 主 耶 穌 ， 寸 心 
The sub-phrase shuo “dao tian jia lai"說”到天家來，，（bar 5-6) means “[The 
Lord] saying, come to the heavenly home." Yet the open quotation mark cannot be 
heard in actual singing and the phrase would become shuo dao / tian jia lai 說至[I / 
天家來， 
meaning, “[somebody) mentions the heavenly home." 
Excerpt 4. 16 While Shepherds Watched Their Flocks by Night 〈牧人聞信歌〉， 
HUP 96, Stanzas 2 and 4 
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.‘.'ix/x • • 
陳夢家修，譯者不詳 牧人聞信歌 
‘ I' I I 11 J 1 1 H I I I I 厂儿 j J � 
2 . 牧 一 人 一見，不 释 心—驚，天—使 便 說“勿—驚 — 我 _ 一 rj£r，s，|^e，for might - y_dreadHaclseizedtheir trou bled mind，— " G l ^ 
尊 下 降 世 一 間 ， 凡 一 人 都 能 親 一 見 ， 二 身 一 4. The_±ieaven-lyBabe you there shall find To hu - man view dis- played, All— 
J | | I I I | | I I I 
f d • 報 考 ， 快 . 樂 佳 一 音 ， 關 一 係 世 界 萬 民 ， 一關 ^ great joy I一b r i n g To— you and all man- kind; To 
裹 _ 布，群 常 卑 一 賤 ， 韻 一 馬 槽 中 睡 眠 ， 觀 mean-lywrapped m swath-ing bards, And— in a man-ger laid And 
9 
！ 1 1 I I I I I 
係 世 界 萬 民 . 
you and all man kind. 
馬 槽 中 睡 眠 . 
in a man-ger laid. 
The phrase/a" ren dou neng qui jian 凡人都能親見(bar 3-4), with reference to ‘ 
• 
the source text, means "can be seen by human beings [as opposed to the angels]." � 
However, with a metrical and rhythmical accent on the syllable “ren” (人)，the phrase 
actually means “can be seen by all human beings." , 





「 川 J IJ 
甲 充 产 „ ， 方； 主 愛 救 我 ， 我 要 永 遠 讚 美 天 
21 all His glo-ry shall dis - play; Saved by His love, in - ces-sant we shall sing E -
. J r I 广 厂 厂 广 丨 厂 r 14’ T “ I “ I 一三 
軍 之 主 ， 萬 民 萬 族 之 王 . 
ter - nal praise to heaven's Al-might - y King. 
The phrase “zhu aijun w o "主愛救我 may mean two different things: “zhu ai / 
jiu wi主愛/救我” ("Lord's love saves me") and “zhu / ai jiu wo 主 / 愛救我” 
(“The Lord likes saving me’，). The first rendering seems to be what the translator 
intended with reference to the source text; yet the syllable “zhu” (主）is placed on a 
relatively longer note (a minim, J ) and thus the syllable is lengthened. According to 
the ideas of Wu Jiemin mentioned above, the audience of the target text tend to 
perceive the syllable "z/iw"主 as a separate unit from the others, comprehending the 
text according to the second rendering given above. 
Contrary to what Yang Yin Liu suggests, the above examples show that a text 
may not achieve the same effectiveness if different ways of syllable-setting is 
adopted. 
Not only hymns from HUP show ambiguity (6 hymns out of 34), but hymns from 
SOG (5 hymns out of 26), Hymnary (3 hymns out of 6) also contain instances of such 
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ambiguity caused by conflict between the target text and the time aspects in the music. 
Such ambiguities are one of the major factors that hinder the immediate 
comprehensibility of the text in performance.^ Semiotically speaking, the mediator -
that is, the translator 一 fails to delimit the possible interpretants that might arise from 
the target text. 
2. The Occurrence of Awkward Verbal Phrases 
Awkward verbal phrases are abundant. The term "awkward" here refers to verbal 
phrases which defy the usual grouping of syllables / words in the target language and 
thus sounding "unnatural." Two versions of Thou Didst Leave Thy Throne and Thy 
Kingly Crown serve to illustrate the phenomenon: 
Excerpt 4. 18 Thou Didst Leave Thy Throne and Thy Kingly Crown 〈離天歌〉，HUP 
95, Stanzas 1 to 5 




•劣 J〕丨 J J � J Jl J J J 山� l J D J J I�• j^l J JtfJ § 
锋 書 墜 • I ' S i i i i ' S i f ' i i i 萬眾；伯利恆城中 ,無斗 ？ . M i 离證 S ， i •霞 i s ’ , , 塞，態霧 J 尊榮 ;主却懷虛衷，墜地 � . M 證 霞 豐 f # M 爾， f 楚樹蒼松；神子卻不同，勞碌 
t 害 S 罢 器 忠 悬 • 毫 _ 雙 ， 璺 平 安 , 解 放 全 民 眾 ； 反 受 盡 譏 諷 ， 更 荊 
5 .日後天門開，恩主復歸來，奏凱旋，天軍歌韻諧；聽主召我歸, i ’ i 3 
‘ � J J广 L T j 厂广. P 丨 J . J I J � 3 J 广 丨 广 r ^ g 
豪S謹：普5 i ; l i i i 二 4 ， 求 居 我 心 中 ， 主 耶 稣 ， 我 心 
倦 行 蹤 ， 過 荒 漠 ， 露 宿 野 草 叢 ： ’ 
冠 嘲 弄 ， 受 難 山 ， 十 架 尊 擔 重 ： 
天 家 來 ， 你 居 處 ， 我 已 爲 安 排 ： 5 . 我 到 那 時 候 ， 主 耶 穌，寸心 
� “ I I I I I 
中，有地方可容. 
中，真喜樂無涯. 
The problem occurs in the five-note group H | J J J . If a five-syllable short 
verbal phrase is to be used for this pattern, obviously the traditional 2+3 pattern is 
desirable, as it is the way traditional Chinese pentasyllabic rhymed verses are 
structured. In fact, most of the pentasyllabic verbal phrases in the target text follow 
this structure, except the ones highlighted in red, resulting in occasional awkwardness. 




I h v , I I I 1丨 I |丨 J J J J JIJ J J J#J| J J J -J JI J. JzzJi^^ 
i . i _ S $ S ， 捨 S 座 ， 榮 冠 ， 爲 我 謙 卑 屈 降 人 間 ； 丨 曰 在 伯 利 恒 卻 t o 
2
.缀翥震天宮，天使齊揚聲頌称君尊身芬， ; ^ ！^  {0 ^ 1 ^ # # T 
} 您 g g 费 宝 ， • 离 带 屋 悪 ， 悉 體 生 命 真 道 顯 明 ； 但 群 眾 毀 謗 , 迫 称 5 . 來 日 称 從 天 歸 回 人 世 間 , 無 數 天 軍 歡 慶 頌 讚 ； 願 聞 称 召 聲 ： “ 這 ^ 
6 
i ^ j f e z M L J 「 I 「 i f ] 「 • P I J . n I J 」 J J 「 I 广 「 「 • 
隱 籠 重 : • 裝 ？ 讓 _ | I 雰 ： 2 ， 3 , 4 主 耶 穌 ’ 請 進 我 心 居 住 ， 我 的 
地露宿，踏遍力卩利利崎 I I I區路. 
戴 荊 冠 ， 將 称 釘 各 各 他 山 上 . 
有 地 方 ， 我 來 歡 迎 你 進 天 庭 . 5 . 主 耶 穌 ， 我 必 滿 心 高 興，歡呼 
"！“  i j i i IIJ. 
心 有 地 方 迎 主 . 
歌頌，感恩不停！ 
Apart from the five-note group | J J J problem (highlighted in red), here is 
another factor that contributes to the awkwardness in the text. As mentioned above, 
the pattern 门 | J J~] J J | J. is most desirably grouped as / l | J (') J~] J J 
J. . Yet in SOG the same phrase is almost constantly grouped as J~] | J i (，）� J 
J I J., a grouping that can hardly be said to be able to convey the best musical effects 
(highlighted in blue). 
Of the 60 hymns selected for study here (34 hymns from HUP, 26 from SOG), 35 
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(21 from HUP, 14 from SOG) hymns show such awkwardness in varying degrees, of 
which eight hymns are considered "very awkward" (i.e. with half or more of the 
verbal phrases containing instances of awkwardness) (Fig. 4.1). 
Fig. 4. 1 Rhythmic Awkwardness in Translated Hymns 
Rhythmic awkwardness (HUP& SOG) 
Very 丨丨丨丨關睡 
aw kw a r d — ^ ^ ^ ^ N o 
13% aw kw ardnes 
42% 




Concluding Remarks ( 
� 
� 
Based on the various criteria discussed above, the general quality of the existing j 
translated hymns can be summarized as follows: 
1. Quantity and allocation of syllables: satisfactory, with intentional violation 
of the "rule" when irregularities in the source text occur. 
2. Accentuation pattern: satisfactory, with isolated instances which placed 
function words on strong beats. 
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3. Structure at phrase level: satisfactory, with intentional violation of the "rule" 
when irregularities in the source text occur. 
4. Structure at note group level: unsatisfactory, a handful of instances of 
semantic ambiguity can be found and nearly half of the hymns selected for 
analysis contain awkward verbal phrases, hindering the immediate 
comprehensibility of the target text. 
Of the four areas above, the first three areas are more straightforward and relatively 
easier to fulfill. Violation of which will affect musical effectiveness. The last one, 
however, is one of the biggest concerns for lyricists as unsatisfactory "note group -
structural segment" matching would lead to conflicts between the "representamen" 
and the "ground" of semiosis, which will adversely affect the effectiveness of 
semiosis and communication process, giving rise to undesired interpretants, which 
means a low comprehensibility or even misunderstanding of the text. 
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Chapter 5 
Word-music Interaction: Rhyming 
Introductory Remarks 
“Rhyme,,，as defined by The Encyclopedia Britannica (2003, CD-Rom version), 
is the "correspondence of two or more words with similar-sounding final syllables 
placed so as to echo one another. Rhyme is used by poets and occasionally by prose 
writers to produce sounds appealing to the reader's senses and to unify and establish a 
poem's stanzaic form," functioning as a device to "help a poet to group ideas, 
emphasize particular words, and weave a poem together. It can start reverberations 
between words and can point to connections of meaning." (Kennedy and Gioia, 1998: 
818) 
"Rhyming" is also an important component in Chinese poetry and lyrics. Yuan 
Xing Pei 袁行霈（1999: 116-17) points out that "rhyming is an essential factor of 
creating rhythm in Chinese poetry" because “ the differences in syllable length and 
syllable weight are so indistinct in the Chinese language that distinctive rhythmic 
patterns are hardly possible." Therefore the use of rhyme can "serve as a unifying 
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device in poetry, invite expectation or function as a reminder." Xue Fan, a prolific 
song translator, also notes that blank verse and free verse can seldom be set to music. 
(Xue, 2002: 77) 
Rhyme and the Importance of Rhyming in English and Chinese 
Vocal Text: The “Ground” of Semiosis 
The Use of Rhyme in English Poetry and Vocal Text 
According to Xue (2002: 80-81), rhyming patterns varied greatly in English and 
Western poetry, but end rhyme are commonly used in vocal texts, that is, syllables of 
the same vowel recurs at the end of a line according to a certain pattern, so as to 
rhyme with the last syllable of another line. In Western poetry, the occurrence of a 
rhyme coincides with the end of a line, but does not necessarily complete the meaning 
of a phrase; while in Chinese poetry a rhyme is usually the last syllable of a line 
which also completes the meaning of a semantic phrase. Though rhyme schemes vary 
greatly in Western poetry, vocal texts usually adopt simpler rhyme schemes. Rhyme 




The Use of Rhyme in Chinese Poetry and Vocal Texts 
Traditional Poetry and Vocal Texts 
Chinese syllables, as we know, are mono-syllabic and each syllable is made up 
of a consonant and a vowel. "Rhyming" is to end a line with syllables of a common or 
similar vowel. 
Xue Fan (2000: 86) notices that Chinese poetry tends to keep the same rhyme 
throughout a poem. Wang Li 王力（1976200i) explains in great detail the use of 
rhyme in traditional Chinese poetry, in which the prosodic requirements of genres 
differ. A brief survey of rhyming patterns in various poetic genres is given below: 
1. "Recent-style poetry"近體詩{jin ti shi), popular poetic genre from the 
Tang Dynasty onwards, a poem should keep the same rhyming radical 
throughout. Normally every other line ends in rhyme - though the first line 
can also end in rhyme - and that this rhyme scheme should be strictly 
adhered to. Using "similar rhyme"通韻(tong yun) in a poem is not 
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acceptable and only "level-tone" rhymes 平聲韻(ping sheng yun) can be 
used. (Wang, 1976—1: 44.45) 
2. In "Old-style poetry"古體詩(gu ti shi), "compatible rhymes" or "similar 
rhymes" (syllables with different rhyming radicals but similar in actual 
sound) can be used while "one rhyming radical in a poem" is the norm. 
Using different rhyming radicals in different sections of a poem is also 
allowed, provided they are used in accordance with a change of mood or 
content. A poem in this style normally rhymes at the end of alternate lines, 
though rhyming at the end of every line is not impossible. (Wang, 2001: 
316-62) 
3. The d-poetry (or 广，zw-poetry, lyrics-poetry)言司 of the Sung Dynasty is 
relatively freer in terms of rhyming. C/-poetry is actually “the words to a 
song" and therefore each d-poem is originally set to a melody. Later, the 
texts, together with the name of the melodies, or "tune label"言司牌(ci pai), 
survived, exclusive of the melodies they were originally set to. Lyricists of 
the later generations thus write according to the prosodic patterns of the 
“tune labels" specified by the composer of the music or summarized from 
the existing d-poetry. "Similar rhymes“ can be used freely and "level tone，， 
rhymes and “deflected tone” rhymes 厌聲韻(ze sheng yun) are used 
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equally frequently; sometimes a particular "tune-label" might specify 
certain rhyme changes in a d-poem. (Wang, 2001: 534-82) 
4. The ^M-poetry 曲 of the Yuan Dynasty is also intended to be sung, either 
singularly as a short song or collectively in an opera. Like d-poetry，the 
number of syllables, phrases and rhyme schemes are all fixed by the 
"tune-label" in ^w-poetry. But instead of following the categorizations listed 
in standard rhyming dictionaries, which were compiled in earlier times, 
such poems rhyme according to dialectal and contemporary pronunciation. 
(Wang, 2001: 729-74) 
Trends in Modem Mandarin Songs 
Xue (2000: 83) notes that different rhyming dictionaries existed in different eras, 
in response to the actual changes in pronunciation. Since the end of the Ming dynasty, 
the "thirteen rhyming radicals"十三轍{shi san che) have been widely used in many 
Northern operas, folk songs and short songs. 
Poetry written after the May-fourth movement in 1919 sometimes tried to adopt 
various rhyme schemes of European poetry. "One rhyming radical in a song" 一韻到 
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底(yi yun dao di), however, is still the norm in writing vocal texts even today. (Xue, 
2000: 86) 
The "thirteen rhymeing radicals" were later expanded to become the “eighteen 
rhyming radicals"十八韻(shi ba yun), some of which are “compatible，，to other 
rhymes and, if necessary, can be used as one rhyme, so that a wider range of choices 
is possible for the translator / lyricist. The details are given in Table 5.1: 
Table 5. 1 The Eighteen Rhyming Radicals 
Name of rhyming radical finals compatible rhymes 
1. Ma 一麻 [a][ia][ua] / / 
2. Bo 二波 [o][uo] compatible / 
3. Ge 三歌 [e] compatible 
4 . J i e 四 皆 ra[ie][iie] / 
5. Zhi 五支 [-i] compatible Z h i - e r -
6. Er 六兒 [er] qi - yu 
7. Qi 七齊 [i] compatible 
8. Wei 八微 [ei] [ui] / 
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9. Kai 九開 [ai] [uai] / 
10. Gu 十姑 [u] / 
11. Yu ^^一魚 [li] / 
12. Hou 十二侯 [ou] [iu] / / 
13. Hao 十三豪 [ao] [iao] / / 
14. Han 十四寒 [an] [ian] [uan] [uan] / / 
15. Hen 十五痕 [en] [in] [un] [un] / Hen - Geng 
16. Tang 十六唐 [ang] [iang] [uang] / compatible 
17' Geng 十七庚 [eng] [ing] [ueng] compatible 
18. Dong 十八東 [ong] [iong] / 
Rhyming in Traditional Cantonese Songs — Cantonese Operas and Folk Songs 
Rhyming in Cantonese Operas 
Cantonese operas and folk songs are generally regarded as forerunners of the 
modem Cantonese popular songs, which are of particular relevance and importance to 
the present discussion on the use of rhyme. 
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Basically speaking, a Cantonese opera is actually made up of a number of 
Cantonese folk songs provided with new texts to tell a story. For the sake of 
convenience, songs in Cantonese opera and Cantonese folk songs are collectively 
known as "Cantonese songs" in the following discussions. 
The following is a summarized account of Cantonese songs prepared by Chen 
Zhuo Ying 陳卓璧(1980: 7-29). Cantonese songs rhyme according to Cantonese 
dialectal pronunciation rather than following rhyming dictionaries as in the case of f 
J 
traditional Chinese poetry. j I, • 
The lines in these texts are usually grouped in pairs, though not necessarily in 
I 
antithetical couplets. The first line of a pair normally ends with a "deflected-tone" “ 
1 n syllable, while the second line must end on a “level-tone，，syllable. Rhymes can be [ 
Ii 
applied at the end of every line or every other line, provided that the second line of a 
pair must always be rhymed at the end, normally with the same rhyming radical 
throughout a song - or even an act in case of Cantonese opera - although "similar 
rhymes" and "compatible rhymes" are widely adopted. 
The following is a Cantonese rhyme table prepared by Chen (1984: 22-68), using 
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her special transcription system known as "pin-yin for the Cantonese dialect," in 
which the vowels are transcribed with reference to Mandarin pin-yin, adding an 
inverted and mirrored "k" sign to refer to checked-tones. This sign is replaced by the 
word "checked" in Table 5.2. There are fifty rhyming radicals in all. 
Table 5. 2 Cantonese Rhyme Table according to Chen Zhuo Ying 
Order Name of rhyme Transcription Compatible rhymes ] 
；\ I . 
1. 依時 i Compatible [ 
2. 曦微 ei ： 
3. 書娛 U ‘ 
4. 追隨 Ue ？ 
5. 康莊 aon Compatible ) 
“ � 
6. 寒安 on • 
7. 強疆 ting 
8. 民親 en Compatible 
9. 能登 eng 
10 琴心 om 
11 田邊 in Compatible 
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12 添奩 im 
13 圓圈 tin 
14 雞啼 ai may rhyme with “依時，， 
15 埋街 aei 
16 勞高 ou 
17 扶孤 u 
18 禾多 o 1 
19 闌珊 an ： 【 
20 慚貪 am [ 
21 棚撐 eng ： 
22 農工 uong J 
23 英明 ing 
I 
24 靈釘 ien 丨 
i 
25 優游 au 
26 _ 哮 ao 
27 裁開 oU 
28 陪杯 uu 
29 倫敦 uen 
30 盤寬 un 
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31 麻花 a 
32 逍遙 iu 
33 除借 e 
34 臘雜 aom(checked) 
35 八達 at(checked) 
36 白黑 ae(checked) 
37 幸対合 em(checked) ：】 
38 佛骨 ot(checked) ： 
r 
39 勒德 oe(checked) 
40 獵涉 im(checked) ： 
41 熱烈 it(checked) I 
42 害!I 渴 aot(checked) Compatible 丨 
43 落索 ok(checked) I 
_ 
44 月缺 m(checked) Compatible 
45 律出 um(checked) 
46 勞石 iem(checked) Compatible 
47 苟藥 Uem(checked) 
48 力敵 eim (checked) 
49 綠竹 ium(checked) 
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50 活撥 ut(checked) 
Rhyming in Cantonese Popular Songs 
Though sung in Cantonese, the Cantonese popular song is a highly Westernized 
genre introduced into Hong Kong after the Second World War. In its earlier phase 
(around 1949-1975), the style of the music generally follows that of traditional ， 
If 
Cantonese songs, though Western influences, such as the music of Beatles, could be ； 
felt. In mid-1970s, the music was utterly Westernized and this trend continued to the | I 
present day. But as the Cantonese text has to be fit in with the system of Western 
music, insights can be drawn from Cantonese lyrics writing. (Wong, 7-21) I 
Wong Chi Wah 黃志華(1989: 96-97) specializes in the use of rhyme in 
« 
Cantonese popular songs. The following are a summary of his observations and 
opinions. 
1. Rhyme Scheme: The rhyme scheme is rather flexible in Cantonese popular 
songs, in which rhymes can be applied to every verbal/musical phrase, or 
every alternate phrase, or even within a single phrase. Sometimes rhymes 
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may be applied only where cadences occur in the music. 
2. The Choice of Rhyming Radical: Wong notes that the sound of any syllable 
in Cantonese - and Chinese in general 一 has emotional associations apart 
from its meaning, and traditionally Chinese poets and lyricists tend to pay 
much attention to this respect. As different vowels have different emotional 
implications, the choice of rhyme in Cantonese should reflect the emotional 
content of the music and the text. 
He suggests that syllables with bilabial finals should be used as rhyme in a song 
expressing sadness (Wong, 1989: 98) and checked tones (syllables with p, t, k finals) 
should be handled with care (Wong, 1989: 100). The following table shows Wong's 
idea (2003: 56) on the relation between the vowel of a syllable and the mood it tends 
to express: 
Table 5. 3 Rhyming Radicals and their Associated Mood 
Category of vowel Mood 
ng as finals majestic 
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/ as finals sorrowful 
« as finals fretting 
n as finals boundless, indistinct 
o, a, e as finals cheerful 
m as finals profound 
P, t, k as finals vehement 
The following table (Table 5.4) is a rhyme table of Cantonese popular songs 
prepared by Wong, with the finals transcribed with International Phonetic Alphabet 
(IPA). Comparing with the rhyme table drafted by Chen, there are fewer rhymes in 
Wong's categorization than Chen's, mainly because Wong combined several 
"check-tone" rhymes together. Besides, the rules of compatible rhymes are also 
slightly different. 
Table 5. 4 Rhyme Table of Cantonese Popular Songs 
Order Name Vowel Compatible rhymes 
1. 溫文 Bn 
2. 能登 岡 Compatible 
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3. 琴心 B m 
4. 鋸靴 oe / 
5. 海外 Di / 
6. 午磨 g / 
7. 闌珊 an 
8. 橫行 ag Compatible 
9. 三男 am 
10. 詩詞 i Compatible 
11. 侏儒 y 
12. 倫敦 oen / 
13. 夫婦 u / 
14. 千年 in 
15. 圓圈 yn Compatible 
16. 添甜 im 
17. _ 哮 au / 
18. 除借 8 / 
19. 精明 ig - Compatible 
20. 正餅 81) 
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2 1 . 東龍 u g / 
22. 官門 un / 
23. 光芒 og 
24. 襄陽 oeg Compatible 
25. 漢韓 on 
26. 追隨 oey / 
27. 徘迴 ui / 
28. 優遊 Bu / 
29. 雞啼 d / 
30. 大牌 ai / 
31. 卑微 ei / 
32. 高徒 ou / 
33. 婆娑 0 / 
34. 逍遙 iu / 
35. 茶花 a / 
36. 活 ut / 
37. 劇力 ek, ik / 
38. 屋 uk / 
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39. 律 oet / 
40. 爵 oek / 
41. 答、法、冊 ap，at，ak / 
4 2 . 給 克 叩,饥B k / 
4 3 . 攝、鐵、訣 i p , i t , y t / 
44. 割索 3t, ok / 
Rhyming in Translated Vocal text 
It is true that scholars are divided on the issue of rhyming as mentioned in 
Chapter 2，the use of rhyme in vocal texts translated into Chinese places a stronger 
emphasis on rhyming in general. 
For instance, Sun (1997: 240-41), who discusses opera translation from French 
to Mandarin in A Study on Opera Translation 《歌慮！I翻譯與硏究》(J3e ju fan yi yu 
yan jiu), holds the view that translators should study the emotional implications of a 
particular vowel, which is a common concern among Peking Opera librettists, and 
they should also consult Peking Opera rhyming dictionaries. 
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jii:: 
Xue (2002: 86) also elaborates on this topic: 
“One rhyming radical throughout" is the basic rhyme scheme adopted from 
the earliest to the present-day song translators. There are several reasons for this: 
firstly, a song is a relatively short text. Secondly, unlike poetry, the impact of 
which is predominantly visual, the impact of songs is predominantly auditory. If 
a translated poem adopts the prosodic patterns and rhyme scheme of the original, 
the reader would know it when s/he read the text; but this is not the case in 
translated songs. If a translated song features frequent rhyme change, it would 
not conform to the aesthetic habit of Chinese literature. The audience may 
simply perceive the lines as unrhymed and the song would become aesthetically 
uninteresting. Thirdly, rhyme can serve as a unifying factor, knitting the text 
together, creating a pure and harmonious effect. 
Xue makes it clear that "one rhyming radical throughout" is not equivalent to 
"rhyme at the end of every line." On the contrary, he suggests that translators might 
follow a rule commonly employed: "free on the first, third, fifth lines; rhyme at the 
end of the second, fourth and sixth lines" - that is, odd-numbered lines may rhyme at 
the end, while rhyming is a must for even-numbered lines. Xue particularly prefers 
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rhyming at the end of the first line apart from the even-numbered lines, anticipating 
the rhyme to come. But the notion "rhyme on even-numbered lines" need not be 
understood literally as the phrasing of the melody itself is of paramount importance in 
determining where to rhyme. For example, in a commonly-used rhyme pattern 
“aabccb,” the third and sixth lines also rhyme. 
The above account of the use of rhyme in English and Chinese vocal texts can be 
summarized as follows: 
1. The use of end rhyme is common both in English and Chinese vocal texts; 
2. While rhyme schemes in English vary greatly, Chinese vocal texts tend to 
use one rhyming radical in a song; 
3. Chinese vocal texts tend to rhyme at the end of every other line or follow 
the phrasing of the music; 
4. There are standard rules for rhyming both in Mandarin and in Cantonese 
and the use of compatible rhymes is allowed in both; 
5. These rules for rhyming are also constantly changing. For instance, the rules 
for Cantonese opera are considerably more rigid than those for Cantonese 
popular songs; 
6. In Chinese, both in Mandarin and in Cantonese, the rhyming radical used 
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should conform to the emotional content of the text. 
7. With 44 rhymes, the Number of Rhyming Radicals in Cantonese exceeds 
that of Mandarin by more than threefold. In other words, the restrictions on 
rhyming in Cantonese are considerably greater than those in Mandarin, 
meaning that the lyricist may have greater difficulty in finding rhyming 
syllables in Cantonese. 
These observations shall form the basis of the following discussion on the use of 
rhyme in existing translated Christian Christmas hymns. 
The Use of Rhyme in Existing Translations of Christian Christmas 
Hymns: Manipulating the “Representamen” in Interlingual Transfer 
The Choice of Language in Singing 
Although many of the hymnals currently used by local Christians are not 
intended to be sung in Cantonese, they are in reality being sung in that dialect. 
Therefore a brief survey of the language/dialect the text was intended to be written for 
and what would happen when being sung in Cantonese is given below. 
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The hymnals are grouped into four categories: 
1. Type I - hymnals intended to be sung in Mandarin, such as Hymns of 
Universal Praise《普天頌讚》and 《頌主聖詩》； 
2. Type II - hymnals intended to be sung in an unspecified Chinese dialect, 
such as Evangelical Hymnal�fiM言寺》； 
3. Type III - hymnals intended to be sung either in Mandarin or Cantonese, 
such as Sound of Grace《恩頌聖歌》,Century Praise《世紀頌讚》,Neyv 
Songs of Praise《頌主新歌》,HymmofLife《生命聖詩》； 
4. Type IV - hymnals intended to be sung in Cantonese. There were a few 
hymnals intended to be sung in Cantonese, such as Gospel Hymns《福音聖 
詩》published by China Baptist Publication Society 中華浸信出版協會 in 
1934 (Chi, 1985: 3) and Song Zhu Shi Ge《頌主詩歌》of the Rhenish 
Church, published in 1956 (Chan, 115-21). However, copies of 
these two hymnals are unavailable^ and therefore excluded from the present 
study. 
> 
1 Only 3,000 copies of Song zhu shi ge were printed in 1956. It was reprinted in 1969 but the number 
of copies is unknown. It is also uncertain whether this hymnal is currently used in the Rhenish church 
in Hong Kong. 
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Method of Analysis 
The stanzas analyzed would fall into one of the following categories: 
1. Rhymed - under two circumstances a stanza in question would be classified 
as rhymed: firstly, a stanza adopting the rhyme scheme of the original hymn 
text, and; secondly, a stanza showing regular rhyming pattern standardized 
in traditional Chinese rhymed verse, namely, "rhyming at the end of 
alternate lines" and "rhyming at the end of every line." 
2. Unrhymed - no recurrence of finals of the syllables used at the end of 
phrases, according to the common practice of the target language. 
3. Loosely rhymed 一 some phrases in a stanza are rhymed but the rhyme 
scheme on the whole neither conforms to the common practice of the target 
language nor follows that of the original. 
Analysis of Hymns 
Type I - Hymnals intended to be sung in a language/dialect other than Cantonese: 
Hymns of Universal Praise《普天頌讚》，Hymns of Praise《頌主聖詩》 
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1. Hymns of Universal Praise 《普天頌讚》 
Hymns of Universal Praise《普天頌讚》[Pu tian song zan) was first published 
in Shanghai in 1936, was translated by the "Society for the Diffusion of Christian and 
General Knowledge among the Chinese"廣學會{Guang Xue Hui). 
The Language 
The Preface of HUP does not make it clear whether it is for singing in Mandarin 
or for other dialect. Yet indirect evidence shows that it was almost certain that these 
hymns were intended to be sung in Mandarin. (Law, 154, 168, 176-77; 
Sheng, 1979: 2) The "National Language Movement"國語運動{Quo yu yun dong) 
started in 1913 in China and gained momentum after the May Fourth Event in 1919. 
It became a major part of the New Cultural Movement 新文化運動，winning over 
many young. Westernized intellectuals. Besides, the hymnal was intended to be used 
by Christians in throughout China. These facts lead to the conclusion that Mandarin 
may be the language the publisher and editor had in mind. 
Rhyming in Mandarin 
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The rhyming patterns are first analyzed according to Mandarin pronunciations in 
the present survey. 37 traditional (i.e. those written before 1900) Christmas hymns, 
with a total number of 137 stanzas (excluding refrains), are analyzed, in which only 2 
translated stanzas are unrhymed and only 5 stanzas (3.65%) are loosely rhymed. In 
other words, 94.89% of the stanzas are regularly rhymed: 32 stanzas (23.35%) follow 
the rhyme scheme of the source text and 98 stanzas (71.53%) adopt new rhyme 
schemes. This result is shown in Fig. 5.1: 
Fig. 5. 1 HUP: Rhyming in Mandarin 
Rhyming in Mandarin (HUP) 
Loosely rhymed 
Unrhymed 厂 4。/ 
1 % 
X . . . O r i g i n a l rhyme 
j ^ ^ scheme 
^ P " ™ ^ 23% 
New rl^ i^^"^"^  -
scheme 
72% 
Of the 98 stanzas with new rhyme schemes, 50 of them rhyme at the end of 
alternate lines, keeping the same rhyme throughout a stanza. 33 stanzas rhyme at the 
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end of every line, with one rhyme throughout a stanza. 15 stanzas adopt other rhyme 
schemes. This breakdown is shown in Fig 5.2. 
Fig. 5. 2 HUP: Rhyming Patterns in Mandarin 
Patterns of rhymed stanzas (HUP, Mandarin) 
others 
15% 
/ o n e rhyme, 
alternate 
、 ： l i n e s 
one rhymes： ：：：：： : : : 51% 
every line 
34% 
Rhyming radicals with open vowels are used most frequently. Equally important 
are those with a larger pool of syllables 寬韻(kuan yun). For example, while 
one-third of the rhymes (5仇 Zhi, Er, Qi, Wei, ll'^ Yu and Hou) are 
virtually unused, four rhymes out of eighteen Hen [compatible with Geng], 
16th Tang, 17'^ Ceng [compatible with 18& Dong] and Han) make up 69.78% of 
the rhymes used altogether, as shown in Fig 5.3: 
Fig. 5. 3 HUP: Rhyming Radicals used in Mandarin 
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Rhyming in HUP 
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Rhyming in Cantonese 
Rhyming is far less satisfactory in Cantonese. Of the 137 stanzas analyzed, 4 
stanzas (2.9%) are unrhymed, 43 stanzas (31.4%) are loosely rhymed, 16 stanzas 
(11.67%) follow the rhyme scheme of the original text, the rest - 74 stanzas (54%) 
adopt new rhyme schemes (Fig. 5.4). ‘ 
Fig. 5. 4 HUP: Rhyming in Cantonese 
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Of the 74 stanzas with new rhymes, 41 of them are rhymed at the end of alternate 
lines, 13 at the end of every line, and 20 adopt other rhyme schemes (Fig. 5.5). 
Fig. 5. 5 HUP: Rhyming Patterns in Cantonese 
Patterns of rhymed stanzas (HUP, Cantonese) 
others ^ ^ ^ ^ 
26% 
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V ：；：：：：： lines 
one r h y m e ^ ； ； ： ； ^ ^ ® ^ 55% 
every line 
19% 
Comparison between rhyming in Mandarin and Cantonese 
While sung in Mandarin, the percentage of rhymed stanzas in HUP is 
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considerably higher than the same text to be sung in Cantonese (95 % in Mandarin, 
compared to 66 % in Cantonese). In other words, about one-third of the hymn stanzas 
are hardly felt to be rhymed 一 taking into account the fact the "loosely rhymed" 
stanzas are more readily to be viewed as “unrhymed” - when sung in Cantonese. 
These results also show that "rhyme at the end of alternate lines," the most 
commonly-used rhyming pattern in traditional Chinese rhymed verse is predominant 
in HUP, both in Mandarin and in Cantonese. 
The Number of Rhyming Radicals Used in a Hymn 




Therefore stanzas in Chinese translations adopting rhyme schemes of the original also 
use at least two rhyming radicals in a stanza. 
Despite the fact that Chinese rhymed verses tend to use a single rhyming radical 
throughout a poem traditionally, the Chinese translations of the Christmas hymns in 
HUP do not seem to pay much attention to this respect, whether sung in Mandarin or 
in Cantonese. Of the 37 traditional hymns analyzed, only 5 hymns (a mere 3.6%) in 
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Mandarin have all the stanzas using a single rhyme; the figure goes further down to 2 
out of 137 (1.4%) in Cantonese. Most of the hymns change the rhyming radical for 
each stanza. Sometimes a rhyming radical goes on for several stanzas in a hymn, with 
the last stanza or two adopting a new one. 
This phenomenon can be clearly illustrated with The First Noel the Angel Did 
Say 〈聖誕佳音歌)(Sheng dan jia yin ge). The transcription in the bracket follows 
the order (Mandarin / Cantonese). 
Example 5. 1 The First Noel the Angel Did Say〈聖誕佳音歌){Sheng dan jia yin ge) 
Source Text 
Rhyme Scheme 
Stanza 1 The first Nowell the angel did say a 
Was to certain poor shepherds in fields as they lay\ a 
In fields where they lay keeping their sheep, b 
On a cold winter's night that was so deep. b 
[Refrain] Nowell, Nowell, Nowell, Nowell, C 
Bom is the King of Israel. C 
Stanza 2 They looked up and saw a star d 
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Shining in the east beyond them/a厂’ d 
And to the earth it gave great light, e 
And so it continued both day and night. e 
[Refrain] Nowell, Nowell, Nowell, Nowell, C 
Bom is the King of Israel. c 
Stanza 3 And by the light of that same star, d 
Three wise men came from country/ar; d 
To seek for a king was their intent, f 
And to follow the start wherever it went. f 
[Refrain] Nowell, Nowell, Nowell, Nowell, C 
Bom is the King of Israel. c 
Stanza 4 This star drew nigh to the northwest, g 
O'er Bethlehem it took its rest� g 
And there it did both stop and stay, a 
Right over the place where Jesus lay. a 
[Refrain] Nowell, Nowell, Nowell, Nowell, C 
Bom is the King of Israel. c 
Stanza 5 Then entered in those wise men three, h 
Fell reverently upon their knee, h 
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And offered there, in His presence, / 
Their god and myrrh md frankincense. i 
[Refrain] Nowell, Nowell, Nowell, Nowell, C 
Bom is the King of Israel c 
Stanza 6 Then let us all with once accord j 
Sing praises to our heavenly Lord, j 
That hath made heaven and earth of naught, k 
And with His blood mankind hath bought. k 
[Refrain] Nowell, Nowell, Nowell, Nowell, C 
Bom is the King of Israel. C 
Chinese Version (M. stands for Mandarin; C. stands for Cantonese) 
Rhyme Scheme 
M. C. 
Stanza 1 天 使 初 報 聖 誕 佳 音 画 ） ， a a 
先向田間貧苦牧人(rM/扣〃）； a a 
^KsE'U^'^'^^iqun / kwvn)， a a 
嚴冬方冷，長夜已深(shen/svm)� a a 
[副歌]歡欣，歡欣歡欣，歡欣(xin/jmi)， A A 
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天國君王今日降生 ( M m g / s v ^ ) � A A 
Stanza 2 牧人抬頭見一景星(jaVzg/幻•汉）， b b 
遠在東方燦爛晶明(m/ng/m/汉）， b b 
發 出 奇 光 照 耀 世 塵 / cvn)， b a 
不分晝夜，光彩永恆(heng/hi^i;)。 b a 
[副歌]歡欣，歡欣歡欣，歡欣(xin/jrm)， A A 
天國君王今日降生 s v y ) � A A 
Stanza 3 博士三人因見星光(?�^^ <^ /�>1；；：)的， c c 
遠 道 而 來 ， ； C C 
專心、一意尋求君王容/wo")， C C 
追 隨 景 星 ， 。 C C 
[副歌]歡欣，歡欣歡欣，歡欣(xin/jmi)， A A 
天國君王今日降生(从卯27)° A A 
Stanza 4 景 星 導 引 渡 漠 越 荒 邓 ） ， c c 
MS^MM，^Wy^^imang/ moy)， c c 
嬰 孩 耶 角 禾 ， 馬 槽 爲 床 的 0 C C 
[副歌]歡欣，歡欣歡欣，歡欣(xin/jrm) ’ A A 
天國君王今日降生(论彻g/svu)� A A 
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Stanza 5 博士三人，大家走進(/7^由^^)， a ？ 
屈膝展拜 ， s v m ) ， a a 
敬 將 禮 物 奉 獻 尊 君 … ， a a 
乳香，沒藥，又有黃金(/7V狄m) 0 a a 
[副歌]歡欣，歡欣歡欣’歡欣(xin/jim)， A A 
天國君王今日降生(从浏g/ styy)� A A 
Stanza 6 我眾齊來同氣同聲(论浏g/们•^；)， b b 
讚美上主太初之道OiMg/而M)， b d 
I 
主 發 一 言 ， 倉 丨 J 化 萬 有 ， b ？ 
主捨寶血，蒼生再造(论例。 b d 
[副歌]歡欣，歡欣歡欣，歡欣(xin/jtm)， A A 
天國君王今曰降生O/i浏V svu)� A A 
Apart from the refrain, each stanza is rhymed at the end of every line and keeps 
the same rhyme throughout the whole stanza. The entire hymn uses three different 
rhymes: 
1. 15th hen (compatible with geng), used in stanzas 1 and 5; 
2. 17th geng (compatible with hen), used in stanzas 2 and 6; and 
3. 16th tang, used in stanzas 3 and 4. 
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However, prosodic regularity in terms of rhyming is less obvious in Cantonese. 
Firstly, regularity is less obvious in terms of the rhyme scheme adopted for each 
stanza. While stanzas 1, 3 and 4 are rhymed aaaa, there are different rhyme schemes 
for each of the other three stanzas: stanza 2 is rhymed bbaa, stanza 5 is loosely 
rhymed as ？bbb and stanza 6 as bd?d. Secondly, the entire hymn uses four different 
rhymes: 
1. /wvn//mvn/ 溫文(compatible with Ikvm//svm/ 琴vL、)，used in stanzas 1 
and 5; 
2. /dziy//miy/ 精明，used in stanza 2; 
3. /gwDYj/ /morj/ 光芒(compatible with Iscetj/ / joey/ 襄陽)，used in stanza 3 
and 4; 
4. /gou//touf 高徒,used in stanza 6. 
With less regularity in poetic structure, these hymns, if sung in Cantonese, tend 
to yield a less satisfactory musical effect than their Mandarin counterparts. 




Hymns of Praise was first published in 1920 and the edition selected here is a 
new edition published in 1994. Nothing is mentioned with regard to the language it is 
to be sung. But according to the commentary of Lois Chan 陳羅以（2002: 130-31), 
the principles of translation the editing committee of an older edition (1955, the third 
edition) had set are as follows: 
I 
1. Preserve as much thoughts and poetic style as possible of the original; 
2. The translation should be close to Chinese traditional poetry in format, 
which sounds natural, smooth and devoid of translationese; 
3. The wording has to be lucid and plain, and to devoid of abstruseness; 
4. Pay utmost attention to the prosody of the text; rhyme according to 
Mandarin pronunciation; 
5. The text should match the music. Sometimes beauty of the text can be 
sacrificed for the sake of conforming to the rhythm of the music. Function 
words are avoided on musically important moments. 
[My Translation] 
Rhyming in Mandarin 
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Fig. 5. 6 HOP: Rhyming in Mandarin 
Rhyming in Mandarin (HOP) 
Loosely 
rhymed. Original 
16% 丨 z rhyme 
> s c h e m e 




A total of 20 traditional hymns are analyzed, involving 89 stanzas. The majority 
(62 stanzas, 70%) adopt rhyme schemes different from those of the source texts. 12 
stanzas (13%) follow the rhyme scheme of the source text, making up an impressive 
83% (Fig. 5.6)，second only to Hymns of Universal Praise. 
Of the stanzas rhymed with new rhyme schemes, 52% rhyme at the end of 
alternate lines, while 27 % rhyme at the end of every line, making up a total of 79%. 
The other 21 % are rhymed with various rhyme schemes that are neither the same as 
the original nor in the Chinese rhymed verse tradition (Fig. 5.7). 
Fig. 5. 7 HOP: Rhyming Patterns in Mandarin 
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Rhyming in Cantonese 
Fig. 5. 8 HOP: Rhyming in Cantonese 




rhymed / H t X 8% 丫/ ) 
\ ^ n f /New rhyme 
y ^ ^ B / scheme 
^ ^ ^ 46% 
Unrhymed 11% 
Again rhyming is far less satisfactory in Cantonese, with unrhymed and 
loosely-rhymed stanzas making nearly half (46%) of the stanzas analyzed (Fig. 5.8). 
The majority of rhymed stanzas rhyme with the same one throughout the stanza, at the 
end of alternate lines (Fig. 5.9): 
Fig. 5. 9 HOP: Rhyming Patterns in Cantonese 
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Rhyming pattern in Cantonese (HOP) 
others 
24% 
pBE^HH^^^^^B one rhyme, 
V：；: :•:；:；: : alternate 
one r h y m _ : : : : : : J U P f 
e\^ry line 
20% • 
Type II - Hymnals intended to be sung in an unspecified Chinese language/dialect: 
Evangel Hymnal�Uif#� 
This hymnal was first published in 1940，edited by William. C. Newbem §]/福群 
(1900-1972), a missionary from the United States of America to China in early 1920s 
and the first principal of the Alliance Bible Seminary 建道|申學院 in Hong Kong. It 
is said that Dr. Newbem spoke fluent Cantonese as well as Mandarin. (Zeng, 2002: 13) 
Thus, though the language to which the hymns are to be sung is unspecified, it seems 
to be appropriate to assume that they may be sung in Mandarin or Cantonese. 
However, as the sources of individual hymns are not given, the possibility that some 
of these hymns are taken from hymnals of other dialects cannot be ruled out. Owing 
to all these uncertainties, hymns from this hymnal are not included in the present 
study. 
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Type III - Hymnals intended to be sung both in Mandarin and Cantonese: Sound of 
Grace《恩頌聖歌》，C彻rw^y Praise《世紀頌讚》，New Songs of Praise《頌主新 
歌》，Hymns of Life《生命聖詩》 
1. Sound of Grace《恩頌聖歌》 
I, i 
The Language 
According to the "Preface" to this hymnal (Chua, 2000: i), the hymns are 
intended to be sung either in Mandarin or Cantonese: 
Translation Methods 
One characteristic of the Chinese language is that the sound of syllables varies in 
pitch and length. Therefore the content and message of the text can be fully 
conveyed to the listener-audience only when the text matches the music in this 
respect. However, it is very difficult to find suitable words and phrases to match 
the contour of the melody. Mrs. King Ling Chua embarked on this tremendously 
difficult task ten years ago, putting much effort in matching the text and the 
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music, apart from expressing the gist of the original text and rendering them into 
fluent and lucid Chinese. The translated hymns in this collection are suitable for 
singing both in Cantonese and Mandarin. However, since the number of tones in 
Cantonese exceeds that of Mandarin by five, matching the music and the 
syllables in Cantonese is particularly difficult. Mrs. Choi has been committed to 
this undertaking for years and her effort is gradually bearing fruit in that these 
hymns are accepted and widely used by the congregation. Besides, her efforts 
also open a new path to the translation of hymns. [My Translation] 
Rhyming in Mandarin 
26 traditional hymns, with a total of 108 stanzas, are selected in the present 
survey. When analyzed according to Mandarin pronunciation, 53 stanzas (49.1%) 
follow the rhyme scheme of the source text, 32 stanzas (29.6%) adopt new rhyme 
schemes, 22 (20.4%) are loosely rhymed, and only 1 stanza (0.9%) is unrhymed (Fig. 
5. 10). 
Fig. 5. 10 SOG: Rhyming in Mandarin 
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L m j g m i H ^ Original 
Unrhymed X f " " " r h y m e 
1% scheme 
V H f 49% 
New rhymeX. W H U ^ ^ 
scheme 
30% 
“Stanzas following rhyme scheme of the original" and "stanzas with new rhyme 
schemes" together make up 79% of the total number of stanzas. Compared to 95% of 
HUP, considerably fewer stanzas are regularly rhymed in SOG This may be explained 
by the fact that the translator of SOG tends to regard some rhymes as compatible, 
apart from those specified with the "The Eighteen Rhyming Radicals," the standard 
rhyming principle in Mandarin. For example, the translator tends to use, unorthodoxly, 
7th qi and wei, as well as han and tang as pairs of compatible rhymes. 
Instances are found in 10 stanzas. If the stanzas in question are counted as regularly 
rhymed, then the percentage of regularly rhymed stanzas will go up to 88%. 
Another significant feature of SOG is that nearly half of the stanzas adopt the 
rhyme scheme of the original. 
Fig. 5. 11 SOG: Rhyming Patterns in Mandarin 
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I. 
Rhyming patterns in Mandarin (SOG) 
30 p -
25 
2 0 — 
c 
g. 15 ——• Series 1 
2 LJ- 10 — 
5 — 
0 I I I I _ _ I I I 
one rhyme, one rhyme, others 
alternate every line 
lines 
Category 
Of the 32 stanzas adopting new rhyme schemes, as shown above, only 2 stanzas 
follow the traditional Chinese rhyme scheme with rhymes at the end of alternate lines, 
making up a total of 7 with the 5 stanzas rhyming at the end of every line - a figure 
which seems rather insignificant when compared to those adopting rhyme schemes of 
the source text. 
From the above, it is clear that the most commonly used rhyme scheme in 
Chinese traditional rhymed verse 一 one rhyme in a stanza at the end of alternate 
lines - is the least important in SOG, comparing to other rhyme schemes. 
Rhyming in Cantonese 
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Of the 108 stanzas from the 26 traditional hymns analyzed, only a total of 26 
stanzas rhyme with regular rhyme scheme, making up 33.3% of the stanzas analyzed. 
This figure includes stanzas either following the rhyme scheme of the source text, 
commonly-used schemes in traditional Chinese rhymed verse, or schemes without 
unrhymed lines which cannot be categorized as the two groups aforesaid. Nearly 
two-thirds of the stanzas are “loosely rhymed" and 6 stanzas have no rhyme at all (Fig. 
5.12). 
Fig. 5. 12 SOG: Rhyming in Cantonese 
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Of the limited number of the 12 regularly-rhymed stanzas which adopt new 
rhyme schemes, only 5 stanzas rhyme with rhyme schemes commonly found in 
Chinese rhymed verse, i.e. rhyme at the end of alternate lines and rhyme at the end of 
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every line (Fig. 5.13). 
Fig. 5. 13 SOG: Rhyming Patterns in Cantonese 
Rhyming pattern in Cantonese (SOG) 
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Comparison between Rhyming in Mandarin and Cantonese 
From the above analysis, it is clear that the hymns are rhymed far better in 
Mandarin than in Cantonese. The high proportion of "loosely rhymed" stanzas in 
Cantonese is an indicator revealing the translator's intention - the importance of 
Cantonese in rhyming is, to a large extent, denied. While 79% (or 87.9%, if the 
"unorthodox pairing" of compatible rhymes are counted) of these stanzas are 
regularly rhymed in Mandarin, only one-third of them rhyme in Cantonese. This fact 
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implies, though the translator takes much effort in matching the tone-contour in 
Cantonese and the melodic-contour of the music, the texts are rhymed according to 
Mandarin pronunciation. This can be illustrated in We Three Kings of Orients Are〈東 
方博士朝見救主〉（Dowg fang bo shi chao jian jiu zhu, SOG 140). Given in the 
brackets are the Mandarin pronunciation followed by Cantonese pronunciation 
transcribed with IPA: 
Example 5. 2 We Three Kings of Orients Are〈東方博士朝見救主〉 
Source text 
Rhyme Scheme 
Stanza 1 We three kings of Orients are: a 
Bearing gifts, we travel a far, a 
Field and fountain, b 
moor and mountain, b 
Led by the shining star. a 
[Refrain] O star of wonder, star of night, C 
Star with royal beauty bright, C 
Westward leading (b), still proceeding, D 
Guide us to the perfect light. D 
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Stanza 2 Bom a King on Bethlehem，，s plain, e 
Gold I bring to crown Him again, e 
King forever, y 
ceasing never f 
Over us all to reign. [Refrain] e 
Stanza 3 Frankincense to offer have I; g 
Incense owns a Deity high; g 
Angels praising, h 
anthems raising, h 
"Glory to God!" they cry. [Refrain] g 
Stanza 4 Myrrh is mine: its bitter perfume i 
Breaths a life of gathering gloom; / 
Sorrowing, sighing, j 
bleeding, dying, j 
Sealed in the stone-cold tomb. [Refrain] i 
Stanza 5 Glorious now we see Him arise, k 








Stanza 1 東方博士朝見救主(zhu/ dzy)， a ？ 
千里践涉奉獻供物(wu/ mm)， a a 
越過荒山(Shan/ san)， b b 
跨過溪源(jian/ gan)， b b 
景星帶領旅途(tu/ tou) o a a 
[副歌]啊一照徹黑夜燦爛星(Xing/ sig)， C C 
光輝晶璧君王星(Xing/ sig)， C C 
指向西方(fang/fog)， B D 
不斷發光(guang/ gog)， B D 
領我進称光明中(zhong/ d z u g ) � C ？ 
Stanza 2 恭敬獻上黃金冠冕(mian/ m i n ) - e e 
君王生在猶太平原(yuan/jyn)， e e 
降臨世上(shang/ soeri) ‘ b f 
永爲君王(wang/ wog)， b f 
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在天下永掌權(quan/ k y n ) �[副歌] e e 
Stanza 3 恭敬獻上乳香敬拜(bai/ bai)， / g 
歡慶真神降尊而來(lai/ b i )， f ？ 
萬人讚美(mei/ mei)， g ？ 
禱告不息(xi/ sik)， （ ?） ？ 
頌祂配受永擁戴(dai/ da i )�[副歌] f g 
Stanza 4 恭獻沒藥，預表痛苦(ku/ fu)， a ？ 
陰晦暗淡籠罩我主(zhu/ dzy)— a ？ 
嘆息、悲傷(shang/ sceg)� b f 
流血身亡(wang/ mog)， b f 
葬於冷酷的墓(wu/ m o u ) �[副歌] a ？ 
Stanza 5 祂已復活，獲得尊位(wei/ wd)， ^ h 
君王、真神、贖罪的祭(ji/ dzBi) ！ (?) h 
哈利路亞(ya/ja2) ！ h i 
哈利路亞 (ya / ja ) ! h i 
歌頌嚮轍天地(di/ de i ) ！[副歌] (?) ？ 
The unorthodox pairs of compatible rhymes are marked with a bracketed 
2 The syllable “亞"as in “哈禾[J路亞” is pronounced as /ja/ by Cantonese Christians, instead of the standard pronunciation of /a/ in Cantonese. In fact, the whole word is commonly pronounced as /ha/-/li/-/lu/-/ja/, instead of/ha/-/lei/-/loii/-/a/. 
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question mark. Here the rhymes in question are 8仇 Mei, zhi and qi. If these 
"rule-breaking" rhymes are accepted, the Chinese text then rhymes to a regular aabba 
scheme in Mandarin, following that of the source text; however, rhyming is far less 
satisfactory in Cantonese. Of the 5 stanzas in this hymn, only stanza 2 shows regular 
rhyming pattern. The rhyme scheme is broken in other stanzas, and hints suggesting 
the use of “unorthodox compatible rhymes pairing" are absent, as the instances in the 
text show no regularity. The rhymed stanzas also conform to the aabba rhyme scheme 
of the source text. Other stanzas can be categorized as loosely rhymed: abccd in 
stanza 1，abcda in stanza 3, abccd in stanza 4, and aabbc in stanza 5. 
The Number of Rhyming Radicals Used in a Single Hymn 
These hymns tend to use a different rhyme for each stanza, both in Mandarin and 
in Cantonese. The traditional notion of using one rhyme for a single song is 
insignificant in that virtually none of the hymns follows this principle. 
2. Century Praise 《世糸己頌讚》(^Shi ji song zan), first published in 2001 
The Language 
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According to the "User's Guide" of this hymnal (Lin, 2002: vi, viii), the hymns 
are intended to be sung either in Cantonese or in Mandarin: 
In translating the texts into Chinese, no effort was spared to use words and 
phrases that are plain and closest to the original in meaning, in place of the 
rarely-used and abstruse ones. Existing translations are also revised, so that they 
are singable both in Mandarin and Cantonese. (Lin, 2002: vi) [My Translation] 
In translating the hymn texts into Chinese, no attempts were spared to achieve 
the highest degree of accuracy. Simple words conveying the message of the 
original lyrics were preferred to more complicated and rarely used ones, as long 
as they served to render an accurate translation, or one that is as close to being 
accurate as possible. (Lin, 2002: viii) 
Note the omission on the idea about Mandarin and Cantonese in the English 
version of the “User's Guide." 
Rhyming in Mandarin 
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The following statistics are based on 17 traditional hymns, with a total of 59 
stanzas. Owing to the fact that Silent Night 〈平安夜〉(Ping an ye) in the present 
collection is completely the same as that in HUP, except two phrases in the third 
stanza are placed in a different order, this hymn is excluded from the present survey. 
The majority of the stanzas are rhymed in Mandarin, with a total of 42 stanzas 
(out of 59, 72%) adopting regular rhyme schemes of some sort or the other. (Fig. 
5.14) 
Fig. 5. 14 CP: Rhyming in Mandarin 
Rhyming in Mandarin (CP) 
Original 
Loosely rhyme 
rhymed ••"__ ^^^。广“^。— 
25% , M f c ^ 12% (W\ 
3% P / 
. . . . . . . . . . . . 乂 New rhyme 
^ ^ scheme 
The rhyming patterns used, apart from adopting the rhyme scheme of the original, 
are of more or less equal importance in this hymnal, each of them sharing nearly 
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one-third of the total number of stanzas, as shown in the chart below (Fig. 5.15): 
Fig. 5. 15 CP: Rhyming Patterns in Mandarin 
Rhyming patterns in Mandarin (CP) 
one rhyme, 
alternate 
others ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ lines 
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one rhyme, N；；^:::::::::::::::::::::::::::^；；/^  
every line 
35% 
Rhyming in Cantonese 
Again, the percentage of rhymed stanzas is smaller in Cantonese than in 
Mandarin - 53% in Cantonese compared to 72% in Mandarin. And the ratio of 
unrhymed and loosely rhymed stanzas is higher in Cantonese (Fig. 5.16). 
Fig. 5. 16 CP: Rhyming in Cantonese 
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Rhyming patterns commonly found in Chinese traditional rhymed verse are 
again insignificant here. Only 8 stanzas rhyme with "one rhyme - alternate lines" and 
4 with “one rhyme - every line" scheme respectively. 
Taking It Came upon the Midnight Clear�夜半歌聲){Ye ban ge sheng, CP 146) 
as example: 
Example 5. 3: It Came upon the Midnight Clear 〈夜半歌聲》 
Source text 
Rhyme Scheme 
Stanza 1 It came upon the midnight clear, that glorious song of a 
old, a 
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From angels bending near the earth to touch their 
harps of gold; b 
“Peace on the earth, good will to men, from heaven's 
all gracious King": b 
The world in solemn stillness lay to hear the angels 
sing. 
Stanza 2 Still through the cloven skies they come, with c 
peaceful wings unfurled, 
And still their heav'nly music floats o'er all the weary c 
world; 
Above its sad and lowly plains they bend on hov'ring b 
wing, b 
And ever o'er its Babel sounds the blessed angels 
sing. 
Stanza 3 For lo, the days are hast'ning on, by prophets seen of a 
old, a 
when, with the ever-circling years, shall come the 
time foretold, b 
when peace shall over all the earth its ancient 
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splendors fling, ^ 





Stanza 1 時方夜半光華忽現，傳來遠古歌聲(sheng / s i g ) � a a 
天使從天降臨大地，手撥金琴和唱(Chang / tsoerj) ： b b 
「地上平安，世人蒙恩，得自天上君王(wang / w o r ) ) � j b b 
此夜眾生肅穆安靜，玲聽天使歌聲(sheng / s i r ) )� a a 
Stanza 2 從天破空惠然降臨，展開和平恩翼(yi / jik)， c ？ 
不斷奏出天韻歌聲，安慰困倦眾生(sheng / SB!))� d ？ 
天使來回振翅高飛，關注愁苦大地(di / d e i ) � c ？ 
從紛亂、喧鬧、擾攘中，請聽天使歌聲(sheng / s i g ) � d ？ 
Stanza 3 時光歲月運行不息，世事變化萬千(qian / t s i n ) � e c 
先知聖徒早有預言，幸福歲月來臨(lin / I m n ) � f ？ 
那日全地得享平安，昔日光華重現(xian / j i n ) ° e c 
如今萬千生靈歡唱，和應天使歌聲(sheng / s i r , )� f ？ 
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I 
The source text rhymes with aabb in each stanza. In Mandarin, the rhyme 
scheme is abba for stanza 1 and abab for stanzas 2 and 3. Though rhyme schemes 
vary from stanza to stanza, these stanzas are all rhymed. Yet in Cantonese not all the 
stanzas are satisfactorily rhymed: stanza 1 adopts abba\ stanza 2 is largely unrhymed, 
if the internal rhyme in line 3 (天使來回振翅高飛(fei / fei)，關注愁苦大地(di / 
dei))is not counted; stanza 3 rhymes at the end of the first and third lines (abac), a 
rhyming pattern not commonly adopted in traditional Chinese verse (Fig. 5.16). 
Fig. 5 .17 CP: Rhyming Patterns in Cantonese 
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Number of Rhyming Radicals in a Hymn 
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Of the 17 hymns analyzed, only one hymn {Good Christians，men, rejoice 〈信 
徒歡口昌〉{Xin tu huan chang)) rhyme with the same vowel throughout in Mandarin. 
None achieved this unity in Cantonese. 
Example 5. 4 Good Christians, Men, Rejoice 〈信徒歡唱) 
Source text 
Rhyme Scheme 
Stanza 1 Good Christian men, rejoice A 
with heart and soul and voice! A 
Give ye heed to what we say: b 
Jesus Christ is bom today. b 
Man and beast before Him bow, c 
and He is in the manger now: c 
Christ is bom today! b 
Christ is bom today! b 
Stanza 2 Good Christian men, rejoice A 
with heart and soul and voice! A 
Now ye hear of endless bliss; c 
Jesus Christ was bom for this. c 
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He has opened heaven's door, d 
and we are blessed for ever more. d 
Christ was bom for this ！ c 
Christ was bom for this ！ c 
Stanza 3 Good Christian men, rejoice A 
with heart and soul and voice! A 
Now ye need not fear the grave; e 
Jesus Christ was bom to save. e 
Calls you one and calls you all, f 
to gain His everlasting hall. f 
Christ was bom to save! e 




Stanza 1 宗主信徒歡唱，以靈、以心、以聲（sheng/ sig)， A A 
請玲聽我們信息：救主基督今降生（sheng/ S岡）° a b 
人畜皆同來敬拜，歡迎馬槽中小聖嬰（ying/jig)� a a 
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基督今降生，基督今降生（sheng/ S岡）° a b 
Stanza 2 宗主信徒歡唱，以靈、以心、以聲（sheng/ sir))， A A 
真神廣賜無窮愛；基督正爲此降生（sheng/ S岡）� a b 
祂將天上恩門開，世人蒙福神愛豐寵（chong/ cu r ) )� a ？ 
主爲此而生，主爲此而生（sheng/ sBg)� a b 
Stanza 3 宗主信徒歡唱，以靈、以心、以聲（sheng/ sig)， A A 
不復怕陰間權勢；主甘爲救世而生（sheng/ S岡）� a b 
聽祂慈聲召萬民，來享永福同進天城（Cheng/ s i r ) )� a a 
爲救世而生，爲救世而生（sheng/ S岡）° a b 
Though keeping to Rhyme Geng throughout, it is still far from what would 
be expected in Chinese traditional poetry because the homophones “聲，，(sheng) and 
“生” (sheng), both pronounced as /J^g/, recur frequently in the text. This is not a 
common procedure of Chinese traditional poetry, which places so much importance 
on the variety of wording and sounds that homophones are seldom used in a single 
poem. 
3. New Songs of Praise 《公貝主新歌》zhu xin ge) 
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The Language 
New Songs of Praise was first published in 1973 and is the predecessor of 
Century Praise, From its “Preface，，(Chi, 1988: iii), it seems that it is intended to be 
sung both in Mandarin and in "the other dialects," including Cantonese: 
This new hymnal has the following [ten] special features: 
1. The rhyme is suitable in Mandarin and other dialects. 
2. Translations are faithful to the original writings, and match the music. 
3. The flow of words is smooth and acceptable to all types of people.[.. .] 
Comparison between Rhyming in Mandarin and Cantonese 
However, it is obvious that the hymns rhyme best in Mandarin. As some of the 
hymns are the same as, or just slightly different from, those found in HUP and CP in 
terms of wording, only six hymns are selected for analysis. But if the change in 
wording affects the rhyme, the entire stanza would be analyzed. Therefore, a total of 
24 stanzas are analyzed (Fig. 5.18, 5.19). 
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Fig. 5. 18 NSP: Rhyming in Mandarin 
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Fig. 5 .19 NSP: Rhyming in Cantonese 
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All stanzas are regularly rhymed (including "stanzas with new rhyme schemes" 
and “stanzas following original rhyme schemes") in Mandarin, while in Cantonese 
only 57% are. At the same time, the ratio of unrhymed and loosely rhymed stanzas is 
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much higher in Cantonese (compared to 0% in Mandarin). The stanzas tend to rhyme 
with new rhyme schemes in Mandarin, while in Cantonese just the contrary can be 
observed. 
Number of Rhyming Radicals used in a Hymn 
As in the Sound of Grace and Century Praise, the translators tend to use different 
rhymes for different stanzas. And there is no instance of using one rhyme throughout 
the entire hymn. 
4. Hymns of Life (Sheng ming sheng shi《生命聖詩》），first published in 1986 
The Language 
The language to which the hymns in Hymns of Life are intended to be sung is 
revealed in the "Preface" (Ho, 1986: ii): 
The Chinese language, with its many dialects, is musical in that every 
syllable is itself "intoned" naturally. Translation with a definite melody in mind 
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was the most difficult but worth-while task. The editors took considerable time to 
adjust and to retranslate all of the hymns so that both Mandarin and Cantonese 
words fit the respective tunes, with priority being given to Mandarin. 
Rhyming in Mandarin 
87 stanzas from 21 hymns are analyzed. About 11% are rhymed regularly, with 
the majority adopting new rhyme schemes. "Following original rhyme schemes" is by 
no means significant here. 18% (16 stanzas) are rhymed to some extent, 5% (4 stanzas) 
are unrhymed (Fig. 5.20). 
Fig. 5. 20 HOL: Rhyming in Mandarin 
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Of the 53 stanzas which adopt new rhyme schemes, nearly half (24 stanzas, 46 %) 
rhyme at the end of alternate lines, 14 stanzas (26%) rhyme at the end of every line. 
Together they make up 38% of the total number of stanzas, meaning that the majority 
of the regularly rhymed stanzas adopted rhyme schemes of Chinese traditional 
rhymed verse (Fig.5.21). 
Fig. 5. 21 HOL: Rhyming Patterns in Mandarin 
Rhyming Pattern in Mandarin (HOL) 
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Rhyming in Cantonese 
Fig. 5. 22 HOL: Rhyming in Cantonese 
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rhymed / ^ H ^ 挑 
37% / w B ^ \ 
scheme 6% 44% 
The percentage of regularly rhymed stanzas is only 54%, much less than the 76% 
in Mandarin. Besides, a larger proportion (37%) of loosely rhymed stanzas is evident 
(Fig. 5.22). Of the regularly rhymed stanzas, again most of the stanzas rhyme 
according to patterns commonly found in Chinese traditional rhymed verse. But a 
coincidence can be observed here: the ratio of categories is the same as in Mandarin 
(Fig. 5.23). 
Fig. 5. 23 HOL: Rhyming Patterns in Mandarin 
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Rhyming patterns in HOL (Cantonese) 
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Number of Rhyming Radicals Used in a Hymn 
Of the 21 hymns analyzed, only one keeps the same rhyming radical throughout 
the four stanzas. This is O Come, O Come, Emmanuel 〈以馬內禾fj，懇求降臨)(Yi 
ma nei li, ken qiu jiang lin). 
Example 5.5 0 Come, O Come, Emmanuel �以H內禾[J，懇求降臨) 
Rhyme Scheme 
Stanza 1 O come, O come, Emanuel, a 
And ransom captive Israel; a 
That mourns in lonely exile here b 
Until the Son of God appear. b 
Rejoice! Rejoice! Emanuel A 
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Shall come to thee, O Israel. a 
Stanza 2 O come, Thou Rod of Jesse, free c 
Thine own from Satan's tyranny; c 
From depths of hell Thy people save d 
And give them vict'ry o'er the grave. d 
Rejoice! Rejoice! Emanuel A 
Shall come to thee, O Israel. A 
Stanza 3 O come, Thou Dayspring, come and cheer e 
Our spirits by Thine advent here; e 
And drive away the shades of night, f 
And pierce the clouds and bring us light! f 
Rejoice! Rejoice! Emanuel A 
Shall come to thee, O Israel. A 
Stanza 4 O come, Thou Key of David, come, g 
And open wide our heav'nly home; g 
Make sage the way that leads on high, h 
And close the path to misery. h 
Rejoice! Rejoice! Emanuel A 





Stanza 1 以馬內利，懇求降臨，（lin/ Ivm) a a 
救贖釋放以色列民；(min/ m m ) a a 
淪落異邦，寂寞傷心，（xin/ SBm) a a 
弓丨頸渴望神子降臨。（lin/ i B m ) a a 
歡欣，歡欣，以色列民，（min/ m r a ) A A 
以馬內利必定降臨。（lin/ Irni) A A 
Stanza 2 耶西之杖，懇求降臨，（lin/ Imn) a a 
撒但手中釋放子民；（min/mmi) a a 
地獄深處，拯救子民，（min/ m m i ) a a 
使眾得勝死亡之焚。（fen/ m a a 
歡欣，歡欣，以色列民，（min/ m m i ) A A 
以馬內利必定降臨。（lin/ Imii) A A 
Stanza 3 淸晨日光，懇求降臨，（lin/ Imn) a a 
藉主降臨歡慰眾心；（xin/ srnn) a a 
衝破長夜幽暗陰沉，(Chen/ t s ^ m ) a a 
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帶來光明驅散黑雲。（yun/ W皿） a a 
歡欣’歡欣，以色列民，（min/ m m i ) A A 
以馬內利必定降臨。（lin/ h m ) A A 
Stanza 4 大衛之鑰，懇求降臨，（lin/ h m ) a a 
； (men/ mun) a ？ 
鋪平我眾登天路程，(Cheng/ tsir)) a b 
關閉人間痛苦路徑�(jing/ g ig ) a b 
歡欣，歡欣，以色列民，（min/ m r a ) A A 
以馬內利必定降臨。（lin/ h m ) A A 
The basic rhyme scheme is aabbaa for each stanza. The Mandarin version 
rhymes at the end of every line, to ‘‘Rhyming radical 15仇 Gen；' in all the stanzas. 
Yet this rhyming pattern is kept only in the first three stanzas in Cantonese. The fourth 
stanza is inconsistent in rhyming and thus deemed unsatisfactory. 
Concluding Remarks 
As can be seen from the above discussion, a rather strong emphasis on rhyming 
is placed on vocal texts both in European languages as well as in Chinese. Although 
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there is no consensus among contributors focusing on European languages, Chinese 
practitioner-theorists of sung-text translation tend to place a very strong emphasis on 
rhyming, basing their arguments on the tradition of Chinese poetry. From Classical 
poetry，lyrics-poetry, opera-text to modem popular songs, this emphasis is obvious. 
And in this respect there is scarcely any difference between Cantonese and Mandarin. 
This implies that a translated vocal text must rhyme in some way, preferably adopting 
one rhyme in one song, or adopting the rhyme scheme of the original, if the translated 
version is to be successful. 
The rhyming principles suggested by the Chinese practitioner-theorists of 
sung-text translation, such as keeping the same rhyming radical throughout a song and 
be consistent in rhyme schemes, are somehow not quite treasured by hymn translators. 
Out of the 128 hymns analyzed above, only 8 hymns (1 from Century Praise, 1 from 
Hymns of Life, 7 from Hymns of Universal Praise), that is 6.25%, can keep the same 
rhyming radical for all stanzas in Mandarin; and in Cantonese, none. In addition, these 
instances have two things in common: firstly, apart from refrains, there are other 
recurrent lines in the source text, reducing the actual number of rhyming words 
needed in the translation; secondly, apart from recurrent lines and refrains, 
homophones are used rather extensively. Only 20 hymns (15.1%) keep the same 
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rhyme scheme in all stanzas. Sometimes the rhyme scheme changes from stanza to 
stanza, even to the extent that each stanza is in different rhyme scheme in the most 
extreme cases. Translators tend to adopt whatever rhyme scheme that comes at hand 
in a particular stanza, a scheme that is the most convenient and accessible, in many 
cases obviously spontaneous rather than well-organized. Semiotically speaking, this 
represents a conflict between the "representamen" and the "ground" of semiosis in the 
target culture. 
As can be seen from the above analysis, so far the hymns analyzed rhyme far 
better in Mandarin than in Cantonese. Although there are some hymnals which claim 
to be suitable for singing in Cantonese, the use of rhyme is still more regular and 
well-adopted in Mandarin. 83.7% of the stanzas selected from existing hymnals 
rhyme in Mandarin; while only 53.4% of them would rhyme in Cantonese. This 
cannot be said to be musically satisfactory, as Cantonese popular songs and Cantonese 
traditional songs normally have an average of nearly 100% of rhymed stanzas. The 
drastic difference between Mandarin and Cantonese in rhyming may be explained by 
the fact that Mandarin has fewer "rhyme categories" than Cantonese. In Mandarin, 
vowels fall into eighteen categories, that is “the Eighteen Rhyming Radicals," and 
several of which are mutually compatible; while in Cantonese there are at least 
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forty-four rhyme categories. In other words, Mandarin may rhyme more easily and 
readily than Cantonese. It seems that it might not be possible for a single text to be 
rhymed equally satisfactorily in Mandarin AND in Cantonese, as there are no standard 
"conversion" rules between Cantonese pronunciation and Mandarin pronunciation. 
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Chapter 6 
Word-music Interaction: Immediate Comprehensibility 
Introductory Remarks 
Hymns, like other songs and vocal compositions, are intended for actual 
execution involving a change of communication medium: a visual medium (i.e. the 
written text) has to be transformed into an audio one (the actual singing of the written 
score). And music, whether vocal or instrumental, is by nature a time-dependent art 
form. In a performance, the audience does not have the chance to ponder over lines 
and sentences, nor can they "re-hear" what is being sung, even if something of the 
vocal text is missing. Therefore, ensuring an effective delivery and reception of the 
message is, in general, of utmost importance in the course of communication in 
performances of any kind. The present chapter focuses on the idea of immediate 
comprehensibility of the translated hymns. 
The Idea of Immediate Comprehensibility: Delimiting the Possible 
Interpretants 
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The idea of “immediate comprehensibility" is usually associated with drama 
translation in which a text for performance exerts certain impact on the audience. 
These performance texts are required to be translated/or the audience. “Translating 
for the audience” means that the audience "must be able to understand the play 
immediately and directly, and to accept it as an organic piece of work." (Zuber, 1980: 
92) In this respect, translating for reading is totally different from translating for stage. 
A reading text is for a reader who can read the text at leisure, think over certain 
phrases, turn back to re-read a passage when complexities in thought or sentence 
structure occur; and the translator can resort to footnotes or appendices to provide 
explanations for allusion, puns and other cultural specifics difficult for a foreign 
reader to understand. Yet, these are privileges a translator for stage cannot enjoy. In 
performance, immediacy is the watchword. Just as Zuber (1980: 92) comments, “a 
play is dependent on the immediacy of the impact on the audience." 
In vocal text translation, the importance of "immediacy" is emphasized by 
various writers. Sun Hui Shang 孫慧雙，an opera translator, remarks (1999: 246-48): 
After all, operas are sung to the audience [..•] therefore, the translated text 
should be as easily comprehensible as possible, like interpreting. "Easily 
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comprehensible" can be understood in two aspects: first, opera singing is in some 
way similar to spoken speech. An utterance would be gone in an instant, that is, 
an utterance is heard only once. If the message is got, there it is; if the message is 
missed，no re-utterance is possible. [...] Opera is a purely "one-off event. The 
message must be delivered to the audience at once. [...] Second, whether the text 
can be immediately understood also depends upon the audience. [...] Yet the 
translator will not know who the audience is. [...] Opera translation can be said 
to be a special kind of translation: it is written translation by nature, involving 
the characteristics of interpretation and at the same time aiming at achieving a 
singable text. [My Translation] 
Xue Fan 薛範，a prolific song translator, also says (2002: 51): 
Vocal texts are essentially an audio art, a "singable poem." Therefore, in the first 
place, the needs of “to be sung" and "to be heard" must be taken into account. 
The audience must be moved at once and, by nature, it is ephemeral, immediate 
and one-off, leaving little or no time for the audience to think. Songs are far less 
"leisurely" as compared to poems - for songs, "immediate effect" is paramount. 
[My Translation] 
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In other words, the higher the immediate comprehensibility, the easier it is for 
the text to be understood by the audience and hence it is a better rendition. 
Xue (2002: 52) also points out, rather briefly though, areas which have to be 
taken into consideration when increasing immediate comprehensibility: 
The text must be suitable for the audience (the receptor, the subject of aesthetic 
judgment), taking their educational level, taste and artistic insightfulness into 
account. Words that are abstruse, rarely-used, potentially unspeakable, together 
with words which would invite confusion, should be avoided. The sentence 
structure should conform with the musical structure, and “narrow rhyming 
radicals"窄韻{zhai yun, "rhyming radicals with a limited word-choice") and 
"dangerous rhyming radicals"險韻(xian yun, "rhyming radicals with an 
extremely limited word-choice") should also be avoided. [My Translation] 
Immediate Comprehensibility in Hymn Singing 
Role of the Audience and Performer 
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The hymn is a special genre of vocal music, in which the role of audience and 
performer is rather different from the common practice of other kinds of singing. For 
other kinds of vocal music, be they operas or folk songs, the role of the audience and 
the performer is fixed and distinctive: the performer sings, and the audience listens. 
The performer acts mainly as a first receptor and deliverer of the message, while the 
audience is mainly a receptor of the message. Yet in hymns singing, different 
situations are discernible: 
1. Situation 1: sung by the congregation in various church services, including 
worship services, Christian fellowships, prayer meetings and other Christian 
activities 
2. Situation 2: sung by the choir in worship services 
3. Situation 3: sung by Christians in preaching activities, such as carol singing 
4. Situation 4: sung by individuals in personal devotions and meditations 
Context and Comprehension 
Findings in psycholinguistics and cognitive psychology show that contextual 
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information and knowledge sources would affect word recognition at both speechi 
(that is, audio) and reading! (that is, visual) levels. Goldstein (2002: 422)，in 
describing a psychological test carried out by Raj Reddy (1976), points out that in the 
absence of context, some listeners "had difficulty figuring out what the phrase meant 
and therefore forced their own interpretation on the sounds they heard." If the subject 
matter is known, "their knowledge about possible meanings of the words would have 
facilitated segmentation and increased probability of their decoding the sentence 
correctly." 
Channels of Message Reception 
In Situations 1 and 4，the deliverer and the receptor of the message actually 
overlap. Theoretically speaking, the ultimate audience (receptor) of the message is 
assumed to be God. But in reality the deliverer (congregation and individual 
Christians) can also be influenced by the hymns and so, in some ways, the deliverer 
and the receptor overlap. In these circumstances, the deliverer normally sings from the 
music, including the text, meaning that the deliverer-and-receptor can read the text 
1 The cohort theory first advocated by Marslen-Wilson and Tyler (1980), for example, points out that 
various knowledge sources - like lexical, syntactic and semantic - interact and combine with each 
other in complex ways to produce an efficient analysis of spoken language (Eysenck, 2001: 246-47). 
2 It is called "semantic priming effect," meaning that "the decision time for a word was shorter when 
the preceding context or prime was a semantically related word than when it was an unrelated word or 
when there was no prime." (Eysenck, 2001: 260-61) 
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during performance^ Therefore, to a receptor, the comprehensibility of the text relies 
not only on audio aspects, but also visual aspects. Besides, the deliverer-and-receptor, 
owing to his/her knowledge of the religion itself, tends to have a better understanding 
of the text. This will be discussed in detail in "Factors Affecting Audio 
Comprehensibility." 
For Situation 2, the deliverer is the church choir and the congregation becomes 
one of the receptors (another receptor is God). (Hull, 2002: 16) In this situation the 
congregation may or may not be given the text. The comprehensibility relies solely on 
the audio aspects if the text is not given. Again, the receptor (congregation) tends to 
have a better understanding of the text due to his/her knowledge of the religion. 
In Situation 3, the deliverer is the Christians, the receptor is unspecified listeners. 
These listeners can be anyone who encounters a Christian singing group or a 
broadcasted hymn in any place at any time. Receptors in this situation are often of 
mixed background, varied in their knowledge of Christianity and in educational 
background (from the illiterate to the well-educated). Owing to the random nature of 
these activities, the receptors seldom have the chance to read the text. In other words, 
3 The meaning of the word "performance" in the present study is confined to "the execution of a piece 
of vocal music," regardless of the nature of the execution. Therefore, hymns singing in churches and in 
concert halls are all regarded as "performances." 
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these receptors may not have much understanding of the religion and the channel of 
message reception relies solely on the audio aspects (Table 6.1). 
Table 6. 1 Channels of Message Reception in Hymn Singing 




1 Congregation Congregation, Yes Yes High 
God 
2 Church choir Congregation, Yes No High 
God 
3 Christians Unspecified Yes No Unknown 
listeners 
4 Individual Individual Yes Yes High 
Christian Christian, 
God 
Extensions on the Existing Theory of Immediate Comprehensibility 
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The theory of immediate comprehensibility, which is associated with drama 
translation, mainly deals with utterances, i.e., spoken messages. Therefore, it is 
insufficient to cover the visual aspects particularly associated with the special nature 
of hymns singing. As both aspects are relevant to the current study and in order to 
give a fuller picture of the translated hymns, extension to this theory of immediate 
comprehensibility is necessary. The kind of immediate comprehensibility dealing with 
utterances is therefore termed as "immediate audio comprehensibility" (lAC)，while 
the other, the kind which deals with the written text, is termed as "immediate visual 
comprehensibility" (IVC). 
Factors Affecting Immediate Comprehensibility 
With the effect of context in word and sentence recognition stated clear above, 
the present section shall focus only on factors related to the translated text itself. 
Factors Affecting Visual and Audio Comprehensibility: Semantic and Syntactic 
Anomaly 
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Words and expressions that display semantic anomaly would hinder the visual 
and audio immediate comprehensibility of the text. This has been proved by 
psychologists, who point out “sentence-reading times increase in the presence of 
either syntactic or semantic anomaly•” (Osterhout, 1994: 16) In Christian hymns, 
semantic anomaly normally arises from archaism, religious terminology and proper 
names, while syntactic anomaly includes inappropriate contractions and insertions, 
collocation errors and ungrammatical lines. The following is a review of the existing 
translated hymns in these respects. 
Archaisms 
Many hymns in existing hymnals were written more than a century ago. Taking 
five hymnals - HUP, SOG, CP, HOL and HOP - as examples, with a total number of 
148 Christmas hymn entries (with the same text in two different hymnals counted as 2 
entries), about 68% of the Christmas hymns included in these hymnals are sung to 
texts known to have been written before 1900 (Fig. 6.1 and 6.2). 
Fig. 6. 1 Distribution of Hymn Entries 
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Sun (1997: 251), 
in a discussion on opera translation, expresses his view on 
handling archaic elements in opera libretto, which is also relevant to our discussion: 
The translated opera faces yet another problem: performing ancient texts for 
modem audience. In principle, the way to solve this problem is by and large the 
same as translating other classical foreign literature. As everybody knows, in 
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translating the Bible and other classical texts the translators of foreign countries 
often resort to two methods: One is to resort to archaic style in the target 
language, so as to reflect the style of the source text, which would be difficult for 
the translator to express and for the reader to comprehend. The other is to adopt a 
style relatively closer to the audience and be as considerate as possible to the 
modem reader. In this way the translator would find it easier for him/her to 
handle the problem of style, at the same time easier for the reader to comprehend. 
The opera librettos for translating into Chinese are written in a classical style, to 
adopt a style too modem and too colloquial in the target text would prove 
inappropriate. Yet the texts are for a modem audience, the target text should not 
be too classical or too archaic. [My translation] 
Sun suggests, in effect, a middle-of-the-road policy. Yet he does not specify what 
would be considered as “too archaic" in a translated song for the modem audience. 
Xue (2001: 52)，likewise, also suggests that obscured and rarely-used words should be 
avoided. But so far more concrete suggestions and guidelines are lacking. In this 
respect, dictionaries of contemporary Chinese may serve as a reference, for they are 
relatively more authoritative references on modem Chinese than the personal 
preference of the individual translator. Besides, voluminous dictionaries, though 
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authoritative, may not be suitable for this purpose, as they tend to include quite a 
number of words that are less common in everyday use and hence more suitable for 
the academia than for common people. Therefore, the criteria for judgment as to 
whether archaism occurs in the following examples is thus based on A Dictionary of 
Contemporary Chinese《現代漢語詞典》(Xian dai han yu ci dian, CCD). This 
dictionary is chosen for several reasons: firstly, it is a medium-sized dictionary 
intended for people who have received a medium level of education. Secondly, the 
editors make it clear that this dictionary include "entries apart from ordinary words, 
such as common dialectal expressions, some dated expressions, common expressions 
in Classical Chinese and some commonly used technical terms," which are 
distinguished with the use of symbols and abbreviations (A Dictionary of 
Contemporary Chinese, 1996: I-II). With its emphasis on "common words and 
expressions," it would not be speculative to say that words and expressions that are 
not included in this dictionary may be regarded as “rarely used" in contemporary 
Chinese. 
Hymns of Universal Praise (HUP, 1986 Jubilee edition, a reprint of 1977 
version), first published in 1936 in Shangshai, contains a number of hymns that were 
translated into Chinese in the early twentieth century. Of the 38 Christmas hymns in 
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this hymnal, 17 [44.7%] were translated between 1929 and 1940，one was translated 
in 1950s, and 20 were translated in 1970s. The editors of the 1986 version admit that 
some of the texts are edited for their abstruseness. Yet for the twenty-first century 
audience, some of the expressions still seem archaic (Examples 6.1a-e, archaic 
expressions are italicized). 
Example 6.1a While Shepherds Watched Their Flocks by Night〈牧人聞信歌〉（Mw 
ren wen xin ge), HUP 96, Stanza 6 
“All glory be go God on high, / And to the earth be peace, / Good will henceforth 
from heaven to men / Begin and never cease! / Begin and never cease!“ 
“榮光全歸天上真神，平安普賜世人，自此以後，上主慈恩，永遠眷顧全房， 
永遠眷顧主厉。” 
(Modified by Chen Meng Jia 陳夢家，Song zhu shi ji ben《頌主詩集本》， 
1933) 
Example 6.1b The First Nowell the Angel Did Say 〈聖誕佳音歌 > {Sheng dan jia yin 
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ge), HUP 101, Stanza 5 
Then entered in those wise men three, / Fell reverently upon their knee, / And 
offered there, in His presence, / Their gold and myrrh and frankincense. 
博士三人，大家走進，屈膝展岸，虔誠虛心，敬將禮物奉獻尊君’乳香、沒 
藥、又有黃金。 
(Modified by Shen Zi Gao 沈子高’ Song zhu shiji ben《頌主詩集本》，1933) 
Example 6.1c Hark! The Herald Angels Sing〈新生王歌〉(Xin sheng wang ge), 
HUP105, Stanza 2 
Christ, by highest heaven adored; / Christ, the everlasting Lord! / Late in time 
behold Him come, / Offspring of the Virgin's womb. / Veiled in flesh the Godhead see; 





(Translated by Timothy T.R Lew 劉廷芳,1930) 
S a m p l e 6. Id What Star Is This，with Beams So Bright〈星光燦爛歌〉(Xing guang 
can Ian ge), HUP106, Stanza 4 
To God the Father, heavenly Light, / To Christ, revealed in earthly night, / To 
God the Holy Ghost we raise, / An endless song of thankful praise! 
向主上帝，天上光榮’向主基督，昭啓塵瀛。向主聖靈’引坑揚聲，感恩頌 
讚’永世不停。 
(Translated by Mrs. Ho Xi Tang, nee Lin 何林錫棠，1975) 
Example 6.1e Christians, Awake, Salute the Happy Mom 〈誕生佳音歌){Dan sheng 
jia yin ge), HUP108, Stanza 3 
He spake: and straightway the celestial choir / In hymns of joy, unknown before, 
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conspire. / The praises of redeeming love they sang, / And heaven's whole orb with 
alleluias rang; / God's highest glory was their anthem still, / Peace upon earth, and 




(Translated by Timothy T.F. Lew and Ernest Y.L. Yang 楊蔭瀏，1933) 
The words and expressions italicized in the above examples are all absent from 
CCD. Some can be found in The Dictionary of Chinese《漢語大言司典》(Han yu da ci 
dian), one of the most authoritative dictionaries of the Chinese language. For those 
present in The Dictionary of Chinese, no sources from contemporary literature have 
been included. For example, chu ren 出人(Example 6.1e) has two meanings: firstly, 
meaning "extraordinary," with sources taken from literature from the Warring States 
Period (403-221B.C.) to Ming Dynasty (1368-1644); secondly, meaning “to execute 
culprits," with sources taken from Ming Dynasty and folklore (The Dictionary of 
Chinese, CD-Rom); sheng min 生民(Example 6.1a) may mean “people,，， 
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“reproducing，” “birth of mankind," "mankind," “saving the lives of soldiers" and 
“taking care of the people," with the latest source taken from Classical Chinese 
literature in Qing dynasty (1644-1912); zhao qi 昭啓（Example 6.Id) means 
“display,” with a source from the Southern and Northern Dynasties (420-580); zhan 
bai 展拜（Example 6.1b) means “kowtow.，，With sources from Tang (618-907), Song 
(960-1279) and Qing Dynasties. 
Other expressions, like chen ying 塵瀛（Example 6.Id) and lin 评•臨格 
(Example 6.1c)，are not even included in even in Dictionary of Chinese. 
The use of archaic expressions not only occurred in the hymnal published in 
1980s, but 1990s as well: 
Example 6.2a Angels, from the Realms of Glory〈敬拜基督新生王〉(Jing bai ji du 
xin sheng wang), SOG 131，Stanza 1 
Angels, from the realms of glory, / wing your flight thro' all the earth; / you who 
sang creation's story / now proclaim Messiah's birth! / [Refrain] Come and worship, 




(Translated by Mrs. Chua King Ling 蔡張敬玲，1992) 
Example 6.2b Christians, Awake! Salute the Happy Mom 〈良辰臨) (Liang chen 
Un dao), SOG132, Stanza 4 
Long may we keep and ponder in our mind / God's wondrous love in saving lost 
mankind, / trace we the Babe, who has retrieved our loss, / down from His glory to the 




(Translated by Mrs. Chua King Ling 蔡張敬玲，1992) 
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The italicized words are, again, absent from CCD. According to The Dictionary 
of Chinese, shi sang 失喪（Example 6.2b) means “be lost," “be defeated," "lose," 
"powerless, be on the wane," with sources quoted from literature before Qin Dynasty 
(221-206 B. C.) and from an opera libretto in Yuan Dynasty (1260-1368); jiao zong 腳 
蹤（Example 6.2b) means "footprint" and "whereabouts," with sources taken from 
Yuan, Qing and early century literature; xiang fei 翔飛（Example 6.2a) means 
"hovering above something," with sources taken from the Warring States Period and 
Southern and Northern dynasties. 
Of the archaic expressions listed above, two are quite frequently used in Union 
Version Bible*《和合本》聖經.Shi sang appears in 8 verses, while jiao zhong appears 
in 7 verses (according to Biblical Tools CD-Rom,《聖經工具電腦光碟》Sheng jing 
gong ju dian nao guang die). Audience with Christian background, therefore, may 
understand the meaning of the text without much difficulty. However, other 
expressions which are absent from the Union Version might be very unfamiliar even 
for Christians. Under such circumstances, the immediate audio and visual 
comprehensibility would be affected adversely. 




As a component of Christian liturgy, hymns are bound to be abundant in 
concepts and expressions present in Christian ideology. While Christians may not 
regard it as an obstacle to comprehension, non-Christians may found them hard to 
understand. This may be a potential hindrance for hymns to fulfill their function of 
preaching. Consider the following examples: 
Example 6.3a (i) Lo, How a Rose E'er Blooming 
Lo, how a Rose e'er blooming / From tender stem hath sprung! / Of Jesse's 
lineage coming / As men of old have sung. / It came, a floweret bright, / Amid the 
cold of winter, / When half spent was the night. 
Isaiah 'twas foretold it, / The Rose I have in mind, / With Mary we behold it, / 
The Virgin Mother kind. / To show God's love aright, / She bore to men a Saviour, / 
When half spent was the night. 
Example 6.3a (ii) Lo, How a Rose is Growing 
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Lo，how a rose is growing, / A bloom of finest grace; / The prophets had foretold 
it: / A branch of Jesse's race / Would bear one perfect flow'r, / Here in the cold of 
winter / And darkest midnight hour. 
The rose of which I'm singing; / Isaiah had foretold. / He came to us through 
Mao^ / Who sheltered Him from cold. / Through God's eternal will / This Child to us 
was given / At midnight calm and still. 
Examples 6.3a (i) and (ii) are English translations of the same German source 
text from the century. Both preserve the three proper names Jesse, Mary and 
Isaiah. Jesse, according to Eastern's Bible Dictionary, is the father of David, King of 
the Israelis; Mary is the mother of Jesus, the Saviour of mankind, while Isaiah is a 
prophet in the Old Testament. 
Example 6.3 a (i) Chinese Translation:�耶西之條歌)(Ye xi zhi tiao ge), HUP 94, 






Example 6.3a (ii) Chinese Translation:�請看新生一玫瑰)(Qing kan xin sheng yi mei 





The above examples show that two ways are adopted by the translator to deal 
with these proper names. First, literally translating the names as in the Bible, which 
does not help much in increasing audio/visual immediate comprehensibility: Jesse is 
rendered into Ye Xi 耶西；Mary into Ma Li Ya 馬禾U亞 and Isaiah into Yi Sai Ya 以賽 
亞.Second, by generalization, such as rendering Isaiah into xian zhi 先矢口 ("prophet") 
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and changing Mary into tong nU 童女（“maiden”). In principle, the latter way is 
more positive in terms of promoting immediate comprehensibility. Sometimes such 
proper names might be deleted, as in the following example: 
Example 6.3b It Came Upon the Midnight Clear 
Still through the cloven skies they come, / With peaceful wings unfurled, / And 
still their heavenly music floats /O 'e r all the weary world; / Above, its sad and lowly 
plains / They bend on hovering wing, / And ever o'er its Babel sounds / The blessed 
angels sing. 









“Babel，，is an allusion to the story about Babel (literally, "confusion") tower, 
signifying men's arrogant attitude. God, in wrath, condoned men's language. The two 
Chinese versions quoted above delete the allusion and substitute it with the main 
message of the allusion. 
It seems that it is wholly at the translator's discretion and there has been no 
consensus among hymns translators in this respect, as shown in the following 
examples: 
Example 6.3c Thou Didst Leave Thy Throne and Thy Kingly Crown, Stanzas 3 and 4 
The foxes found rest and the birds their nest / In the shade of the forest tree, / But 
Thy couch was the sod, O Thou Son of God, / In the deserts of Galilee. [Refrain] O 
come to my heart, Lord Jesus; There is room in my heart for Thee! 
Thou earnest, O Lord, with the living Word / That should set Thy people free, / 
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But with mocking scorn and with crown of thorn / They bore Thee to Calvary. 
[Refrain] O come to my heart, Lord Jesus; There is room in my heart for Thee! 





Example 6.3c Chinese Translation:〈主離開高天〉�Zhu li kai gao tian) , SOG 141， 






“Galilee，，was a province in Palestine, where Jesus spent the largest part of his 
mortal life and performed most of his miracles. "Calvary" was the place where Jesus' 
crucifixion took place. Instead of translating them literally into Jia Li Li and Ge Ge Ta 
as the SOG version does, the HUP version renders them into ciao cong 野草叢（“a 
place of weeds") and shou nan shan 受難山（“the hill of suffering，，） 
Example 6.3d In the Bleak Midwinter 
Angels and archangels / May have gathered there, / Cherubim and seraphim / 
Thronged the air; / But His mother only, / In her maiden bliss, / Worshipped the 
beloved / With a kiss. 





Example 6.3d Chinese Translation:�寒冷淒淸冬夜){Han le g qi qing dong ye), 
SOG 141，Stanza 3 
無數天使歡唱，歌聲震穹蒼’萬眾濟擁天上’皆歡慶頌揚；祂慈母卻温柔， 
輕吻聖嬰孩，存童貞女真純，向祂獻敬拜。 
“Cherubim’，is "the name of certain symbolical figures frequently mentioned in 
Scripture" which “were intended to represent spiritual existences in immediate contact 
with Jehovah" (Eastern's Bible Dictionary�.’ and “seraphim,，are the six-winged angels. 
While the HUP version literally translated the names into 口基口路口伯撒拉弗(Ji Lu 
Bo Sa La Fu), in accordance to the Union Version Bible. The SOG version deletes the 
phrase altogether, replacing it with a phrase reiterating the meaning given in first 
phrase of the source text. 
Again, there seems to be no consensus, not even a general approach, among 
hymn translators as to how the religious terminology should be dealt with. 
Explanations to this phenomenon are multi-faceted. Firstly, as there are numerous 
musical constraints on the text, the choice of approach may be dependent upon the 
melodic shape and rhythmic characteristics of the individual musical phrase. Secondly, 
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while generalization would result in higher immediate comprehensibility, it 
undermines the “educational function" of the hymns^ Therefore, the choice of 
approach may be dependent upon the target audience: literal translation for Christians 
and generalization for the general public. Thirdly, the choice of approach may be 
dependent upon the familiarity of the terms. Terms like Christ, Jesus, David, 
Bethlehem and Mary would be literally translated or transliterated. While the others, 
like Calvary, Galilee, cherubim and seraphim would be generalized. Yet it is solely 
upon the translator's own discretion. 
Syntactic Anomalies 
Syntactic anomalies may also lead to low immediate audio/visual 
comprehensibility. These sentences usually fall into one or more of the following 
categories: inappropriate contractions, grammatical errors, and collocation errors. 
Many of these anomalies are probably resulted from the prosodic constrains imposed 
by the music. 
Inappropriate Contractions 
5 See Chapter 7. 
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Unlike other kinds of translation activity, the text in a hymn has to fulfill the 
prosodic requirements of the music - and first and foremost is the limit of the number 
of syllables. Owing to this particular requirement, hymns translators often resort to 
contracting the disyllabic or multi-syllabic words into monosyllabic words. However, 
the use of contraction is not always successful and sometimes results in awkward 
lines，or even yields obscurities in meaning^ (Example 6.4 a-h. Contractions are 
italicized). 
Example 6.4a Christians, Awake! Salute the Happy Mom〈良辰臨到〉（Ziang chen lin 
dao), SOG 132，Stanza 3 
願常展摂主愛奇妙之恩’玲聽歌聲，人心歡樂振奮 
Explanation: The meaning of zai se 再思 is unclear, probably be zai si kao (再思 
考，“think again"). 
Example 6.4b See, amid the Winger's Snow〈 {白禾�J1S聖嬰){Bo Li Heng sheng ying), 
6 The issue of inappropriate contractions is also mentioned by Tsui (2003: 21). Tsui points out that 





Explanation: Sa Leng Cheng 撒冷城 means “Sa Leng City," the first two 
syllables are transliterations of the last two syllables of ^Qmsalem. This is actually a 
truncated form of the place name ''Ye Lu Sa Leng Cheng” 耶路撒冷城("Jerusalem 
City"). 
Example 6.4c Come and Sing the Christmas Story〈歌頌救主誕生〉（Ge songjiu zhu 
dan sheng), SOG 158, Stanza 3 
基督人子當受愛戴’基督是^所/易浮 
Explanation: The meanings of qun sheng 群生 and ke dai 渴待 are unclear. 
Both expressions are not included in standard modem Chinese. Qun sheng probably 
means zong sheng 眾生("living things"), while ke dai may be a combined form of ke 
qiu 渴求（“to yearn for") and qi dai 期待（“to expect"). 
Example 6.4d Love Came Down at Christmas〈愛在聖誕來臨歌){Ai zai Sheng Dan 
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la lin ge), HUP 122，Stanza 3 
愛是表我衷心，愛是你我都有份 
Explanation: the character biao 表 here probably means biao ^/以表達 
(“express，’). But using the character singularly to mean "express" is not within 
common usage. 
Example 6.4e Once in Royal David's City〈在大衛城中〉�Zai Da Wei Cheng zhong), 
HOP 95, Stanza 6 
群小孩圍祂如星，身上衣，潔白如銀 
Explanation: Qun xiao hai wei ta ru xing is unclear in meaning. It seems that it is 
a much contracted version of the sentence Yi qun xiao hai xiang xing xing yi yang wei 
zhe ta 一群小孩像星星一樣圍著祂（“a group of children is surrounding Him like 
the stars"). 
Example 6.4f O Come，O Come Emmanuel〈以馬內利，懇求降臨〉（K Ma Nei Li, 
ken qiu jiang lin), Hymnary 50, Stanza 2 
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陰間深處’拯救子民’使眾擦_亡之墳 
Explanation: the meaning of de xing 得勝 is obscured. This expression is 
normally understood as “be triumphant." Yet in this line it is used as a contracted form 
of de yi sheng guo 得以勝過，meaning “so that somebody can be triumphant over." 
Example 6.4g Hail to the Lord's Anointed〈慶賀主受膏爲王〉(Qing he zhu shou gao 
wei wang), HOL 96, Stanza 4 
不住向祂獻禱告，日日心•上 
Explanation: the meaning of xin xiang 心香 is unclear. Xin means "heart" and 
“the mind," while xiang can mean "fragrance" or "incense." Yet these two characters 
used as a combined word is not included in standard Chinese lexicon and can be 
understood in a number of ways within the context: 
1. the fragrance of the heart; 
2. incense burning in one's heart; 
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3. offering one's heart [i.e. the mind] as incense. 
Example 6.4h The Bells of Christmas Chime Once More〈快樂聖誕今又來臨〉iJCuai 
le sheng danjin you lai lin), HOP 113, Stanza 2 
人間雖然遼闊華美，一心卑微胃馬槽 
Explanation: the meaning of an wo 安臥 is unclear. This expression is not 
included in the standard lexicon of modem Chinese. It is probably a contracted form 
of an ran tang hy?安然躺臥（“be quietly lying"). 
Grammatical Errors 
Like inappropriate contractions, many grammatical errors occur due to various 
prosodic limitations imposed by the music (examples 5a-f. Anomalies are italicized). 
Example 6.5a Brightest and Best of the Songs of the Morning〈敬拜聖嬰){Jing bai 
sheng ying), SOG 137, Stanza 4 
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卑微禱聲，更是主所珍賣 
Explanation: This example comes from the fourth and the last line of the stanza. 
Zhen gui 珍貴（“precious，，）is an adjective but now it is used as a verb, meaning 
"endear." Zhen gui is obviously used as a rhyme to the second line yi qie feng xian, 
—nan huan qu en hui 一切奉獻，卻難換取恩惠（“but all sacrifices are insufficient 
for His favors"). 
Example 6.5b O Little Town of Bethlehem〈小伯利恆)(Xiao Bo Li Heng), SOG 142, 
Stanza 2 
人睡夢鄕、天軍看守，一同瑞摩主愛 
Explanation: The four characters ren shui meng xiang 人睡夢乡郎，used as a 
phrase, is obscured in meaning as the segmentation is unclear. Shui meng means 
“sleep，，and "dream" respectively and are often used together as a noun. Likewise, 
meng xiang means “dream，，and "homeland" respectively, and are often used together 
to mean "dreamland," "a dream" or "the land of dreams," also as a noun. But with the 
character ren 人 added, segmentation difficulties arises: the part-of-speech of the 
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individual word is ambiguous. Ren is obviously the subject. But is shui used as a verb 
and meng xiang as an object? Yet shui is intransitive and the phrase becomes 
ungrammatical. Or it may actually mean shui zai meng xiang zhong 睡在夢鄕中， 
"sleeping in a dreamland"). The meaning is uncertain. 
Example 6.5c The Bells of Christmas Chime Once More〈快樂聖誕今又來臨〉(Kuai 
le Sheng Dan jin you lai lin), HOP 113, Stanza 2 
人間雖然遼闊華美，一心卑微安臥馬槽 
Explanation: a subject is lacking in this line. The implied subject, from the 
context, may be the baby Jesus. 
Example 6.5d Once in Royal David's City〈在大衛城裡〉{Zai Da Wei cheng li), 
CP144, Stanza 3 
像我身小，像我力弱’知道哀泣並喜歡。 
Explanation: The subject of this line is known to be the baby Jesus, as pointed 
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out by the line which comes before it. Yet the meaning of zhi dao ai qi bing xi huan 知 
道哀泣並喜歡 is unclear. This phrase seems to mean "He knew miserable tears and 
liked.，，But the object of the verb xi huan ("liked") is lacking. If the noun ai qi (哀泣， 
“miserable tears") is regarded as the object ofxi huan it would mean that Jesus "knew 
and liked miserable tears，，，which is ridiculous. A comparison with the source text “He 
HYLs little, weak, and helpless, tears and smiles like us He knew'' would show that the 
phrase can be classified as a mistranslation. 
Example 6.5e We Three Kings of Orients Are〈東方博士朝見救主〉(Dong fang bo shi 
chao jian jiu zhu), SOG 140，Stanza 5 
祂已復活，獲得尊位’君王、真神、贖罪的祭 
Explanation: Shu zui de ji 贖罪的祭 is unclear in meaning. Shu zui de means 
"redeeming," while y/, when used singularly, is a verb, meaning "to offer sacrifice to" 
or “to hold a memorial ceremony for." These characters in combination are obscured 
in meaning. 
Example 6.5f We Three Kings of Orients Are〈朝拜新生王〉(Chao bai xin sheng 
wang), HOL 102，Stanza 5 
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基督復活榮耀輝煌，被殺恙羊救主我王 
Explanation: In hei sha gao yang jiu zhu wo wang 被殺恙羊救主我王，three 
nouns are put together in a sequence: bei sha gao yang 被殺恙羊（“the killed lamb"), 
zhu 救主（“the saviour"), wo wang 我王（“my King"). Yet the relation between 
these nouns is unknown. 
Collocation Errors and Inappropriate Wording 
Example 6.6a Songs of Praise the Angels Sang〈天使高唱讚美詩〉(Jian shi gao 
chang zan mei shi), HOP 106, Stanza 3 
天地皆必要廣去，頌讚令日增光 
Explanation: Fei qu 廢去 means “to abrogate," which cannot be collocated with 
tian di 天地("the world"). A more appropriate word would be something like xiao shi 
消失（“disappear”). 
Example 6.6b Come, Thou Long-expected〈我ff，可望的耳穌){Wo men ke wang de Ye 
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Sul HOL 104，Stanza 2 
祈求主賜永恆聖靈，居我心房營• 
Explanation: Guan li 管理 means "to manage," which sounds awkward with wo 
我（“me”). A more appropriate word would be something like zhu zai 主宰（“to 
govern"). 
Example 6.6c Hail to the Lord's Anointed〈慶賀主受膏爲王〉(Qing he zhu shou gao 
wei wang), HOL96, Stanza 2 
扶助欽乏貧窮人，鼓勵弱者不屈 
Explanation: Que / a 缺乏 means "lacking" and pin qiong 貧窮 means 
"poverty." The first phrase literally means "help people who are poverty-lacking," that 
is，“help people who are not the poor," which is rather puzzling. The source text goes 
“To help the poor and needy, / And bid the weak be strong." The target text means just 
the opposite thing. Kun fa 困乏("needy"), therefore, is believed to be used in place 
of que fa. 
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The above discussion focuses on factors impairing immediate audio and visual 
comprehensibility. These factors fall into two categories: semantic anomalies and 
syntactic anomalies. Archaisms and religious terminology are important sources of 
semantic anomalies in translated hymns; while syntactically, anomalies generally 
coincides with inappropriate contractions, grammatical errors, collocation errors and 
inappropriate wording. All these may result in lines and phrases that are difficult to 
understand, to listeners of the hymns and to the ones singing the hymns from the 
music. The impacts of these factors are demonstrated with examples taken from 
widely-used hymnals. Unfortunately, the examples given above are not the only 
examples of the respective kind. A more general picture of the frequency of 
occurrence of these anomalies is shown with the following Fig. 6. (Fig. 6.3): 
Fig. 6. 3 Semantic and Syntactic Anomalies in Translated Hymns 
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Semantic and Syntactic anomalies in translated hymns 
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A total of 553 stanzas are analyzed, with the refrain counted as one separate 
stanza. For example, a hymn with refrains attached to the end of each of the 4 stanzas 
is counted as having 5 stanzas. The above figures show not the number of instances 
but the number of stanzas containing one or more instances of anomalies, with 
semantic and syntactic anomalies counted separately. Therefore, a stanza with 2 
semantic anomalies and 1 syntactic anomaly would have one tally for each of these 
two categories. On average, 31.1 % of the hymns stanzas contain instances of 
semantic anomalies and 16.4 % contain syntactic anomalies. Fig. 6.4 shows the 
frequency of occurrences of anomalies, regardless of the category. It can be seen in 
Fig. 6.4 that about 40% of the hymn stanzas contain at least one instance of anomalies, 
implying that 40% of the hymn stanzas are potentially difficult to comprehend for the 
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listeners and/or singers. 
Fig. 6. 4 Anomalies in Translated Hymns 
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Factors Affecting Audio Immediate Comprehensibility 
These factors are related to the sonic aspects of the hymns, including 
tone-melody relationship, the time aspects, homonymy, tempo and phrase lengths, 
which is of great importance to the audience when they do not have the text at hand. 
Before these factors are discussed in detail, it would be helpful to mention the results 
of a survey on comprehensibility of Cantonese Christian songs. A simple 
comprehensibility test is conducted, with excerpts from two Christian songs in a 
rather popular-styled setting being played to the respondents, who were asked to 
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complete a short questionnaire and to dictate the words they hear. Each excerpt 
contains four lines and was played once only. After each line, there was a pause of 
twenty seconds. The respondents are asked to dictate the words they hear during this 
pause and to indicate their certainty as to the words they conceived by means of 
various symbols: a bracketed character stands for "audio-uncertainty"; a circled 
character stands for "orthographical uncertainty," a cross stands for "unidentified 
syllable" and a blank stands for "missed syllable." The two excerpts are: 
Excerpt 6. 1 Hope You Listen to My Plea〈願主垂聽我呼求〉zhu chui ting wo 
hu qiu) 
廖卓賢（2002) m^Mi l^D^^ 廖卓賢(2002) 
J = 76 “ 
I � I � 」 力 I J 厂 I I 门 1 � � � � ] j m 
5 主 一 願 称 一 垂 聽 我 一 呼 一 求 在 我 一 心 坎 中 一 都 只 想 牽 称 
手 一 父 P 我 願 放 低 g 共 憂 一 現 我 心 只 想 — — 祂 的 安 慰 
Excerpt 6. 2 Make Me a Blessing 〈藉我貝易恩福〉Qi wo ci enfu) 
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劉福群、厂統雄合譯(1952) 藉 我 賜 恩 福 。e。rge S. Schuler (1924) 
J- = 52 
厂」�1 J J J i I � r l � . I � r � J . ； 
7 在塵世生命崎嘔道路中，多少人困倦悲傷’黑暗滿佈，快把真光照亮， 
r ^ j p I J . II “ I • I - I • I -
使憂傷者變歡暢. 
Both excerpts are sung at a moderate tempo by female singers, taken from CDs 
on sale in Christian bookstores. Excerpt 6.1 is the first stanza taken from Yuan ni chui 
ting wo hu qiu 〈願称垂聽我呼求〉（“Hope You'll Listen to My Plea") in Shen du 
jing bai 《深度敬拜》(In-depth worship. Released by Passion4praise 恩樂堂， 
CD-number: FAGD1007), an album of newly composed Christian songs. Excerpt 6.2 
is the first stanza of Ji wo ci enfu〈藉我賜恩福〉（“Make Me a Blessing") in Wu 
m / n g de chuan dao zhe《無名的傳道者》(The Unsung Preacher. Released b y 
Music2000, CD-number: 2000109), consisting mainly of translated hymns with 
rearrangements, often taken from hymnals. Though these two excerpts are not the 
particular hymns chosen for this study, the results of the survey are, however, relevant 
to the present study. 
22 respondents completed the questionnaires and all of them are Cantonese 
native speakers. The following Fig. 6.s show the composite of the respondents (Fig. 
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6.5 - 6.7): 
Fig. 6. 5 Age Distribution Fig. 6. 6 Education Background of 
Respondents 
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The result of the test is shown in the following charts (Fig. 6.8-6.12): 
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Excerpt 6.1 Hope You Listen to My Plea〈願称垂聽我呼求〉ni chui ting wo hu 
qiu) (Fig. 6.8a-d) 
Fig. 6. 8 Comprehension Accuracy of Hope You Listen to My Plea〈願称垂聽我呼 
求〉 
Fig. 6.8a- Line 1 Fig. 6.8b- Line 2 
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The entire excerpt consists of 37 Chinese characters-syllables. Although there is 
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only 1 syllable which was correctly written down with the exact character by all 22 
respondents, it is also worth noticing that 20 (out of 37) characters are correctly 
identified and represented by twenty to twenty-two respondents, as shown in Fig. 6.9. 
Fig. 6. 9 Overall Comprehension Accuracy of Hope You Listen to My Plea 〈願称垂 
聽我呼求〉 
Overall Comprehension Accuracy 
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There are 6 characters which were correctly identified and represented by less 
than half (11) of the respondents. They are: zhu 主（“lord”)，chou 愁（“sadness，,)，kan 
坎("a pit"), chui^ (“to hang down”），za/在("as an indicator of location") and xian 
現（“now，，). 
Excerpt 6.2 Make Me a Blessing〈藉我賜恩福〉(Ji wo ci enfu) (Fig. 6.lOa-d) 
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Fig. 6. 10 Comprehension Accuracy of Make Me a Blessing〈藉我貝易恩福〉 
Fig. 6.10a- Line 1 Fig. 6.10b- Line 2 
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The entire excerpt consists of 34 Chinese characters-syllables, three of which 
were correctly identified and represented by all 22 respondents, and another four 
characters were successfully identified and represented by 21 respondents. However, 
there are also nearly half (15 out of 34，44.1%) of the syllables which were 
successfully identified and represented by half or less than half of the respondents. 
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Consistent with findings in psycholinguistics and a cognitive science, 
respondents with stronger knowledge on the subject matter shows higher level of 
comprehension accuracy in both excerpts (see Fig. 6.11 and 6.12). In Fig. 6.11 and 
6.12, all correct written forms of the syllables are counted as “accurately identified," 
no matter the respondent replied s/he was certain or uncertain about it. For Hoping 
to Listen to My Plea 〈願称垂聽我呼求〉，the 7 Christian respondents 
successfully identified 32.71 (out of 37 syllables) characters on average, 7 
non-Christians with knowledge recognized 29.25 syllables on average, while the 8 
non-Christians without knowledge could only identify 27.86 characters on average. 
Fig. 6. 11 Yuan ni chui ting wo hu qiu〈願称垂聽我呼求�(Total number of syllables: 
37) 
Word recognition (average) 
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For Make Me a Blessing〈藉我賜恩福〉，the differences between the three 
groups of respondents widened. The 7 Christian respondents successfully identified 
26.14 (out of 34 syllables) characters on average, 7 non-Christians with knowledge 
recognized 20.25 syllables on average, while the 8 non-Christians without knowledge 
could only identify 16.71 characters on average. 
Fig. 6. 12 Make Me a Blessing〈藉我賜恩福〉（Total number of syllables: 34) 
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Limitations of the Survey 
This survey is not intended as a psycholinguistic experiment on human 
comprehension process. Apart from the primary task of language comprehension, a 
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secondary task - the ‘‘writing，，task of the present survey - is involved. As this 
secondary task requires a conscious decision on the part of the respondent, issues 
unrelated to language comprehension might interfere. For example, the respondent 
may not be able to give correct representation of the Chinese character only because 
s/he is unsure about the written form of the syllable, despite the fact that s/he can 
understand the meaning of the sounded syllable. Though the respondents were asked 
to mark the characters which they are not sure of the written form, it is still difficult to 
know whether they have a correct comprehension of the sounded syllables. 
Another interference is memory. As Osterhout (1994: 15) points out, 
"comprehension is remarkably rapid, occurring essentially in 'real-time'." Yet writing 
down the characters after hearing the recording somehow relies on memory. To make 
the situation more complicated is the fact that people tend to memorize better the 
things that are meaningful to them. Psychological experiments have shown that 
"nonsense syllables are learned more slowly than are an equal number of common 
words; if both are studied for the same length of time, the better learned common 
words will be forgotten more slowly." {Encyclopedia Britannica 2003, CD-Rom 
version) In other words, a line with certain character(s) missing may be resulted from 
memory errors, or ill comprehension, or both. 
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With these limitations, the survey is insufficient to be regarded as an experiment. 
However, it does reveal something of importance which is relevant to our discussion 
on immediate comprehensibility, giving a general idea of what is likely to happen 
when an audience listen to a piece of vocal music of Christianity-related content. 
Information acquired from the above survey is thus used as demonstrating examples 
in the following discussions. 
Tone-melody Relationship 
In Cantonese, the same syllable in different tones (that, pitch values) may differ 
in meaning?. Therefore, if the melodic contour of the music and that of the text 
contradicts, comprehensibility may be adversely affected. The impact of tone-melody 
relationship on immediate comprehensibility is illustrated by the above survey. 
Taking line 4 of excerpt 6.2 as an example. Its low immediate comprehensibility 
can be partly explained by the contradiction between the melodic contour of the music 
and that of the text. 
7 See Chapter 3. 
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These seven syllables are sung within two bars (extending over a time span of 
4.3 seconds). Yet the immediate comprehensibility is so low that each of the first five 
syllables was successfully identified and represented by less than 4 respondents. It 
shows considerable contrast with another septasyllabic line (line 2) which is also sung 
within a time span of 4.3 seconds. 
Excerpt 6.2: Line 4 Excerpt 6.2: Line 2 
Comprehension Accuracy Comprehension Accuracy 
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It seems that memory is not a significant factor here, as line 2 _ a line with the 
same rhythm, same number of syllables and sung within the same time span as line 
4 - is more satisfactory in terms of immediate comprehensibility. A closer look at the 
relation between music-speech melodic contours would help to explain this 
phenomenon. 
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Fig. 6. 13 Relation between Music and Speech Melodic Contours in Excerpt 6.2, Line 
4 
O = Actual interval 
^ = Possible interval, but not always acceptable 
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Fig. 6. 14 Relation between Music and Speech Melodic Contours in Excerpt 6.2, Line 
2 
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It seems that the syllables shi you shang zhe 使憂傷者（“make the sad people 
[happy]") and duo shew 多少（“many’，）are set within the same possible range 
(marked with triangles), which is theoretically acceptable. Yet all of the respondents 
identified the characters duo shao, while only 1 to 3 respondents identified the 
characters shi you shang zhe, and virtually no respondent successfully identified all 
the four characters^ Part of the reason is that the musical phrase starts on the middle 
register (the tessitura of the whole melody is from c^  [middle C] to c^), going up to the 
top note c2 before coming down to g^  again. Yet the pitch contour of the text goes 
g 
Here are some of the phrases written down by the respondents, given in pinyin and Chinese 
characters: shi you shang zhe bian huan chang ； ^由 i ：胃 s h i you shen zhe bian huan chang 
是由神這邊歡暢，shi you shen zhe bian huan chang是由神遮便歡唱，shi you shang zhe XXX是有上 
# X X X [ an " X " denotes unidentified syllable], shi you shang ji bian huan chang i^MMW^MMM-
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stationary for the first five syllables (all in the "high" register). As Wong (2003: 
104-7)9 points out, this kind of pitch contour is normally set to descending musical 
lines, both in traditional Cantonese songs and Cantonese popular songs. In other 
words，setting this “all-high,，register pitch contour to an ascending musical line is 
unusual. The more usual way, in fact, is to start with syllables of the extra low or low 
register. This explains why 14 respondents perceive shi 使(/si 2/ in Cantonese 
pronunciation, high register) as /si 6/ 是（low register) and 2 respondents as /si 4/ 時 
(extra low register). With this unusual music-speech relation, a listener's normal 
comprehension process may be interrupted. As psychological experiments show, 
when subjects are given “somewhat incoherent sentences," these sentences "may 
become more reasonable during encoding; they tend to be reproduced in memory tests 
more coherently. When the learner has trouble making sense of any new stimulus 
(when he cannot specify encoding and decoding rules with precision) the decoded 
memory tends to resemble previously established memories." (Encyclopedia 
Britannica 2003, Deluxe CD-Rom version) This explains why, while few respondents 
thought they could not identify the syllables, they give quite a variety of erroneous 
identifications: 
9 See Chapter 3. 
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Table 6. 2 Erroneous Identifications Given by Respondents 
Frequency 
Character Erroneous Identification [Frequency] 
Correct Unidentified Missed 
時 /si4/ [2] 
使 /si2/ 2 4 0 
是 /si6/ [14] 
又 /jmi6/ [1] 
由 /jBu4/ [7] 
憂 /joul/ 3 6 0 
有 /jBu5 / [4] 
( 樣 ) / j — / [1] 
上 /soeg6 / [2] 
生 / s岡 1 / [ 1 ] 
(神)/sm4/[6] 
傷 /soegl/ 3 5 1 像 /dzoeg6/[l] 
將 /dzoegl / [1] 
在 /dzon6 / [1] 
信 /soen3 / [1] 
借 /dze3/ [1] 
者 /dze2/ 1 3 0 這 /dze2/[13] 
遮 /dzel/ [1] 
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即 /dzikl/ [2] 
(這)/dze2/[l] 
邊 /binl / [9] 
變化in3/ 2 4 1 便 /bin6/ [5] 
片 /pin3/ [1] 
歡 /funl/ 17 4 0 呼 / ful/ [1] 
暢 /tsoeg3/ 11 5 0 唱 /tsoeg3/[6] 
Bracketed characters are classified by the individual respondent as "audio uncertainty." 
A similar musical phrase can be found in a Cantonese popular song I Am Lucky 
〈幸運是我){Xing yun shi wo), sung by Deanie Ip 葉德嫻 in 1980s, in which the 
tonal structure of the last phrase yuan lai shi ge xing yun er 原來是個幸運兒("in 
fact I'm very lucky") in Cantonese is "LL-LL-L-M-L-L-LL": 




J. = 6 0 
I 1 I I m - • • • • ^ 
J 丄 liiJ J J 丄 I 川•丨 J JI 丄 I - I - I 巨 
那 裡 會 知 就 是 自 己 原 來 是 個 幸 運 兒 . 
The considerably lower syllable recognition rate of Ji wo ci en fu compared to 
rw^ zH ni chui ting wo hu qiu may well be explained by the poor tone-melody relation 
of the former. However, it would be too speculative to conclude that all instances of 
poor relation between music-speech melodic contours would result in low immediate 
comprehensibility. Line 2 of Make Me a Blessing, for example, contains a serious 
mistake in tone-melody matching: duo shao ren 多少人("many people") should has 
the syllable ren 人 be set to a note at least a perfect (7 semitones) lower than shao 
少.Now the syllable is set to a note a major (2 semitones) higher than shao instead, 
still 17 respondents were successful in identifying the character. It is probably because 
homophones to the semantic segment duo shao ren that suits better to the musical 
contour is hard to come by. Nonetheless, 3 respondents really perceived the syllable 
ren 人(/jBn4/, extra low register, "human" or "people") as yin 因（/jmil/’ high 
register, "because" or "reason"), and 2 respondents replied that they could not identify 
the syllable (these make up about 25% of the respondents), which implies that the risk 
of being miscomprehended cannot be taken lightly. 
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There are cases, though, which would more readily be miscomprehended than 
others. When a “tonally distorted" word sounds the same as, or very similar to, 
another meaningful and “tonally normal" word, it would very likely be misheard as 
the latter. Two well-known examples are given by Tsui Wan Ching 徐允淸(2003: 
19): 
Excerpt 6. 4 His Sheep Am I〈我是主的羊〉（Wd? shi zhu de yang) 
我是主的羊 
我 是 主 的 羊 . 
Excerpt 6. 5 Silent Night, Holy Night^^ 〈平安夜)(Ping an ye) 
平安夜 
0 � h 
,!， I 丨 
聖 一 善 夜 (The original is in simplified notation. My transcription) 
Tsui comments that the syllables wo 我(/go5/, "I") and yang 羊(/joeg 4/’ 
10 The source is not given in Tsui's article. The time signature of this hymn is usually written as 6/8 in 
many hymnals. 
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‘sheep，，）are set to notes too high, thus sounding like /r)ol si6 dzyl dikl joeg6/ 軻[sic.] 
是豬的樣（“I [sic.] look like a pig")； and the syllable shan 善（/sin6/, “goodness，，）is 
again set too high and the whole phrase sounds as /sigl sinl je6/ 升仙夜（“a night 
when somebody becomes a celestial being"). 
It is difficult, in fact, to anticipate what kind of tone-melody mismatch would 
result in low immediate comprehensibility and what would not. Since none of the 
hymns reviewed is satisfactory in tone-melody matching, as discussed in Chapter 3， 
many of them are at the risk of being miscomprehended simply due to tone-melody 
mismatch. If, therefore, the greatest possible immediate comprehensibility is to be 
secured, compliance with the tone-melody matching principles^^ is a necessity. 
Homophony 
According to A Dictionary of Linguistics and Phonetics by David Crystal (2003: 
221), "homophony" is "a term used in semantic analysis to refer to words (i.e. 
lexemes) which have the same pronunciation, but differ in meaning," and “when there 
is ambiguity on account of his identity, a 'homophonic clash or conflict' is said to 
11 See Chapter 3. 
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have occurred." 
In translated hymns, two kinds of homophonic clash are discernible: the first is 
homophonic clash of the "natural" kind, meaning that the normal pronunciation of 
two characters is exactly the same; the second is homophonic clash resulted by the 
tonal structure of syllables being distorted due to tone-melody mismatch. The latter is 
excluded from the present section, for it has been discussed in the previous section 
about "tone-melody matching." 
Homophonic clash of the first kind, which would give rise to ambiguity in 
speech, would also result in ambiguity even if the syllables are satisfactorily set to 
music, without distorting their tonal structures. Consider the following examples 
(Examples 6.7a-e): 
Example 6.7a Let All Mortal Flesh Keep Silence �肅靜迎主)(Su jing ying zhu), 
SOG 125, Stanzas 2, 3 and 4 
Stanza 2 :主爲祂的信徒捨己’作爲无永遠 
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Explanation: tian Hang 天糧（/tinl loeg4/, "heavenly provisions") may be 
mistaken for "conscience"天良. 
Stanza 3 :無•終，光之真光 
Explanation: Wu shi 無始（/mo4 tsi2/，“without a beginning") may be mistaken 
for wu chi 無耳t ("shameless"), for they are homophones in Cantonese. 
Stanza 4:連舰覆，宣祂光輝，匯集頌聲皆翁/夢（年年，貧夫） 
Explanation: In Cantonese, nian nian 年年("year after year") can be 
pronounced as /nin4 nin4/ ("standard pronunciation"正音）or /lin4 lin4/ (‘‘casual 
pronunciation"俗音）.The latter is a homophone of lian lian 連連("continuously"). 
Pin hu 頻呼(/ p^nl ful/，“hailing incessantly") is a homophone of pin fu 貧夫 
(‘‘poor men") in Cantonese. 
Example 6.7b As with Gladness Men of Old〈願蒙主弓丨領〉meng zhu yin ling), 




Explanation: cheng 誠（/sig4/, "really") (line 2) is a homophone of "becoming" 
or “realizing，，成，both in Cantonese and in Mandarin. Shen yuan 深願（/smnl jyn6/， 
“deeply hope") is a homophone of xin yuan 心願（/sEml jyn6/，"a desire") in 
Cantonese. Zhan 瞻(/dziml/, “to look up to") is a homophone of “to get something 
from somebody or something"沾，both in Cantonese and in Mandarin. 
Example 6.7c Once in Royal Davids City〈從前大衛城中〉(Cong qian Da Wei 
Cheng zhong), SOG 139, Stanza 2 
謙卑救主居世上，潛卑微人相來往 
Explanation: Both "together with"偕 and "all"皆 are pronounced as jie 
(/gail/). Here semantic ambiguity is present: the original line means "[Jesus] lived 
with humble men." Yet if "all"皆 is heard instead, the line would become "[Jesus] 
and men were all humble and they lived together." 
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S a m p l e 6.7d Lo, How a Rose Is Blooming〈耶西之條歌〉（re Xi zhi tiao ge\ HUP 
94，Stanza 1 
看，玫瑰花開茂盛，耶西之條發長。柔@欣欣向榮；古人早已歌唱 
Explanation: rou zhi 柔枝（/jou4 dzil/, "soft sprout") is a homophone of you zhi 
油脂（“grease”）in Cantonese. 
Example 6.7e Joy to the World〈普世歡騰〉(Pu shi huan teng), HOP 90，Stanza 4 
上主公義無限榮光，主愛奇妙麗名 
Explanation: nan ming 難名（/nan4 ming4/, "difficult to describe") is a 
homophone of “difficult to understand"難明，both in Cantonese and in Mandarin. 
The above are only few of the instances found in translated hymns. Nearly 
one-tenth of the hymns stanzas reviewed in the present study contain one or more 
instances of homophonic clash of this kind (Fig. 6.15). 
Fig. 6. 15 Homophonic Clash in Translated Hymns 
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It is true that findings in psycholinguistics and cognitive science show the 
importance of context and knowledge sources on comprehension. Yet, except 
Example 6.7d, all other examples of homophonic clash given above are, in fact, 
instances where ambiguity would occur even WITHIN context. This implies that 
ambiguity is very likely when the listener is not given the text when they hear the 
hymns. For the sake of enhancing audio immediate comprehensibility, care should be 
taken to avoid potential ambiguity resulted by homophony. 
Ease of Utterance 
This concept is borrowed from the idea of "speakability" in drama translation. 
Since stage utterance is the major form of communication in a stage performance, 
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speakable lines seem indispensable. Robert W. Corrigan even declared that “it is only 
when the sense of speakability is achieved that we have theatre." (Corrigan, 1961: 104) 
To him, to have everything speakable is the “first law in translating for the theatre." 
(Corrigan, 1961: 101) Speakability means to what extent are the lines easy and natural 
to be spoken. Speakable lines is the basis for a smooth performance, otherwise the 
actors have to struggle with lines that sound unnatural and stilted. To achieve this, 
Corrigan suggested that "the translator should hear the actor speaking in his mind". 
(Corrigan, 1961: 101) 
Generally speaking, long sentences with complicated sentence structures are 
difficult for the actor/ actress to memorize and to utter and at the same time difficult 
for the audience to grasp; tongue-twisters are also undesirable for stage performance; 
and the rhythm of utterance also affects the speakability of lines. 
In hymns, however, as the rhythm of utterance is to a very large extent 
determined by the tempo and rhythm of the music, what the translator can do is not 
much. Long and complicated sentence structures are relatively few in hymn texts, and 
it has been common for translators to use lines even shorter than the source text.^^ 
12 See Chapter 4. 
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The focus of the present section is on whether the syllables are easy to be articulated 
and heard clearly. 
A couple of examples of semantic segments that are not easy to be articulated 
clearly are chuang pang 牀旁（/ tsog4 "beside a bed") and qu shen 屈身 
(/wBtl sBnl/, to bow), which occurs in several hymn entries. Consider the following 
examples (Example 6.8): 
Example 6.8a Away in a Manger〈馬槽歌〉(Ma cao ge), HOP 92, Stanza 2 
願称今臨近，在/术M呆護我，直到天放明 
Example 6.8b Away in a Manger〈馬槽歌){Ma cao ge), SOG 148, Stanza 2 
求称常守望，從黑夜到天亮，•守牀旁 
Example 6.8c It Came Upon the Midnight Clear 〈夜半歌聲){Ye ban ge sheng), 
HOP 94, Stanza 1 
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天使身飛近大地，歡然手撥金琴 
Example 6.8d On This Day, Earth Shall Ring〈在今天，各地方〉(Zai jin tian，ge di 
fang), HOP 115, Stanza 3 
屈：m，主牀旁 
Chuang pang is quite difficult to articulate clearly, and might be misheard as 
pang huang 徬徨 ( /pog4 wog4/, “upset’，). Qu shen is likely to be mispronounced and 
misheard as qu xi 屈膝(/wBtl SBtl/, “to kneel"). Another example is dan xin jun 
^ang 誕亲斤君王(/dan3 SBnl gw^nl wog4/, "a new king was bom") from We Three 
Kings of Orients Are〈三位博士來自東方〉i^San wei bo shi lai zi dong fang, CP155, 
stanza 2), which might be confused with dan sheng jun wang 誕生君王(/dan3 sBgl 
gwBnl wog4/, "a king was bom"). 
The Time Aspects 
As mentioned b e f o r e m u s i c and speech are both time-dependent events by 
” S e e Chapter 4. 
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nature. Therefore, various facets of the time aspects would affect immediate 
comprehensibility. 
Accentuation Pattern 
Accentuation on different syllables would result in semantic differences or even 
semantic ambiguity, which this have already been discussed fully in Chapter 4. 
Tempi, Shorter Time Values and Phrase lengths 
A piece of vocal music in fast tempo can be likened to speech spoken fast, which 
is likely to invite low immediate comprehensibility. Likewise, notes of shorter time 
value in a piece also tend to be misheard. This can be shown in the survey above. The 
two syllables in Make Me a Blessing which were heard by less than half of the 
respondents are zai 在（/dz�i6/’ "in") and xian 現（/jin6/，"now"), which are sung to 
semiquavers at a t e m p o � = 7 6 , that is, a note of 0.19 second duration. 
Frequency 
Character Erroneous Identification [Frequency] 
Correct Unidentified Missed 
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(在)/dzoi6/ [2] 
在 / z�i6/ 10 1 0 像 /dzoen6/ [8] 
將 /dzcenl / [ l ] 
而 /ji4/ [8] 
願 /jyn6/ [6] 
現 /jin6/ 3 2 0 仍 /jig4/ [1] 
(而)/ji4/[l] 
(現)/jin6/[l] 
Yet traditional hymns, in practice, are generally sung at moderate tempi 
Besides, notes shorter than the quaver is not so frequently used than crotchets and 
other longer time values^^. In other words, tempi and shorter time values are not 
expected to be a significant hindrance to audio immediate comprehensibility. There 
are cases, though, where comprehension error is possible if the hymn is sung in a 
lighter style. Good Christians Men, Rejoice 〈信徒歡唱)(Xin tu huang chang, 
14 The hymns are sung approximately at J = 76-100 in local church services. Recordings of Christmas 
hymns sung by King's College Choir (Cambridge, CD-number 414042-2) and The Vienna Boys Choir 
(CD number WMK90835 and 412551-2) also shows similar results, with Christmas hymns in crotchet 
beats sung at tempi between J = 76-100，mostly around J = 80-88，and those in dotted crotchet beats at 
tempi between J^=76-112. 
Hymns which have melodies containing semiquavers (1/4 beat in time signatures based on crotchets 
or 1/6 beat in time signatures based on dotted crotchets) are fewer than 10: Silent Night, Go Tell It on 
the Mountain, What Child Is This, King of Kings (HOP 116), No Rooms (SOG157), Thou Didst Leave 
Thy Throne (HOL107), While Shepherds Watched Their Flocks (HOL97), Joy to the World and Little 
Jesus Sweetly Sleep (HUP 121). 
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CP143，stanza 1)，for example, contains the following lines: 
Example 6.9 
人畜皆同來敬拜，歡迎馬槽中小聖嬰 
The music is in compound duple time, implying that it is rather dance-like and 
light-hearted in character. If it is sung in a lighthearted style (which means it will be 
sung moderately fast), the first line Ren chu jie tong lai jing bai 人畜皆同來敬拜 
(/jmi4 tsukl gail tug4 bi4 gig3 bai3/，“men and beast worship together") would easily 
be misheard as ren chu jie tong lai jing 办人出街同來敬拜（/jBn4 tsoetl gail tur)4 
bi4 gig3 bai3/, “people come out to the street to worship together"). 
Long phrases are also likely to yield low audio immediate comprehensibility. 
However, as the results of the previous chapter have shown, the translators tend 
divided a longer musical phrase into musical sub-phrases consisting of no more than 
10 notes and set to no more than 8 syllables. This is not expected to be a significant 
hindrance to audio immediate comprehensibility. 
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Concluding Remarks 
From the above discussion, it is rather obvious that hymns translators have not 
taken the idea of immediate comprehensibility into account. Given the special and 
varied nature of hymns singing activities, good immediate comprehensibility is 
clearly an asset to the overall musical effect and functional effect of the hymns, 
making the message to be better conveyed in delivery, to Christians and 
non-Christians alike, particularly with these Christmas hymns. Semiotically speaking, 
this is an action of delimiting the possible interpretants that might arise from the target 
text. The review of the hymns selected shows that there is still much room for 
improvement for the translated hymns in terms of immediate comprehensibility, both 
textually and phonologically. 
It would be a good idea to specify the target audience and the function of 
hymn-singing activities the translated hymns are intended for, focusing first on 
whether the hymns are intended to be sung in church services where the audience is 
believed to be well-versed, or is becoming to be well-versed, in Christianity, or as part 
of the preaching activities to the general public of a mixed background. This would 
determine the basic approach as to how to deal with religious terminology. 
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On the other hand, archaism should generally be avoided as well. Archaic 
expressions found in Union Version Bible can be treated as religious terminology, 
while other archaic expressions should best be replaced by expressions found in 
contemporary Chinese lexicon. 
The music imposes various prosodic limitations on the text. These limitations 
often give rise to various syntactic anomalies, including inappropriate contractions, 
grammatical errors and collocation errors. These anomalies present considerable 
一 hindrance to effective comprehension on the part of the audience and should be 
avoided. 
As some of the audience might not have the text when they listen to the hymns, 
the phonological aspects of the hymn texts, by nature, have to be as lucid as possible. 
Yet the existing translated hymns are far from satisfactory in this respect. Ambiguity 
and obscurity is often resulted from tone-melody mismatch, homophonic clashes, 




Reconciling Words and Music for a Dialectal Hymnal 
Introductory Remarks 
As pointed out in the previous chapters, the existing translated Christmas hymns 
are in general inferior when they are sung in Cantonese. This inferiority is illustrated 
by a comparison with the norms in the corresponding aspects in Cantonese musical 
culture, Chinese literary tradition, and principles of vocal text translating into Chinese. 
A new approach, therefore, seems appropriate. 
Towards a Dialectal Hymnal: A Musical Approach and Its Strategies 
As pointed out in the previous chapters, hymns occupy a central role in 
Protestant Christian liturgy. Yet the existing hymns show considerable deficiency in 
tone-melody matching and rhyming when sung in Cantonese; and though some of the 
time aspects have been carefully dealt with, note-group - segment matching is by no 
means satisfactory. These deficiencies, coupled with semantic and syntactic anomalies, 
result in low immediate comprehensibility in most of the hymns analyzed. 
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A number of ways to remedy the situation are available and prescriptive 
guidelines and "rules" are not difficult to make. But the question here lies in the very 
nature of hymns, not as a musical genre, but as religious texts since they serve for 
religious purposes, as well as audio and/or visual entertainment. Most discussions of 
vocal text translating seldom touch upon issues like the purpose and function of a 
translation, which is understandable because secular vocal music is expected to be for 
entertainment. The same thing happens to what was categorized as "church music" in 
the past: mass, cantata, passion, and other choral music with religious text in Latin, 
which has become the standard concert repertoire, to be "performed" more often in 
concert halls rather than sung in church services. 
Peter Low (2003: 93), in his article "Translating Poetic Songs," emphasizes the 
importance of "asking questions about purpose." One very important point he makes 
is "the well-known fact that translated poems cannot replicate all the features of the 
originals, and often do not even come close." With this in mind, "one should logically 
expect that some focus on function and purpose would help a translator to decide 
which features to prioritize in a given case and which may be sacrificed at less cost." 
His views are in line with scholars of translatology such as Hans J. Vermeer, founder 
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of the Skopos theory, and Katharina Reiss. 
Vocal text translating is in some way similar to poetry translating: firstly, many 
prosodic features of poetry, like rhyming and rhythm, apply to vocal texts, however 
mediocre they may be, and it cannot be overlooked that many vocal texts are 
themselves poems of high literary value. Secondly, the literary style of vocal texts is 
essentially poetic, though often less personal in content when compared to "genuine" 
poetry. Thirdly, both genres emphasize audio aesthetics. The main difference between 
vocal texts and poetry is that vocal texts are set to music, intended to be performed 
and consumed immediately; while poetry, in general, is not. As "translated poems 
cannot replicate all the features of the originals, and often do not even come close," 
the same thing holds true for vocal texts as well. In the process of language transfer, 
what to keep and what to sacrifice, therefore, depends on the purpose of the target 
text. 
The Skopos Theory and Priorities in Hymn Translating 
The Skopos theory was developed in Germany in the late 1970s by Hans J. 
Vermeer. It is "part of a theory of translational action" (Vermeer, 1989: 221) in which 
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it is postulated that “every action has an aim, a purpose." The purpose of the 
translational action is called the “skopos，，，which is a technical term derived from 
Greek; and the outcome of translational action is called the “translatum，，’ meaning “a 
particular variety of target text." His skopos theory consists of three rules: the skopos 
rule, the coherence rule and the fidelity rule (Schaffner, 236): 
1. The skopos rule: Human action (and its subcategory: translation) is 
determined by its purpose {skopos). This rule is formalized using the 
formula: lA(Trl) = f (Sk). 
2. The coherence rule: the target text must be sufficiently coherent to allow the 
intended users to comprehend it, given their assumed background 
knowledge and situational circumstances. 
3. The fidelity rule: some relationship must remain between the source text 
and the target text once the overriding principle of skopos and the rule of 
(intratextual) coherence have been satisfied. 
In the case of hymn translating, therefore, the purpose of hymn singing - and 
hence hymn translating - must be clarified before further discussion. Owing to the 
fact that the hymnals currently used in local churches today are deeply rooted in 
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English hymnody, it is worth looking at the opinion of Issac Watts (1674-1748), the 
“Father of English Hymnody，，i (Music, 1996: 136): 
The chief Design of this Work was to improve Psalmody^ or Religious Singing, 
and to encourage the frequent Practice of it in public Assemblies and private 
Families with more Honour and Delight; yet the Author hopes the Reading of it 
may also entertain the Parlour and the Closet with devout Pleasure and holy 
Meditations. Therefore among 340 sacred Hymns they may find out several that 
suit their own Case and Temper, or the Circumstances of their Families and 
Friends; they may teach their Children such as are proper for their Age, and by 
treasuring them in their Memory they may be furnished for pious Retirement, or 
may entertain their Friends with holy Melody. 
Preface to The Psalms of David Imitated in the Language of the New Testament 
(London: Printed for J. Clark, R. Ford. And R. Cruttenden, 1719)，pp. [iii]-xxxii.) 
1 Issac Watts "has been called the "Father of English hymnody" because of his key role in the 
transition from metrical psalmody to hymnody. The high quality, simplicity, and evangelical flavor of 
his verse led many churches in both England and America to abandon metrical psalmody and accept 
the singing of hymns, or at least paraphrased (rather than versified) scripture." (Music, 1996: 115) 
2 Psalmody, in the British and North American context, means "the singing of Psalms according to 
published metrical psalters" in the English-speaking Protestant and Reformed churches of the 17出，18出 and 19& centuries (Randel, 2003: 687-88). A "Psalter" is the "collected Book of Psalms translated into 
the vernacular, frequently in rhymed versions (metrical Psalter) and provided with music for 
congregational singing." (Apel, 1972: 704-45) The music of the Psalter was known as "very 
monotonous," with a pace that was "probably painfully slow," with the custom of "lining out" (that is, 
"the practice of having each line read by the minister or some other person before it is sung by the 
congregation," (Apel, 1972: 485)) which "disrupted the sense of the text and destroyed musical 
continuity." (Apel, 1972: 704-5) 
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It is obvious that Watts encourages the singing of hymns not only in the church, 
but also at other occasions - and in the family in particular. He does not mask the 
need for pleasure and entertainment in hymn singing, while at the same time 
addressing the educational and spiritual function of hymn singing. 
James Rawlings Sydnor (1980a: 24-25), a widely respected leader in church 
music in the United States, lists five functions of congregational hymn singing: 
1. Through hymn singing, people can express their feelings and ideas. 
2. Through hymn singing, people tell their faith and display their spirit to 
others. 
3. Through hymn singing, people are bound in closer fellowship. 
4. Through hymn singing, believers are taught the truths of the faith. 
5. Through hymn singing, Christians are sustained and enriched in daily life. 
Jennie K. Wong 王菊英（1988: 6-8) points out three functions of the hymn in 
church: 
1. Music serves as an offering]�to G d. It is an action of worship and praise. 
3 According to Daniel Law (1978^ ®®®: 31)，an "offering" has to be "the best." 374 
2. Music helps believers to assist and encourage one another. 
3. Music is an effective tool for “spreading the gospels" and religious 
education. 
Gabriel C.S. Chi 紀哲生（1985: 6-7), on the other hand, highlights the 
importance of hymn translating in the development of Christianity in China as being 
second only to the translation of the Holy Bible because "hymns help the Christians to 
understand their faith and spiritual concepts like remembering God's grace, heavenly 
calling，Christian ideals, brotherly love, holy beauty, heavenly hope and the like, so as 
to strengthen their faith." 
Opinions seem diverse. In summary these purposes can be divided into four 
groups: 
1. For "spreading the gospels" and preaching activities; 
2. For spiritual development of the believers; 
3. For religious educational purposes; 
4. For entertainment. 
Each of these purposes is directed to different receivers and the priorities differ 
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(Table 7.1). These observations can be applied to the translated hymns as well, as they 
are also used in more or less the same way. 
Table 7.1 
Purpose Target receivers Priorities 
Preaching Non-Christians 1. Immediate comprehensibility 
2. Musical effectiveness 
(including rhyming, the time 
aspects and tone-melody 
matching) 
Spiritual Christians 1. Sincerity 
Development 2. Supremacy in every aspect 
Religious Christians The content of the text 
education 
Entertainment Christians and 1. Musical effectiveness 
Non-Christians 2. Poetic beauty of the text 
In Vermeer's terminology, these four purposes are four skopos. However, it is 
hardly possible to find a single target text which would suit all these purposes equally 
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well，though sometimes a single target text can fulfill more than one function. (Low, 
2003: 96-97) 
If a hymn is used in preaching activities such as carol singing on Christmas Eve, 
the first priority might be given to immediate comprehensibility, because the target 
receivers are expected to be non-Christians, whose knowledge of Christianity might 
be insufficient to understand the "jargons" of Christianity, or to "guess" what the text 
means when tone-melody mismatch occurs, for immediate comprehensibility is 
affected by tone-melody matching, rhyming and note-group - segment matching, as 
shown in the previous chapters. 
To the Christian congregation, the main focus may be given to the spiritual 
impact of a translated hymn, to experience the greatness, mercifulness of God, to 
express their gratitude and faith, to be touched and be moved^. Here "sincerity" would 
be the watchword - but "sincerity" can hardly be assessed. Good text and good music 
are essential if this purpose is to be fulfilled. This can be reflected in Syndor's opinion 
on the choice of hymns: "texts are usually judged on the basis of the following 
4 As Hull (2002: 16) points out, the hymn is a genre which can be called a "functional song," meaning 
that "the hymn, rather than being an aesthetic object, experienced at a certain critical distance by an 
audience, is identified with directly by the congregation, so that while they sing, the persona implied by 
the text and music is taken on by the singers. The singer imaginatively becomes [original italics] the 
vocal persona. [...] Whatever power the text and music have is amplified by being experienced 'from 
the inside.'" 
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qualities: spiritual reality, scriptural fidelity, poetic beauty and craftsmanship. The 
music is judged on the inspired and felicitous combination of melody, harmony, 
rhythm and form." (Sydnor, 1980b: 260) 
If the translated hymns are used for religious educational purposes, acting like 
commentaries to the scriptures, intertextual fidelity should by all means be upheld. 
If the translated hymns are for entertainment, then all the artistic aspects should 
be dealt with carefully, for the hymns will readily be judged for their aesthetic value. 
A Musical Approach 
It would be a good idea to specify the target audience and the function of 
hymn-singing activities a particular hymn(s) is translated for, focusing first on 
whether the hymns are intended to be sung in church services where the audience is 
believed to be well-versed, or is becoming to be well-versed, in Christianity, or as part 
of the preaching activities to the general public of a mixed background. This would 
determine the basic approach. 
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With a clearly defined skopos, one of the basic approaches would be what I call a 
“musical approach.，，The musical approach is particularly suitable for translating 
hymns specifically for - but not confined to 一 preaching activities, such as 
carol-singing, crusades and other evangelistic missions. A good deal of these hymns 
will be appropriate for congregational singing as well, if intertextual fidelity between 
the source and the target text is reasonably high and the target text is elegant enough 
(though it has to be easily comprehensible), to be accepted by the clergy and the 
congregation. 
It is true that there are many Cantonese devotional songs written in popular style^ 
(targeted towards the younger generations) or even in Cantonese operatic style^ 
(targeted towards the elderly), hymns translated in a style singable in Cantonese are 
still in demand; otherwise the hymnal SOG (with hymns relatively more singable in 
Cantonese) would not be warmly welcomed in many churches. For those who find 
neither popular music nor Cantonese operas can fit their taste, a Chinese version 
singable in Cantonese would more readily be welcomed. 
It is also true that there are a number of recordings featuring biblical texts highly 
5 For example, Sing A New Song《齊唱新歌》，the series of original Cantonese songs which are very popular among the younger generation, is in popular style. 6 These are called "gospel Cantonese arias"示畐音粤曲{Fu yin yue qu). 
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singable in Cantonese newly written to existing hymn melodies, particularly those for 
Christmas. However, apart from their weaker "poetic qualities," their scriptural 
fidelity is ready to invite skeptical responses and thus less possible to be accepted by 
the church. 
The musical approach proposed here would give first priority to immediate 
comprehensibility, largely achieved through the satisfactory matching between the 
text and the music. In order to be acceptable by the church, intertextual fidelity has to 
be fairly high. The resulting texts would probably be characterized by: 
1. satisfactory matching between tone and melody; 
2. rhyming in Cantonese; 
3. careful handling of the time aspects; 
4. avoidance of abstruseness; 
5. high intertextual fidelity to the source text. 
A Dialectal Hymnal 
For a translated hymn text to be deemed appropriate for the church, it is 
generally accepted that the text has to be elegant and poetic. (Hu, 1988: 10-11) Many 
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of the existing translated hymns meet this requirement. However, they are far more 
suitable for singing in Mandarin than in Cantonese, and many of the undesirable 
effects in Cantonese hymn-singing are caused by phonetic differences between 
Mandarin and Cantonese. Some churches resort to singing hymns in Mandarin，. This 
practice, however, is far from being widespread, for Hong Kong is a society 
essentially dominated by the Cantonese dialect. Despite the fact that 
Mandarin-speaking population is increasing in size after the Handover, the majority of 
Hong Kong Chinese people cannot speak good Mandarin. Most local churches 
continue to conduct religious activities in Cantonese. Therefore, it would be 
recommendable for translated hymns to conform to the norms of this Hong 
Kong-Cantonese culture. The compilation of a hymnal suitable for singing in 
Cantonese would be beneficial: with considerably fewer - if not entirely free from — 
phonetic imperfections, these hymns would convey the message in a more effective 
way, serve as an excellent offering to God, and ideally, would cultivate sincerity 
among those who sing theml Language should not be a barrier and beautiful hymn 
singing need not be confined to Mandarin. 
Specifying the Language 
7 Such as Christian Central Church (Kowloon Tong)基督中心堂(九龍塘). 
Q The emotional impact of the hymn cannot be overlooked. A considerable number of Christians share 
their experience of the moments when they are emotionally touched by hymns. (Hu, 1963: 3-6) 
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Some hymnal editors tend to be reluctant to specify the language the hymns are 
intended to be sung^ It is far from recommendable, for it would be difficult to assess 
the effectiveness of the translated text. 
The Choice of Style - Spoken-colloquial or Written-formal? 
The conception of a dialectal hymnal proposed above is different from the 
vernacular hymnals 土白詩集 of the century^®. Vernacular hymnals of the 19出 
century contain texts with very colloquial expressions based on the spoken language, 
sometimes even with syllables unrepresented by any Chinese character^ \ The present 
proposal of a dialectal hymnal is not colloquial. It is "dialectal" only in terms of the 
phonetic aspects: to rhyme according to Cantonese pronunciation, taking due care of 
tone-melody matching in Cantonese, and to pay attention to the occurrence of 
homophonic clashes in Cantonese. The language is still in formal written Chinese 
{shu mian yu 書面語)，free from Cantonese colloquialisms. 
The adoption of formal written Chinese is based on several reasons: firstly, it is 
9 See Chapter 6. 
iG See Chapter 2. 
“ S u c h as “起先娜講 把，，in the Fuzhou dialect. (Sheng, 1982: 1) 
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the norm for both Cantonese popular songs and Cantonese operas^^. Secondly, lyrics 
and essays (and almost everything else) written in Cantonese (that is, a writing style 
featuring Chinese characters but following spoken Cantonese grammar and usage, 
often with colloquialisms and dialectal expressionsi3，usually used in newspapers, 
magazines and comics) are generally despised upon, regarded as "vulgar" and “of low 
social stams.”i4 Wong Chi Wah (2003: 102) points out: 
However, our Cantonese song lyrics are not written in the Cantonese dialect 
(because all Cantonese-speakers in Hong Kong regard lyrics written in the 
Cantonese dialect as extremely vulgar. This is a strange attitude: if songs in the 
Min dialect 閲南歌 of Taiwan are only songs that are to be sung formally and as 
12 Wong Chi Wah (2003: 102) holds the views that it is this phenomenon that brings about various imperfections in popular song lyrics. He opposes the practice which sets auxiliary words like de 的 and ma 嗎 to long notes or accented notes, quoting the opinion of the famous lyricist Cheng Kwok 
Kong 鄭國、江："In principle, de should not be set on accented notes; but in practice, de can be set to 
accented notes occasionally, as its Cantonese pronunciation is very bright." Wong emphasizes that 
lyrics written with formal Chinese should conform to the basic principle of keeping the function words 
relatively weak, in the same way as "/ge/" 旣and “/ne/’，呢 functions in the Cantonese dialect, which should always be light. Otherwise it would sound strange. No matter what opposing views he presents, it is a fact which, in the foreseeable future, will not be changed. For example, the following passage taken from Apple Daily, 12 May 2004 (page: A19) contains 
several "dialectal expressions": “警隊「一哥」李明逵噚日同八百名青少年真情對話，有唔少青少 
年都問得好尖銳，質疑警方處理示威手法，有學生更老實不客氣卩甘批評一哥九七回歸當年用交響 
樂掩蓋抗議聲音係剝奪人權，真係後生可畏° ” In standard written Chinese, it should go like: “警 
務署長李明逵昨天跟八百名青少年聊天，不少青少年的提問相當尖鋭，質疑警方處理示威手法 
有學生更老實不客氣迆批評置長九七回歸當年用交響樂掩蓋抗議聲音是剝奪人權，真悬後生可 
畏。” 一 14 The "comic songs，’鬼馬歌 of Sam Hui 許冠傑(famous Hong Kong popular singer), though extremely popular in 1970s and early 1980s, were often criticized for being "vulgar." (Wong, 65-81) The controversial colloquial songs featuring a high proportion of offensive language by LMF 
(LazyMuthaFucka)大惊I堂，popular at the turn of the century, were also severely criticized for their vulgarity. 
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a written text in the Min dialect, are they still qualified to be Min nan gel) [My 
Translation] 
This is the case with popular songs, and it is also the case with popular literature. 
Butt Wah Liu 畢華流，a writer^^ in Hong Kong, also notes that: 
Although more Cantonese colloquialisms are present in the text, I succeed in 
avoiding vulgarity being associated with the characters in these stories. This is 
very different from the dirty vulgarisms of comic books. I am extremely proud of 
that. (Butt, 1987i 9 9o: 203) [My Translation] 
I am a bit angry about my works not being recommended by local teachers. 
Maybe it is because they are written in colloquial Cantonese mixed with classical 
Chinese. (Butt, 1989: 218) [My Translation] 
It is expected that local churches would not regard hymn texts being translated 
into colloquial Cantonese as appropriate for the church. 
15 Butt Wah Liu, pseudonym of Ng Hon Yuen 吳漢源，is a prolific writer in Hong Kong, whose works 
are directed towards teenagers. Some of his works contain a high proportion of Hong Kong Cantonese, 
featuring extensive code mixing. 
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The Choice of Singing Style 一 Bel Canto, Cantonese Operatic, Natural Voice? 
One of the arguments against opera translating is to doubt its necessity because 
the audience "cannot understand what they're singing anyhow." (Sills, 1980: 286) 
Though similar queries have not been raised in the realm of hymn translating so far, a 
word about singing style is in order here. The poor audio comprehensibility of 
Western operas is largely related to the bel canto singing style, which focuses on the 
vowels. In order to master this singing style, considerable vocal training is needed, 
and hence it is unlikely to be used in hymn singing, particularly by the congregation, 
in English-speaking countries and Hong Kong alike. It is true the text would be less 
audible in chorus than in solo, yet it would be an exaggeration to say that the text is 
hardly audible at all, if it is not sung in bel canto style. 
Cantonese operatic singing 粵曲腔，which emphasizes the importance of 
dictioni6，is equally uncommon in Hong Kong as the bel canto, for it has been more 
than three decades since Cantonese operas were deemed "old-fashioned" by the 
younger generations, despite continuous efforts to turn the tide. Hymns, therefore, are 
commonly sung with the natural voice (untrained voices with certain singing 
16 See Chapter 3. 
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techniques) or in popular songs singing style (close to the speaking voice). These 
singing styles may be less artistic as compared to the bel canto and Cantonese 
operatic singing, yet they are most readily used and can render the text fairly audible. 
Hymns are not only for trained singers and choristers; they are for the 
congregation as well. Even carollers are not confined to 一 and in practice can hardly 
be confined to 一 semi-professional or professional singers. In view of the practical 
concern of audibility, phonetic imperfections can hardly be masked in actual hymn 
singing and the dialectal hymns have to be musically and phonetically convincing. 
Choice of Words - Substitution 
The impact of the complicated Cantonese tonal system on word choice is vast: 
proper names and key words in Christian faith may have to be substituted by 
synonyms in order to fit in with the musical framework. For example, the Chinese 
equivalent of "Jesus" is Yel Sul 耳穌(that is why in many hymns the syllables Yel 
Sul are set to repeated notes of relatively high pitch"). Yet in Cantonese the syllables 
are pronounced as /je4/ /soul/, with a tonal contour from extra-low to high (LL-H), 
For tone-melody matching principles in Mandarin, see Chapter 4. 
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meaning that the syllables can only be set to ascending intervals larger than or equal 
to a perfect 5出，if the tonal contour of the syllables is to be preserved. In other words, 
if there is no ascending interval larger than or equal to a perfect in the entire 
melody，the syllables Yel Sul cannot be satisfactorily set. Under such circumstances, 
the syllables Yel Sul have to be replaced by synonyms, such as jiu4 zhu3 救主 
(/gBu3/ /dzy2/, suitable for ascending major 2 ° ’ and jil dul 基督(/geil/ /dukl/, 
suitable for relatively higher repeated notes, or descending major or minor 2°」，or 
descending minor with passing note in between). If these alternatives are 
inapplicable to the notes originally set to "Jesus," liberty has to be taken to "move" 
the corresponding syllables to other notes. This strategy is not an innovation - it is 
commonly adopted in hymn translating. Xue Fan's suggestion to keep the proper 
names set to the same notes as in the original^^ is not always feasible in Cantonese. 
The Music Must Be Kept Intact in Vocal Text Translating: An Unbreakable Rule? 
Almost all commentators insist that the melody CANNOT be modified in the 
process of vocal text translating^^. While even the slightest modification may destroy 
the musical effectiveness in an art song, aria and the like, the effect of 
18 See Chapter 4. 
19 See Chapter 3. 
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melodic-modification seems less detrimental to the music in hymns. There are a 
handful of examples with the source text written in irregular meter; the music, 
accordingly, add a note here and there so as to accommodate the text. In the Chinese 
versions, such irregularities are usually eliminated. If this modification is accepted 
because the resulting target text conforms to the norm of Chinese traditional poetic 
format, similar modifications may also be tolerated or even defensible. For example, 
whenever syllables with a rising contour in Cantonese are used, a short appoggiatura^® 
sung with a glissando may be added so that the syllables can be clearly sung and 
heard. For instance, if the syllables zan4 mei2 zhu3 讚美主（/dzan3/ /mei5/ /dzy2/ ) -
the second and third syllables of which are in rising tones in Cantonese - are set to an 
ascending line in the higher tessitura like c^ d^ e ,^ appoggiaturas can be added to 
2 2 2 2 2 
become c c d d e , represented in the score below: 
Excerpt 7.1 Appoggiatura Treatments for Syllables with Rising Tones in Cantonese 
念� � r I I �个 V II r L f . ^ r ^ r ii 
讚 美 主 讚 美 主 讚 美 一 主 一 
This method is a widely adopted one in Cantonese operatic singing and 
20 A kind of accented, or on-beat, melodic decoration. 
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Cantonese popular songs (see Wong, 1989: 123-24; Yung, 1983: 36). In practice, this 
modification can be carried out in a number of ways: 
1. To be made by the hymnal editor, indicating the appropriate pitch of the 
appoggiaturas as a bracketed ornament; 
2. To be made by the minister and/or choir conductor, training the choir 
members to sing accordingly; 
3. If the cantor and/or choir adopt this manner of singing, it is likely that the 
congregation would gradually follow. 
Li Zhen Bang 李振邦(1984: 7) even goes as far as to change every zhu3 (if set 
to a relatively high note) into tianl zhu3 天主’ so as to avoid the syllable zhu3 being 
misheard as zhul 豬.With this change, not only the rhythm of music is modified 
(which would often result in syncopated rhythms), but also the number of syllables of 
the text. This strategy may be necessary in Mandarin, but it is not for Cantonese. With 
the glissando and short appoggiaturas proposed above, the addition of syllable is no 
longer necessary. 
Examples of Dialectal Translation of Christmas Songs 
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The feasibility of dialectal translation can be shown by two examples: one is the 
main section of Christmas song Rudolf the Red Nose Reindeer translated by Wong Chi 
Wah (2003: 176). The other one is a new version of the first stanza of Silent Night, 
modified according to the dialectal-musical approach. 
Excerpt 7.2 Main Section from Rudolf the Red-nosed Reindeer〈糸工鼻/_]、鹿)(Hong bi 




3 h 、）I I _ i ^ I I I • I j • I — 
9 “ ‘―* 髮 —*~— \ ^ m ^ ^ _ _ _ _ 
^-dolphthe red nosed rein-deer hada ve-ryshin-y nose. And if youev-er 
6 有 一 隻 梅 花 小 鹿 ’ 總 不 見 牠 笑 嘻 嘻 ， 只 因 牠 唯 一 
I � J � J � J I  I � � J � J � I J J . = 
sayv it, you would ev-en say it glows. All of theoth-er rein-deers 
11 擁 有 ’ 閃 閃 發 光 赤 色 鼻 . 每 天 見 其 他 小 鹿 ， 
「丨" I J ' J J � | J J | J J. I J ^ ^ ^ 
used to laugh and call hirmames. They ne-ver let poor Ru dolph join in a-ny rein-deer 
16 笑 牠 笑 得 甚 歡 喜 ， /」•、.鹿有甚麼比賽， 也 總 拒 牠 同 嬉 
I J J � J I � � . � � � . 川 J J 
games. Then one fog-gy Christ-mas Eve - San - ta come to say: 
21 戲. 聖 誕 叔 叔 派 禮 物 去 ， 獨 找 牠 指 引 路 ， 
^ ^ ^ ^ J “ 1 � � J J I J. _J 厂 I 
"Ru-dolph,with your nose so bright, Won't you guide my sleigh to- niqht?" 
2 5 全 憑 鼻 上 閃 閃 光 ， 不 憂 今 宵 忽 有 i . 
J J丨 I r I 丨 " r I" I 
Then how the rein-deer loved him, as theyshout-ed out with glee: 
29 這 一 隻 梅 花 小 鹿 ， 終 於 見 牠 笑 嬉 嬉， 
^ ^ ^ 小 J J I � 丄 I � J � J � � II • I 
"Ru - dolph,the red nosed rein- deer, you'll godown in his-to - ry." 
細 心 引 路 真 堪 記 ， 來 日 名 字 傳 千 里. 
This is a secular Christmas song instead of a Christmas hymn. However, it is an 
example showing how musically successful a translated song into Cantonese can be. 
This song, structured in ternary form, is rhymed in Cantonese, with xi 嬉(/heil/), bi 
鼻（/bd6/)，•喜（/hei2/),x/戲（/hei3/) for section A,/w 路（/lou6/), ww 霧（/mou6/) 
for section B and xi 嬉(/heil/), li 里(/lei5/) for section A’. Besides, it is perfect in 
Cantonese tone-melody matching, except for bar 12，where the first syllable xiao 小 
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(/xiu2/) might become shao 少（/xiu3/) if appoggiatura-like treatment^^ is not 
applied. The time aspects 一 including phrasing, rhythm, note-group-segment 
matching 一 are handled masterly. There are, however, two small modifications to the 
melody in bar 18 (see the dotted slur and the red note in the score). The translation 
approach is on the free side and many details in the source text - such as the 
dialogues - are not kept, though the mood and the main storyline is successfully and 
coherently reproduced. This translation is commissioned by The Bear Children's 
Choir熊熊兒童合唱團 in Hong Kong. This fact explains why the translator adopts 
this apparently "childish" style and the free translation approach - because the target 
text is entirely for entertainment. 
A free translation approach as such may not be acceptable to the church. In hymn 
translating, therefore, even less liberty can be exercised. The following is my attempt 
at producing a musically satisfactory text of the first stanza of Silent Night while 
trying to keep the imagery of the source text. The same stanza is translated in HUP 
(no. 100) as follows: 
21 Strictly speaking, this case cannot be called an "appoggiatura," as the given note is E-flat. The 
correct pitch for xiao /_]�is F. So the singer should sing the E-flat first and quickly glide upwards to F. 
The note F is the actual ornamentation, which should be called "anticipation." The audio effect, 
however, is very similar to the appoggiatura-treatment mentioned above. 
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Excerpt 7.3 Silent Night〈平安夜歌〉(Ping an ye), HUP 100，Stanza 1 
中譯:劉廷芳 平安夜歌 
r n J. I m J h I I i| ^ I II I 
Si - l^ t N^ht, ho - ly Night, All is calm, all is bright round yon Vir - gin 
6 平 一 安 夜 ， 聖 一 善 夜 ’ 萬 暗 中 ， 光 華 射 . 照 著 聖 母 也 
Q I — m m ^ ^ m ^ 
^ ^ ^ 丨 J. I | 丨 J . � J I 丄 
Mo - ther and Child. Ho - ly In - fant so ten - der and mild, 
9 照 著 聖 嬰 . 多 少 慈 祥 也 多 少 天 真 ， 
1 U j 1| I I ^ J I I J I j . II 
Sleep in hea - ven ly peace Sleep - in hea - ven-ly peace. 
靜 享 天 賜 安 眠 ， 一 靜 一 享 天 賜 安 眠 . 
This is a classic rendition featuring poetic beauty and high intertextual fidelity 
with the source text. However, this rendition does not sound well in Cantonese, as it is 
full of tone-melody mismatches . The following is my attempt at translating it with 
the musical-dialectal approach formulated in this thesis: 
Excerpt 7.4 Silent Night, Holy Night, New Chinese Version 
22 See Chapter 3. 
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Chinese Translation: Eos Cheng Silent Night, Holy Night 
J U m ^ ^ I - I I h I . ‘ I I 1 • I L r r i n J. j 丄 _丨 J J. I � P 丄 I � ^ ^ 丄 丨 J 丄 
思- lent N j h t , ho - ly Night, All is calm, all is bright round yon Vir - gin 
(5 聖 一 誕 夜 ， 聖 一 潔 夜 ， 家 家 靜 處 處 明 ， 聖 ' 母 歡 」 欣 
r 丄 ： J J 11 I I " T ] I 丨 1 ,1 
Mo - ther and Child. Ho - ly In - fant so ten - der and mild, 
丨聖 嬰 安 躺 ， 淡 淡 光 輝 照 ， 雙 雙 依 傍 . 
r I 丨丨 U j 1 | I I ^ J J - J J I J . I I Sleep in hea - ven ly peace Sleep - in hea - ven-ly peace. 
夜 靜 星 光 洞 照 ， 一 天 一 下 一 切 寂 P 蓼 . 
This rendition follows loosely the rhyme scheme aabbcc of the source text, 
though rhyme is applied more frequently as aabbccdd. Syllable allocation, phrasing 
and rhythm of the original are also strictly adhered to. Tone-melody matching in 
Cantonese can be said to be flawless except that the syllable tang 躺(/tog2/) has to 
be sung with appoggiatura treatment. Reiterative is applied several times as there are 
many repeated notes in the melody. The word sheng 聖(/sig/) is chosen as the first 
syllable because it resembles closely the syllable /sai/ in "silent," suggestive of the 
hush. The word jia 家(/ga/) is chosen for its open vowel, while chu 處（/tsy/)，zhao 
,照（/dziu/), liao 寥(/liu/) contains closed vowels, facilitating a natural fall in musical 
shape. However, the repetition of the phrase "sleep in heavenly peace" cannot be kept, 
as the melodic contour of the two musical phrases are drastically different and 
therefore no single verbal phrase in Cantonese can fit both musical phrases. 
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It is, no doubt, not a perfection rendition. But in some way it serves to show that 




General Observations of the Existing Chinese Translations of 
Christmas Hymns 
Tone-melody Relationship 
It is true that not all tonal languages demand a close correspondence between 
lexical tones of the text and the melodic contour of the music: Dagaare, for example, 
does not emphasize correlations between the two (Bodomo and Mora, 2000, cited in 
Bodomo and Ho, 2003). Besides, commentators tend to tolerate some degree of 
tone-melody mismatch in Mandarin (Xue, 2002: 144-46), while tone-melody 
matching does not play a highly important role in every genre of Chinese classical 
operas. (Yung, 1983a: 42-43) However, as a medium of music performance, 
Cantonese demands a close correspondence between lexical tones of the text and the 
melodic contour of the music, as in Cantonese popular songs and Cantonese operas. 
Vincie Ho and Bodomo analyzed 50 Cantonese popular songs with texts written by 
different lyricists and find that 90% of which contain no instance of tonal mismatch. 
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The rest contain less than or equal to 2% of tonal mismatch against an average of 250 
syllables in a text. No statistics of tone-melody matching in Cantonese operas are 
available so far, yet tone-melody matching is regarded as fundamental in Cantonese 
operas. 
Against this background, translated Christmas hymns are deemed to be 
unsatisfactory in terms of tone-melody matching. Translated Christmas hymns are, in 
general, characterized by a high proportion of tonal mismatch. 71% of the 38 pairs of 
adjacent syllables in the first stanza of hymn Lo, How a Rose E'er Blooming〈耳西之 
條歌)are "tonal mismatches." This is probably caused by the interference of 
Mandarin. It is natural for the hymns collected and translated for the HUP, which are 
intended to be sung in Mandarin instead of Cantonese, to sound unsatisfactory in 
Cantonese. 76% of the syllable pairs in the same text meet the requirement of 
tone-melody matching in Mandarin. Other hymns, which are collected for hymnals 
claiming to be suitable for Cantonese and Mandarin, cannot meet the claim. In fact, 
the tonal contour of Cantonese is not given the attention it rightly deserves in the 
process of vocal text translating. Examples from SOG (Let All Mortal Flesh Keep 
Silence〈肅靜迎主〉，first stanza) and CP {Gentle Mary Laid Her Child�聖嬰孩歌〉， 
first stanza) are still dominated by tonal mismatch (64.1% and 68.1 respectively). Of 
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the 88 hymns analyzed (with a total of 390 stanzas), none is entirely free from tonal 
mismatch. Making a Mandarin text that sounds compatible to a piece of music is a 
very challenging task 一 to make it sound equally well in Cantonese is too ambitious a 
goal to pursue, considering that the Cantonese tonal system is even more complicated 
than that of Mandarin. 
Admittedly, it is fairly common for a single hymn text to be set to different 
melodies in English or other European languages. The same holds true for Chinese 
hymnals. However, as a melody would have its individual melodic contour, a Chinese 
text suitable for one melody may not be suitable for another, especially in Cantonese. 
There are a handful of translators, such as Mrs. Chua King Ling, who make different 
Chinese versions for different melodies. This practice, which has not yet been widely 
adopted, is a huge step towards making Cantonese versions more satisfactory. 
The Time Aspects 
Music and language are closely related in terms of time, with a number of 
significant differences. The most obvious distinction is that musical durations are 
much longer than phonological elements in speech. Phonological segments in speech 
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are also more or less fixed in terms of durations and durational relationships, and note 
durations in music are relative. Speech is "locally rhythmic," and patterns of stress are 
found only within the context of a breath group or subgroup. Breath groups are 
separated by pauses of variable lengths while notes in music are to be fit into a 
"common, continuous metric framework," implying that the constraints are greater. In 
vocal music, therefore, the normal rhythms of speech are by no means kept: the 
vowels are lengthened, and segmental pauses of speech are to be fitted in with the 
constraints of the musical metre. 
The music of Christian Christmas hymns is usually metrically regular and with 
recurring patterns of strong and weak beats, because the texts are written with 
syllable-stress prosody. On the other hand, the rhythm of the Chinese language is 
based on structural segments, formed by units that are semantically complete, 
separated with one another by pauses and yet the number of syllables in each segment 
varies. Similarly, Chinese music is less regular in terms of strong-weak beat patterns, 
segment lengths, phrase lengths and tempi. 
Some practitioners have suggested principles to handle the time aspects in 
translating vocal texts into Chinese. Their opinions can be summarized into four 
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criteria，against which Christmas hymns are to be assessed: "the quantity and 
allocation of syllables," “accentuation pattern," "structure at phrase level," and 
“structure at note groups level." The first three criteria are more related to musical 
effects，the violation of which will affect musical effectiveness. Analysis shows that 
the hymns chosen for study are generally satisfactory in "quantity and allocation of 
syllables," and "structure at phrase level." In these two aspects, most of the violations 
of the principles are obviously intentional, such as to make a metrically regular target 
text from a metrically irregular source text, so that the target text is more acceptable 
by the aesthetic standards of the target culture. The requirements about "accentuation 
pattern" are also generally satisfactorily met, though isolated instances which placed 
function words on strong beats are present. 
However, these hymns are less successful in handling "structure at note group 
level": a handful of instances of semantic ambiguity can be found and nearly half of 
the hymns selected for analysis contain awkward verbal phrases. This last criterion, is 
one of the greatest concerns for lyricists, because unsatisfactory "note group -
structural segment" matching would lead to low comprehensibility or even 
miscomprehension of the text. 
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Rhyming 
Rhyme is considered almost essential for vocal texts in Chinese and Western 
cultures, with end rhyme particularly common among the various rhyme schemes. 
While rhyme schemes in English vary greatly, Chinese vocal texts tend to use one 
rhyming radical in a song, applying it at the end of every other line to follow the 
phrasing of the music. Standard rules for rhyming are present, both in Mandarin and 
in Cantonese, complete with the use of compatible rhymes. Rules for rhyming, 
however, have gone through many changes throughout the ages and in different 
genres. For instance, the rules for Cantonese opera are considerably more rigid than 
those for Cantonese popular songs. The choice of rhyming radical is often associated 
with portrayal of the mood and emotional content of the text. 
Rhyming in Cantonese is considerably more difficult than in Mandarin, because 
there are 44 rhyming radicals in Cantonese, exceeding those of Mandarin by more 
than threefold. In other words, the number of vocables with the same rhyming radical 
is smaller on average, meaning that there are fewer available choices for lyricists. 
Although there is no consensus among contributors focusing on European 
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languages, Chinese practitioner-theorists of vocal-text translating tend to place a very 
strong emphasis on rhyming. In this respect, there is scarcely any difference between 
Cantonese and Mandarin. This implies that a translated vocal text must rhyme in some 
way, preferably adopting one rhyming radical for one text, or adopting the rhyme 
scheme of the original, if the translation is to be successful. 
The majority of the hymns (93.4%, 120 out of 128 hymns) analyzed in the 
present study fail to keep the same rhyming radical throughout a text even in 
Mandarin, let alone in Cantonese, where none of the 128 hymns achieves this unity. 
Besides, most hymns also fail to keep the same rhyme scheme throughout a text. Only 
20 hymns (15.1%) keep the same rhyme scheme in all stanzas. Rhyme schemes might 
change from stanza to stanza, or even a different rhyme scheme for each stanza. The 
choice of rhyme scheme tends to be spontaneous. 
Moreover, the hymns analyzed rhyme far better in Mandarin than in Cantonese. 
This is also true for hymnals which are claimed to be suitable for singing in Cantonese. 
83.7% of the stanzas selected from existing hymnals rhyme in Mandarin; while only 
53.4% of them would rhyme in Cantonese. This cannot be said to be musically 
satisfactory, as Cantonese popular songs and Cantonese traditional songs normally 
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have an average of nearly 100% rhymed stanzas. It seems that it might not be possible 
for a single text to be rhymed equally satisfactorily in Mandarin AND in Cantonese, 
as there are no standard "conversion" rules between Cantonese pronunciation and 
Mandarin pronunciation. 
Immediate Comprehensibility 
The idea of "immediate comprehensibility" is usually associated with drama 
translation in which a text for performance should focus on its impact on the audience. 
These performance texts are required to be translated for the audience, with 
“immediacy” as the watchword. The same thing holds true in vocal text translating as 
well. 
Yet the hymn is a special genre of vocal music, in which the role of the audience 
and the performer is rather different from the common practice of other kinds of 
singing. In hymns singing, the role of the performer and the audience may sometimes 
overlap. In preaching activities, such as carol singing on Christmas Eve, hymns are 
sung to an audience of unknown background, whose knowledge of Christianity may 
be scarce. Without a text to follow, the audience may rely solely on the audio channels 
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to receive the message of the text. Under such circumstances, immediate 
comprehensibility is a critical factor in the communication process. When the 
audience and/or the performer have the text to follow, the visual comprehensibility of 
the text should also be taken into consideration. The existing theory of immediate 
comprehensibility, which is based solely on the audio channel, is extended to 
encompass the visual channel as well. 
Factors affecting both visual and audio comprehensibility include semantic and 
syntactic anomaly. Semantic anomaly includes archaism and religious terminology, 
while syntactic anomaly, which is frequently caused by the prosodic limitations 
imposed by the music, includes inappropriate contractions, grammatical errors and 
collocation errors. Factors affecting audio comprehensibility include tone-melody 
relationship, homophony, ease of utterance and the time aspects. 
It is obvious that hymns translators have not taken the idea of immediate 
comprehensibility seriously enough. It is true that in church services the congregation 
often has the text to follow; yet high immediate comprehensibility is particularly an 
asset to these Christmas hymns, which are probably sung by Christians and 
non-Christians alike. A review of the hymns selected shows that there is still room for 
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improvement for the translated hymns in terms of immediate comprehensibility, both 
textually and phonologically. 
The prosodic constrains imposed by the music often give rise to various syntactic 
anomalies, including inappropriate contractions, grammatical errors and collocation 
errors. Of the 553 stanzas analyzed (with the refrain counted as one separate stanza), 
on average, 31.1% of the hymns stanzas contain instances of semantic anomalies and 
16.4% contain syntactic anomalies, about 40% of the hymn stanzas contain at least 
one instance of anomalies, implying that 40% of the hymn stanzas are potentially 
difficult to comprehend for the listeners and/or singers. 
As some of the audience might not have the text when they listen to the hymns, 
the phonological aspects of the hymn texts, by nature, have to be as lucid as possible. 
Yet the existing translated hymns are far from satisfactory in this respect. Ambiguity 
and obscurity are often resulted from tone-melody mismatches, homophonic clashes, 
difficulties of utterance, and conflict between the text and the music in the time 
aspects. It is true that there are cases when tone-melody mismatch does no harm to 
immediate comprehensibility, yet it is difficult, in fact, to pinpoint what kind of 
tone-melody mismatch would result in low immediate comprehensibility and what 
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would not. None of the hymns reviewed is satisfactory in tone-melody matching, and 
many of them are in fact at the risk of being miscomprehended simply due to 
tone-melody mismatches. As for homophonic clashes, nearly one-tenth of the hymns 
stanzas reviewed in the present study contain one or more instances of homophonic 
clash. There are also isolated instances of low immediate comprehensibility resulted 
from other two factors (difficulties of utterance and the time aspects). 
A Musical Approach 
In view of the above-mentioned deficiencies, a new approach in hymn translation 
is proposed, which is particularly suitable for translating hymns specifically for - but 
not confined to - preaching activities. In this approach the first priority is given to 
immediate comprehensibility, which relies heavily on satisfactory matching between 
the text and the music. In order to be acceptable by the church, intertextual fidelity has 
to be fairly high. The resulting texts would probably be characterized by: 
1. satisfactory matching between tone and melody; 
2. rhyming in Cantonese; 
3. careful handling of the time aspects; 
4. avoidance of abstmseness; 
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5. high intertextual fidelity to the source text. 
A Dialectal Hymnal 
Many of the existing translated hymns are far more suitable for singing in 
Mandarin than in Cantonese, with many of the undesirable effects in Cantonese 
hymn-singing are caused by phonetic differences between Mandarin and Cantonese. 
Compiling a dialectal hymnal, therefore, is highly recommended. Editors of a hymnal 
should specify the language. In the cultural context of Hong Kong, a dialectal hymnal 
can possibly be "dialectal" only in terms of the phonetic aspects: to rhyme according 
to Cantonese pronunciation, taking due care of tone-melody matching in Cantonese, 
and to pay attention to the occurrence of homophonic clashes in Cantonese. In view of 
the practical concern of audibility, phonetic imperfections can hardly be masked in 
actual hymn singing and the dialectal hymns have to be musically and phonetically 
convincing. Extensive use of substitution as a translation technique is expected, so as 
to achieve tone-melody matching in Cantonese. Some small modifications on the 
melody is tolerable, such as adding short appoggiaturas when a note is set to syllables 
with rising tones in Cantonese. 
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This dialectal approach, together with the musical approach, in the long run, can 
be seen as the starting point of research about musical globalization through localized 
translation activities. This dialectal-musical approach can be applied to Chinese 
dialects other than Cantonese and can be expanded to the realm of other musical 
genres, such as opera, popular songs, folk songs, to name a few. 
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